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Abstract

Unplugged approaches to teaching Computational Thinking (CT), which are based on
activities that do not require the use of a digital device or programming, are widely used
in computing education. Evidence from the literature and practice indicates that this
approach can be used successfully, although views on the value of Unplugged computing
have been varied. Recently it was found that rather than comparing Unplugged with
other approaches, combining Unplugged with teaching programming enabled students to
achieve the same level of programming competence, but with higher self-efficacy, and a
larger vocabulary in the programming language compared to a similar time span spent
on programming alone. Despite this improved understanding of how to use Unplugged
activities, there is little understanding of why they are effective and what ways they
can be combined with plugged-in exercises effectively in a programming classroom and
for teachers’ professional development (PD). In this thesis we use practical observations
viewed through the lenses of theories of learning to understand why the Unplugged
approach is effective.

Computational Thinking in school curricula is about teaching students to understand
how to use computation to solve problems, to create, and to discover new questions that
can fruitfully be explored in other disciplines and professions as well as Computer Sci-
ence. Teachers need to be able to effectively communicate the ideas of Computational
Thinking to students and apply these within the context of their classroom. Our initial
studies with teachers indicated that understanding the nature of the commonly identi-
fied difficulties and confusion caused by computer jargon among teachers is important
for finding ways for effective classroom delivery. We found that the concerns from teach-
ers finding computer jargon difficult can be because the computational context in which
they are applied makes them difficult for teachers to understand, rather than not knowing
their meanings in the first place, and appropriate support can enable teachers to learn
the techniques and skills that the terminology refers to. Using Unplugged material in
teachers’ professional development, we tried to understand how they perceive the utility
of Unplugged, particularly in introductory programming and understanding the jargon.
Findings indicate that alternating Unplugged content in introductory programming does
not hinder the teachers’ teaching efficacy and self-efficacy towards computer program-
ming, yet teachers can be equipped with more content within the same time frame as a
conventional teaching approach.

Another lens that we use to understand how Unplugged and programming relate is
the Notional Machine (NM), an abstract model of a computer created by teachers to
facilitate learners’ understanding. It represents something they can (mentally) inter-
act with to draw learners’ attention to hidden aspects of computing, is implicit in all
programming teaching methods, and is a key to successful programming. We explore



how Unplugged activities seem to have a close connection with Notional Machine, and
therefore use the lens of Notional Machine to understand the relationship between Un-
plugged and programming. Reviewing the existing Unplugged activities through this
lens, we can understand where Unplugged has been successful in teaching programming
and why. We also identify the possible gaps in Unplugged activities that need address-
ing for it to be further successful as a programming education tool. Accordingly, in our
professional development experimental studies we developed and trialled new Unplugged
activities focusing on modeling basic programming concepts, and studied their usefulness
in alternating with conventional programming teaching practices.

The usefulness of Unplugged activities in introductory programming was then con-
sidered through the lens of Semantic Waves, a concept that describes an ideal learning
journey of a novice learner over a course of learning while shifting between expert and
novice understanding, abstract and concrete context, and technical and simple mean-
ings. Studying the behavior of the Semantic Waves of Unplugged activities we saw how,
heuristically, the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) can be seen as a differentia-
tion of a semantic profile of an Unplugged activity, essentially shifting learners back
and forth between existing and new knowledge, while learning a programming concept.
The Semantic Waves of Unplugged activities used to model programming concepts were
analysed and compared with a plugged-in only lessons that taught the same concepts to
show how alternating Unplugged activities with plugged-in experience successfully cov-
ers a wider semantic range, indicating the possibility of avoiding both learner anxiety
as well as boredom, and enabling teachers to find better teaching strategies that suit
their classrooms. Semantic profiles show the balance between what learners know and
what they should know about what is actually happening, and the use of Unplugged
activities supports the flow needed for creating effective semantic profiles, particularly in
programming classrooms.
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Chapter 1

Chapter I

Introduction

This chapter lays the foundation for research carried out from 2019 to 2022 that aimed to
understand the nature and application of unplugged style teaching and learning in Computational
Thinking (CT) and introductory programming, with a particular focus on teachers’ professional
development. It includes key elements of this research such as motivation, research questions
addressed and the overall methodology followed. The chapter ends with a description of the
remaining chapter structure and of terminology used in this thesis.

1.1 Background

‘Computing’ in the modern day is so broad a subject discipline that it is defined and understood
in many different ways and contexts, and trying to find a singular definition is not achievable.
Teaching ‘Computing’ at grade school1 level today seems to have three common strands: 1)
creating, evaluating and using digital artefacts (e.g. creating useful software application or
digital output using software), 2) knowing how to blend computers with everyday life and work
(i.e. using weather apps in agriculture and farming), and 3) learning the essence of Computer
Science (CS) (i.e. programming and theories of computing). Viewed this way, ‘computing’ is
not only about the computer as a device, but rather about a complete thinking process related
to computing and computation. Computers are an important tool to learn computing, just like
paint brushes are to art. Learners have to understand them and learn how to use them effectively,
but the concepts of the subject go beyond that [34].

Attempts at interpreting and/or representing the true nature of what’s happening inside a
computer has always been open for discussion in computing education. On one hand, these
attempts focus on communicating the general computational concepts to learners effectively, for
general academic knowledge and effective application of computing concepts into other subject
disciplines. On the other hand, particularly in computer programming education, their intention
is to support learners developing correct mental models. Using some form of spatial represen-
tation (e.g. an abstract machine or a computational agent) to support technical or pedagogical
explanations is common in computing. The representational and abstract nature of such peda-
gogic tools indicates mental comprehensions needed by the learners that can be related to their
everyday knowledge, in order to understand the true nature of computing.

At a time when the first physical computers were just introduced to the world, Alan Turing
foresaw how and what the thinking pattern for that newly emerging computation should be, and

1 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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his explanation is remarkably similar to what has been described as Computational Thinking
later. In his famous 1950 paper about the ‘Imitation Game’ for measuring Artificial Intelli-
gence, interestingly, Turing also discussed the difference between digital computers and human
computers:

“The idea behind digital computers may be explained by saying that these machines are
intended to carry out any operations which could be done by a human computer. The
human computer is supposed to be following fixed rules; he has no authority to deviate
from them in any detail”. [235]

While the main part of his ‘Imitation Game’ discussion was about computers thinking like hu-
mans, he also talked about humans thinking like computers. How he foresaw the mechanisation
of the role of a Computer (which was only beginning to transition from ‘humans’ to an ‘electronic
device’ at that time) shows some of the earliest indications to a subtly tangible nature of CT and
the possibility of representing or explaining computation with physical means. What Turing was
probably trying to articulate as computing at a time when the concepts of computing were not
tightly coupled to the physical device, has not been changed much to this day, where detaching
the physical device from computation has become literally unthinkable. The computer is still
often seen as an indispensable necessity in computing education.

Computing educators have been using physical metaphors and physical representations since
the early days of computing learning. In the 1990s Tim Bell and his colleagues introduced a
set of physical activities that can be used to explain CS concepts without using computers [22];
commonly known as CS Unplugged (CSU), a central repository of these activities is at https:
//www.csunplugged.org. Bell and others’ unplugged computing was largely popularised in
primary school education, and created a global movement around it.

One of their objectives was to provide a pedagogical interpretation to how computing happens
inside of a computer, using various physical activities that do not require using any digital
devices. In other words, they attempted to engage students with the ‘thinking process’ behind
computation using physical activities, by giving a ‘physical sense’ to a rather intangible and
unseen process within a computer. What Turing [235] was suggesting before the age of computers,
that humans do not need to do the computing because a digital computer can do it, in the digital
age Bell and others turned around, with the unplugged approach, to show that a human can
do what a digital computer can do (for pedagogical purposes). This approach of ‘unplugged
computing’ also resulted in bringing together many avenues of computing education such as
algorithmic thinking and programming, to make meaningful connections through constructivist
pedagogical approaches [20, 167].

In 2009, Jeannette Wing brought the term ‘Computational Thinking’ to the fore, that essen-
tially talked about the thought process behind formulating computational problems and solutions
to them. Her definition included how this ‘solution’ should be formulated — “in a form that can
be effectively carried out by an information-processing agent [Computational Agent]” [249]. This
CT definition also employs a representational element (the Computational Agent) in its elab-
oration, much like the other representational models that had been already used elsewhere in
computing such as the Notional Machine (NM) in programming [75], Turing Machine in concep-
tualisation [48] or Intelligent Agents in Artificial Intelligence [182]. Wing’s definition also situated
the Computational Agent in a position that it can either be human or machine, bringing Turing’s
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Imitation Game and Bell et al.’s CS Unplugged into a range of ways students might engage with
computing: virtuality represented by physicality, and vice-versa. It intertwined Turing’s early
efforts of articulating ‘a machine’s ability to think’ with Bell et al.’s later attempts of expressing
‘computing concepts using physical means’. Wing explicitly mentioned CS Unplugged in the
same article that introduced her “information processing agent” [249].

Wing’s definition of CT and her advocacy for it became widely popular, and has since been
highly influential in incorporating CS in school curricula around the world since it appeared in
2006. CS Unplugged has become widely used to support CT teaching at all levels of grade school,
and has also been found to work well to support students learning programming, while providing
a range of curriculum integration opportunities [21]. It has also become useful for introducing
teachers, who are often sceptical about the new subject, to CT. Although a rationale for the
success of unplugged computing in computing education is yet to be articulated well, the above
discussion indicates a strong connection for teaching CT to unplugged computing’s ability as a
pedagogical approach to provide explanations for computing concepts using everyday knowledge,
and relating virtuality to physicality.

1.2 Motivation

Unplugged approaches to teaching CT are widely used in computing education. It has the
benefit of removing barriers before students can work with the concept, such as having access
to a computer, or having to learn how to program. However, it also raises the concern that it
might prevent students from properly learning to use digital devices, and especially that it might
become a substitute for learning to program. Some initial evaluations of using CS Unplugged
activities exactly as they are written (without using a computer) found, not surprisingly, that
students find difficulty in seeing the connection with computing, or how the skills related to
CS [87, 227]. Stager [218] assumed that CS Unplugged activities were intended as a substitute for
learning to program, and strongly advocated that they should not be used. Other research found
that unplugged was effective as a supporting approach in CS classrooms (e.g. [118, 194, 231]).
Despite strongly believing that computing should be tightly coupled to computers, Denning [62]
appreciates unplugged as a “genius” way to expose how many CS concepts actually do not need
computers to be understood. In short, some see unplugged computing as a wonderful way of
teaching computing while some others (rarely) have suggested that it should not have happened,
and some others have mixed views about it.

A turning point in the understanding of unplugged activities was the work of Hermans and
Aivaloglou [115], who found that by combining unplugged activities with teaching programming,
compared with a class spending the same total amount of time on programming but without
unplugged activities, enabled students to achieve the same level of programming competence,
but higher self-efficacy, and a larger vocabulary in the programming language. From this point
of view, it appears that unplugged learning works as a catalyst for teaching programming, and
it squarely established that the debate should not be “either/or”, but how best to combine
them. Despite this improved understanding of how to use unplugged activities, there is little
understanding of why they are effective and what ways they can be combined with plugging-in
exercises effectively in a programming classroom.

Moreover, little has been explored about how unplugged computing can be helpful in teachers’
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professional development (PD), particularly with teachers who are new to computing and/or to
programming, with notable exception being Curzon [57]. With an interest in the challenges
faced by teachers who are teaching computing and programming, and developing resources to
help them, and improving their self-efficacy in teaching these topics, the obvious success of
unplugged computing with students (i.e. in learning) needs to be further investigated for its
applicability to teachers (i.e. in teaching).

1.3 Research Questions

This thesis attempts to understand the success of unplugged computing in computing education
by looking at it through the lens of some important educational theories, and with experimental
studies using unplugged activities in introductory programming, that investigate their usage in
teachers’ professional development. In the process, viewing CT through the lens of relevant
educational theories is used to understand the complementary relationship between CT and
unplugged computing. The research questions addressed in these studies are:

RQ 1: How does CT relate to the mental models that students are forming?
The definitions of CT and its applications to learning computing indicates psychological rela-
tionships to a learner’s learning as well as cognition. In learning a computing concept, learners
form different kinds of mental models and make connections, on their own and/or with the sup-
port of their teacher. This question intends to explore this and thereby provide a rationale for
teachers for supporting students more effectively in their learning process.

RQ 1.1: How can models for student learning inform our understanding of learning CT?

A few well-known educational, psychological and computing theoretical frameworks
are explored critically to draw out connections in understanding learning about
computing, particularly unplugged computing and programming. We propose a
theoretical connection between Computational Agents in CT and Notional Machines
that could be useful in learning to program (explored in Chapters 4 and 7).

RQ 1.2: How does the view of CT vary with the stage that teachers/learners are working
at?

This question attempts to find answers by analysing definitions and various ap-
plications of CT based on theoretical explanations to show how an incremental
understanding of CT is applied in learning, particularly in programming (explored
in Section 7.6, Chapter 7).

RQ 2: How does the use of unplugged as a PD tool impact teachers’ confidence,
expectations, and knowledge?

Unplugged style teaching has proven to increase the confidence levels of young students, suggest-
ing that it can be used for professional development of teachers, particularly for those who are
new to the subject. This question intends to explore what impacts unplugged had on teachers
when using it as a teaching pedagogy in their professional development, as well as using it as a
teaching aid in their classrooms.
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RQ 2.1: What are the impacts of alternating or combining unplugged teaching methods
with conventional “plugged-in” (computer based) methods when providing PD for
teachers?

This question explores the use of unplugged as a pedagogic device, measuring the
impact in terms of their self-efficacy towards programming, and self-efficacy and
motivation towards teaching CT topics (explored in Chapters 9 and 10).

RQ 2.2: What are teachers’ expectations for students who experience unplugged in a CT
curriculum?

Following professional development experiences on CT and programming, this ques-
tion explores teachers’ expectations around having to teach CT in their classroom.
How the PD experiences would improve/enhance/negatively impact their perspec-
tive on the subject is explored by surveying teachers’ expectations after they have
completed a workshop on teaching CT concepts (explored in Chapters 5, 8 and 9).

RQ 2.3: What is the nature of teachers’ understanding of computational terms (jargon) re-
lated to CT concepts, and how can a relevant professional development intervention
help to resolve issues related to them?

Having identified that the computing jargon used in learning and other material
used in school education has an impact on teachers’ taking of the subject, this
question further explores how professional development would/can make an im-
pact, by measuring teachers’ perception of jargon before and after an intervention
(explored in Chapter 6).

RQ 3: Why is unplugged useful when combined with programming?

The proven success of using unplugged combined with plugging-in is further explored with this
question, with a particular focus on teachers, both as a professional development approach as
well as a pedagogic tool. The six sub-questions approach the main research question in different
angles to find answers.

RQ 3.1: What is the role of unplugged style activities in the context of the computing con-
cepts they address?

The unplugged style activities usually address concepts like algorithms or sequence
in programming and so on, which can be implemented on a computer. For this ques-
tion we analyse existing unplugged activities to understand their role in representing
or explaining computing concepts they intend to deliver (explored in Chapter 3 and
elaborate further in Chapter 8).

RQ 3.2: Is there a need for a separate, programming focused set of unplugged activities that
connects the concepts through “plugging it in”?

Most of the unplugged activities published do not purposely explain programming
concepts. The ones that do tend tend to deal with sequence mostly. Are they
sufficient, or would there be an effect of having unplugged activities to deal with
more programming concepts like variables, iteration, etc.? (explored in Chapter 8
and 9)
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RQ 3.3: What are the features of unplugged that are useful when combined with program-
ming?

Research has shown that combining unplugged activities with plugged-in is a suc-
cessful approach in introductory programming. Here we explore why this is the case,
analysing introductory programming experiences with novice to beginner teachers
and using Semantic Waves and theories of Zone of Proximal Development (explored
in Chapter 10).

RQ 3.4: Does unplugged help teachers build a useful Notional Machine?

Understanding the Notional Machine (a conceptual computer in learning to pro-
gram) accurately underpins successful performance in CT. How unplugged activi-
ties contribute to novice and beginner teachers in comprehending the concepts of
Notional Machine is explored here, looking at it from several different perspectives
(explored in Chapters 7, 9 and 10).

RQ 3.5: How can a more programming-focused set of unplugged activities help teachers build
useful Notional Machines?

Unplugged activities are effective and efficient pedagogic tools, particularly with
young learners. Understanding the relationship between programming-focused un-
plugged activities and their usefulness in helping teachers building robust Notional
Machines, therefore, could open many new avenues in programming education such
as teachers’ professional development, pedagogic tools and learning material devel-
opment, classroom delivery, etc. We explore this relationship by attempting to un-
derstand the connection between Computational Thinking and Notional Machines,
and how unplugged activities particularly could be useful in this regard (explored
in Chapter 7).

RQ 3.6: What impacts do programming-focused unplugged activities have for teachers and
learners?

Due to their peculiar focus, programming-focused unplugged activities may differ
from a usual unplugged computing experience. This question explores the impact
that such focused unplugged activities could have on teachers and learners. We ex-
plore this in both theoretical and practical contexts. Due to the project limitations,
the views of teachers who are new to computing and/or new to programming par-
ticipating in professional development courses in introductory programming were
considered to gain insight into the learners’ perspective (explored in Chapters 4, 7
and 9).

1.4 Methodology

This thesis looks at unplugged computing through three different lenses: 1) teachers’ reactions
to unplugged, with a special focus on introductory programming, 2) Notional Machine, which is
implicit in all teaching of programming, to explain the position of unplugged activities, and 3)
the Semantic Waves concept that describes an ideal learning journey of a novice learner over a
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course of learning, to study unplugged’s ability to use their existing knowledge to introduce new
knowledge in programming lessons.

The overall research methodology followed throughout this research study is mostly a prag-
matist approach [225]. The studies conducted throughout this research are of two kinds, 1)
theoretical analyses using educational theories and other literature to understand the interplay
among CT, Notional Machines and the unplugged approach as a pedagogic approach to teaching
programming, and 2) experimental studies with New Zealand teachers on using unplugged as a
tool to teach programming.

The theoretical analyses of this research are based on empirical studies on observed and
measured phenomena and derives knowledge from actual experience, supported by educational
theories and literature. The empirical studies were mainly used to understand the nature and
applicability of unplugged computing as a pedagogy, which is the main focus of this research.

The experimental studies, that include the pilot study and two main studies, were con-
ducted alongside some introductory programming courses conducted by the Computer Science
Education Research Group of the University of Canterbury (CSERG) in their PD programmes
conducted during the period of this research (from 2019 to 2021). These experimental stud-
ies employed a combination of descriptive quantitative, randomised-experimental quantitative,
and phenomenological qualitative research methods, and are reported in separate chapters. The
teachers’ self-efficacy in CT was studied from three perspectives (in teaching CT content, in
computer programming, and motivation to teach Digital Technology subjects) before and after
introductory programming workshops, followed by opinion surveys and interviews.

A mixed methods approach was used for data collection in the experimental studies conducted
during the project. Mixed methods research draws on the potential strengths of both qualita-
tive and quantitative methods, allowing the exploration of diverse perspectives, and uncovering
relationships that exist between the intricate layers of the multifaceted research questions [52].
It also assists in the triangulation of results based on multiple data sources.

A thematic analysis approach was used when analysing the qualitative data collected in each
study, using the NVivo qualitative data analysis software2. Thematic analysis is a widely used
method for analysing qualitative data and is used to identify patterns and meanings across a data
set related to the research questions being investigated. The transcript texts of interviews were
the main focus of these analyses. The qualitative data were analysed using statistical analysis
methods that suited each individual study. Non-parametric data analysis was used for the studies
with small sizes and multi-level modelling was used to analyse the experiment data with complex
designs where both within and between-subject shared variances needed to be considered. The
qualitative approaches and statistical models used for data analysis are discussed in detail in the
respective studies.

1.5 Thesis Contributions

This study contributes to the ongoing discussion of unplugged computing and its usefulness in
developing CT, and in teaching and learning computer programming. It builds on the existing

2 NVivo Software: https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo-qualitative-data-analysis-software/
home
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literature about CT, and educational theories on learning and programming education, by pro-
viding theoretical perspectives on learning to program with unplugged, as well as by providing
empirical research about the use of unplugged computing activities as pedagogic tools. This
thesis show that the CT definition’s inclusion of Computational Agents (CA) makes the CA
a relevant learning tool that makes abstract ideas concrete, and thereby becomes a simplified
variant of a Notional Machine that provides both observational and operational perspectives for
learners to support them in forming robust mental models. The thesis proposes that teaching
programming should make use of this relationship between Computational Agents and Notional
Machines at different stages of learning, as a link that connects a learner’s mental model to a
full Notional Machine.

This new understanding of the relationship between Notional Machines and CT is then
extended to review unplugged activities, and develop new activities that can objectively model
programming concepts. This study looks at unplugged computing through the lens of Semantic
Waves to rationalise and further discuss how the interplay between learners’ concrete knowledge
and the conceptual knowledge introduced during an unplugged computing activity contributes
to effective delivery of computing in classrooms, as well as cementing learners’ understanding
of the subject, thus provide a rationale for the complementary relationship between CT and
unplugged computing. It provides insights into how unplugged computing resonates with the
idea of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) of a learner, by engaging them in rich social
interactions with knowledgeable others and peers while maintaining their focus objectively on
computing concepts.

Understanding why unplugged strategies succeed in teaching CT (and learning programming
when they are combined with plugged-in lessons) is important to effectively incorporate them
into teaching and learning CT topics, particularly programming, in an effective manner. With
the aid of the Semantic Waves concept, this thesis rationalises why unplugged activities have
been successful in the past, and why alternating or combining them in programming lessons
can improve the effectiveness of teaching introductory programming. For this analysis we also
adapt Dual Process Theory from psychology, to show how alternating unplugged activities with
plugged-in exercises achieve the ultimate expectation of moving the programming concepts to
learners’ long term memory, so that the conceptual knowledge become part of their crystallised
intelligence (acquired knowledge), and they can use it automatically when they program.

This study also provides insights to the applicability of unplugged computing in teachers’
professional development in introductory programming, particularly with teachers who are new
to computing and/or new to programming, and identifies effective ways unplugged can be used
in learning to program, and in teachers’ professional development.

1.6 Limitations and Threats to Validity

There were some limitations and threats to validity for the methodology used throughout this
project that need to be noted. The main limiting factor throughout all of the studies reported in
this thesis that involved school teachers is that the needs of participating teachers took priority
over our research. On top of this, the consequences of the COVID19 pandemic (which started
at the early stages of this project) caused some drastic changes in the education systems all over
the world, such as rapid shifts to use an online mode for long periods and cancellation of the
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in-person PD events. This resulted in many challenging changes in teachers’ usual work practices
and classroom discourses. These practical difficulties faced by the main target group (i.e. school
teachers) frequently interfered with the main goals of this research as well as smooth conduct
and data collection of the individual studies. This was an ongoing challenge faced throughout
this project.

The use of mixed methods and pragmatic approaches is time consuming and requires complex
research designs. Changing circumstances meant changes to the original research design as
well as deviations from intended short-term objectives. The practical issues created due to the
unprecedented circumstances of the pandemic moved the main focus of the research towards
more theoretical explorations. The reactive nature of pragmatic research also greatly decreases
its repeatability. However, despite these disadvantages and challenges, the flexible nature of the
mixed methods and pragmatic research methodologies suited this research well.

The main threat to validity of this research is the low numbers of participants, which affected
the quantitative data analyses. For this reason, a proper scale development and validation process
could not be followed for the survey instruments. As an attempt to mitigate any effects, validated
and published scales were adapted to accommodate the research specific requirements. However,
scale evaluation after adaptation was limited to tests of reliability. The effect of the small sample
size was mitigated by using non-paramatric methods for analysis where applicable. Nevertheless,
some anticipated investigations such as the influences-based demographic data could not be
usefully incorporated in the research for this reason.

The participants of the experimental studies were New Zealand school teachers. The New
Zealand curriculum is quite flexible in nature, and has been incorporating Digital Technologies
(i.e. CT and CS) for a reasonable length of time. Therefore, it was observed that teachers’
general uptake and/or reaction to CT and learning to programming was positive and proactive.
Moreover, the participation in the workshops as well as in the surveys was voluntary. This may
indicate a degree of bias in representation. The potential influences of this were not investigated.

This research involved interviews that were conducted by the researcher herself. The partic-
ipants were informed about the nature of the research and were participating in the interviews
voluntarily and they were aware of the identity of the researcher and the nature of her research
within the CSERG of UC, which has been a popular and trusted source of information and
resources for DT to teachers throughout New Zealand for a considerable period of time. These
could have caused several threats to the validity of the studies, of which the first is acquiescence
bias; participants may feel obliged to please the researcher, and so give overly proactive and/or
positive responses, compared to the what they may have given otherwise. This risk could have
been reduced by having a neutral third party conduct the interviews, yet having a third party
unfamiliar with the research would likely limits the depth of information gathered.

Care was taken to avoid leading questions that could bias teachers’ answers. However, the
reactions of the interviewer may have introduced bias to their subsequent answers. The researcher
has attempted to remain impartial while interviewing, but it was observed that, in some cases she
has given positive and/or supportive reactions to the interviewees’ statements. Moreover, only
the researcher herself analysed the interviews, and no secondary thematic coder were involved in
the analysis. The impact of this situation was attempted to be mitigated by regular discussions
with the supervisors and members of CSERG, which essentially introduced a level of peer review
and increased supervision.
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1.7 Thesis Structure

This thesis is separated into 11 chapters. Chapter 2 discusses directions in computing education
and how CT has become an integral part of computing education by reviewing the literature for
various views on CT, and critiquing its role in grade school3 curricula in depth. Chapter 3 then
explores unplugged approaches in computing education in depth, distinguishing the unique posi-
tion of unplugged computing as a pedagogic approach, and highlighting its role in programming
education in particular. The chapter attempts to dig deep into unplugged activities to anal-
yse their applicability in different perspectives in learning, using examples. Chapter 3 extends
the discussion of CT in Chapter 2 to discuss its complementary relationship with unplugged
computing.

Chapter 4 is a literature review of related educational and psychology theories we used in
the process of understanding the evidently successful performance of unplugged computing in
computing education. Here, the unplugged approach’s use of existing knowledge to introduce new
knowledge is considered as the baseline for theoretical investigations. This chapter also looks at
the literature related to teaching and teachers, to understand their concerns and considerations
in teaching computing. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 provide the theoretical foundation and underpinning
literature for the core research of the thesis.

Chapter 5 covers a pilot study conducted on school teachers who participated in a series of
introductory programming workshops, which aimed to investigate the future directions for studies
using unplugged computing within the scope of this project. Although the pilot study largely
contributed to fine-tuning the experimental approach and instruments used, it also provided
great insights to the direction of the main research as well as provided partial answers to the
research questions. This chapter also covers the implications this had for the following work.
Chapter 6 discusses the findings from an empirical study based on the data gathered alongside
the pilot study about the teachers’ understanding of jargon in a CT curriculum.

Chapter 7 covers a critical analysis and discussion on the relationship between Computational
Agents in CT and Notional Machines, and attempts to provide insights on how it may or may
not be helpful in introductory programming education. In this chapter, we argue that the
Computational Agents can be seen as an abstract (and constantly developing), simplified variant
of a Notional Machine that provides an observational (external) perspective as well as operational
(internal) perspective to the learner to support them to form robust mental models of Notional
Machines more efficiently and effectively. We propose that teaching programming should make
use of the idea of a Computational Agents at different stages of learning, as a link that connects
a learner’s mental model to a full Notional Machines.

With the new understanding about the connection between the Notional Machines and Com-
putational Thinking, designing unplugged activities that model basic programming concepts was
part of this project. A detailed discussion on the usability of the existing unplugged activities
in programming is given, and an extensive survey of the availability of programming-focused
unplugged activities was carried out prior to designing new activities. Chapter 8 includes these
discussions in detail. The evaluation of the programming focused unplugged activities developed
were done in the main experimental studies detailed in Chapter 9.

3 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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The two main experimental studies are detailed in Chapter 9, while Chapter 10 extends
this discussion further, blending the experimental observations with theoretical analysis. In
these two studies, carried out as intervention studies, the activities designed (as discussed in
Chapter 8) were combined with plugged-in programming in teachers’ PD programmes, in different
combinations, to study their effectiveness. In Chapter 10, the mixing of unplugged with plugged-
in exercises in introductory programming is looked at through the lens of Semantic Waves, where
we propose a possible rationale for its recorded success.

Chapter 11 gives a summary of the thesis, the contributions it makes, and potential directions
for future research.

1.8 Terminology

The following terms are frequently used throughout this thesis and their meanings are discussed
when relevant. For clarity, summarised definitions are provided here:

Computing: A broad field that encompasses the processes of using computers and computer
technology, studying about computers and computational systems, and performing calcu-
lations and information processing using computers. This includes any activity that uses
computers to manage, process, and communicate information.

Computer Science: The study of computers and computing, including its conceptual body of
knowledge, theoretical foundations and practical applications, and of the application of
computing on data and information of other disciplines.

Computational Thinking: Considering all its different definitions, Computational Thinking
can be very broadly described as the thought processes in rational thinking with a goal of
producing an algorithm or a computer program/computing system. This is directly related
to the thinking skills and practices used by Computer Scientists. The many definitions of
this term is explored in detail in Chapter 2, and a theoretical exploration is discussed in
Chapter 7.

Unplugged Computing (Unplugged for short): Systematic pedagogic approaches of teach-
ing and learning CS concepts without using computers. The term “unplugged” is often used
to refer to CT activities that do not require the use of a device, or at least do not require
programming.

CS Unplugged: The unplugged style activities developed by Bell et al. [22], found as a central
repository at https://www.csunplugged.org. These activities have been a frequently
referred to source of unplugged activities throughout this research and often has been
referred to as CS Unplugged, by the acronym CSU or by the web link csunplugged.org.
More details about these unplugged computing resources are discussed in Section 3.2.

Unplugged Programming/Programming Unplugged: Learning programming without us-
ing computers or any other digital devices. Here, the teaching and learning involves pro-
gramming concepts (such as variables or loops), since the term in its literal sense seem
contradictory. The metaphoric use of the term “unplugged” indicates detachment from
digital devices during the learning process.
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Plugged-in/Plugging-in Programming: Learning programming using computers (i.e. dig-
ital programming devices and/or applications). The metaphorical “plug-in” refers to the
direct use of digital device as the tool to learn computer programming, in contrast to
“unplugged” activities. This has been the conventional approach for learning to program.

Non-programming Unplugged Activities: Unplugged activities that are designed to model
(one or more) Computer Science concepts (such as sorting algorithms or error correction)
but do not purposely focus on a particular programming concept. The concepts that these
activities attempt to model are loosely coupled with programming. The context for this
term is explored in Chapter 3.

Programming Unplugged Activities: Unplugged activities designed explicitly to model con-
cepts (such as using flip-books to model variables) relevant to learning programming, and
therefore tightly coupled with programming. The context for this term is explored in
Chapter 3.
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Chapter II

Computing Education in Schools

Computing education is a field with many facets and directions. From earlier focus on
learning Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and digital literacy, the discussions
have shifted to Computational Thinking (CT), a skill for all to learn [105, 249]. However, there is
much debate around the meaning of CT, which has attracted the attention of both Education and
Computer Science researchers alike. Despite the ongoing discussions, CT has been accepted by
many and has been added as a core learning area to school curricula around the world. However,
unlike long-standing school subjects, such as Mathematics or Science, this is a new area which is
still in need of clarification and better explanations. Teaching CT is not a straightforward task
and teachers need to be up-skilled.

As a foundation for this thesis, this chapter first discusses the many facets of computing
education and looks at how its many directions have been narrowed down mostly to CT and its
related definitions (e.g New Zealand curriculum combining CT with Design and Development of
Digital Outcomes), which has become the representational term for many facets of CS in many
grade school1 curricula. It then looks at the many descriptions and definitions of CT and the
challenges of settling on one overarching definition, as well as concerns and considerations in
incorporating it in computing education. Finally, a focused discussion on learning to program is
given, as a stepping stone to the rest of the discussions in this thesis.

2.1 Computing Education in Grade Schools: from Where to Where?

The importance of introducing computing into grade-school level has been under active discus-
sion from the beginning of the 21st century. Countries worldwide have used CT (detailed in
Section 2.3) as a key to incorporate Computer Science (CS) concepts and programming in their
school curricula, introducing it to learners as young as five years old [13, 165, 230]. Significantly,
these initiatives require learners’ digital literacy to go beyond being users and consumers of
digital technologies, and focus on building their skills to become innovative creators of digital
solutions. This shift has naturally resulted in using the computer and computing related tech-
nologies for educational purposes. While CT is at the foreground, CS is tightly coupled with it in
the background, and the CS concepts and their supportive technologies have been alien content
to many, especially in grade-school curricula. The introduction of CT, however, requires teachers
to be reasonably proficient with the CS content, supported through pedagogy and technology.

A serious challenge for CS education in school level is that it is typically confused with

1 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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Information and Communication Technology (ICT) or digital literacy, and learners are taught
how to use the computer as a tool aiming to improve their skills in using computer applications
rather than focusing on educating them about what happens ‘inside the box’ or to ‘control the
box’, to create digital outputs using it. Teachers’ lack of formal computing education and/or
the difficulties they face in building enthusiasm among learners to move from mere use of the
computer to understanding CT, and thereby CS, add to the problem.

Introducing programming in school levels has continually been a struggle, with such intro-
ductory courses risking intimidating learners rather than enlightening them. As a result, learn-
ers could feel that programming is difficult and mysterious, or frustrating and boring. These
challenges could also adversely affect their understanding and enthusiasm for CS. Moreover, as
learning CS is much more than learning ‘how to program’ or ‘how to code’, these challenges
cause severe adverse effects to the diversity of CS’s existence as a knowledge domain in learn-
ing environments. Noone and Mooney [169] suggest that introducing learners to CS, and more
specifically programming, should be done at an early age in order to best pique and maintain
their interest. These observations have been supported by many researchers in recent years [107,
147, 170], which confirms the necessity of systematic introduction of CS to learners from an early
stage. However, teachers need to be equipped to do this effectively.

Finding good ways to teach CT and thereby deliver CS content effectively has been in dis-
cussion over the years [10, 51, 104, 251], with arguments vacillating between everyone having to
learn and understand programming concepts, and expressing algorithms as being the most im-
portant [33]. Further, the small number of teachers having a computing background has always
been an issue [232]. The NZ 2018 Education Review Office (ERO) Report [120] states that the
capability of teachers as the most common barrier to fully implementing the curriculum, and
reports that teachers find the language used in the subject related material available for them
(i.e. progress outcomes) as dense and challenging to come to terms with.

Computing teachers need pedagogical and content knowledge (PCK), which includes aware-
ness of common misconceptions, methods to diagnose them, and ways to intervene to help learn-
ers to develop more robust conceptions. However, the technological, pedagogical and content
knowledge (TPACK) [127] model widely adopted by teachers and education researchers across
subject areas for understanding and designing purposeful classroom technology integration has
had little research for supporting CS educators [237]. Despite many resources made available for
teachers supporting them with the delivery of CS in school classrooms, systematic research and
approaches for teachers’ professional development (PD) in CS limited.

2.2 Problem Solving and Understanding Algorithms

The discussions on how CS should be taught has been on going since as early as 1960s, arguments
vacillating between that it should be primarily about learning to program or about understanding
the concepts and expressing algorithms [33, 104, 125]. Peter Naur suggested the term Datalogy
or Data Science, rather than Computer Science, stating that a person’s understanding and for-
mulation of problems are relative to the tools they have at their disposal and thus their problem
solving involves an understanding of those tools and the relationship between tools, problems,
and person as a unified whole [33, 223]. Knuth described CS concepts as a set of general-purpose
mental tools capable of developing deeper understandings in other subject areas, thus learning
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them to cause “educational side-effects” [125]. He pointed out that computers and algorithms go
beyond computing only with numbers, but also “with information of any kind, once it is repre-
sented in a precise way”. Seymour Papert broadened this argument by stating that “certain uses
of very powerful computational technology and computational ideas can provide children with
new possibilities for learning, thinking, and growing emotionally as well as cognitively” [174].

Papert’s idea that computing should be available for children was brought into the limelight
again in early 2000s by Jeanette Wing [248], who combined the idea with the term Computa-
tional Thinking and suggested that education systems should add it “to every child’s analytical
ability”. This sparked a resurgence of interest in “thinking like a computer scientist” and of the
idea that this kind of problem-solving could be for everyone. Many of the more recent school
computing and/or digital technologies curricula have adopted the term CT and incorporated
problem-solving, algorithmic thinking, decomposition, etc. as well as programming under the
same umbrella.

Algorithmic thinking, which specifically talks about the ability to understand and execute
computational procedures step-by-step, evaluate procedures for both correctness and efficiency,
and developing solutions algorithmically [11, 134, 220, 252], is considered an integral part
of CT. It requires distinct cognitive abilities such as decomposition (breaking problems into
sub-problems) and abstraction (making general statements regarding underlying concepts, pro-
cedures, relationships, and models) [220]. The concept is also tightly coupled with problem
solving. Computational problem solving involves understanding problems and formulating so-
lutions to them that can be solved by using a computer as a tool. A step-by-step process is
essential when instructing to a computer, thereby algorithmic thinking becomes a necessity for
computational problem solving.

Implementing an algorithm as a computer program is integral to programming [252]. This
close knitted connection among problem solving, algorithmic thinking and computer program-
ming is the essence of CT, and therefore the objectives of grade-school computing education
revolve around effectively developing CT among learners, and then programming skills; al-
though some authors may disagree with a prominence given to CT over programming, suggesting
that programming should be tightly coupled with teaching and learning computation (e.g. [64]).
Learners with a good understanding of algorithmic thinking can effectively generate solutions to
computational problems, and can possibly transfer them to computer programs efficiently.

2.3 Computational Thinking

While Knuth [125] and Papert [174] were the earliest to recognise the significance of the thinking
process behind computing in computing education, it was Wing’s definition that brought CT
into the limelight in computing education context in the recent past. She brought Computational
Thinking to the fore in her 2006 article [248], and later clarified as:

“the thought processes involved in formulating problems and their solutions, so that the
solutions are represented in a form that can be effectively carried out by an information-
processing agent” [249].

Wing’s definition was not precise, and a number of characterisations of CT have appeared
that cover the idea, but from a different angle. CT is the term often used to denote the
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conceptual core of CS [49] and an approach to problem solving that consolidates logic
skills with core CS concepts [185]. Denning and Tedre [64] define CT as the mental skills
and practices used for two purposes, 1) designing computations that get computers to do
what is asked, and 2) explaining and interpreting the world as a complex of information
processes.

The CT skills set Wing has suggested has later been presented as some combination
of decomposition, abstraction of data and functionality, generalisation, algorithmic de-
sign, and evaluation & improvement [56]. Lu and Fletcher highlight four key points of
CT namely, 1) “a way of solving problems and designing systems that draws on con-
cepts fundamental to CS”, 2) “a means of creating and making use of different levels of
abstraction, to understand and solve problems”, 3) “a means of thinking algorithmically
and with the ability to apply mathematical concepts to develop more efficient and secure
solutions”, and 4) “a means of understanding the consequences of scale” [143]. An impor-
tant point is that CT is not about getting humans to think like computers [19], rather
about developing the full set of mental tools necessary to effectively use computing to
solve complex human problems. CT does not propose that problems need to be solved
in the same way a computer tackles them, but rather it encourages the use of critical
thinking using CS concepts [132].

Hemmendinger [114] suggests that the uniqueness of CT from other disciplines is its
contribution to algorithmic thinking in making various but precise notions of complexity,
something that had not been a part of the mathematical study of algorithms, where
the complexity is measured by space or time required or by power dissipated. They
propose that, despite this complexity, CT encourages paying attention to scalability
and feasibility due to the fact that CT requires users to be resource aware. Selby and
Woollard [200] also propose a number of core CT concepts, including logical thinking,
algorithmic thinking, decomposition, generalisation and pattern recognition, modelling,
abstraction and evaluation.

Moursund [160] explains that the word ‘computational’ as an important descrip-
tor that emphasises the applicability of CT in other disciplines such as Mathematics
or Physics. The author highlights the important role of CT in Mathematics, showing
how computer modelers took about 30 more years to model Einstein’s general theory of
relativity, and emphasise that CT needs to be integrated into mathematical thinking,
suggesting it as “an important component of math maturity”. At times they refer to it
as ‘procedural thinking’, emphasising the need of sequencial execution of instructions in
a solution, and show that CT largely overlaps with other disciplines for having to use
computers in their problem solving.

Several different views to Wing’s definition can also be found in literature (e.g. [63],
[64], [143], [65], [229]). Wing’s definition of CT mainly differs from these other definitions
by its perspective on the breadth of applicability and the nature of the computational
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agents. This definition has been criticised in latter discussions, particularly regarding the
information processing agent and thereby the involvement of computer programming.
Denning [63] questions Wing’s claim, “CT can benefit everyone and not just computer
scientists”, arguing that this claim has not been substantiated with empirical research.
He points out that 1) CT is not an essential skill for many professions, 2) users of
computational tools do not necessarily develop CT, 3) “a skilled performer of actions that
could be computational does not necessarily make that person a computational thinker
and vice versa”, and 4) “CT enhances general cognitive skills that will transfer to other
domains where they will manifest as superior problem-solving skills”. He suggests that
“CT primarily benefits people who design computations and that the claims of benefit
to non-designers are not substantiated”.

Curzon et al. [56] survey many definitions and discussions about CT to find the
common themes and they suggest that CT is about developing systems that involve
information processing, and it is the focus on algorithmic solutions based on computation
that differentiates it from other problem-solving approaches. It has been touted as a
fundamental skill for everyone, not just computer scientists, and there are good arguments
for this based on students understanding the digital world that they live in; some authors
take this further and suggest that CT skills can be useful in everyday situations, such
as decomposing large problems into small ones [15, 119, 211], although this risks making
the concepts too broad to be meaningful [63, 135, 200].

Contrasting to Wing’s understanding, Selby and Woollard [200] have not included
problem solving in their definition claiming that, despite the CT definition appearing to
contain problem solving, it is not sufficiently specified to include as part of the definition.
David Barr, John Harrison, and Leslie Conery. Barr, Harrison and Conery [15] and
Bers [25] indicate disagreements with Wing’s CT definition claiming that it is not enough
to solve problems with CT but the solution must be implemented using a computational
device. Denning and Tedre [64] point out that CT for a beginner differs from that for a
professional: the former is a simple, practical understanding of computing concepts and
the latter is critical, complex and technical.

Many introductory computing courses tend to be about programming, but usually
programming is a relatively small part of the curriculum (e.g. [122]), and by having this
a a major part of the first course, it can give the wrong impression about what the
subject of Computer Science is about. For example, Denning and Tedre have noted the
misconception that "CS is about programming" [64].

These discussions indicate that the CT reaches beyond the context of mere coding
(i.e. the translating ideas from natural language into machine commands through an
intermediary coding language) and relates more towards programming (i.e. developing
a well functioning software solution systematically). Despite these many views about its
operational applicability in curriculum contexts, we believe that CT definition holds a
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much deeper meaning and connection to learning to program, with its special focus on
‘Computational Agent’ and its unique positioning in both physical and virtual realms.
We believe that this representational element plays a similar yet simpler role to a concept
referred to as a Notional Machines (NM) in programming education, and thereby can be
used with a purpose similar to NM, particularly in early programming education. This
proposition is discussed in detail and its applicability is elaborated in Chapters 4 and 7.

2.3.1 Computational Thinking in Computing Education

In order to obtain a ubiquitous understanding of computing across teaching and learning,
it is essential to find ways to teach every student the theory of computation as well as
the practice of programming in a way that makes sense to them. Guzdial [108] suggests
that one way to achieve this is through making CT compulsory in education. It can be
seen that terms such as “Computer Science”, “Computing”, or “Digital Technologies” in
curricula are used to cover the context of CT, and CT is used as a term to represent this
content outside computing curricula as well. However, the diverse views of what CT is
and the diversity of the ways it can be adapted in teaching and learning has caused the
contexts of CT to appear complicated and messy to those who are new to computing,
especially to novice teachers. CT teaching efforts needs to be focused to transform it
to become part of students’ four possible primary skills (critical thinking, collaboration,
creativity and communication [35]). It is useful for the educator to realise this and that
CT teaching is not to exclusively teach them how to code, because their objective should
be to equip young students with potential for CS, programming or the application of CT
in other disciplines and/or be good digital citizens [230]. Programming is an important
part of CT, but hardly covers the entirety of it. Teachers having limited computing
background makes it difficult for them to realise these distinctions. This section looks
at some of the different views, concerns and suggestions made by various authors about
CT in computing education.

Lu and Fletcher [143] suggest that foundations of CT should be laid long before
students experience their first programming language. This claim has been supported by
many other researchers [77, 108, 185]. Webb et al. [244] suggest that, “as their expertise in
CT develops, students would be expected to use their skills and build their understanding
of applications of CT via a range of examples across different subjects”. They list CT as
a core component of CS and an important 21st century skill. However, they also view
CT as difficult to implement in schools due to its complexity. Sherrell and Qualls [185]
suggest that “the idea of CT is to integrate computational techniques and approaches
into all disciplines requiring problem-solving skills” and suggest promoting CT through
the means of a CS curriculum with an aim to make it commonplace.

In her earliest discussion, Wing expressed the need for teaching CT in every school and
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to every student, arguing that it can be regarded as several thinking patterns or habits of
mind [248]. She described CT as a set of “mental tools” that is important for everyone and
should be a part of basic education of everybody and not limited to computer scientists.
In K–12 education, some curricula have embraced CT by interpreting Wing’s viewpoint of
its definition - the “information processing agent” need not necessarily be “computational
agent” at some levels, and CT as part of the general education of every child (e.g. [230],
[165]).

Many experiments involving teachers (as the educators of CT to school students)
show that they have common misunderstandings about CT both before and after they
are trained on the subject. These misconceptions range from thinking ‘delivery of CT
requires knowledge and usage of computer or technology’, ‘teaching CT is about only
problem-solving’, to ‘it is related to mathematical thinking’ or ‘a scientific skill’( [160,
253]). According to Sherrell and Qualls [185], the underlying misconception that equates
CS with programming is the first step in paving a way for bringing the importance of
CT into the discussion.

According to Corradini et al. [49], the most widespread methodologies for teaching CT
are: 1) teaching to program, often with a programming language that suits the learner’s
age and environment, 2) unplugged activities, in which CS concepts are taught without
using computers, and 3) use of educational robots that must be programmed. Moreover,
empowering teachers with valid information about CT is claimed to be a key element for
inspiring students to explore computing as well as its various applications across different
disciplines.

2.4 Learning to Program

Learning programming has been a central part of CS education over the years. Papert
has proposed that programming is the most powerful medium for developing the so-
phisticated and rigorous thinking needed for other subjects and that it should be a key
part of the intellectual development of students growing up [174]. This provides an at-
tractive rationale to situate computing in cross-curricula contexts [4]. Effective teaching
and learning of programming has also been the interest of many research projects and
discussions. The diversity of the ages of students exposed to computer programming is
vast, ranging from as young as 5 years [77] to adult students. The teaching approaches
are also equally varied, ranging from traditional programming teaching methods that
directly moves into coding (Instructionism) to more modern teaching techniques that
use other teaching approaches such as Unplugged computing or adopting the PRIMM
(Predict-Run-Investigate-Modify-Make) model [206] (Constructivism) [90, 127, 240].

Many researchers have highlighted that teaching methodologies are often more impor-
tant than the actual programming languages of choice [168]. The effectiveness of tradi-
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tional, mostly instructionist, methods of teaching programming has been questioned over
the years, for it has been observed that students lack understanding concepts, which was
also seen as the cause for the decrease in undergraduate level students’ interests to pursue
further exploration and self-experimentation [190, 213, 226]. Milne and Rowe in [156]
argue that the reason behind students’ inability or difficulty in understanding deeper
programming concepts is that they are incapable of creating a clear mental model of pro-
gram execution. In [226] and [213], the authors have observed that the use of practical
situations has been very helpful to learn programming more efficiently whereas learning
through lectures can decrease their interest level. They further observe that students
found designing a program to solve a certain task as the most difficult for them [213].

These observations mainly indicate two things: 1) understanding programming is eas-
ier if it is related to students’ knowledge from their environment (prior knowledge), and 2)
students lack skills in visualizing the problem and solution spaces. They can be explained
as caused by the students’ lack of CT skills when they engage in problem solving and
attempt programming to implement solutions. There is literature reporting that negative
perception, motivation and attitude are some of the greatest barriers in programming
education, and their influence is much greater compared to the other factors [172, 180,
226]. Korkmaz [129] suggests that “in [the] Scratch environment, the programming struc-
tures are more physical (visual) and the findings [results] can be monitored physically
in a thematic environment” and that it contributes positively in students’ algorithmic
thinking.

Considering all the above discussions, learning to program seems a demanding task
that a person may require the skill of CT to describe a problem and propose a solution,
possibly followed by the need to design and program in order to convert the solution into
the syntax of a programming language. Establishing a good CT foundation from early
ages of computing education may possibly dissolve these barriers and motivate students
to see the area as more than just coding and make learning to program a much more
enjoyable learning experience.
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Chapter III

The Unplugged Approach to Computing Education

If computer programming is the main focus in teaching and learning Computational
Thinking (CT) and Computer Science (CS), because the nature of programming is to
have formal and technical details, it could possibly hinder the understanding of other
important aspects of computing such as problem solving and algorithmic thinking. In
fact, algorithmic thinking, which is essentially a part of CT, could be considered an in-
dividual cognitive skill closely related to a person’s ability to formulate abstraction, and
can happen without the use of a computer. When teaching and learning computing, it is
natural to use a computer or a device that is similar to a computer, but this natural con-
nection between computing and the ‘computer’ can overshadow the potential avenues of
developing the cognitive skills outside of the use of a computer. A pedagogy that focuses
on dialogue and encourages questioning therefore could be more relevant in computing
education earlier on, in order to achieve a degree of balance between these two aspects
later. ‘Unplugged computing’ facilitates this by paving ways to connect existing concrete
knowledge to new conceptual knowledge.

This chapter discusses ‘unplugged computing’ in detail, providing contexts to both
understanding its various uses in computing education, and facilitating the ‘unplugged’
discussion in the rest of this thesis. It reviews the many different uses of the term
‘unplugged’ in education, and the distinction between unplugged activities intended to
teach CS in general, compared with a focus on programming skills. A variety of sources
of activities are surveyed, and we narrow the focus of unplugged activities that will be
considered in this thesis.

3.1 Unplugged Style Teaching and Learning: Various Views

A wide range of teaching and learning tools and approaches that avoid electronic or digital
devices, such as the use of metaphors and analogies, physical activities like hand clapping
or dancing patterns, and the use of tools like a flowcharts, puzzles, etc., is often used in
education. They are not constrained by formal structures and details, yet successfully
facilitate dialog and questioning to draw out ideas from the learner and connect them
with new knowledge. Many of these alternatives, that leave devices behind completely
or do not use them directly, are frequently associated with terms like ‘unplugged’ or
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‘offline’. Therefore, it is worthwhile to look at the various uses and views associated with
the term ‘unplugged’ in teaching and learning in order to formally distinguish them from
what we will refer to as ‘unplugged computing’.

Teachers may opt to incorporate offline activities (e.g. discussions, journals, debates,
etc.) into their teaching for either pedagogical reasons, or for reasons such as to purposely
minimise cognitive load, to ensure concentration, because of negative perceptions around
“screen time”, or due to resource limitations (e.g. computers, network, power). In English
language teaching, the term ‘Teaching Unplugged’ is used for a teaching method and phi-
losophy that encompasses teaching through conversation, taking out external input and
letting the lesson content be driven by the students rather than being pre-planned by the
teacher. This method, based on the ‘Dogme ELT’ [153], is similar to some unplugged ap-
proaches in computing classrooms as well (e.g. reading and tracing code, brainstorming,
discussions).

Sometimes in computing, the term ‘unplugged’ is also used to indicate the physical
disconnection from a computer or to indicate the use of wireless devices and/or commu-
nication. In computing areas related to network communication, the term is sometimes
used to distinguish wireless communication (e.g. WiFi) from Ethernet, and also discon-
nected or loosely connected physical Ethernet cables. However, the unplugged computing
in this thesis does not include these contexts in its discussion.

Unplugged computing can also refer to doing things away from a conventional com-
puter. In such situations, the distinction between the device usage and unplugged learn-
ing can become vague. A good example is a ‘Beebot’ 1, a simple computing device that
is not physically connected to a computer. Using a Beebot is often seen as an unplugged
activity; a lesson away from a computer. Moreover, there are many emulator applications
available online that simulate a Beebot on a computer. Consider two teaching scenar-
ios with a Beebot, 1) use as a programming device to teach the basics of programming
(especially sequences), and 2) use as pedagogic device to teach basics of directions (left,
right and forward) or arithmetic (e.g. 5 forward and 3 back is equivalent to 2 forward)
with no reference to programming. Given that the physical Beebot is a simple computing
device, it is not clear which of these scenarios can be considered unplugged computing.
And, the use of a Beebot emulator seems equivalent but happens to be on a computer.
Similarly, is a teacher using the whiteboard to draw a figure to show how a ‘stack’ works
in a programming classroom unplugged computing? Moreover, the inevitable use of
metaphors, analogies, puzzles, games and the like in academic explanations also falls un-
der the same ‘unplugged’ umbrella and have been integral pedagogic tools in all academic
disciplines including computing. Another distinction of the use of unplugged in is using

1 Bee-Bot Programmable Floor Robot: https://www.tts-group.co.uk/
bee-bot-programmable-floor-robot/1015268.html#
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unplugged demonstrations where a small number of people actively take part, versus CS
Unplugged [54] style (that were originally intended for outreach) activities that involve
large groups or a whole class.

The collective answer would be that, different interpretations and views of the term
‘unplugged’ inevitably exist and, there is no black-and-white distinction between ‘un-
plugged’ and ‘not unplugged’. For the benefit of this thesis, the learning experiences
that purposely withdraw from the context of computing (i.e. completely away from com-
puters) and use learners’ existing knowledge to introduce a new computing concept are
collectively referred to as ‘unplugged computing’ (with a lower case ‘u’), and the teaching
and learning approaches or techniques that literally ‘do not use a computer or any digital
device’ are referred to as ‘offline’. Accordingly, unplugged computing is a subset of offline
activities, with a very specific focus and purpose about computing.

For example, a ‘debate’ would be an offline activity. One may consider a debate on
whether “using Artificial Intelligence to detect people’s internet search patterns is ethical
or not” as an ‘unplugged computing’ activity. Yet, such a debate may have more social
context than computing context (and next to none of computing concepts), and does
not use users’ existing knowledge to introduce a new computing concept. Such learning
experiences would be considered as ‘offline activities’, but not ‘unplugged computing’.
On the other hand, using knitting to introduce sequences (with the teacher objectively
guiding the learner’s existing knowledge to a introduce a computing concept) would be
‘unplugged computing’.

3.2 Unplugged Computing

Different senses of the word unplugged can be seen even within the computing contexts. It
is often associated with physical activities (e.g. knitting, hand clapping, dance patterns),
regardless of them being carefully planned lessons or made available as systematically
developed resources. As mentioned earlier, ‘unplugged computing’ goes beyond the ped-
agogic approaches and techniques of ‘not using a device’, and is about withdrawing from
the context of computing to learn about computing. Unplugged computing does not
need a computer at all and is about moving away from its usual place of learning, which
is the computer, to learn about the concepts that create it.

Unplugged computing is (mostly) a constructivist pedagogic approach that uses learn-
ers’ existing knowledge and familiar contexts to explore new computing concepts and
potentially avoid having to learn a computer programming language before learners
can start learning computing concepts, particularly for younger students [18]. Bell and
Vahrenhold [22] have explained that the key principles of Unplugged approach as:

• avoiding using computers and programming,
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• a sense of play or challenge,

• kinesthetic,

• follow constructivist approach,

• short and simple explanation, and

• a sense of story.

Therefore Unplugged is a more reachable way to introduce children to CT and CS [58,
231], and when children are introduced to computing concepts using unplugged before
they are exposed to programming. This has turned out to increase their self-efficacy [115].
Waite [240] proposed that teaching computing without a computer, or the ‘unplugged
pedagogy’, could be classified as an instructional technique.

Unplugged computing has been gradually becoming a systematic pedagogic approach
in computing education over the years, with more and more carefully designed and tested
learning activities that directly transfer CS concepts without using computers or similar
devices. Unlike offline pedagogic tools of other academic disciplines, these activities have
a direct relevance to computing and/or computers, mainly because computation, and
therefore the ‘computer’, is at the heart of CT and not a mere learning tool, thus complete
separation from a computer is fundamentally meaningless in computing. In computing,
it is essential that both teachers and learners are capable of distinguishing the many roles
a computer plays, and aptly equip themselves with knowledge to effectively handle the
device according to their objectives and needs.

A number of authors have adapted CSU material or created unplugged activities to
overcome the barriers in traditional introductions to computing topics that have been
difficult to access for those with a weak background, particularly in programming or
mathematics (e.g. [22, 58, 92, 231, 251]). Nevertheless, it should be acknowledged that
if the purest form of unplugged activities are the only learning tools the learners use, it
does not connect them with computing and therefore becomes unreliable [87, 227].

Most of the studies about unplugged computing in literature have used the popular
CS Unplugged project (detailed in section 3.2.3) as their main resource material. This
collection of activities covers a range of CS concepts introduced using simple kinaesthetic
activities. Due to their popularity, systematic presentation and the wide range of CS
concepts covered, these activities are often used as the basic resource repository for
unplugged computing. For the benefit of this thesis, the CS Unplugged resources from
the original authors as found on csunplugged.org are referred to as CSU activities or
CSU.

Hylke et al. [118] report that “the unplugged aspect of the lesson materials seems to
elicit positive reactions from both teachers and students” and suggest that CSU activities
are “a valuable alternative to regular, online programming lessons”. Curzon et al. [58]
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suggest that “unplugged activities make for an inspiring and fun session for teachers
that they also find useful, interesting and confidence building”. The unplugged style of
teaching is an effective and reassuring teaching approach for teachers with even limited or
no prior computing background and provides a gentle introduction, avoiding the fear some
teachers have around programming. Thies and Vahrenhold [231] suggest that unplugged
activities are well suited for outreach as well as for introducing new topics in class.
Moreover, it is also observed that it is an effective approach when a short time slot is
available and/or there is a large audience [251].

Synthesising unplugged computing activities that might allow students to see analo-
gies between various computing concepts or between CT and other sciences/real life
experiences. This will lead them to see the breadth of computers’ applications through
analogy. It can also lead to meaningful curriculum integration and extended under-
standing between computing concepts and real world applications and vice-versa (e.g.
understanding iteration through repeated actions in different subjects like music or cro-
cheting, and realizing the possibility of implementing them in a computer program using
‘loops’). Moreover, unplugged activities may be effective when introducing unfamiliar
concepts [251]. Rodriguez et al. [194] confirms that priming activities that address naive
or pre-existing ideas are very helpful in fostering understanding. They can be an effec-
tive teaching methodology when blended with other teaching methodologies to produce
improved end results [115, 251].

The unplugged approach is also useful in explaining computing concepts that are
either difficult or cannot be proven/implemented using a computer. A good example
is the Halting Problem, which states that it is not possible to write a program for a
Turing Machine (see Section 4.4.2) that can predict whether or not any other program
halts after a finite number of steps. The only way to prove this claim is to prove by
contradiction and most certainly by unplugged means. Alan Turing [236] proved that
the Halting Problem is undecidable using a Turing Machine, using mathematical means.
The fact of the matter is, there exist problems which are impossible or extremely difficult
to solve computationally, yet can be explained more easily and clearly using unplugged
methods. Thus, unplugged computing can be very useful in computing education, espe-
cially where programming examples may fail or mislead a learner in understanding the
concepts behind what is learnt.

Unplugged teaching generates a high level of understanding about the concepts of
algorithms, logical predictions and debugging among the students compared to other
methods, while improving self-efficacy in programming [115]. However, not working with
technology (machines) is a risk that can make learners feel like ‘stepping backwards’ [115,
251] and they may not even connect the activities with programming completely [87, 227].
Another potential risk is that teachers might completely avoid programming and use un-
plugged only, due to their lack of knowledge about programming, which can be unhelpful.
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In unplugged computing, therefore, once the learners’ understanding is secure, they are
encouraged to connect their learning back to plugged-in computing using the computer.
This is often facilitated via either introducing them to programming, or a teacher ex-
plaining/demonstrating the actual, applied computing context. This connecting back or
relating back to combine with plugged-in computing essentially scaffolds and cements
the learning while helping learners develop robust mental models.

Although they are most commonly used as teaching and learning exercises/tools for
introducing CT or general CS concepts, unplugged activities are also often used in intro-
ductory level computer programming education, particularly in K-12 level and/or with
novice audiences, due to their simplicity and their connection to physical world context.
It is observed that where CS is introduced in school curricula, particularly to primary
level, unplugged activities are very popular among teachers as a successful teaching as
well as an outreach tool. Feedback from teachers often indicates that the physical and
playful nature of unplugged activities is engaging.

Popular CSU activities have been critiqued by some authors [227, 231, 240], some
recommending the need to adapt learning for specific class settings. Theis and Vahren-
hold [231] stated that CSU activities do not cover two core levels in Bloom’s taxonomy:
‘Evaluating’ and ‘Creating’ and do not extend to ‘meta-cognitive knowledge’. Incor-
rectly assuming that unplugged activities were intended as a substitute for learning to
program, Stager [218] strongly advocated that they should not be used. Apart from these
pedagogic disadvantages, unplugged computing may also have the disadvantages of not
holding up to people’s stereotypical expectation of having to use a computer in learn-
ing computing, or appearing outdated and old fashioned. Moreover, a less experienced
teacher can feel nervous about not knowing what they are going to teach in advance, not
clearly understanding the computing concept(s) the activities intend to communicate,
nor being able to make meaningful connections. In an unplugged lesson anything can
come up, and if the teacher is unable to deal with the unplanned, the students could lose
confidence in them.

The effectiveness of unplugged activities may vary or be highly dependent on both
careful design and execution. For example, the use of the physical analogy of an “enve-
lope” to explain the concept of a variable is essentially an unplugged style approach but,
it may or may not develop the expected impression on the learner (such as that the value
of a variable can change, yet it can have only one value at a time), depending on how the
teaching activity/explanation is executed in the classroom. An envelope can hold more
than one thing at a time, therefore a mere reference or not specifically mentioning of
‘hold one thing at a time’ can cause simple yet serious misconceptions. Nevertheless, an
improved analogy can improve the unplugged activity. For example, the Box Variables
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activity2 that is discussed later in this chapter aims specifically to overcome that by
theatrically shredding old things when something new is stored.

A mere reference to a physical analogy can be considered as unplugged, but may be
poorly defined. Nishida et al. in [167] have provided specific guidelines on how CSU
activities can be designed to minimise/avoid such issues. Moreover, in order for an
unplugged activity to be completed, some form of assistance must be available for the
learner to make/show the connection between the contextual understanding they gain
from the activity and computational concepts. In the absence of such, they could easily
become a simple physical/mathematical exercise. Taking into account the considerations
presented thus far, we suggest that teachers can use unplugged activities to 1) develop
CT through analogical reasoning; 2) highlight the links between computing concepts
and thereby facilitate the creation of computing artifacts; 3) encourage students to see
analogies between CT and other disciplines or real life; and 4) teach students that not
all analogies might prove to be correct, or facilitate learning by demonstrating concepts
that cannot be shown through programming.

3.2.1 Unplugged Computing and Computational Thinking

Based on the premise that cognitive processes are deeply related to bodily activities
in the physical world, Sung et al. [222] show how “a greater degree of bodily engage-
ment supports the perceptual experiences of learners by providing concrete experiences”.
Moursund [160] also implies a similar connection between CT and Papert’s [174] idea of
association between procedural thinking and kinesthetic activities. This is actualised well
by the unplugged computing activities. The unplugged activities in CSUnplugged.org site
specifically connects each activity to CT concepts (algorithmic thinking, abstraction, de-
composition, generalising and patterns, evaluation, and logic). Aranda and Ferguson [8]
state that unplugged computing is a key to valuing a multi-modal approach to CT, and
suggest that the engagement of the body as part of a larger distributed system is impor-
tant in a learning process. They propose that this aspect must be further investigated
in the context of unplugged computing.

Rodriguez et al. attempted to map Bloom’s taxonomy levels and CT using CSU
based projects, and found positive results in knowledge retention and progression [195].
Looi et al. [141] propose that teachers can develop CT through analogical reasoning using
unplugged activities and can highlight their links with computing concepts to facilitate
creating computing artifacts. Rodriguez et al. in [194] confirmed that priming activities
that address naive or pre-existing ideas are very helpful in fostering understanding. The
results of the studies using Unplugged computing activities have shown that they help

2 Box variables: https://teachinglondoncomputing.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/
activity-boxvariables.pdf
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learners in developing CT skills and learning CS concepts, and positively influenced their
interests towards CS and improve their self-efficacy.

3.2.2 Unplugged Computing and Learning to Program

Research indicates that the unplugged approach have many advantages in teaching to
program in particular. In [1], authors have reported that the students who used physical
manipulatives performed better at rule construction, and students who then engaged with
the programming environment had a better mental simulation of the rules and a better
understanding of the concepts than those who did not use such physical manipulatives.
Students engaged in “cyber-related” learning also have shown increased understanding
of the material, following an unplugged project [92]. Hylke et al. [118] suggest CSU
activities as a valuable alternative to regular programming lessons.

Even in teaching programming in particular, the unplugged activities are used with
different twists. Using semi-deterministic devices (e.g. Bee-bots) or devices that have no
physical connection to a computer (e.g. Micro-bit), and learning completely away from a
conventional computer or any other device have all been referred to as ‘unplugged’. Using
unplugged computing activities that model general CS concepts and not a programming
concept in particular prior to introducing programming is also sometimes referred to
as ‘unplugged programming’. It is observed that the unplugged activities that can be
directly converted to a simple, straight forward programming exercise are limited; most
of them require advanced programming skills if they are used as programming exer-
cise examples. The CSUnplugged.org site provides such examples under ‘CS Unplugged
Plugging it in’3, where Blockly, Python and Scratch are used to provide programming
challenges with growing difficulty to implement an unplugged activity, for example Binary
Numbers or Kidbots. Analogies to physical objects (e.g. “variable is like an envelope”),
metaphors (e.g. “imagine the queue data structure as a checkout line in a store”) or
mere mentions of day-to-day activities as examples (e.g. a daily morning routine as an
example to a sequence) in teaching computer programming are also sometimes referred
to as unplugged programming.

Despite the advantage that an unplugged approach does not require learning program-
ming before engaging with an algorithm, working with a computer program is needed
for a complete experience of understanding the implementations and limitations of an
algorithm, and in knowing the value of the ability to follow many instructions reliably.
The computer’s role in teaching programming has also been in the discussion over the
years, with researchers being curious about whether programming should be taught with
or without computers.

Dwyer et al. [79] used CSU activities to study elementary students’ pre-instructional

3 CS Unplugged Plugging it in: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/plugging-it-in/
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ability to develop algorithms and step-by-step instructions. Their findings indicated that
the learners were capable of analyzing the existing instructions for deficiencies, leading
to incremental improvement, yet were unable to produce thorough, precise instructions
themselves. The learners were able to solve smaller problems, but had difficulty describ-
ing a working algorithm when problems scaled. The authors found that the students
were focusing on accelerating the mechanics of the operation (i.e. doing the prescribed
unplugged activity or completing it faster) rather than the algorithm itself, when using
the unplugged approach. This could be a potential concern when using unplugged as a
classroom activity, or it could be used to have students think about the value of a fast
computer compared with a fast algorithm.

Students can engage in interactive activities that demonstrate and explain CS algo-
rithms and concepts, independent of actually implementing those concepts using pro-
gramming [4, 40]. But, discussions about how unplugged activities could contribute to
the development of mental models when learning to program (i.e. understanding a No-
tional Machine) are rare, compared to the considerable discussions available about the
same using a computer (e.g. using visualization software) [141]. Given the flexibility
Wing has provided in the definition of a Computational Agent (CA) in her CT definition
(i.e. a CA can be either human or machine as long as it follows instructions precisely and
blindly), and considering Moursund’s [160] take on Papert, unplugged computing seems
to have a good potential to provide a rather physical sense to the concept of Computa-
tional Agent and thereby Notional Machine when they are used to teach programming
concepts in particular. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 7. However, longitudinal
studies are usually needed to study the causal impacts of unplugged activities in these
areas [207].

The engaging nature of unplugged makes it a good teaching tool to provide a gentle
path into novice programming as well as in challenging misconceptions [168]. Studies have
focused around the traditional straight to programming (plugged-in) approach versus
mixing unplugged in introducing the programming concepts before programming. In a
study of elementary school students in [115], the authors have concluded that the best
approach is a combination of both plugged-in and unplugged, and found that despite
no difference in mastering of programming concepts, the group exposed to unplugged
computing prior to programming was more confident of their ability to understand the
programming concepts.

While computer programming is primarily about using the computer as a device,
which contrasts with the basic concepts of the unplugged approaches, the findings in [251]
and [115] squarely sets the scene that the debate shouldn’t be “either/or”, but how best to
combine unplugged with programming. Though many of the studies have demonstrated
the success of unplugged in registering the CS concepts in students and improving their
self-efficacy, the long-term effects of alternating or combining them with conventional
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plugged-in teaching needs to be studied further.

3.2.3 Unplugged Computing Resources: CS Unplugged and Other Organizations

The unplugged approach of introducing CS concepts was popularised with the Computer
Science Unplugged (CS Unplugged) project4 in the 1990s. Its genesis goes back to the
early 1990s where Mike Fellows, a mathematician working on mathematics outreach
crossed paths with Tim Bell, a computer scientist working on popularising great ideas of
CS, which led to the collaboration that became known as Computer Science Unplugged.
The name Unplugged was influenced by the style of music in the 1980s where musicians
were recording versions of their music using acoustic guitars instead of electric ones,
avoiding music cluttered by technology, and particularly the award winning album of
the same name by musician Eric Clapton in 1992. This idea of avoiding technology to
appreciate the ‘real thing’ resonated with what Fellows and Bell were doing, trying to
avoid technology distracting students from appreciating the real means of knowledge. The
now widely used CS Unplugged (CSU) material includes the early work of the original
authors and material created by others later [21]. CSU is a collection of activities and
lessons that can be used to teach CS concepts without using computers or any other
digital technology and with no prior knowledge in CS. These activities are often identified
as ‘Unplugged computing’ with a capitalised ‘U’, and are found as central repository at
the web link csunplugged.org

From its introduction in 1998, CSU material has since become one of the most popu-
lar unplugged toolkit in teaching CT and other CS concepts. Now they are released web
based, under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike license5. First introduced and
popularised with the objective of exposing big ideas of mathematics and CS to children
or general public without having to learn programming, mostly targeting outreach earlier
on [22, 55], Unplugged computing gained a boost in computing education after the in-
troduction of Computational Thinking (CT) [248] or Computer Science in grade school6

curricula. CSU material is also by far the most used Unplugged material in many research
studies (e.g. [39, 115, 146, 194, 195]), as well as the most reused, modified and/or adapted
material [41, 112, 202]. Research on unplugged computing mostly uses the original set
of CSU activities, variations of them, or combinations of them with new activities [76].
They have been adapted by many to overcome the barriers in traditional introductions

4 CS Unplugged: https://classic.csunplugged.org and later the updated version https://www.
csunplugged.org

5 Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International license: https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/4.0/
6 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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to topics that have been difficult to access for those with a weak background, particularly
in programming or mathematics [40, 79, 92].

A range of other organisations and people have also developed many different activi-
ties and lessons that follow the unplugged approach. Cutt’s CS Inside [60] was an early
project that used unplugged in a concerted way. Another popular collection is Computer
Science for Fun (CS4FN)7 that includes a collection of activities to make learning com-
puting fun whether as a hobby, in a computing club or in lessons. CS4FN was created
by Paul Curzon and Peter McOwan in 2005, under a public engagement project with
an objective to enthuse and teach both students and others about inter-disciplinary CS
research [55], and their resources are collected on the Teaching London Computing site8.
Barefoot Computing9 and Code.org10 also contain collections of unplugged activities,
mostly extended versions or adaptations from CSU activities as well as original material.

3.3 A Closer Look at Unplugged Computing Activities

CS Unplugged11 provides 10 principles that their Unplugged activities (that extends from
the original principles mentioned in [22]) are based on (i.e. no computers required, real
CS concepts, learning by doing, fun and engaging, no specialised equipment needed, open
for variation, adaptation or extension, for everyone, co-operative, stand-alone activities,
and resilient). Future Learn [96] defines it as “tasks that take place away from a com-
puter in order to model key concepts (e.g. selection, variables, algorithms) in different
ways”. Some authors refer to these wide range of unplugged activities as just ‘Unplugged
Programming’ (e.g. [8]), which has the problem that it could narrow down the focus. For
example, an activity like Parity Magic12 does not relate directly to programming, and
therefore that term would exclude it.

The different senses of uses commonly acknowledge the fact that unplugged com-
puting avoids some of the problems with conventional computing teaching and learning
(i.e. using computers as often) such as increased screen time or limited physical engage-
ment. The ‘unplugged method’ always refer to some form of existing knowledge, a very
traditional and successful technique in education: introducing new knowledge based on

7 Computer Science for Fun: http://www.cs4fn.org/
8 Teaching London Computing: https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/

9 Barefoot Computing: https://www.barefootcomputing.org and https://www.stem.org.uk/
resources/collection/4227/barefoot-computing

10 Code.org: https://code.org
11 Classic CS Unplugged Principles: https://classic.csunplugged.org/about/principles/
#real-computer-science
12 Parity Magic: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/error-detection-and-correction/
unit-plan/parity-magic/
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existing knowledge. Accordingly, the following two distinctions of unplugged activities
have been identified and are used, for the benefit of this thesis. A further discussion is
given in Section 3.3.1.

Non-programming Unplugged activities: The unplugged activities that are designed
to model a computer science concept and are rather loosely coupled with program-
ming (e.g. Parity Magic13). The CS concepts of interest here go beyond pro-
gramming. A student does not need to know programming to understand these
concepts, nor would they need to use their learning to be applied into a computer
program; thus it is loosely coupled to programming.

Programming Unplugged activities: The activities that are designed explicitly to
model concept relevant to learning programming, and therefore tightly coupled with
programming (e.g. Box Variables14). Here, by ‘programming concepts’ we largely
mean the basic concepts that are most relevant to beginner programmers and are
most commonly covered in a typical introductory programming text book (e.g.
variables, expressions, selection, sequence, iteration, etc.). Although some of them
are general computational terms that are relevant to human activity and not just
programming activity, these concepts are coupled with programming rather tightly.

Almost all the unplugged computing activities can end up as computer programs;
some (such as Box variables) are straight forward and simple, some (such as Graph Al-
gorithms) are complex and may need advanced programming skills. Naturally, the Pro-
gramming Unplugged activities therefore, are more straightforward for use in a plugging-
in exercise (i.e. converting to a computer program), compared to Non-programming
Unplugged activities.

3.3.1 Learning with Unplugged Activities in Perspective

Apart from their engaging nature and physical representation, unplugged computing
activities are versatile in modeling computing concepts from two perspectives: the general
computing context and a programming context. This section attempts to understand the
unplugged activities in those different contexts, with the aid of a few examples. Table 3.1
contains a set of selected unplugged activities, with a summary of contexts in which
they can be used in a computing classroom. The unplugged activities in the Table 3.1

13 Parity Magic: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/error-detection-and-correction/
unit-plan/parity-magic/

14 Box variables: https://teachinglondoncomputing.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/
activity-boxvariables.pdf
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are from popular unplugged computing websites CS Unplugged15 and Teaching London
Computing16.

An introductory programming book would typically introduce variable declaration
and data types by simply mentioning their ranges, without providing any clear and sim-
pler explanation (e.g. [73, 101, 123]). For example, in [123] the function of int and float
data types are given as “ ... 16-bit ints, which lie between -32768 and +32767, are com-
mon, ...” and “A float number is typically a 32-bit quantity, with at least six significant
digits ...”, without any further explanations. A novice learner may find themselves at a
loss with these mere references to various lengths of bits and the value ranges, without
knowing why. The ‘Binary Numbers’ activity17, which models the concepts of data rep-
resentations using bits and bytes, can be used to explain the computing concepts behind
these programming aspects.

It can be used to explain the rationale of variable declaration and long and short
integers in a programming classroom (e.g. in a C programming lesson). Understanding
the fractional numbers is closely coupled with programming, because it explains why one
should use integer types instead of floating types. But, if one is asked to write a program
to convert binary to decimal, it may not teach any programming concept but merely be
a rather boring programming exercise. The conversion process is loosely coupled with
programming, because it is not a particular programming skill but rather a programming
context that can be used in a programming exercise. The Binary Numbers activity is an
example where exactly the same activity is at times closely coupled with programming
and not so closely at some other times, depending on the perspective the activity is
looked at, and the time it is used in a programming lesson. However, a programming
exercise preceded by the Binary Numbers unplugged activity could be a more meaningful
way to cement the learners’ understanding than conventional, straight-to-code lesson.

The Muddy City activity18, which introduces an optimisation algorithm in the con-
text of graphs, also can be used to teach programming concepts, although it is not
designed for programming; writing a program for it is possible, but may need advanced
programming skills and it is therefore probably not suitable for children or novices. It
can be used to introduce minimum spanning trees and Kruskal’s algorithm to a mature
programming audience, as a story that provides an authentic context whilst introducing
the concepts. Similarly, The Poor Cartographer (Graph Colouring) activity19 is used to

15 CS Unplugged: https://classic.csunplugged.org/
16 Teaching London Computing: https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/
17 Binary Numbers: https://classic.csunplugged.org/activities/binary-numbers
18 Muddy City: https://classic.csunplugged.org/activities/minimal-spanning-trees

19 The Poor Cartographer: https://classic.csunplugged.org/activities/graph-colouring/
#the-poor-cartographer
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introduce intractability; that there are some problems that do not have good solutions.
One can still write a program for the Poor Cartographer scenario to realise the issues and
concerns behind exponential times in a program, but it may not be useful as a program-
ming exercise to draw attention to programming concepts. It can also be used to discuss
the programming concepts around graph data structures. However, these underlying
programming concepts do not come under the topics of an introductory programming
text book, but rather fall under advanced programming topics.

A lot of programming languages these days reduce a programmer’s workload with
various tools such as in-built functions (e.g. sort() or max() function) or packages
(e.g. Math package in Python or Java). This could prevent learners from gaining a
deeper understanding of the basic computing concepts underlying in their implementation
mechanisms. The Lightest and Heaviest activity20, which is ideally used to model the
efficiency in computing (sorting), is a good exercise that can be used to explain the
underlying programming concepts in sorting to a learner. A lot of programming languages
have sort() functions in them, but the unplugged activity puts the mechanism into
perspective that, though using a sort() function is just one command in the program
code, it is not a one unit of time in execution. The same activity can also be used to
introduce ‘if statements’ and ‘repetition’. The Lightest and Heaviest activity is therefore
tightly coupled with CS concepts and with sorting in programming, but loosely coupled
with introductory programming concepts ‘selection’ or ‘iteration’.

The example activities discussed here so far are not originally designed to model a par-
ticular introductory programming concept, and are good examples of Non-programming
Unplugged activities. The concepts they model are not directly connected to program-
ming skills, yet are closely related and can be useful in communicating a programming
concept. They are complete without the need of any programming exercise, but can also
be used as programming exercises (probably to a learner group with strong programming
skills). In fact, any unplugged activity that models algorithms (e.g. Sorting, Searching,
Minimum Spanning Tree) can naturally lead to a programming exercise, despite being
used to model a general computing concept. Yet a novice teacher may not be able to
see all the connections a Computing Unplugged activity can have to programming and
may feel at a loss in supporting the learners with making such connections or scaffold-
ing. Moreover, making such connections available for a beginner teacher can possibly
be overwhelming. Maintaining simplicity is a key consideration in unplugged; an ex-
pert or a more knowledgeable teacher can extend a Computing Unplugged activity to
communicate programming concepts, others may not.

On the other hand, an unplugged activity like ‘Box Variables’21, which is used to

20 Lightest and Heaviest: https://classic.csunplugged.org/activities/sorting-algorithms/
21 Box variables: https://teachinglondoncomputing.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/
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explain the concepts of variables, differs from the activities that have been discussed
so far, because the concept it models is directly related to programming. It is a good
example of a Programming Unplugged activity (see Section 3.3), since it is absolutely
natural to use in a way that is tightly coupled to programming and is quite unnatural
to use it in any other way. Moreover, although the activity is completely unplugged, it
is rather incomplete without looking at how the variables work in actual program code.
The underlying concept, which is applicable to any programming language, becomes
completely meaningful only when it is realised in a programming exercise. The strict
focus that a Programming Unplugged activity has to programming makes it easier for
even a teacher new to programming to use them to teach programming and help their
students to make meaningful connections.

Unplugged computing activities can have different perspectives and can be used to
explain more than one aspect of computing. Despite being originally designed to model
a general CS concept, some activities can be used in a programming lesson in a more
tightly coupled way than others. Nevertheless, they are complete without the need of
any programming exercise. However, when an unplugged activity is designed to model
a programming concept, it is rather incomplete and less useful until the learner gets the
learning experience completed by trying the concept they learnt in a coding exercise.
Even a seemingly simple unplugged computing activity such as Binary Numbers can be
quite challenging if it is used as a programming exercise. Unplugged activities designed
particularly to model programming concepts (i.e. Programming Unplugged activities),
therefore, are better if they are simply modelling as few computing concepts as possible
in one activity, so that they can be extended to simple programming exercises that can
be used by a larger learner audience.

activity-boxvariables.pdf
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Chapter IV

Supporting Theories and Literature

This chapter provides an eclectic discussion of a range of educational theories and
related academic discussions that provide a theoretical underpinning for this study. The
thesis draws on these theoretical underpinnings and research to develop an understand-
ing of the usage of Unplugged computing as a pedagogic approach and/or tool. Most
CS education literature focuses on teaching and learning programming, particularly ear-
lier research. Robins points out that this explores one or more of three general topics:
programming knowledge; the strategies needed and used to deploy that knowledge suc-
cessfully; and the mental models that programmers need to construct [191]. Unplugged
approaches in computing education, and in introductory programming learning in partic-
ular 1) makes use of learners’ existing knowledge to either establish a good understanding
of new conceptual knowledge that they are exposed to, and/or 2) supports learners to
build efficient mental models to design and develop effective computer programs. In this,
unplugged computing uses the age old strategy in education: using existing knowledge
to introduce new knowledge.

On one hand, educational theories like the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD),
Legitimation Code Theory (LCT) and Dual Process Theory (DPT) in psychology discuss
the existence of the duality of existing and new knowledge in learners’ cognition, and how
those two extremes can be used effectively to complement and enhance the other. On the
other hand, important conceptual models in computing educational theory like Notional
Machines (NM) and Computational Agents (CA) stipulate the need for a spacial (that
is, physical) and tangible representation to the intangible and invisible processes within
a computer for better understanding. A closer look at these models gives an insight
into why unplugged computing has shown positive results in programming classrooms
when they are combined with plugged-in exercises. These discussions unfold perspectives
that can provide explanations of the popularity, effectiveness and efficient application of
unplugged in computing education, and support the rest of the discussions in this thesis.

Self-efficacy has been used as the prominent measure used in the experimental studies
in this research that supports the main thematic discussion in this thesis. Accordingly,
a discussion on self-efficacy, and its implications are also included as the last part of this
chapter, describing why and how it is important in computing education.
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Part I: Supporting Educational and Other Theories

A notable aspect about unplugged approaches to learning is their use of existing knowl-
edge to introduce new knowledge. However, in computing education, and particularly in
introductory programming, the chances of a novice possessing any relevant conceptual
knowledge is very low, despite their knowledge of using computers and other digital de-
vices possibly being quite high. The reasons for this could vary from people’s everyday
knowledge in using computers as a tool for everyday information processing purposes,
but overlooking what is behind its real computational power, to learners’ ignorance or
inability to relate their everyday knowledge to computational contexts. Unlike many
other subject disciplines like Mathematics or Sciences, in which some basic theoretical
and/or conceptual aspects have already well blended to become almost common knowl-
edge through traditional education, computing and programming concepts are yet to
become such common knowledge. Unplugged computing activities attempt to extract
computing contexts from everyday knowledge and present them back to learners by mean-
ingfully connecting them with conceptual knowledge. Therefore, looking at educational
theories that discuss this aspect can be useful in understanding unplugged computing’s
success as well as helping us to find ways for better application of unplugged methods
in teaching computing. The following sections look at three such relevant educational
theories that support the theoretical conclusions made in this thesis.

4.1 Zone of Proximal Development

Unplugged computing is about playful engagement in physical activities that can be
used to explain computing concepts in a simple manner. A teacher or an expert helps
learners to make connections between the learners’ existing knowledge and computing
concepts in a constructivist approach by drawing out ideas during the activity or by
explaining them in simpler terms. The Zone of Proxmial Development (ZPD) describes
a knowledge development zone in which a learner operates with assistance, bringing
them along a learning process that utilises their level of competence and/or skill to
learn challenging knowledge and/or difficult content. The term was introduced by Lev
Semyonovich Vygotsky in 1931, which he originally defined as:

“the distance between the actual development level as determined by independent problem
solving and the [expectedly higher] level of potential development as determined through
problem solving under guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers.” [238]

Vygotsky believed that this is most likely to emerge during play [45], where he believed
that a child gets involved in discussion with adults or capable peers (whom he explicitly
referred to as more knowledgeable others (MKO) [189]) through social interaction. Chil-
dren develop their problem solving ability and/or skills to do tasks by ‘making sense’
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during such discussions. Engaging with a MKO, learners actively construct the knowl-
edge into their own way of independent thinking [171]. ZPD is one the foundational
elements of constructivism theory.

Figure 4.1: The Zone of Proximal Development, based on [163, 188] and [208]

There are many graphical representations available attempting to visualise the ZPD.
Figure 4.1 adapts several graphical presentations of ZPD based on [163, 188] and [208],
where the blue arrow indicates the student’s trajectory through time in the space of
learning. Tasks which fall below the ZPD show a low level of challenge and a high level
of competency for the learner, and are therefore likely to result in them becoming bored
and/or disengaged. Tasks above the ZPD show high level of challenge and low level of
competency, meaning that learners are likely to become anxious and/or confused [171].
The authors have attempted to show that the progression through the trajectory is not
linear. Limitations of assisting a learner (e.g. resources) determines the “effective ZPD”
which is defined by “the difficulty of tasks possible if the student is given the available
help” [163].

The ZPD theory has been generalised beyond its original developmental framing to
encompass many facets of human learning [85], and is often used in educational contexts
to understand the socio-cultural involvement in a learning process. It describes a zone of
learning that should bring the person to a knowledge level slightly more complex than
what they currently have, highlighting the role and value of social interaction among
learners, and between learners and adults (i.e. teachers and/or experts), in the process.

The concept of ZPD has been adapted to many disciplines and studies (e.g. [113,
189, 196, 197]). Vygotsky suggests that adults and more knowledgeable peers guide and
mediate learning for the learner [189]. Collaboration and assistance in achieving a specific
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goal and establishing understanding is the basis of ZPD [85]. Despite some contrasting
criticisms of its socio-cultural perspective, such as the ability of a person also expanding
from interaction with the use of computers, technological objects or resources [189], and
not all learning being achieved with social collaboration and/or by linking with everyday
knowledge [197], the ZPD has been popular in various learning and educational discourse
studies.

In the ZPD, the participants involved (e.g. learners and teachers) should objectively
engage in a collaborative activity, working towards a specific goal. Operating within the
zone, instructions should focus on learners developing knowledge using what is already
known to them to understand the unknown, with the appropriate support from a MKO.
The presence of another person with more knowledge and skills (i.e. an educator), social
interactions with them for the learner to observe and practice their skills, and scaffold-
ing provided by the means of scaffolded activities to support the learner are important
components of a learning process in order to assist a learner to move forward in the
ZPD [151]. Ideally, the learners should be able to use the ‘new’ knowledge independently
after the scaffolding is removed.

4.1.1 Unplugged Computing in the Proximal Development Zone

Engaging in an unplugged computing activity involves a dual participation in an activity
that has design and execution linking to everyday experiences and knowledge, with the
interventions of a MKO (e.g. teacher). Social interaction and learners’ active engage-
ment is an integral part of unplugged learning, and thereby engaging in an unplugged
computing activity necessarily attempts to situate the learners within the ZPD during
the learning process.

The learning experience during an unplugged computing activity is very similar to
the learners’ development described by authors who have discussed the ZPD. Although
originally the ZPD was described as the distance between individual performance and
assisted performance, different interpretations have emerged subsequently [85, 113, 196].
Hedegaard [113] has interpreted ZPD as the distance between “understood and active
knowledge”, where understood knowledge is acquired via formal instruction, and active
knowledge is gained by informal interactions of the individual with the world. Unplugged
computing necessarily involves learning technical concepts through everyday concepts,
and accordingly is closely coupled with the ZPD model in more than one aspect.

During an unplugged computing activity, learners, most often novice or beginner, use
their existing knowledge to learn or understand a computational concept. They link their
abstract knowledge into a technical understanding, with the guidance of a teacher (and
help of knowledgeable peers). Vygotsky distinguishes scientific concepts, which originate
in formal schooling, from experiential or ‘spontaneous’ concepts, which arise in one’s
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day-to-day experiences [239]. A blending between these two concepts is essential for a
substantive development to occur [242].

4.2 Dual Processes Theory

Learners acquire knowledge in many ways and educators have been using various ap-
proaches, strategies and techniques to support this process. Educators often make use
of general knowledge, communication abilities such as written and verbal skills, vocab-
ulary, etc. to establish more formal knowledge such as problem solving, rule learning,
reasoning, etc. Behind its playful and kinesthetic nature, constructivist approach and
seemingly simple explanations, unplugged computing is about drawing out learners’ ex-
isting, established knowledge and awareness to introduce new and conceptual knowledge.
Due to this duality of a learner’s knowledge that is subtly used in unplugged computing,
it is worthy to look at it using Dual Process Theory (DPT) from psychology, in order to
obtain a broader understanding of its involvement in cognitive aspects such as learner’s
memory, cognitive load and intelligence.

Knowledge comprehension is a multi-faceted area of study both in education as well
as psychology. The Dual Process Theory, a theoretical framework in psychology, puts
forward the existence of two kinds of cognitive systems:

System 1 (S1) - The associations arising from long-term memory. S1 is fast and intu-
itive, associated with cognitive factors such as crystallized intelligence (knowledge
that comes from prior learning and past experiences), long-term memory and as-
sociative learning, and

System 2 (S2) - The involvement of conscious reasoning with explicit rules in working
memory. S2 is slow and reflective, associated with cognitive factors such as fluid
intelligence (the ability to to think abstractly, reason quickly and problem solve
independent of any previously acquired knowledge), working memory, and rule
learning [192].

The Dual Process Theory is descended from a number of independent theories that
discuss dualities in different contexts such as intelligence, memory, attention, learning,
etc. DPT spans different domains where two qualitatively different cognitive systems are
involved. In [192], Robins discusses a variety of characteristics of S1 and S2, as shown in
Table 4.1, which summarises the various descriptors used for the two systems in DPT, the
distinct cognitive factors that seem to be involved, and the associated brain structures.

The extent to which each system can be characterised as a single unit and the degree
these properties differ between systems is an open question. The two systems interact
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Table 4.1: Summary of Dual Process Theories adapted from [192]

with and are interdependent of one another, suggesting a Dual Process Cycle that models
the interactions between two systems over a short and long timescale (Figure 4.2).

4.2.1 Dual Processes in Unplugged Computing

Expertise develops over time and it is a consequence of a person’s knowledge and under-
standings becoming concrete, the ability to recognise and reuse this knowledge increasing,
and the skill to apply it for further learning. In other words, a novice programmer gradu-
ally becomes an expert as their programming knowledge starts to move steadily between
their cognitive S1 and S2. Understanding how unplugged computing operates in S1 and
S2 may provide deep insights into why it is popular and known to be effective in com-
puter educational contexts, with outcomes such as improved self-efficacy, motivation and
handling misconceptions.

Unplugged uses S1 and S2 together, but that balance includes much more S1 than
plugged-in approaches (because unplugged tries to ground activities in the familiar).
Therefore, unless it is objectively connected to a computing context such as programming,
doing an unplugged activity alone is mostly S1, because by doing an unplugged activity
like a simple game or a puzzle only relates to a learner’s everyday experience or things
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Figure 4.2: Dual Process Cycle adapted from [192]

they already know. However, when they are combined with plugged-in exercises, the
learner starts thinking about rules and conscious manipulations in a more controlled and
directed manner, and their cognitive system moving from a more S1 system and becomes
more balanced in S1 and S2.

As an example, let us consider the Computing unplugged activity, Parity Magic1,
which does not necessarily involve a Notional Machine, yet still supports the learner in
building a mental model. Reasoning about the Parity Magic trick is very strongly S2
because a magic trick subverts learners’ expectations of their real world knowledge, while
doing it with cards (unplugged) brings in more S1 than getting students to write programs
to count bits (plugged-in). It deals with crystallized intelligence, but the learning that
happens alongside fluid intelligence. Humans very seldom operate purely with one system
or the other, and cognition naturally always involve both systems. S2 absolutely has
to be fed by inputs, associations, ideas, suggestions, hands on strategies, crystallized
intelligence, etc. and cannot operate without them. Some unplugged activities such as
Parity Magic or Binary Numbers provide more grounding on S2 for the learners.

With Programming Unplugged activities like Kidbots2, the more programming-like
elements that are introduced, the more they extract elements from S2. Therefore, with
Programming Unplugged activities, the process is more transitional and obvious, creating
a Dual Process Cycle or a wave as the learners move between tasks that have a varying

1 Parity Magic: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/error-detection-and-correction/
unit-plan/parity-magic/
2 Kidbots: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/kidbots/unit-plan/rescue-mission
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mixture of elements from S1 and S2.
What sort of learning happens in a novice when they learn a programming concept for

the first time? Although educators frequently use analogies and context to support learn-
ers, conventional programming education would often focus on S2 – fluid intelligence for
novel reasoning and problem solving, rule learning, analysis that mostly involve working
memory and intrinsic load. It is worth considering the value of using the strengths of S1
in conventional programming, or taking account of where the S1 is helping or hindering
the process; for example, misconceptions from S1 may hinder the process by delivering
poor heuristics or ideas.

In an unplugged and plugged-in combined approach, the technical and conceptual
context of the learning (e.g. learning about the NM, use of syntax and semantics of
a programming language) is gradually exposed to the learner as the lesson progresses
and therefore is probably S2; it is rule based, in explicit working memory, still fluid and
germane. But the more often they use their learning and apply it to real world tasks
(i.e. combining with unplugged activities), the more it will get consolidated. When they
form a schema, cognitively, it is more like a germane load that is applied. However,
when they integrate what they learnt with unplugged experiences, they automate it so
that the learning becomes crystallized, and becomes something that they can then access
intuitively and automatically, without having to ‘think about it’ or without having to
use working memory.

Unplugged computing, and particularly unplugged programming, attempts to keep a
process of crystallization continuing, while taking the fluid elements from S2 and getting
good crystallized intelligence built out of it. Thereby, the learning process completes
the feedback loop of a Dual Process Cycle, so that the learner is able to automate their
knowledge, form schema that characterize expert behavior and therefore reduce the load
on working memory and S2.

4.3 Legitimation Code Theory and Semantic Waves

Legitimation Code Theory (LCT) is a theoretical framework that describes the dimen-
sion of Semantics and how semantic waves, which map the movement between degrees
of “semantic density” (SD) and “semantic gravity” (SG) over time, can play a part in
building legitimate knowledge [149, 150]. LCT is a sociological approach to understand-
ing and shaping social practice [148]. SG refers to the context dependence of knowledge
(the context of meanings and how much meaning depends on everyday context) and
the SD refers to the degree of complexity of knowledge (the complexity of meanings
rather than their context) [150, 241]. For example, writing numbers on a scoreboard to
record the current score in a game is high SG knowledge (everyday knowledge), whereas
knowing how variables work in a program is high SD knowledge (knowledge specific to
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programming/computing).
The distinction is compatible with the two types of cognitive process described in

the psychological framework of Dual Process Theory [192], where SG can be seen as
a feature of System 1 (based on associations arising from long-term memory) and SD
is a feature of System 2 (involving conscious reasoning with explicit rules in working
memory). The two theoretical frameworks reach essentially the same conclusions, that a
person’s learning and understanding new knowledge shows a duality that involves existing
knowledge providing context to develop new knowledge or concepts.

Maton [150] suggests that semantic waves can model the transitions of knowledge
between contextualised and simpler understandings (i.e. abstraction) and more inte-
grated, deeper meanings (i.e. technicality), and model how meanings may be transformed
through semantically braiding together different forms of knowledge. SD and SG are in-
dependent of one another and are realised on a continuum between weaker and stronger.
The variation of strength and weakness of SD and SG (independent to one another),
generate ‘semantic codes’ [116, 148] as follows:

• rhizomatic codes (SG-, SD+), context-independent and complex stances

• prosaic codes (SG+, SD-), context-dependent and simple stances

• rarefied codes (SG-, SD-), context-independent stances with fewer meanings

• worldly codes (SG+, SD+), context-dependent and manifold meanings

Martin et al. [148] suggest that the variation of these semantic codes can be seen as a
movement on a topological space called a ‘semantic plane’, as shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: The Semantic Plane, from [148]
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Figure 4.4 shows illustrations of three different semantic profiles that depict the as-
sociation of semantic density and semantic gravity between their highest and lowest
strengths (i.e. semantic range). According to Maton [149], the semantic profiles A and
B in Figure 4.4 are high and low semantic density flattening curves respectively, where
the semantic range is low in both cases. In a high flattening curve (A), the learning

Figure 4.4: Different semantic profiles, from [149]

experience is based highly on abstract concepts and technicality with deep meanings,
and making minimal effort to relate them into a simpler understanding explained in ev-
eryday language. Conversely, the low flattening (i.e. curve B) limits the explanations to
simpler and concrete knowledge using everyday language, with minimal attempts to link
them back to abstract, technical knowledge. Curve C, which indicates traversing between
the high and low SG/SD continuum, has a higher semantic range than both A and B.
Moving up and down the SG/SD continuum generating semantic waves by up-shifting
and down-shifting through academic content and language is considered important for
cumulative knowledge building [149].

The down-shifting (also referred to as ‘unpacking’ in [241]), which most likely involves
the teacher making an explicit link between learning outcomes and the activity, means
moving from complex meanings to simpler, more grounded meanings. The up-shifting
(also referred to as ‘repacking’ in [241]) involves linking the abstract, grounded knowl-
edge and understanding to technical or conceptual contexts. Repacking may involve both
teacher and learner, with the teacher giving an overview of the main points (i.e. sum-
marising, answering questions, briefly explaining, linking metaphors back to technical
concepts, etc.) and the learner expressing their own learning experience (e.g. asking
simple questions, summarising, etc.) [59]. Curzon et al. [59] suggest that explanations
that can be easily understood by a novice learner are stronger in semantic gravity and
weaker in semantic density: they involve context-dependant ideas expressed with the aid
of non-technical knowledge using everyday language.

Many thinkers have distinguished everyday or commonsense knowledge from edu-
cational or “uncommonsense knowledge” [150], and pedagogy often makes use of these
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distinctions in communicating ideas to learners. unplugged computing essentially makes
good use of everyday knowledge (commonsense) in explaining technical or conceptual
knowledge (uncommonsense) and uses everyday language in classroom discourse. Con-
sequently, the semantic profile of an unplugged computing activity is largely determined
by the way it is executed. A detailed discussion about the semantic profiles of unplugged
activities and an analysis of their applicability and usage using an experimental example
is discussed in Chapter 10.

4.4 Dual Process Theory’s Implications on Legitimation Code Theory in an
Unplugged Computing Learning Context

The distinctions described between SG and Semantic Density can be seen as being com-
patible with the System 1 (S1) and System 2 (S2) duality identified in the Dual Process
Theory. It can be seen that the concepts and the elaboration of concepts (SD) are
consciously listed at the System 2 level, where as in SG the relationship to existing ex-
perience is very much System 1. With respect to the learner’s cognition, SD seem to
cover a larger cognitive range than SG because SD involves fluid intelligence, operating
with working memory, learning rules, etc., where as SG involves crystallised intelligence,
operating with long term memory and associative learning.

Doing an unplugged computing activity, and thereby the ripples that are being created
in the semantic profile of a lesson, creates cycles between the dual processes. It can also
be seen as a trade-off between the two systems. At the top and the bottom of the
Semantic Wave, it is trading off a lot of one system to the other. With a constructivist
approach, the trade off starts at the bottom with high SG, and with an instructivist
approach, it is vice versa.

The objective of a learning process is to bring the subject matter to a learner’s System
1 as effectively as possible (e.g crystallising, transfer to long term memory, develop the
ability to associate with other learning, rather automatically), so that it becomes natural
to them. However, as mentioned earlier, most conceptual knowledge of high SD leans
more to System 2. Moreover, physiologically, one cannot build System 2 cognition all by
itself, but it must be anchored with as much System 1 as possible. Unplugged activities,
operating at high SG level (and thereby System 1), essentially lets the learners connect
the SD to their SG and thereby crystallising them. The fact that the teacher is using an
Unplugged activity, a metaphor, an analogy or any similar reference to learners’ concrete
knowledge means they are introducing a semantic range hoping to pull conceptual ideas
into the ZPD and thereby creating returning cycles between a learner’s System 1 and
System 2 cognition.

In some unplugged activities like those focused on problem solving, the learner’s
System 2 is provoked even staying at high semantic gravity level. In an alternating
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Unplugged programming lesson, during the Unplugged activity, the knowledge that the
learner uses to do the activity belongs to System 1, practical knowledge and crystallised
intelligence. By alternating with plugging-it in, System 2 is brought into the picture,
along with conceptual knowledge and fluid intelligence.

The ultimate expectation of a programming lesson is to enable the learners to crys-
tallise this fluid intelligence as much as possible and push the conceptual knowledge they
gain from their working memory to their long term memory, so that the learners can
use this conceptual knowledge about programming automatically when they program;
the conceptual knowledge should just flow into their CT. Alternating Unplugged with
plugged-in exercises essentially enable these movements between System 1 and System
2, completing several Dual Process Cycles as discussed in Section 4.2, Figure 4.2.

Part II: Conceptualisation and Representational Models in Computer Pro-
gramming

Education regularly uses simplified models (e.g. the Rutherford-Bohr model of the atom),
analogies and representations to help the learner to develop good mental models, and
this is inevitably necessary when teaching computing as well. The use of some form
of an abstract or conceptual machine (e.g. Notional Machine, Turing Machine, Finite
State Machine) or an intangible agent (e.g. Computational Agent, Intelligent Agent,
Autonomous Agent) in scientific or pedagogic explanations is common in computing. To
rationalise this and to understand the nature of ‘machines’ and ‘agents’ used in comput-
ing, this sections looks into the relevant philosophical backgrounds and definitions.

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines a machine as “an assemblage of parts that
transmit forces, motion, and energy one to another in a predetermined manner” or “one
that resembles such”, and an agent as “one that acts or exerts power” or “a means or
instrument by which a guiding intelligence achieves a result” [68]. These definitions and
their various adaptations in computing indicate that computer scientists have attempted
to situate the nature of their main tool, the computer, as having both a physical nature
through the term ‘machine’ as well as an organic nature by calling them ‘agents’, for the
purpose of conceptualisation or supporting understanding.

4.4 Machines

Using a mechanical analogy as a model for understanding how ideas function is common,
and has a long tradition. According to Aristotelian era writings, the reasoning behind
machines, known as mechanics, is the art of solving the perplexity of “doing something
contrary to nature” [250]. Put simply, mechanics is making something happen that would
not occur naturally. In doing so, historically, the how was understood through math-
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ematics, and the what through physics [250]. In modern day computational problem
solving however, the solutions may have a formal explanation (i.e. an algorithm) to de-
scribe the how, as well as a physical (tangible) explanation to describe the what, although
the physical explanation can be intangible if it is not tied to a particular machine.

Aristotle’s writings about “automata” and his later discussions about “automation”
describe an “engine of repetition”, which is a machine that, with its internal complexity,
“transforms one input into a motion of a different kind” [24], which could be seen as an
output in a computing context. This contrasts with something like projectile motion,
where the trajectory is determined by natural forces once the projectile is launched. An-
cient descriptions did not have the luxury of examples from advanced technology, and
thus relied on trying to provide mechanical analogies to living organisms (animals) and
creations by divine characters, or hypothesis. As an example of a divine creation, ac-
cording to the poet Hesiod (around 700 B.C.), Hephaestus, the Greek god of invention
and blacksmithing was said to have built a giant bronze man called Talos, which cor-
responds to modern day robots. Berryman [24] points out that the term “mechanistic”
can be taken to refer the method of investigating the natural world using the terms and
principles of mechanics and “mechanistic conception” or “mechanical explanation,” which
is their application to understanding the natural world. In the absence of a natural
explanation, a mechanistic conception to shaping ideas about the natural world was a
plausible alternative.

These discussions show how, even in the pre-computer era, thinkers and researchers
attempted to relate the conceptualization of ideas into some form of mechanical explana-
tion for understanding. Accordingly, conceptual models in computing could sometimes
be presented as machines, and in the next section we consider a commonly used machine
that characterises computing.

4.4.1 Notional Machines

The Notional Machine is an influential concept in CS education literature, and program-
ming in particular, which describes “an idealized abstraction of computer hardware and
other aspects of the runtime environment of programs” [215]. It is an ideal that is ob-
jectively defined, and independent of any particular learner’s understanding [192]. Du
Boulay et al. [75] articulated this concept of an idealised model of a computer as:

“an idealized, conceptual computer whose properties are implied by the constructs in the
programming language employed”.

The rationale for the NM is that the mastery of every detail of how a computer works
is not essential in order to understand the dynamics of the programs at run-time. NMs
essentially help learners to understand the invisible transactions and side effects of usually
invisible processes that the instructions of their program cause inside the computer.
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Many definitions of NMs, including its earliest definition, are usually tied to a pro-
gramming language or a physical computing device. Robins et al. [191] further describing
du Boulay et al.’s view, present the NM as a “model of a computer as it relates to execut-
ing programs”. According to them, a NM must be able to explain all observable behaviour
of the real machine (i.e. registers, fetch cycles, memory, etc.), and reasoning about it
must allow accurate predictions to be made about behaviour of the real machine [23].
Du Boulay et al. highlight that experienced programmers may find special languages de-
signed for pedagogical purposes with simple NM as “distasteful”, yet languages intended
for teaching take into account different human factors compared to languages being used
by professional programmers.

The purpose of NMs is mostly pedagogic, to draw the learner’s attention to hidden
aspects of programming or computing [75, 89, 191, 215]. Some authors have tried to
bring the NM towards a more conceptual view, where they have attempted to relate it
to a person’s mental modelling about computing, and not limiting it to a programming
language or a physical device. Fincher et al. [89], discussing the relationship between
conceptual models, NMs and mental models, suggest that teachers create NMs as peda-
gogical devices to help learners understand a (particular) conceptual model (i.e. to form
their own mental model). They describe a NM that has a generic purpose (i.e. pedagogic)
and generic function (i.e. uncover hidden aspects of programming or computing), and
a particular focus (i.e. specific aspect of a program and their behavior) and particular
representation that highlights the focus. A learner’s mental model (i.e. about computing
or programming) is often incomplete, erroneous, lacks firm boundaries and is changing,
and a NM provides a bridge that abstracts a detailed and precise conceptual model, often
using analogies that provide scaffolding to help refine the learner’s mental model. Thus
this alternate definition describes a NM as a special kind of conceptual model that may
not be as declarative as a conceptual model, yet is representing something that can be
interacted with (often mentally) [89].

When learners begin to program, some form of a NM is present and it is implied by
both the programming language and the paradigm used in learning, and several NMs
at different levels of abstraction may describe the execution of a single program [215].
Krishnamurthi and Fisher’s definition of a NM [130] suggests that it is a “human-friendly
abstraction” explaining program behavior of a “given language or family of closely related
languages”. In [110], the authors recognise the need for a distinction between a general
description of behavior, independent of a specific program, and the explication of the be-
havior of a specific program, suggesting that the learners may need to shift between the
two. In that case, a NM can be seen as an evolving abstraction of an execution environ-
ment, for comprehension and learning purposes. However, it should also be sufficiently
simple to learn, yet sufficiently comprehensive to solve the problem of interest [29, 75,
89], and should convey descriptions of semantic behaviour [67]. A NM in such a context
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is loosely coupled with a programming language, does not necessarily relate to a physical
device (i.e. computer) for explanations, and may waiver between a physical machine and
conceptual machine in describing a computing concept. A NM may not effectively give
an observational (external) perspective as it is not contextually ‘available’ like a Com-
putational Agent as described by the CT definition (given in Section 4.5.2), especially
when it is explained through programming constructs. The learner is expected to be
‘aware’ (at least partially) of the presence of a NM through those constructs, as opposed
to a Computational Agent that is contextually ‘available’ for them either tangibly or
intangibly. A NM essentially explains the operational (internal) perspective, in that it
helps learners to comprehend a concept better by (mentally) interacting with it.

Notional Machines can exist even if the real machine does not. For example, it
is a popular misconception, although believable that, Charles Babbage designed the
analytical engine, and Ada Lovelace developed the program for it. Even with the absence
of a proper programming language for the analytical engine, Lovelace developed her own
version of what could possibly have been a NM for it that enabled her to predict what a
machine that she never got to see would produce, using trace tables [117]. Similarly, is it
possible that anyone who develops a new programming language is likely to have written
programs in that language before they write the compiler? And in the days of punch
cards and limited computing access, students frequently wrote programs days in advance
of them being run, although if the Lovelace story was true, it would have been decades
in advance! Likewise, a fault tolerant quantum computer may yet to be constructed, yet
algorithms have been designed for it by people who have a NM for this machine that may
not ever exist! Nevertheless, what could the NM for a quantum computer look like, given
that it involves operations that cannot be described with non-quantum physics? Is it
possible to have NM for quantum computing without an in-depth education in quantum
physics? Can a useful approximation that is as formal as a NM exist that does not
require understanding quantum physics?

A possible way to describe a NM for advanced computer systems like quantum com-
puting or AI could be to define certain fundamental operations expected of such a system
without explaining those operations with the same level of detail otherwise. For example,
in a quantum computer ‘find every possible divisor of a number’ can be defined as a sin-
gle, unitary operation, never having to describe it as a sequence of operations involving
quantum physics. Similarly, in a NM for AI with such abstract basic operations, accept-
ing that some of them will be probabilistic is also reasonable. Thus, defining NMs for
advanced computer systems become possible by allowing fundamental operations to be
at a far more abstract level than that of conventional computing. A teacher can decide
the level of abstraction of a NM according to the pedagogic needs they intend to fulfill.

Figure 4.5 positions these different definitions/explanations in a spectrum with regard
to their emphasis on relating the NM to the physical device/programming language.
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In [78], Duran et al. provide a range of uses and implied definitions of NMs, which
specifically supports this claim. Early definitions (i.e. [75, 191]) are strongly coupled to
the physical end of the spectrum. More recent definitions such as Fincher et al. [89]
lean towards conceptualisation of computation where the NM is seen as a conceptual
device that connects mental and conceptual models about computing, and loosely relates
to a physical device/programming language. Sorva [215] proposes different levels of
abstraction, potentially spanning the spectrum. The dotted lines are indicators of the
positioning of different views in this space, but are not firm lines in the continuum.

Figure 4.5: Variations of NM discussion in its connection to a physical device and to
the conceptual landscape

Many discussions of NMs agree that there should exist a general NM that is a full
computer, but no one has ever really defined it [110]. Work has focused on a NM for
a specific programming language or context, because a general NM is too nebulous to
the current understanding within the community [78]. Accordingly, for the benefit of
the discussions regarding NM in this thesis, particularly later in Chapter 7, our general
understanding of a NM would be that it has to correctly predict the outcome of a given
program (and does not need to accurately represent what is happening with the physical
computer). A NM should allow prediction of program outcome for any situation that
will be seen within a given context. The term ‘NM’ is casually used to reflect this
understanding. The following distinct definitions for NMs are also used at different
points, when necessary:

NMphysical: NM that explains all observable behaviour of the real machine, and supports
accurately predicting the behaviour of the real machine, as explained in [75] or [191]
(far left of the continuum in Figure 4.5).

NMconceptual: NM that attempts to relate to a person’s mental modelling about com-
puting, and not limiting itself to a programming language or a physical device, as
explained in [67] or [89] (far right of the continuum in Figure 4.5).
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NMgeneric: NM that is implied by both the programming language and the paradigm
used in learning, as explained in [130] and [215], or implied by [166] (mid region of
the continuum in Figure 4.5).

All three of the above specific definitions also fit into the previously mentioned said
general understanding, but are used distinctively at the points where we have to be
specific.

Despite its many useful pedagogic implications and applications, the true mechanisms
of a NM may not be obvious for a learner, or indeed to teachers who are new to computing.
As explained by Fincher et al. [89], NMs are created by teachers as a pedagogic device
that help learners understand a certain concept(s) that is intended to be communicated
through a particular learning experience, mostly likely programming. NMs are implicitly
defined by many visualizations of program execution [216], computationally or otherwise.
Educators make use of a vast variety of teaching tools to convey the NM and to establish
accurate mental models. These range from analogies and metaphors in the language
they communicate, including physical artifacts, graphics and diagrams, to sophisticated
software visualization tools.

Novice programmers develop different kinds of intuitive mental representations (men-
tal models), often initially based on superficial language features and analogies [191, 215].
These mental models may not be as accurate or as efficient or effective as those held by
an experienced practitioner, but the NM offered by the teacher helps these mental models
to mature towards more complex, generally accepted technical conceptual understand-
ing [89]. Learners build their mental models through the teaching and learning methods
and materials used in programming courses. In many a case of learning programming,
this is facilitated on a physical computer (e.g. a visualization tool, simulator, IDE or
debugger), or in an unplugged style learning environment that purposely avoids the use
of computers, where the instructions are executed by a fellow learner, or something in-
between where a deterministic device such as a Beebot 3 executes programs based on
only four instructions. Robins et al. [191] suggest that educators may use something
similar to a NM but without explicitly calling it that, or not knowing that it may be a
form of one. Du Boulay et al. [75] conclude that matching the visibility and simplicity
of components of NMs to novice learners [mental model] at different stages of learning
leads to improved educational outcomes.

4.4.2 The Turing Machine

A Turing Machine is a simple hypothetical machine that has been used to characterise
what computation is, due to the fact that it can implement any computational algo-

3 Bee-Bot Programmable Floor Robot: https://www.tts-group.co.uk/
bee-bot-programmable-floor-robot/1015268.html#
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rithm [48]. It is widely used in computing as a tool to reason about the limits of com-
putation, rather than to perform practical computations. A Turing Machine supports a
finite set of simple instructions and states, yet can compute anything that is computable.
The Turing Machine highlights the transition of the term “machine” from a physical de-
vice to a concept that is only used as a thought experiment. The Turing Machine is
usually described as a physical machine with an infinite tape and a read/write [erase]
head, and physical approximations of Turing Machines exist only as curiosities, as they
are normally the subject of thought experiments rather than implementations.

A Turing Machine is not practical for everyday computation, but it is a sufficiently
strong concept that if a programming language can simulate a Turing Machine, this in-
dicates that the programming language is computationally universal, and any language
capable of doing this is Turing-complete. The structured program theorem relates Turing-
completeness to conventional programming languages, establishing that only three con-
trol structures (sequence, selection and iteration) are needed for a language to be Turing-
complete, and so establishes that most conventional languages are Turing-complete [26].
Many curricula explicitly cover the concepts in the structured program theorem, since
in principle this means that students have been exposed to the full range of conven-
tional computation. For example, the NZ CT curriculum explicitly mentions “inputs,
outputs, sequence, selection, and iteration” [230], and the Australian curriculum men-
tions “sequences of steps, branching, and iteration (repetition)” [13]. However, not all
educational languages are Turing-complete; some programming languages, tools and un-
plugged activities used by teachers to support learners developing effective mental models
of a simpler NM are not (e.g. Scratch Junior, Kidbots, Lightbot, and Beebots), as they
focus primarily on sequence, and may omit selection and/or repetition.

Given its nature as a representational “model of the computer as it relates to executing
programs” [191] or acting like “an abstract computer responsible for executing programs
of a particular kind” [215], a NM may often be used in teaching programming. NMs can
be very useful in relating programming language commands to actual execution. Even if
the programming language being taught is Turing-complete, a NM might eliminate some
elements (e.g. loops), for abstraction and simple representation as required by a teacher
or curriculum. For example, the first few chapters of most textbooks focus on a subset of
a programming language, and if that is all that students are studying at the time, they
are working with a NM that is not Turing-complete.

The goal in teaching programming is generally to get students to the point where they
have mastered a model of computing that is Turing-complete, regardless of the program-
ming language used in the learning process is Turing-complete or not. In either case,
the underlying NM can be very simple; for a teaching device such as a BeeBot, the NM
involves just a few instructions and is only a stepping stone to the full power of program-
ming, but even a language like Scratch, which might be viewed as childish or limiting,
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is Turing-complete and therefore understanding its NM implies an understanding of the
core elements of computation.

The capability of a NM that is being used in a particular situation must include a
subset of the capability of the device that is being programmed by a student (it may not
be a proper subset, but it cannot be a superset). Thus, for conventional computers, the
NM is quite possibly Turing-complete, but if not, it will be a subset of what a Turing
Machine is capable of, in which case it cannot compute everything that is computable.
The implication here is that students do not have access to the full power of computing;
this is reasonable as they progress in their understanding of programming, but could be
limiting if it becomes the end point of their learning.

Given that NMs are effectively decided by a teacher (possibly under constraints im-
posed by a curriculum or teaching resources), and vary in complexity, some will be
Turing-complete and some may be a subset. Even if the language being taught is Turing-
complete, the teacher might choose to focus on a subset that is not. This is particularly
noticeable if we consider a textbook or online course; if students complete just a few
chapters or modules, they may not learn about loops (for example) in the space of that
course, and if this is a deliberate pedagogical choice, then the NM has been deliberately
kept as a small subset of the full programming language to avoid overwhelming students.

4.5 Agents

Another common representational element used in computing and in CS educational
literature are agents, used in attempts of providing a sense of animacy to computers in
explaining and/or defining some of its behaviour. The discussion in this section looks into
this aspect of the term ‘agents’ to understand its nature of application in the computing
context, as an additional support for the discussions in Chapter 7.

When studying ‘agents’, the literature often turns to Aristotle’s distinction between
animacy and agency. Aristotle introduces two kinds of instruments: 1) animate instru-
ments — instruments meant for action (e.g. slaves4 and servants) and 2) inanimate
instruments — instruments meant for production (e.g. things like a hammer or weaving
shuttle) [9]. While inanimate instruments are fundamentally passive, animate instru-
ments are initiators of their own actions (prescribed by “masters”). The movements of
animate entities are best explained by the appeal to the goals that they are striving
towards, and their intention. Inanimate entities appeal to mechanical causes for their
movement, where repetitive work can be done without tiring or complaining.

The animate instruments (such as Aristotle’s “slaves”) must be present before inani-
mate instruments (things) can be used, because they are needed to operate the inanimate

4 Here the term “slave” is used as it was used by Aristotle; in contemporary culture it would be more
appropriate to think of these as agents, contractors or employees.
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instruments [9]. A slave is concerned with the action they are told to do rather than
deciding on the method of production: they do not take initiative in making things, but
simply carry out actions that they are told to do. Aristotle goes on to point out that both
slaves and machines alike carry out actions they are told to do, rather than initiating
the action. There is no claim by Aristotle that animate instruments be completely de-
terministic. Moreover, neither the Aristotelian masters nor the computer’s human users
are understood to be instruments.

Based on the above, NMs and CAs (see Section 7.2) relate more to animate instru-
ments than inanimate instruments, as they both focus on the execution of a program,
regardless of their form being conceptual or actual, or their involvement being for tracing
(predicting) or actually executing the instructions of a program. In the research liter-
ature around agents in computing, the term “agent” is often meant as a concept that
the programmer uses as a basis for analyzing problems (much like a NM). Often times
agents in such literature are autonomous to a greater degree in carrying out operations
on behalf of a user or another program, and therefore referred to as “autonomous agents”
(AA), although in many cases they are intelligent agents. Franklin and Graesser [95]
defines AAs as “a system situated within and a part of an environment that senses that
environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to effect
what it senses in the future”. As such, an AA could be anything from a human to a ther-
mostat, as long as it satisfies its objective regardless of how primitively (quite similar
to Wing’s perspective of a CA, yet different only in its capacity to act autonomously).
This definition’s relatedness to a possible CA is more applicable to the CAs discussed
in Artificial Intelligence (AI) literature rather than the CT literature. Considering the
degree of relatedness that can be seen in both of these applications, a further discussions
about CAs in both AI and CT contexts are in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

4.5.1 Computational Agents in Artificial Intelligence

The term “Computational Agent” is often used in computing to give a sense of agency
to its main tool, the computer. In the Artificial Intelligence (AI) literature, a CA is
commonly described as “an agent whose decisions about its actions can be explained in
terms of computation . . . the decision [of a computational agent] can be broken down into
primitive operations that can be implemented in a physical device” [182]. However, the
agents in AI (as currently practised) need to be trained with an objective connection to
the environment they operate in, having sensing abilities, actions and goals, and algo-
rithms designed to support their selective actions. Coleman [44] uses the term CA to refer
to “computers which are less rather than more dependent on other animate instruments
(e.g. the human user) for their functioning”, taking its autonomy into consideration yet
leaning it towards an inanimate instrument. They suggest that CAs are independent
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of other instruments for their functioning in spite of their dependency on the human
users/programmers at some (early) stage.

According to Franklin and Graesser [95], a CA in AI is an Autonomous Agent (AA)
that resides at a similar level as a biological or robotic agent in an agent taxonomy tree.
But they state that an ordinary computer program is not an AA because, although it
senses the world via an input and acts via an output, its output does not necessarily
influence the process that it uses in the future. Their definition demands CAs in AI to
have a certain degree of evolution (adapt to its environment) over time, but a simple
computer program would not do so. Thus, all software agents are programs, but not all
programs are agents.

CAs in AI are often considered as “black boxes”. The reasons for this are 1) the
complexity of the countless elements in an AI system and their interconnections makes
it difficult, if not impossible, to determine precisely how decisions or predictions are
being made, or 2) the fact that they process and optimize numerous variables at once by
finding geometric patterns in a higher-dimensional, mathematically-defined space [16].
This prevents humans from visualising how they actually work, making them poor NMs.

4.5.2 Computational Agents in Computational Thinking

The “information processing” or “computational” agent is an interesting element in the
CT definition, which the whole concept revolves around. By Wing’s definition of CT
as mentioned in Section 2.3, the thought process involves problem solving using logical
thinking and formulating a solution that can be executed by a “computational agent”.
Although this early CT definition [248] does not specify the nature of the CA, it has
later been suggested that a CA can be either human or machine, as long as it carries out
only the instructions prescribed in the solution exactly as it is (precisely) and without
judgment (blindly) [56]. As such, the CA provides some sort of limit on the algorithm
the learner specifies as their CT solution: it must be executable by a computer-like
mechanism. The sequence of instructions the system intends to execute is crucial for
the CA to operate properly, thus the CA in CT is a “glass box” in which the underlying
mechanism is completely understood.

Historically, the term “computer” meant “the one who computes” and was used to
identify the people, often women, who did long, tedious mathematical calculations. Alan
Turing described the human computers as “supposed to be following fixed rules; he has
no authority to deviate from them in any detail” [235]. When electronic computers be-
came available, those professional human computers were drafted as the first computer
programmers, in a move that changed the professionals who had thus far been “thinking
like computers” to actual “computer programmers” who literally instructed those physical
computers how to do what they (human computers) had been doing [210]. The “comput-
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ers” (people) developed their skill as computational thinkers to figure out how to work
at a higher level in order to program the electronic computers that turned up.

Wing [248] is clear that the CT definition is about the computational process, re-
gardless of whether the execution is done by a human or by a machine. However, this
breadth of what an information processing agent might be has been questioned in later
discussions, particularly regarding its relationship to computer programming, and high-
lighting a machine’s capacity to do computational tasks better than human. Denning and
Tedre [65] argue that allowing a human as a information processing agent undermines
the distinction between doing small and large versions of a task. They point out that,
while the view that the CA can be human applies to small tasks that can be completed
in a short time it would be misleading, as a machine can complete large tasks that are
completely beyond human capabilities. This is a point worthy of consideration.

According to Wing’s CT definition in [249], the CA’s role as the information pro-
cessing agent in CT is tighter than an AA’s. The CA’s restricted nature in acting on
instructions (i.e. precisely and blindly) highlights the need for precise, step-by-step in-
structions in arriving at a solution to a problem. The CA is not involved in any decision
making. In other words, the problem solving must ensure that the solution is presented
with a precise set of step-by-step instructions, so that a “[computational] agent” can carry
them out to obtain the “result” successfully (in a mechanical fashion). The definition nei-
ther requires the CA to be necessarily a computer/device nor excludes it from being a
human. This positions the CA in CT as more of an Aristotelian animate instrument
than an inanimate instrument.

The nature of a CA in CT does not necessarily demand the presence of a computer,
even in the context of a tool (i.e. inanimate instrument), to carry out instructions.
Instead, throughout the problem solving process, the CA is a concept in the problem
solver’s mind that executes the instructions (therefore similar to a NM). This contrasts
CT’s CA vastly from an AI’s CA, where the latter necessarily runs on a computer, thereby
is tightly coupled to the device. This interesting nature of the CA in CT encourages a
few key ideas when in applied problem solving:

1. algorithmic thinking and logical thinking in problem solving,

2. modelling or conceptualising (like abstraction, generalisation, decomposition) in
forming the solution, and

3. attention to detail and precision in the (language used for) instructions in presenting
the solution (to the CA).

The CT’s CA should be simple enough to help “show” a teacher or learner what is going on
in the problem solving and/or solution generation space. This enables the problem solver
(i.e. human) to visualise how the “instructions to achieve the solution” (i.e. program)
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work, much like the original definition of the NM authors [75]. In a learning environment,
therefore, understanding the CA helps to build good NMs.

Accordingly, much like the CT or NM definitions (Figures 7.1 and 4.5 respectively),
the CA in CT’s position also can be seen as varying in a spectrum in its relatedness to
a physical device and abstraction of concepts, with respect to its internal structure and
properties. The closer the CA is to a physical device, the more explicit its structure and
properties are; the more abstract the CA is, the less defined its structure and properties
are, other than that it follows instructions blindly. The exact position of a given CA
in the spectrum is determined by the level of knowledge of a learner/programmer or
the pedagogic choices of a teacher/curriculum. The nature of the CA (i.e. computer or
human) becomes less substantial in such contexts. Figure 4.6 shows this disposition of a
CA in such a spectrum.

Figure 4.6: Variation of CA’s dependency to a physical device

Upon generating the solution (i.e. program), in addition to the programmer predict-
ing the outcome for themselves, the CA can also play the role of the ‘executor’ of the
formulated instructions rather mechanically, thus naturally positioning itself as a good
aid in debugging/tracing. The above three ideas are also well situated in computer pro-
gramming. However, they are not limited to programming and certainly not limited to
computing. In that way, “thinking like a computer scientist” could relate to other disci-
plines. For example, in science, conceptual development is considered as a combination of
developing both epistemic and representational practices such as modeling [66, 100, 201].
Dickes et al. [66] provide evidence that when children (learners) are engaging in iterative
modeling activities, the progressive refinement of their representations of some aspect of
the world can contribute to a deeper understanding of a domain. Agent-based modeling is
a type of modeling found to be particularly effective for science learning, where an “agent”
is a computational object that is programmed with simple rules [66, 155]. Discussing the
context of computer-based 2D graphical visualisation environments for learning, Shari et
al. [155] suggest that as an agent interacts with its environment and/or other emergent
agents, observable effects appear over time. This enables learners to gain a better un-
derstanding of complex concepts they are learning. Several authors have discussed the
relationship between conceptual modeling, CT and ggent-based modeling in disciplines
outside computing [66, 109, 155, 201]. Their explanations draw particular attention to
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the CA in CT (the likely “agent” involved) as a simple yet highly suitable aid in devel-
oping successful conceptual models in learners that can facilitate deeper understanding
of those disciplines.

4.5.3 Subtle distinctions between AI and CT agents

Interestingly, the AI and CT perspectives of the nature of a CA are as similar as they are
different. Both perspectives agree that a CA acts upon instructions (i.e. their actions
can be explained in terms of computation). Both CAs can be seen as machines. However,
for a CA in CT a full understanding of the underlying mechanism is crucial, thus a “glass
box”; in AI it is not, thus a “black box”. The “glass box” nature of the CA in CT, as
opposed to the “black box” nature of the CA in AI, makes it a fair candidate to become a
useful NM. The relatable nature of a CA in CT, which made apparent through its “glass
box” nature, provides a window for the learner to look at a NM that they never get to see
otherwise. Teachers can use CAs as tools to connect a NM to a learner’s mental model
as well as diagnose misconceptions about the NM in them.

The CA in AI appears to have the ability to adapt in the sense that it makes decisions
that cannot easily be predicted, because they are based on training. In contrast, the CA
in CT is not so, because the behaviour in the ‘glass box’ is completely defined and pre-
dictable. Both run on Turing-complete devices – in principle one could understand what
is happening inside the AI black box, but the complexity is beyond what is reasonable
to understand. Both CAs lean towards an Aristotelian animate instrument: in AI, in
its ability to adapt despite being implemented in a physical device, and in CT, in its
nature of following instructions. Nevertheless, because of the absence of sensitivity to its
environment and the inability to train itself accordingly, a CA in CT lacks adaptation
abilities that a CA in AI has.

CAs in AI are defined to operate within a computer system, thereby implying they
are Turing-complete, despite their ‘black box’ nature with the ability to train themselves
according to their inputs, which include the effects of their outputs. With a human agent
however, it may be hard to model a Turing-complete system accurately. It would be easy
for a human to model a simple Turing-complete language (e.g. a human computer who
follows an exact set of actions repeatedly), but one can argue that it is natural for human
to interfere with their own action at any given time. The CA in CT is not required to be
Turing-complete, but it should fulfill only a subset of Turing-completeness requirements
to be eligible to become an “information processing agent”. The only requirement to
become a CA in CT would be the ability to follow instructions blindly and precisely, and
therefore if appropriate rules are enforced, a human can act as a CA. However, when the
CA in CT is presented as a human there are a number of reasons that it might not be
suitable as a fully functional CA, particularly if the human cannot restrict themselves to
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following rules literally.
These ideas are developed further in Chapter 7, where they are used to show the

connection between ideas of Computational Thinking, particular to programming, and
Notional Machines.

Part III: Theories and Literature Related to Implementing Constructivist
Teaching Pedagogy

Prior to the introduction of Computational Thinking (CT), the role of computing in the
grade school5 curricula was largely about Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) and digital literacy. With the introduction of CT in school curricula, concepts
of computer programming were also introduced to school level, and teachers have a key
role in implementing a CT curriculum of which they still have limited knowledge and/or
experience [120, 232]. Conventional programming education was largely an instructivist
approach, but the tide has turned recently towards incorporating constructivism as well,
mainly through the introduction of CT and pedagogic approaches like unplugged com-
puting at primary school level.

Teaching a topic to learners has two forms: formal teaching, known as “pedagogy”,
where the learning is directed by the teacher (teaching to dependent personalities), and
informal teaching, known as “andragogy” where the learning focuses on the learner (facili-
tating learners to be self-directed by methods such as group work, discussions). However,
formal teaching (i.e. pedagogy) does not always focus on an individual learner, but often
focus on teaching to all learners at the same time. Andragogical approaches, on the
other hand, emphasise involving the learners’ experiences and knowledge in the learn-
ing process whenever possible, and building upon what learners already know and what
interests them.

For computing, a subject that was introduced to curricula only recently, the impor-
tance of teacher learning and development is particularly acute. Rarely in the past, and
at present, were teachers recruited with the expectation that they would be teaching
computing or with a recognised qualification in computing (e.g. a degree in computing).
Therefore, teachers often have little existing subject knowledge to draw on [90]. In order
to have successful delivery of computing content, particularly programming, in grade
schools, investigating teachers’ perceived knowledge gaps in terms of computer technol-
ogy integration becomes important. Due to the many facets of integration of computing
in curricula, the variety of possible applications of computer technology available in the
field of education and teachers’ lack of content knowledge in the subject area, teachers
may find this a tedious or daunting exercise.

5 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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Teachers need continuous professional development in order to be comfortable and
updated with what they teach. The objective of teachers’ professional development is
to effect positive change in teachers; teachers must challenge their familiar practices and
knowledge to learn something new. Computing has been embraced with less enthusiasm,
and found to be alien and difficult territory for teachers to become involved in [90].
The following sections looks at some important theories and literature on teaching and
teachers taking on teaching computing, that will contribute to the main discussion of
this thesis.

4.6 Components of Teacher Knowledge

Modern day education requires incorporating the growing demand of technology usage
in the classroom, while focusing on the subject content and how to teach it. As commu-
nicators of knowledge to learners, teachers need to integrate different kinds of knowledge
to succeed in effective classroom delivery. Fincher et al. [90] suggest that classifying
“teacherly knowledge” is hard and that a teacher’s expertise is largely professional, em-
bodied, situated, and contingent. Knowing many ways to teach a topic, a teacher may
use only a few of them, based on their expertise and selecting what is most appropriate
to the circumstances of the moment.

In [7], the authors observe that different characteristics of teachers’ knowledge exist
and that they combine them at various levels. They define four distinct areas: 1) tech-
nical knowledge, which is their academic knowledge, 2) local knowledge, which is their
narratives of the local school or community setting including the domain knowledge of
local culture, sub-cultures and politics, 3) craft knowledge, which is the repertoire of
examples, images, understandings and actions they build up over time, and 4) personal
knowledge.

The idea of Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK), first proposed by Lee Shulman
in the 1980s, categorises the special combination of content and pedagogy that is unique
to teachers’ knowledge about what they teach. According to Shulman, the PCK is “that
special amalgam of content and pedagogy that is uniquely the province of teachers –
their own special form of professional understanding” [90], and an attribute that only
teachers develop. The level of content knowledge (CK) and pedagogic knowledge (PK)
and the degree to which they are combined in practice determines a successful teacher; a
teacher with high CK who does not possess the PK will be a poor teacher, while another
with high PK but low CK may mask their lack of content but still is a poor teacher.
The concept of PCK has been at the center of teachers’ professional development as it
highlights that teachers have specific knowledge that domain experts who are not teachers
lack.
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4.6.1 Technological, Pedagogic and Content Knowledge: The TPACK model

In 2006, Mishra and Koehler [127] introduced a framework named Technological Ped-
agogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) that extends the ideas of PCK “to identify the
nature of knowledge required by teachers for technology integration in their teaching,
while addressing the complex, multifaceted and situated nature of teacher knowledge”.
The model discusses three primary forms of knowledge namely: Content Knowledge
(CK), Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) and Technological Knowledge (TK) and their com-
plex interactions in the teaching domain (Figure 4.7), and TPACK is introduced as the
heart of their complex interplay. Koehler et. al [128] explains TPACK as:

“the basis of effective teaching with technology, requiring an understanding of the repre-
sentation of concepts using technologies; pedagogical techniques that use technologies in
constructive ways to teach content; knowledge of what makes concepts difficult or easy to
learn and how technology can help redress some of the problems that students face; knowl-
edge of students’ prior knowledge and theories of epistemology; and knowledge of how
technologies can be used to build on existing knowledge to develop new epistemologies or
strengthen old ones”.

Figure 4.7: Technological, Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK)

Table 4.2 summarises the knowledge areas of teachers that develops the central con-
cept of the TPACK model. As shown in Figure 4.7, a teacher’s role in a classroom is an
interplay among the three main knowledge areas they possess and manipulate that to
effectively communicate the intended subject knowledge to their learners. The TPACK
model provides a good framework to look at teaching from many perspectives, especially
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to understand what areas computing teachers should pay more attention to than teaching
a conventional subject in the curriculum. Although computer science teachers use tech-
nology for their teaching, the awareness of TPACK as a concept within the computing
education research community is limited [90, 237].

Table 4.2: TPACK Explained

Technological Knowl-
edge (TK)

Knowledge of technology tools: different ways digital technology
(tools, applications, or software) can be used and the advantages and dis-
advantages of tools and software (technology-focused, not pedagogical con-
siderations) [90]

Pedagogic Knowl-
edge (PK)

Knowledge of teaching methods: how to teach, including professional
beliefs and visions, theory, teaching, and learning strategies, knowledge
about how learners learn best, reflection on practice, and the advantages
and disadvantages of pedagogical approaches [90]

Content knowledge
(CK)

Knowledge of subject matter: central topics, concepts, and areas of
the subject matter that can be and are taught to students, as well as
curriculum knowledge [90]

Technological Con-
tent Knowledge
(TCK)

Knowledge of subject matter representation with technology: un-
derstanding of how technology and content influence and constrain one an-
other. Teachers need to master more than one subject matter and have
a deep understanding of they can be changed by the application of par-
ticular technologies; need to understand which the technologies best suit
for addressing subject-matter learnt in their domains and how the content
dictates or changes the technology or vice versa [128]

Technological Ped-
agogical Knowledge
(TPK)

Knowledge of using technology to implement teaching methods:
understanding of how teaching and learning can change when particular
technologies are used in particular ways; knowing the pedagogical affor-
dances and constraints of a range of technological tools as they relate
to disciplinarily and developmentally appropriate pedagogical designs and
strategies [128]

Pedagogical Content
Knowledge (PCK)

Knowledge of teaching methods with respect to subject matter
content: consistent with and similar to Shulman’s idea of knowledge of
pedagogy that is applicable to the teaching of specific content. Central to
Shulman’s conceptualization of the transformation of the subject matter
for teaching, which occurs as the teacher interprets the subject matter,
finds multiple ways to represent it, and adapts and tailors the instructional
materials to alternative conceptions and students’ prior knowledge. PCK
covers the core business of teaching, learning, curriculum, assessment and
reporting, such as the conditions that promote learning and the links among
curriculum, assessment, and pedagogy [128]

Technical Pedagogi-
cal Content Knowl-
edge (TPACK)

Knowledge of using technology to implement teaching methods
for different types of subject matter content: knowledge and under-
standing of the interplay between CK, PK and TK when using technology
for teaching and learning, including an understanding of the complexity of
relationships between students, teachers, content, practices and technolo-
gies [128]
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4.6.2 TPACK model in Computing Education

Denning’s [63] quote of Donald Knuth’s statement from 1974 that “expressing an algo-
rithm is a form of teaching [to a dumb machine] that leads to a deep understanding of
a problem” has hinted at the double-sided difficulties a teacher may face when teaching
computing and CT: teaching a person to think (or solve a problem) in a way that the
idea (or the solution) can be executed by a computing device (i.e. a machine) to achieve
the end-result.

The impression the teachers develop about the subject in students becomes cru-
cial in converting students from consumers to creators of digital technologies. Building
teacher capacity in subject areas involves making strong links between the curriculum,
student learning and teaching approaches, and that teachers require guidance on the use
of resources effectively, including goals, assessments and examples of how other adults
approach pedagogical strategies [237]. The CSTA/ISTE Standards for Computer Science
Educators [12] suggest that the teachers may act as the lead learner, demonstrating the
importance of life-long learning and a positive attitude in the face of new material or
new challenges. The importance of recognizing the influential power teachers have on
students’ CS identities and trajectories is also highlighted. Moreover, it suggests that
teachers should demonstrate comfort in problem solving and perseverance when encoun-
tering new or challenging content.

The TPACK framework could serve as a useful model for integrating CT and com-
puting education, where the related ideas are connected within the subject matter and
through pedagogical approaches teachers will use in their classrooms. However, the
concept has limited awareness in the Computer Science teaching community [91, 237].
Fincher et al. [91] point out that it is probable that Computer Science teachers have
qualitatively different TPACK than many other subjects due to their domain knowledge.
For example, in CS the Technological Knowledge (TK) would be the use of technology
like a compiler/interpreter and/or and Integrated Development Environment (IDE), in
addition to what would be used in other subjects, such as PowerPoint, a projector, com-
puter games, etc. Similarly, other subjects may have their own specific uses of technology
(e.g. Google Earth in Geography, Sibelius in music) that use both CK and TK in their
respective context. Therefore, it is easy to confuse CK with TK in CS. Nonetheless, the
situation could be quite complicated for teachers with a limited background in Computer
Science. An ambiguous understanding can result in teachers being unable to distinguish
the existence of computers and the related technologies in teaching and learning from
the actual subject matter, and may lead to confusion in realising the PCK of CS.

This situation is particularly evident especially among school teachers who teach CT
in primary grades. Mouza et al. [161] report that the ability to weave knowledge of
CT concepts, computing tools and practices with content and pedagogy varies. Some
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teachers effectively design and enact lessons by seamlessly integrating content, pedagogy
and computing tools to foster students’ CT knowledge and skills, while others focus
on uses of computing tools and problem-solving descriptions. They suppose that the
participants in their research either did not indicate their knowledge of combining content,
instructional strategies and computing tools to foster students’ CT competencies, or they
were unable to recognise and elaborate on the TPACK connections. They also report
that even among pre-service teachers, the focus was primarily on CT concepts related
more to automation, problem decomposition, data, algorithmic thinking, and to a lesser
extent to abstraction and none related to simulation and parallelisation.

Apart from the popular CT competencies identified by many sources (i.e. algorith-
mic thinking, abstraction, decomposition, generalizing and patterns, evaluation, and
logic [56]), CSTA/ISTE resources [12] suggest that the CT teaching can be “enhanced by
a number of dispositions or attitudes that are important dimensions of CT including: (a)
confidence in dealing with complexity, (b) persistence in working with difficult problems,
(c) tolerance for ambiguity, (d) ability to deal with open-ended problems, and (e) ability
to communicate and work with others”. Another noteworthy point Mouza et al. [161]
make is that, despite the teachers being introduced to a programming environment, none
of the pre-service teachers chose to utilise programming environments to design their les-
son, but relied on promoting CT through pre-designed software applications. Giannakos
et al. [98] found that secondary teachers in Greece have indicated high levels of TPACK
but expressed the need of knowledge in how to incorporate educational software in the
teaching of computer science and how to improve the overall ability to transform and
apply knowledge of algorithms with technology and pedagogy for effective teaching. This
further indicates the vagueness of teachers’ ability to blend their PCK when teaching CS
subjects.

Figure 4.8 maps how different knowledge components can affect a teachers’ confidence
in teaching CT, and their relatedness to TPACK. Since it requires teachers to understand
the manner in which technology and content influence and constrain one another, the
essential curriculum knowledge in CT is mapped to TCK in the diagram (e.g. using
an IDE to teach computer programming). CT teachers should also be confident in
delivering the CT content, which require knowledge of different teaching strategies to
use in their classroom and deciding when to use them, therefore is considered as PK.
The knowledge in use of both hardware (e.g. computer, digital camera, 3D printer) and
various types of software is also essential knowledge for CT teachers and therefore require
teachers to have confidence in using them. Teachers usually possess the knowledge of
this nature, if they are used to everyday use of devices like a mobile phone, but this kind
of technology usage is different from using a programming IDE or program visualisation
software; it is identified as TK in the TPACK model. As in any other subject, CT
and CS teachers requires sound subject knowledge in the CT/CS content, in lesson
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Figure 4.8: Teachers’ Confidence in teaching CT and its relatedness to TPACK

planning, in using the appropriate terminology in delivery and in relating the CT/CS
concepts to other disciplines and is mapped to CK. CT/CS teachers may be faced with
various misconceptions regarding CT and CS. We break the knowledge they needed in
this regard into three components: 1) awareness/understanding of misconceptions, 2)
methods to diagnose misconceptions and 3) interventions to help students to develop
robust conceptions. Handling computing misconceptions in such a manner essentially
require all three kinds of knowledge blended together, and therefore is identified as the
heart of a computing teacher’s knowledge - the TPACK.

4.6.3 TPACK model and Unplugged Computing

Although research on the applicability of the TPACK model in CT and CS is limited,
there are studies indicating that practising teachers do not fully exploit the affordances
of ICT tools for constructivist teaching [138, 219, 243]. This indicates that, even in
the context of ICT or digital literacy, a constructivist-oriented TPACK is particularly
challenging for teachers. This also hints at an even more complicated situation for CT
and CS teachers. Nevertheless, teachers’ perceived knowledge gaps in this area are not
well understood, as published studies have only examined teachers’ TPACK perceptions
with respect to conventional subjects such as science education or mathematics, or in an
ICT context such as e-learning facilitation.
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A possible reasoning behind these limitations could be the difficulty in distinguishing
the kind of CK, PK and TK interplay needed to define a TPACK specific to teach-
ing CT/CS. As discussed in the previous section, distinguishing a computing teacher’s
TPACK from their TK or TCK may not be as straightforward as in other subject disci-
plines, and less often it is seen as a knowledge needed to handle misconceptions. More-
over, the instructivist-bias seen in conventional programming education as well as many
early (and to a certain degree, recently too) ICT teaching and learning may force teachers
to assume that they should be restricted to either CK, PK or TK, whereas particularly
for CT and CS, finding strict bounderies between the many elements of TPACK is prac-
tically impossible.

Unplugged activities in their purest form belongs to PCK, because it is an appli-
cation of content knowledge for pedagogical purposes, outside a technological context.
However, a predominant element of unplugged activities in teaching and learning CT is
that teachers can use them to direct learners to reflect on the ways technology can be
used in their problem solving, in a constructivist manner (e.g. using the Parity Card
activity to teach how errors are handled using a computer); in other words, unplugged
allows them to operate within the TCK region. Unplugged computing also helps teachers
to use a pedagogy to communicate how to use technology to construct different forms
of knowledge representations (e.g. use the Kidbots activity to teach how to “program” a
robot), which thereby incorporates TPK.

The key pedagogical focus of unplugged computing is constructivism, a teaching and
learning theory that describes learning being an active, contextualized process of con-
structing knowledge rather than acquiring it [103]. Despite constructivist approaches
of teaching and learning being available as a learning theory for decades, implementing
constructivist instructions in a computing classroom has not been sufficiently explored.
Unplugged computing can be useful in a teaching and learning process as a tool to discuss
a constructivist-oriented TPACK for teachers, in teaching a subject that is well grounded
on technology, yet without using technology. It also is a useful tool to understand the
different boundaries within the TPACK model, and can contribute to resolving teachers’
confusions in the process of distinguishing teaching CT/CS from teaching ICT or digital
literacy and using computer technology in teaching other subject disciplines. Moreover,
unplugged computing’s ability to support teachers in handling misconceptions in com-
puting, particularly in programming, needs to be researched further in order to properly
understand the gravity of its contribution in teachers’ TPACK.

4.7 Self-Efficacy in Teaching and Learning Computing

Studies have often indicated that the high attrition rates in computer related studies (e.g.
learning programming, obtaining a computing related educational qualification complet-
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ing a degree related to computing, etc.) or in joining a profession in a computing related
industry is not limited to the ability and/or knowledge in the subject, but caused by vari-
ous other reasons [139, 193]. Various research has attributed these varying perspective of
computing to a person’s self-efficacy towards their knowledge and skill in the subject, and
self-efficacy has been identified as a strong contributing factor for the improving interest
in computing as a subject, in both the general student population as well as various
other groups (e.g. lower represented groups, teachers, novice, etc.). Hence, researching
self-efficacy has become a promising means of clarifying many questions in computing
education.

Self-efficacy, originally highlighted by A. Bandura, is an individual’s belief or personal
judgment of their innate ability to execute courses of action required to successfully pro-
duce a desired outcome [14]. This belief can influence the choices individuals make and
the courses of action they pursue. The discriminant validity and the convergent validity
of self-efficacy in predicting common motivational outcomes, such as students’ activity
choices, effort, persistence, and emotional reactions, has been successfully researched in
Education Psychology [14, 255]. Self-efficacy beliefs have been found to be sensitive to
subtle changes in students’ performance context, to interact with self-regulated learning
processes, and to mediate students’ academic achievement and confidence. This has be-
come one of the most important motivational variables that helps explain the relationship
between past performance and future results [140]. Zimmerman [255] suggests that when
studied as a mediating variable in training studies, self-efficacy has proven to correspond
to improvements in students’ methods of learning, and predictive of achievement out-
comes. Thus, self-efficacy research has made notable contributions to the understanding
of self-regulatory practices and academic motivation.

Self-efficacy is more like how a person ‘projects’ their confidence to the outside as
opposed to how they really feel confident about it for their inner self. This is an im-
portant aspect in both teaching and learning. As for a teacher, it helps them to emit
the confidence that’s needed to address/approach their learning audience. For a learner,
it helps building a lasting impression over what they learn, even if the learning itself is
not successful at times, leading to proper, more successful learning later on. For this
reason, we focus on self-efficacy throughout the studies in this project as a meaningful
measure of the different aspects we are interested in studying among the computing and
programming teaching and learning focus groups.

According to Pajares [173], self-efficacy research in academic settings has focused pri-
marily on two major areas: 1) exploring the link between efficacy beliefs and college major
and career choices and 2) investigating the relationships among efficacy beliefs, related
psychological constructs, and academic motivation and achievement. They identified, in
the latter group of research, that the areas that contributed the most to self-efficacy were
mental modeling, problem solving, teaching and teacher education and varied academic
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performances, among others. Moreover, high self-efficacy has been demonstrated to in-
fluence students’ academic persistence. Pintrich et al. [179] conclude that self-efficacy
plays a mediational role in relation to cognitive engagement, and therefore improving
self-efficacy might lead to increased use of cognitive strategies and thereby higher per-
formance. Gibbs [99] suggests that “teachers’ personal sense of control, and their beliefs
in their capability to exercise control of their thinking during teaching, impacts on how
they think, feel and feel and teach”. He proposes that a central focus of teacher educa-
tion should be more on developing teachers’ self-efficacy and thought control over their
actions.

In CS education it has also been found that students’ self-efficacy is positively as-
sociated with course grades and previous experience (e.g. [115, 186, 246]). Lishinski et
al. [140] examined the interaction of self-efficacy, intrinsic and extrinsic goal orientation,
and metacognitive strategies and their impact on students’ performance in a CS1 course,
and found that self-efficacy and student performance has a feedback looping effect. They
suggest that managing it throughout the learning process has great potential to improve
student learning outcomes. Students’ previous programming experience is strongly cor-
related with their extrinsic motivation, self-efficacy and CS career orientation.

Computer programming has been identified as being frequently used in teaching the
skill of computational thinking to students. Since self-efficacy has been shown to have a
strong relationship with skills attainment, evaluating the self-efficacy levels of students in
any domain is considered important for making an interpretation of how successful they
are or will be in that domain. Studies in students’ computer programming self-efficacy,
however, are comparatively less common than that of other subjects, and even lesser for
younger students.

Hermans and Aivaloglou [115] in their research have observed that when primary
students are introduced to computing with CS Unplugged techniques before they are
exposed to the use of computers for programming, their self-efficacy has increased. They
believe that the reason behind this is because children have increased confidence after
using CS Unplugged techniques and they feel more confident exploring different Scratch
blocks that they used to program using computers. Similarly, a systematic study of the
influence of CS Unplugged in teachers’ self-efficacy would give an insight into how CS
Unplugged can improve their confidence in teaching computing to young students. Ra-
malingam and Wiedenbeck [187] report an early observation of a relationship between
mathematical confidence and programming self-efficacy in computer programming learn-
ers.

Another aspect of self-efficacy in computing is Computer Self-efficacy. Compeau
and Higgins [46] defined computer self-efficacy as “judgment of one’s capability to use
a computer”, in other words, applying or representing an already formed sense of self-
efficacy in the fields of use and mastery of computers. They suggest that attitudes
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towards information technology are linked to computer self-efficacy as they are considered
to be a significant factor in which individuals use computers. Albion [5] suggests that
positive attitude towards computers and a strong sense of computer self-efficacy are basic
preconditions for positive self-efficacy in computer-aided teaching.

This research shows that “teachers’ attitudes towards modern technologies consid-
erably influence the effective use of these technologies for school learning. Individual
factors related to the teacher’s personality, such as computer self-efficacy, motivation,
needs, etc., seem to affect the integration and development of modern technologies in
educational practice”, as suggested by Paraskeva et al. in [175]. Teachers’ self-efficacy
might contribute to a considerable degree in the possibilities of the development of such
technologies as important educational tools. Therefore, self-efficacy of teachers in various
contexts such as teaching CT concepts, their programming ability, and their motivation
to teach computing subjects are a key measure in the studies in this thesis.
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Chapter V

Teachers Learning to Program: Details of the Experimental Studies
and the Pilot Study

This thesis is supported by three experimental studies, all of which were conducted
alongside teachers’ professional development (PD) workshops on introductory program-
ming events conducted by the Computer Science Education Research Group (CSERG)
of the University of Canterbury in 2020 and 2021. The Digital Technologies learning
area of the New Zealand curriculum was the key focus of the PD programmes conducted
by CSERG, particularly the “Computational Thinking for Digital Technologies” Tech-
nological Area (CTDT). The first part of this chapter provides the context of the three
experimental studies, detailing the resource material used in the introductory program-
ming workshops, data collection strategies used and the data analysis methods followed
in the experimental studies.

The second part of this chapter discusses the Pilot Study that was conducted in early
2020, which is the first of the three studies. Although the original planning intended to
include several experimental studies to be conducted during the course of this project, the
COVID19 pandemic and subsequent situations that built up globally interrupted those
plans and adversely influenced the Pilot Study as well as the other two experiments that
could be conducted. Nevertheless, the findings of these studies contributed to obtaining
deep insights towards the theme of this thesis. Findings of the Pilot Study provided
partial answers to RQ 2 (Chapter 1, Section 1.3) and its sub-questions.

Part I: Details of the Experimental Studies

5.1 Overview of Studies

Unplugged activities have long been identified as a useful pedagogical tool for teaching
Computational Thinking (e.g. [62, 118, 194, 231]). The findings of Hermans and Aival-
oglou [115], indicating that combining Unplugged activities with teaching programming
can increase students’ self-efficacy while achieving the same level of programming compe-
tency as using the traditional plugged-in approach, was a turning point for investigating
its usefulness in teaching and learning programming at grade-school level. Accordingly,
in order to study the impact of Unplugged activities for learning to program, and par-
ticularly how they can help teachers build confidence for teaching the CTDT topic,
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experimental studies were planned alongside the introductory programming workshops
conducted by CSERG for teachers’ professional development.

The main curriculum focus of the professional development programmes was CT
in the New Zealand curriculum [230]. The CT concepts that were covered during the
workshops were on ‘Data Representation’, ‘Algorithms’, and ‘Programming’ topics from
CTDT in the revised Technology learning area of the New Zealand curriculum.

The New Zealand Technology Curriculum

In the New Zealand school curriculum, the CS topics are listed under the ‘Technology’
learning area, which covers them under “Digital Technologies”. The aim of DT curriculum
content is to ensure that “all learners have the opportunity to become digitally capable
individuals” [230]. It is separated into two sub areas:

Computational Thinking for Digital Technologies (CTDT) focuses on developing an un-
derstanding of the CS principles that underlie all digital technologies; this includes learning
core programming concepts to enable learners to become creators of digital technology, and
not mere users. CTDT consists of eight Progress Outcomes (PO). POs 1-5 focus on pri-
mary and junior high school students and cover the gradual introduction of CT concepts
and introductory level programming. POs 6-8 cover the learning expected for students
engaging in more intensive and specialised DT programmes.

Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes (DDDO) focuses on developing skills in de-
signing quality, fit-for-purpose digital solutions. DDDO consists of six POs that describe
the significant learning steps that students take as they develop their expertise in designing
and developing digital outcomes.
The DDDO component of the NZ curriculum was not specifically covered during the PD
workshops of interest in this study. However, the instructor often highlighted informally
the possible connections to the DDDO content whenever it was applicable.

The flexibility in the NZ Curriculum allows the teachers to use curriculum integration,
and thereby to blend the DT learning area with other learning areas. The context of
DT content introduced to students at their respective year level depends highly on the
teacher’s knowledge and willingness to accommodate DT in their lessons. Therefore,
factors like the teacher’s confidence, self-efficacy and motivation inevitably becomes a
barrier when their computing knowledge is low.

The teaching and learning context of the PD workshops of interest in this research
cover the scope of the first five POs of CTDT in the NZ curriculum. The programming
topics focused on in these studies were the three programming constructs: ‘sequence’,
‘selection’, and ‘iteration’, and it also covers ‘variables’ and ‘input/output’ (further dis-
cussion about this is in Chapter 8).
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5.2 Resources Used in the Experimental Studies

5.2.1 Computer Science Unplugged Material

Several CSU activities and materials were used in the PD workshops to teach Algo-
rithms, Data representation, and some of the Programming concepts. The following
Non-programming Unplugged activities were used to discuss the CT topics in the work-
shops.

• Binary Numbers1

Students use a set of 4 or more ‘binary cards’, (usually white with dots on one side
and blank space overleaf, but variations can be used) to learn how base 10 numbers are
represented in binary, as well as to count in binary and represent characters. A card is
‘1’ when the side with dots are visible, and ‘0’ otherwise, and collectively they create
representational bit patterns. They observe the incremental pattern of the number of
dots on each card (i.e. each card having twice as many dots as the previous) and learn
how adding another binary card (or bit) allows representing twice as many numbers. The
learning can be extended by using different things to represent 0 and 1, for example ‘on’
and ‘off’ or up and down arrows.

• Parity Magic Trick2

Perform a ‘magic trick’ using a set of ‘parity cards’ (i.e. square cards with a different colour
on each side: e.g.black and white). The performer uses an error detection and correction
algorithm to trick the audience to always ‘know’ which card has been flipped over without
looking.

• Barcode Magic Trick3

The person performing the trick ‘magically’ says what the last digit of a product code is,
by knowing only the other digits. They are actually using an error detection algorithm, as
the last digit on the product code is a check digit.

• QR Code Activity4

A QR code of a website is coloured to fill its white gaps one by one to see when the scanner
would fail to detect to the correct information in the QR code, and what its behaviour is
when it becomes unreadable.

• Sorting Networks5

Students are given different numbers and asked to follow the arrows of a ‘Sorting Network’,

1 Binary Numbers: https://classic.csunplugged.org/activities/binary-numbers/
2 Parity Magic: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/error-detection-and-correction/
unit-plan/parity-magic/
3 Barcode Magic Trick: https://www.csfieldguide.org.nz/en/chapters/coding-error-control/
check-digits-on-barcodes/
4 QR Code Activity: https://www.csfieldguide.org.nz/en/chapters/coding-error-control/
qr-codes/
5 Sorting Networks: https://classic.csunplugged.org/activities/sorting-networks/
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which looks like a flowchart drawn on the ground. They compare each others’ numbers
as they go along, and without intentionally doing so find themselves in a sorted order
when they arrive at the other end of the sorting network. This activity can be done with
anything that can be put into an order (e.g. letters, words). The activity introduces the
idea that a sorting algorithm can be constructed using simple comparisons between two
values.

In addition, the following Programming Unplugged activities were used to introduce pro-
gramming concepts. The first two activities are already developed and released, and their
full descriptions can be found in the CS Unplugged website6 and Classic CS Unplugged
website7. The Kidbots activity in particular, can be used as an activity to explain general
computing contexts as well as listed as a Programming Unplugged activity. However,
in the experimental studies, the main focus of using this activity was to model the pro-
gramming concept ‘sequence’, and it therefore listed under the Programming Unplugged
activities. The Fitness Unplugged activity also had been refined to give more conceptual
knowledge about programming. A further two activities were newly developed as part of
this research, and a detailed discussion about the activity development process of these
activities is given in Chapter 8.

• KidBots8

Three students take the role of being a ‘programmer’, ‘tester’, and a ‘bot’ respectively.
The programmer has to write a program using only a few specific instructions, as those
are the only ones that the bot can understand, to get the robot reach a target placed on a
grid. Usually the only three instructions are ‘move forward’, ‘turn left’, and ‘turn right’.

• Fitness Unplugged9

Students use instruction cards ( i.e. a card to indicate the start, a few cards with simple
fitness exercises, and a card that depicts a finishing pose) to write their own fitness pro-
gram. They extend their programs to include ‘loops’ in their program, using a hula hoop
and a few whiteboards for notation. For example, instructions on cards placed inside a
hula hoop is repeated the number of times written on a whiteboard.

• Variables Dice Battle (Using Flip Cards)10

Two players roll dice to battle against each other; whoever rolls the higher value gets a
point. After 10 rolls, the highest scored player wins. One (or two) scorer(s) keep the
scores of each player using two flip-card ‘score cards’ with values marked from 0 to 10. A
time-keeper keeps track of the number of rolls using another flip-card ‘counter’ also marked
from 0 to 10. Using flip cards for ‘score cards’ and ‘counter’, students learn several key

6 CS Unplugged: https://csunplugged.org/
7 Classis CS Unplugged: https://classic.csunplugged.org/
8 KidBots: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/kidbots/

9 Fitness Unplugged: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/kidbots/unit-plan/
fitness-unplugged/

10 Details of this activity can be found in the working document of Programming Unplugged activities
at https://bit.ly/3NrueI5
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concepts about variables such as they store only one value, and only one action can change
their value at a time.

• Conditional Dice Games11

Students in small groups play several dice games according to the conditions given to
them as game rules. The game rules include Boolean conditions of increasing complexity,
and student learn the nature of Boolean expressions and how ‘if-else’ conditionals work
in a program. The games rules are designed to reflect some key concepts about selection,
thereby avoiding misconceptions from forming.

5.2.2 Programming Resources

In the Pilot Study, reported in Section 5.2.3, teachers were provided with a basic in-
troduction to programming using either the Scratch or Python programming language.
In the other two studies participants used only the Scratch programming language. In
all the studies, the instructor conducted the class while several helpers were available to
support the learners if and when needed.

Except in the Pilot Study, the programming exercises were presented as Parson’s
problems12 in the Scratch programming language [74, 83, 176]. Based on the feedback
from participants, using Parson’s problems was observed to be very effective, especially
with novice programmers, because it allowed the learners to train themselves to use
the visual programming language (i.e. Scratch) and the interactive interface as they
go, with the instructor scaffolding the basic programming concepts at the same time.
The learners were also provided with access to online resources developed by CSERG;
recommendations to several online resources were also provided.

5.2.3 Data Collection and Analysis Methodology

A mixed methods approach was used for data collection in the experimental studies con-
ducted during the project. Mixed methods research draws on the potential strengths
of both qualitative and quantitative methods, allowing the researcher to explore diverse
perspectives and uncover relationships that exist between the intricate layers of multi-
faceted research questions [52]. It also assists in the triangulation of results based on
multiple data sources.

All measuring instruments and processes used in this research have been approved
by the Educational Research Human Ethics Committee of the University of Canterbury

11 Details of this activity can be found in the working document of Programming Unplugged activities
at https://bit.ly/3NrueI5

12 Parson’s problems provide learners with instructions of a program in a jumbled order, where they have
to rearrange in an order that would make the program work. The puzzle-like format allows learners
to practice basic programming in an entertaining manner.
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(Appendix A). The three survey instruments used in the studies (described below) and
sample questions asked during the telephone interview are given in (Appendix B).

Data Collection: Surveys

In the experimental studies, three survey instruments were used to measure 1) teachers’
CT teaching self-efficacy, 2) their programming self-efficacy and 3) their motivation to
teach CT topics. With no established tools available to measure these in relation to
CT, three different validated and highly cited surveys that measure general teaching self-
efficacy, programming self-efficacy, and motivation were adapted to suit the audience and
context of this research. These adapted surveys were tested for reliability using Cron-
bach’s alpha, a commonly used statistic to show that the instruments used in research
projects are fit for purpose (a measure of reliability) [228].

Teaching Self-Efficacy Scale - This scale was developed by adapting the measuring
instrument developed by Schwarzer et al. ([198] and [199]). The original instrument
measures the teacher’s self-efficacy in teaching by identifying four major job skills
in the teaching profession namely: (a) job accomplishment, (b) skill development
on the job, (c) social interaction with students, parents, and colleagues, and (d)
coping with job stress. The measuring instrument consisted of 10 items each using
a 4 point Likert-type scale.
The instrument was adapted to suit this study mainly by narrowing down the
context focus of the items to teaching CT rather than the general teaching context
the original version intended to address. The modified version used in this study
carries 11 items and a 4 point Likert-type scale (“Not at all true”, “Slightly true”,
“Mostly true” and “Exactly true”). The four Likert responses are similar to the
original scale. The data obtained in the pre-survey of the Pilot Study revealed
a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.88, which lies within the acceptable range of
α ≥ 0.7, indicating that the internal consistency of the items is strong.

Computer Programming Self-Efficacy Scale - This scale is an adaptation of com-
puter programming self-efficacy for the C++ programming language designed by
Ramalingam and Wiedenbeck [187], and a Computer Programming Self Efficacy
Scale (CPSES) by Kukul et al. [131] for secondary school students for programming
using Scratch and SmallBasic. As the main focus of this study is on primary school
teachers with a variety of programming backgrounds, and the programming courses
are conducted in Scratch, the context of the scale developed by Kukul et al. was
more suitable in this study. It had 31 items and a 5-point Likert scale.
The adapted scale that was used in the studies contained only 24 items from the
original version and a 4 point Likert scale instead of 5. Based on the expert opin-
ion and feedback from the expert teachers in CSERG, 12 items that either were
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targeted to measure complex programming tasks or were not directly relevant to
the audience were eliminated, and 5 new items that reflect the role of a teacher
in producing/debugging/correcting a computer program developed by others were
added. A 4 point Likert scale was used to maintain consistency throughout the
surveys.
Cronbach’s alpha obtained for this scale from the preliminary data is 0.95. Though
it lies within the acceptable range α ≥ 0.7 for reliability indicating strong internal
consistency, some literature suggests that α ≥ 0.9 can be an indicator of redundancy
or duplication among the items, or lengthiness of the scale [228]. Considering that
the Cronbach’s alpha value of both original scales developed by Ramalingam and
Wiedenbeck [187] and Kukul et al. [131] were indicated as 0.95, we believe that the
scale holds an acceptable level of internal consistency despite its high alpha value.

Motivation To Teaching DT - The scale to measure teachers’ motivation towards
teaching DT was developed by considering the theoretical framework of self-determination
theory (SDT) proposed by Deci and Ryan [61], which explains that a teacher’s mo-
tivation towards conducting various tasks related to teaching is mainly determined
by five constructs namely, 1) intrinsic motivation, 2) identified regulation, 3) intro-
jected regulation, 4) external regulations, and 5) amotivation. A more advanced
scale developed in this regard, namely the Work Tasks Motivation Scale for Teach-
ers (WTMST) [88], was also studied in developing the scale items. The WTMST
discusses teachers’ motivation based on six main tasks that teachers would be in-
volved in when teaching in a classroom, namely, 1) class preparation, 2) teaching,
3) evaluation of students 4) class management 5) administrative tasks, and 6) com-
plementary tasks. The scale considers the nature of these tasks within the five
constructs suggested in SDT. They suggest a 15 item scale that should be mea-
sured individually with the 5 constructs suggested in SDT, resulting in a 90-item
scale capturing teachers’ motivation from a multidimensional and multitask per-
spective.
After careful consideration, since the focus of our study is only about a teacher’s
motivation towards teaching DT, motivation for other work tasks suggested in
WTMST were not included in the adapted scale. A 4-point Likert-type scale of five
items, each item formulated to reflect the five constructs of SDT towards teach-
ing DT, was used instead. Cronbach’s alpha for the pilot experiment data set
is 0.41, and is lower than the acceptable standard range. As mentioned above,
the literature suggests several reasons for a low alpha value (e.g. low number of
questions, poor inter-relatedness between items, heterogeneous constructs). The
literature also suggests that to increase alpha, more related items testing the same
concept should be added to the test [228]. Having adapted only part of it, the
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survey we used had fewr items than the validated original survey, which could have
understandably resulted in a low Cronbach’s alpha value.

All the survey data of the Pilot Study were collected online. Due to the low number
of data points, the surveys used could not be statistically validated particularly for this
study, and thus relied on scales inspired by validated scales instead.

Data Collection: Interviews and Observations

The qualitative data were collected mainly through interviews and observations. All
the interviews were conducted and recorded through Zoom13 and transcribed by the
researcher herself. All the interviews were voluntary, where the volunteers initially shared
their contact information for further communication, and the interviews were recorded
with the consent of the interviewee. However, due to the unprecedented circumstances
of COVID19 mentioned earlier, this approach further reduced the number of volunteers
that participated in the interviews in all the experimental studies.

Interviews for the Pilot Study were between approximately 30 to 45 minutes, de-
pending on how much the interviewee wished to discuss. The interviews of the other two
studies were shorter, between 20 to 30 minutes. These were semi-structured interview
and so a script of specific questions was not used, but a few interview guide questions
were used (see Appendix B), based on the general interest of the respective study. The
topics discussed in the interviews are discussed under each individual study. However,
the following topics were discussed in general, mostly as a starter for the interview.

• The participant’s background in teaching, and how they volunteered to participate
in the PD programmes.

• The general culture of their teaching environment, and the nature of the student
group they are involved in teaching (e.g. the year levels they teach, age and number
of students in a class, their nature, etc.)

• The impacts that being a part of the programme had on them personally, their
feelings about the programme, and challenges they faced.

In addition, observational notes of discussions during teaching sessions were kept
mainly by the researcher herself, and in the main studies one other observer from the
CSERG also took notes. All observational notes were made independently, and where
applicable, the researcher and the other observer discussed them together prior to anal-
ysis.

13 Zoom Communication Platform: https://zoom.us/
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Analysis: Qualitative data

A thematic analysis approach [30, 31] was used when analysing the qualitative data col-
lected in each study, using NVivo qualitative data analysis software14. Thematic analysis
is a widely used method for analysing qualitative data and is used to identify patterns
and meanings across a data set related to the research questions being investigated. The
transcript text of the interviews and interviewer’s notes were considered in this analysis.
Since the interview questions were straightforward and the participants were familiar
with the context of the interview, only a very few observations from the video recordings
were used in the analysis, mostly to verify/clarify the interviewee’s feelings through facial
expressions when needed. But these occasions were very rare.

In patterns and meanings identification, the process used was ‘data coding’ (not the
‘coding’ in the context of programming), which tags sections of text with a code (gener-
ally a key-word or potential theme). In this iterative process the researcher goes through
phases of becoming familiar with the data set, coding them, revising and validating the
codes used, which involves reviewing and (when necessary) re-coding the data. Finally
the researcher consolidates and describe the themes found, using the codes and coded
data. No structural methodology or framework was used to identify themes, but an
inductive approach was used instead. This approach allowed deriving more general con-
cepts through interpretation of textual data. However, with this approach, there is a
possibility that the analysis can be impacted by the researcher’s preconceived theories
about the data.

Analysis: Quantitative data

The quantitative data were analysed using statistical methods that suited each individual
study. Non-parametric methods were chosen to be more suitable to analyse the Pilot
Study (discussed in Section 5.2.3) data, due to the reasons that 1) the sample size was
small, 2) samples are dependent/matched samples (as they are the views of a same person
at two different times), and 3) normality of the distribution is unclear as the sample size
is too small to guarantee that sample means are normally distributed.

The experimental design of the other two studies (discussed in Sections 9.5 and 9.6)
had different hierarchical levels, given that the observations included multiple cases of
data per participant. Therefore, multi-level modelling (MLM) [144] has been used in the
analyses. It was assumed that different sources of variations were present: variability be-
tween experimental units (inter-individual) such as between groups and treatment types,
and variability between observations within the experimental units (intra-individual) such
as one participant’s response over the two weeks. The experimental design also consisted

14 https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo-qualitative-data-analysis-software/home
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of several categorical variables (i.e. different self-efficacy scales) as well as hierarchical
(e.g. pre and post survey of the same variable) variables. MLM accounts for shared
variance within subjects while modelling between-subject differences.

A linear mixed effect (LME) [97] model that uses both fixed and random effects was
fitted with participants as the upper level, and group, survey type and treatment as the
lower level. A LME model separates the two sources of variability: 1) variability between
individuals and 2) variability between multiple observations of the same individual. The
statistical models used are discussed in detail in the respective chapters.

Part II: The Pilot Study

5.3 Overview

The Pilot Study was conducted in early 2020, with a group of New Zealand school
teachers who voluntarily participated in a series of introductory programming workshops
for a teachers’ PD course conducted by the CSERG of the University of Canterbury. The
participants consisted of a mixture of teachers who had experience in teaching computing
(i.e. Digital Technologies in the NZ Curriculum) in their classrooms as well as those
who are completely new to the topics of CS and programming. Most participants were
beginner level programmers, including some who had no prior experience in computer
programming. In their demographic survey, the vast majority of the participants opted
not to reveal their gender information (which was given as a response option in the
demographic survey).

Unfortunately, with the COVID19 pandemic outbreak in early 2020 and the sub-
sequent lock-down of the country (in March-April, 2020), travel restrictions and many
other uncertainties that followed, only one part of the planned experiment could be com-
pleted as planned, and the remaining workshops had to be cancelled. The original plan
was to experiment with two teaching strategies to introduce introductory programming
(i.e. plugged-in only and Unplugged mixed approach) during different sessions. How-
ever, only one strategy (i.e. plugged-in only) could be used during the sessions that were
conducted. For this reason, some key aims of the Pilot Study could not be achieved,
due to the absence of sufficient data for comparative analysis. Accordingly, the findings
reported here are based on the limited data and observations available.

The main limitation and threat to validity of this Pilot Study was the very low num-
ber of participation in the surveys and interviews. Although 41 teachers were enrolled,
only 12 teachers participated in surveys. Only 8 participants had responded to both
surveys. The other four participants’ data were incomplete and are not used in the data
analysis. Six (6) teachers participated in the feedback interviews, which were conducted
during a COVID19 lockdown period. All the respondents participated in plugged-in only
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programming sessions, yet they have had experience with some CS Unplugged activities.

5.4 Aims of the Study

The main aim of this Pilot Study was to evaluate and refine the research instruments to be
used in later experiments, observe the two teaching approaches for any future refinements,
and to gain an overall understanding of the research interest group (i.e. teachers). We
wanted to understand the nature of primary school teachers in teaching computing in
their classroom such as their level of understanding, expectations and needs.

This study also aimed to observe and investigate the impact of professional develop-
ment interventions using two different introductory programming approaches: 1) tradi-
tional plugged-in only approach, and 2) alternating Unplugged activities with plugged-in
exercises. The comparative analysis of the impact between approaches was also intended
to be studied. The impact was measured only in their self-efficacy in teaching CT topics,
self-efficacy in programming, and in motivation toward teaching DT. Their programming
competency was not measured, considering the short period of the PD program as well as
the voluntary nature of the participants (i.e. most were programming novices, possibly
being their first time ever to program, thus a programming test of any nature could have
intimidated the participants).

Another aim was to investigate the impact of using Unplugged activities for introduc-
ing CT topics to teachers, particularly for those who are new to computer programming,
using the comparative analysis between the two teaching approaches. The teachers’
perspective on Unplugged activities as a useful teaching and learning tool in teaching
computing, despite its known success as a method for teaching CT and introducing pro-
gramming concepts to young students, was also aimed to be studied. However, this was
not able to be achieved due to the reasons mentioned above. The findings were intended
to support answering research question RQ 2 (How does the use of CS Unplugged as a
PD tool impact teachers’ confidence, expectations, and knowledge?) and sub-question
RQ 1.1 (What models are at work when students are learning CT?) listed in Section 1.3.

Teachers new to computing who are not familiar with technical “jargon” can feel
like they have landed in a foreign world, making them reluctant to take on the subject,
and potentially leading to misconceptions and misunderstandings in the classroom. The
support provided for teachers with regard to computational terminology is limited, and
often do not go beyond the form of a glossary. This Pilot Study also aimed to investigate
any impact of Unplugged style activities in helping teachers to overcome the issues related
to the use of natural language versus technical language used in computing. However, the
intended investigation could not be completed due to the cancellation of workshops which
intended to used Unplugged activities. Nevertheless, an empirical study was conducted
based on the limited findings of this study regarding teachers’ understanding of technical
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terms in a CT curriculum, aiming to answer RQ 2.3 in Section 1.3, and is discussed in
detail in Chapter 6.

Another aim of the study was to investigate the nature of the teachers’ general ac-
ceptance and views on DT in the curriculum and teaching DT in their classroom, as a
partial answer to RQ 2.2, which is reported in Section 1.3. Areas such as the teach-
ers’ understanding of CT, awareness of the subtle difference between CT and computer
programming, and the pedagogical approaches they would expect to use to teach CT in
their classrooms were investigated.

5.5 Method

A small team lead by Prof Tim Bell from the University of Canterbury’s Department
of Computer Science Education Research Group conducted the PD courses. Prof Bell,
who is an expert educator and a computer scientist, was the instructor for all workshops.
Three other helpers, all expert teachers in DT, were available to support the teachers if
and when needed.

Two workshops were announced initially on two separate dates and the participants
selected the date of their preference. Each of the two strategies were intended to be used
in each individual workshop. However, only one workshop could be conducted prior to
COVID19 lockdown and the other could not be conducted in person. The duration of
a workshop was three days, with a two hour lecture and a two hour practical session on
each day. Demographic data of the participating teachers such as age, gender, length of
time teaching DT, etc. were collected during these experiments to study whether there
are any correlations.

Participants were invited to fill out an online pre-questionnaire before they arrived at
the course, a short term-understanding survey at the beginning and end of the course ,and
an online post-questionnaire after the course conclusion. The questionnaires contained
the survey instruments described in Section 5.2.3. Participating teachers were invited to
a follow-up telephone interview after the course conclusion.

Data gathered in this Pilot Study was used to measure the reliability of the in-
struments, in order for them to be used in the remaining studies. The same survey
instruments were used as pre- and post- surveys, as a tool to measure the impact of the
introductory programming intervention on teachers.

5.6 Results

5.6.1 Surveys

Looking at the nature of the study and the small sample size of the data, a non-parametric
(interval or not normally distributed) test was selected to be more suitable to analyse
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the quantitative data of the experiment. The reasons this analysis was chosen are: 1)
small sample size, 2) the samples are dependent/matched samples (as they are the views
of same person at two different times) and 3) normality of the distribution is unclear as
the sample size is too small to guarantee that sample means are normally distributed.

The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was used to analyze the pre and post survey results of
the experiment. This test is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test used to compare
two related samples, matched samples, or repeated measurements on a single sample
when the distribution of the differences between the two samples cannot assumed to be
normally distributed [247] (e.g. pre and post data of the same group).

The test statistic for the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is T , defined as the smaller of
T+ and T− which are the sums of the positive and negative ranks, respectively. A T

distribution table is consulted for the critical value corresponding to Tα,n, where α = the
level of significance and n = sample size. Considering a statistical significance of 5%, the
critical value for this study is T0.005,8 = 5. The decision rule is to reject Ho if T < Tα,n.

Teachers’ Self-efficacy Towards Towards Teaching CT

With respect to the null hypothesis

Ho: PD intervention does not improve teachers’ self-efficacy towards teaching CT,

the test obtained a test statistic of T−= 6, and that T− > T0.005,8. Therefore, Ho is
rejected. There is a statistically significant improvement in teachers’ self-efficacy towards
teaching CT after the PD intervention.

Teachers’ Self-efficacy Towards Computer Programming

The null hypothesis considered here is

Ho: PD intervention does not improve teachers’ Computer Programming self-efficacy.

The resultant critical value for this survey is T−= 0, that is T− > T0.005,8. Therefore,
the null hypothesis is not rejected. There is no statistically significant improvement in
teachers’ computer programming self-efficacy after the PD intervention.

Teachers’ Motivation Towards Teaching Digital Technologies

Considering a null hypothesis of

Ho:PD intervention does not improve teachers’ motivation to teach DT,

the results indicated T− =7, which is greater than T0.005,8 = 5. Therefore, the null
hypothesis is not rejected. There is no statistically significant evidence to say that the
PD intervention has improved teachers’ motivation to teach DT topics.
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5.6.2 Interviews

None of the teachers had the opportunity to use the knowledge and experience they
gained from the workshops back in their classrooms. Moreover, it was observed that,
since the COVID19 lockdown and subsequent online schooling was a new experience to
many teachers, the priority given to DT content by the teachers was minimal.

A deductive approach was used in analysing the transcripts of the interviews with
teachers, using the following criteria for tagging teachers’ comments:

• By using their answers to direct questions of the theme and/or,

• By analysing their explanations to capture any indirect connection to the theme
outside the key question.

Understanding of Computational Thinking

In the interview, teachers were directly asked what they think of as ‘Computational
Thinking’. It was observed that they used the term ‘Computational Thinking’ in the
discussions even outside of this question. They showed confidence in using the term,
even if they did not have a clear understanding or capacity to explain what is means. A
clear division about the understanding of CT can be seen through the teachers’ responses,
where in some cases the same person held more than one view about it. Accordingly, the
following themes were identified about their understanding about CT.

CT is a thinking process: CT involves thinking and is part of a cognitive process that
people go through when learning or in everyday life.
“ ... the processes that you go through in your head to make something easier for an
end user” , “We do it on the daily [basis]”, “it’s not about thinking like a computer,
but it’s about thinking like a computer scientists.”, “ ... about thinking logically,
with a very, I would say, like a lot of logical steps”

CT is problem solving: CT is about everyday problem solving and is somewhat re-
latable to mathematical problem solving.
“ ..the reasoning that you go about how to solve the problem to make the problem
easier”, “a lot of Maths is computational thinking”, “apply some of the fundamentals
of Computing to any given problem”, “trying to solve problems using computer skills
or, in a way that a computer can do to solve that problem”

CT is creating program code: CT is computer programming; implementation using
a programming language.
“You’re going to have to use computational thinking in order to create a computer
program. Process that goes on in the creation of the computer program.”, “using like
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if or else statements and using data that some has come from somewhere, processing
it and making it into something useful.”, “...trying to solve problems using computer
skills or, in a way that a computer can do solve that problem ...They need the devices
to know some basic aspects of it.”

CT represents wishful thinking about computers: CT is the expectation of com-
puter executing a task it is asked.
“I tell them it’s like magic ... you’ve just got to believe that it’s there and that it’s
happening. And you just got to know that somehow the rabbits come from some-
where”

CT is the ability to manipulate a computer: CT is knowing how to manipulate a
computer to get something done.
“Computational thinking is just the way, you don’t really need a computer to ... You
need a computer program, but you don’t really need it to computationally think, you
know”

CT is difficult to explain: Unclear about what the concept means.
“on one side it has like the skills like differentiation, sequencing, algorithms, things
like that there. And on the other side it has approaches to, you know, like deposi-
tions - I thought the right word would be .. like to be .. umm..[thinking] for people to
be social, ethical ..you know, Problem Solvers, Creators, ”, “I think Computational
Thinking is quite a hard thing to get your head around. But it is a process of steps
that you would take to make a job simpler”

Distinguishing Computational Thinking from Computer Programming

Teachers were also asked if they think that CT differs from computer programming (CP),
and provide reasons for their view. Except for one interviewee, all five others agreed that
they are two different concepts/contexts.

CT and CP are different but related: “I think they are different but I think they
are related.”, “Guess they are probably two different things really, [but] they relate
because you are doing a lot of reasoning.”, “I think they could be kind of one in the
same. Although you might actually do a bit more problem solving at CT if you’re
coming at it from that perspective. I think you might be initially coming up with
more with the process, the design, the different elements and, which will also happen
on a CP, but they could be a slight difference.”, “I won’t draw a clear distinct line
between each”.

CT is the ‘reasoning’ behind CP: “To me, computational thinking IS reasoning. Be-
cause you are going to use a lot of reasoning. If you were creating a computer pro-
gram for an end user.”, “ Computational Thinking is like, thinking like a computer
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and kind of almost anticipating what a computer might do with data. And then
computer programming is making that program on the computer at work.”.

CT is a subset of CP or vice-versa: “It’s very hard to clearly distinguish them, there’s
an aspect in each .. Sometimes one, CT, serves as a subset”, “program is something
that involves elements of computational thinking.”

Views of How to Incorporate CT in the School Curriculum

The teachers were asked their view on how to incorporate CT in a grade school15 curricu-
lum. All the interviewees generally showed uncertainty (in their expressions) in answering
this question. However, the following themes emerged from their explanations and the
examples they used in explaining.

By establishing a good understanding of the key concepts - The New Zealand
Curriculum has highlighted key concepts that need to be established in learners
(Section 5.1). Some teachers showed good awareness of this context, and despite
their low understanding, identified the importance of establishing a good under-
standing of the key concepts described.
“The most important thing is getting the key concepts out for them to understand”

By integrating with other subject areas - The teachers who did not provide a di-
rect answer to this question tended to explain their view using an example of what
they do in the classroom, which involved exercises that incorporate CT concepts
in other subject areas.
“I might do that [CT] for my Maths programme”, “we did it inside our literacy
programme”

By creating Computational Outcome though programming - Most interviewees
were primary school teachers, who have had limited opportunity to attempt pro-
gramming with their students yet. However, they seem to believe that programming
would be the way to incorporate CT in their lessons.
“You could get children to create something on Scratch that showed the understand-
ing of something else.”, “... we looked at TaleBlazer. There’s a small amount of
block coding within it, CT”

By encouraging engagement in computing - Increased engagement in computing
(and with the computer, as the device) through gaming, puzzles, etc. was also
suggested.

15 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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“It’s all about engagement. It doesn’t have to be on a computer, [but] if you doing
on a computer, it’s more raw”

Through problem solving and/or design thinking - Problem solving was a popu-
lar topic among the interviewees when explaining their ideas about CT, which is
an indicator of their confidence in using it as an effective strategy in incorporating
CT in the curriculum.
“I think, problem solving, and little games can be much more engaging in the mean-
time to get to a point where they feel more confident doing that thing.”, “ I tend to
integrate more design thinking”

By maintaining authenticity - Maintaining an authentic context and use examples,
exercises, and activities that are relatable to the student audience (e.g. age, liter-
acy level) and purpose of the lesson.
“I think it’s really important that it’s an authentic context for students.”, “... inte-
grating into daily life. If that programming exercises with no authentic context] is
the only way you are going to do it, they are not going to progress as fast as if you
explicitly teach it.”

Pedagogical Strategies to Develop CT

The interviewees were asked about the pedagogical strategies they have used or they
think are useful in helping students to develop CT.

Unplugged style - Unplugged style teaching and learning, that included examples from
CS Unplugged material as well as examples of unplugged approaches that are not
necessarily Unplugged Computing, was a popular choice among interviewees. This
strategy was mentioned as one of the ways to bring authentic context to lessons.
“I do like the unplugged activities as a precursor to what we’re going to do on the
screen. I think that really helps make a bit more sense when we got onto the screen
and we did apply those principles as well”, “I love physical resources. Things that
are hands on and that you can manipulate .”

Peer and self learning - Using peer learning (i.e. let more competent student in the
class to help weaker students, or use the students to challenge themselves). Allowing
students to understand by themselves (under teacher’s guidance and observation)
was also mentioned.
“Children can explain things to other children in child speak”, “form a system where
you let those brighter kids share their knowledge and coach the others around and
serve as a resource”, “There is a certain element of you want[ing] them to play and
discover for themselves as well.”
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Use both unplugged and hands-on device use - Changing between physical activ-
ity and using some device (e.g. computer, programmable robot, Beebot) was pop-
ular among interviewees; most of them being primary school teachers, they found
this swapping between the styles can keep the young students engaged in their
lessons more objectively.
“After the hands on practical activities, it’s also useful to have the actual systems.”,
“They make paper copy books and they also made a digital augmented book ... not
so much of a book - like a trial you know - as a trial.”, “Digital tech kits that are
functional computers where you need to build them from scratch. Self instruction is
to complete that task or to solve that problem. And at the end of the day when they
have actually assembled or put all the bits together in they press on the on button
and it’s functional.”

Use games and puzzles - Strategically using physical board games, puzzles or com-
puter logical games or puzzles was seen as a useful strategy to convey CT concepts.
“Well for me, it would be through games, like a logical game, board game.” , “We
looked at TaleBlazer16.”.

Use Immersion Model of Learning - This model was mentioned as a good strategy
to bring authentic context and engagement into lessons.
“that immersion model of languages, combined with that explicit teaching is probably
the best way to teach it. And I think to be really consistent and to consolidate
learning,”

Use Programming - Programming was mentioned at various point of the discussions,
as a key component behind teaching and learning CT. However, being primary
school teachers, predominantly at earlier year levels, most interviewees had limited
chances for using them yet in classrooms.
“I love Scratch. I don’t think you can go past Scratch for primary age kids”, “Code-
WOF, oh yeah. So I found that was a VERY good supplemental tool”, “Parson’s
problems”, “Programming Microbits or Arduno.”.

Themes Emerging from the Interviews

The following themes emerged from the discussions.

• Mixed feelings about CT and/or DT - “I do think that it’s valuable that children
understand that it is not all about what happens on the computer”

16 TaleBlazer: An augmented reality (AR) software platform developed by the MIT Scheller Teacher
Education Program (STEP) lab that allows users to play and make their own location-based mobile
games. http://taleblazer.org/
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• Uncertainty or lack of confidence - “well maybe don’t have to be an expert, but you
know because you need to know quite a lot, at least.”, “Well, actually, to where they
were a little bit more unstructured was that it’s all about engagement”, “I’m quite
happy that if anyone else [but me] wanna to do that, give that a go if you want to
actually go on and do something ... ”

• Difficulties in connecting CS Unplugged activities to programming - “I kind of get
it, how to use it [CS Unplugged material] for CT. But, I am, you know, kind of
find difficult to use them for programming.”

• Appreciation for the opportunity for peer learning - “I realise I’m not the only one
who had the same question”, “One teacher gave me some great examples I can use
in my own class”

5.7 Discussion

The results of the quantitative data analysis indicate that the professional development
course to introduce CT and basic programming has improved the teachers’ self-efficacy
for teaching CT topics in their classrooms. However, their programming self-efficacy and
their motivation to teach DT had not improved significantly after the course.

The lack of improved self-efficacy towards computer programming could be due to
several reasons: 1) that this programming experience had made them realise their own
level of understanding/knowledge in programming, and/or 2) that the length of the course
is not sufficient for them to develop a substantial skill in programming, yet worked more
like an ‘eye-opener’ and/or 3) just that the sample size was too small to see an effect
given the other points. The indication of their increased self-efficacy in teaching the
content could be seen as related to this argument, although the statistical support is
minimal. Moreover, the workshop did not use any assessment to test the participants’
programming skill, and the survey results only reflects the participants’ personal feeling
about their level of competency in programming.

The qualitative analysis of the study revealed that even after a professional develop-
ment experience that objectively attempted to explain CT concepts and programming,
the teachers’ understanding about CT is somewhat vague. However, despite this am-
biguity in their ability to give a definition, their views showed a good awareness of the
CTDT component of the curriculum.

In the part of the Pilot Study that we were able to conduct, the introduction of both
CT and programming were restricted to only lectures and plugged-in exercises, and the
use of Unplugged material was carefully avoided. However, the teachers were knowledge-
able about CS Unplugged material from elsewhere and were appreciative about them as
both a good strategy to teach CT content in classrooms, and as a successful teaching
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and learning resource. However, their focus of using Unplugged activities was mainly on
delivering CT concepts, and little consideration had been given to using them for deliver-
ing programming concepts. Teachers showed concerns on how to connect the existing CS
Unplugged activities (which are not generally designed to model programming concepts,
as discussed in Section 3.3) into a programming context. Further, some teachers seem to
have a confusion between offline activities and Unplugged computing (e.g. considering a
colour-coded grading system as an example of an Unplugged computing activity).

The teachers showed a good understanding of a breadth of pedagogical strategies
and tools that can be used in communicating the CT content in their classrooms. This
observation is reflective of the positive responses during surveys to their self-efficacy for
teaching CT and their motivation to teach DT in classrooms. Moreover, they suggest
that participating in PD programmes with the peers 1) an effective and efficient way
to learn to learn programming (i.e. to obtain conceptual knowledge required to use in
their classrooms), 2) helps them overcome fears of teaching DT, and builds confidence
in teaching the content, and 3) are an efficient portal for sharing teaching resources and
ideas.

5.8 Conclusion

The Pilot Study data were used to evaluate the reliability of the three survey instruments
used (see Section 5.2.3). Judging by the Cronbach’s alpha values of each survey obtained
with the limited results, the three survey instruments are considered sufficiently reliable.
Based on the feedback from the Pilot Study participants, very minor adjustments were
made to further clarify some elements of the surveys.

Professional development support provided on introductory programming and CT
increased the self-efficacy of teachers towards teaching CT content in their classrooms.
Feedback indicated that the teachers appreciated the peer learning and the opportunity
to concentrate on their own personal improvement during such courses, which seem to
boost their self-efficacy.

Although introducing programming combined with unplugged activities could not be
evaluated in the pilot study, the teachers’ enthusiasm about Unplugged as a success-
ful teaching strategy to deliver CT content supported similar observations in literature
(e.g. [58, 118]). However, their concern over the difficulties in connecting the existing CS
Unplugged activities in a programming classroom seem a worthy concern that resulted in
further investigations and detailed analysis of the existing Unplugged activities, as well
as designing more programming-focused Unplugged activities. Detail discussions about
these investigations are can be found in Chapters 8, 9 and 10.
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Chapter VI

The Role of Language and Teachers’ Understanding of Jargon in a
Computational Thinking Curriculum

Teachers new to computing who are not familiar with technical “jargon” can feel like
they have landed in a foreign world, making them reluctant to take on the subject, and
potentially leading to misconceptions and misunderstandings in the classroom. The di-
versity of technical words, metaphors, and phrases in different contexts can make their
meanings confusing, ambiguous or misunderstood for the diverse stakeholders in comput-
ing education. Therefore, understanding the nature of the commonly claimed difficulties
and confusion caused by computer jargon among teachers becomes important for find-
ing ways to address this issue. This chapter presents an empirical study conducted in
early 2020 along-side the Pilot Study and with the same participants, to understand the
nature of teachers’ understanding of computational terms (jargon) related to Compu-
tational Thinking concepts, and how a relevant professional development intervention
can help to resolve issues related to them (i.e. in support of RQ2.3 as mentioned in
Section 1.3). The results of this study were published in 2021, in [162].

6.1 Background

Irrespective of the subject or discipline, successful teaching and learning demands a
certain level of fluency in specific use of language in the school classroom, including precise
use of terminology and established (academic) language that enables communication
about abstract concepts [69, 154]. Effective use of language plays a vital role in explaining
something in simple terms. Furthermore, teachers new to a subject who are not familiar
with the “jargon” can feel that they are being asked to work in a foreign world, and this
may even prevent some from considering taking on the subject.

Teaching and learning computing and CS is closely connected to understanding, de-
scribing, explaining and expressing CT concepts. Wing’s [248] definition of CT (Sec-
tion 2.3) suggests that CT is a way that humans think about solving problems that
incorporates the set of mental tools used in CS. Referring to this early definition, CT is
explained in much simpler terms in the literature as “thinking like a computer scientist
to solve problems” [51]. CT is the term often used to denote the conceptual core of
CS [51], and an approach to problem solving that consolidates logic skills with core CS
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concepts [185].
CT is about teaching students to understand how to use computation to solve their

problems, to create, and to discover new questions that can fruitfully be explored in other
disciplines and professions as well as CS [15]. Teachers need to apply this idea within the
context of their classroom, and should be able to effectively communicate the ideas of CT
to students. The different roles/contexts in which terminology is used in computing, and
ambiguity and confusions in terminology can make it difficult for teachers to communicate
the accurate meaning of the concepts. Such situations can cause confusion in a learning
community, especially for those who are new to computing. Teachers have a key role in
implementing a CT curriculum, and if they find the language used in the curriculum to
be challenging then this can be a barrier to achieving the intention of the curriculum [120,
232].

6.2 Aims of the Study

The main objective of this study was to investigate the nature of CT terms and concepts
teachers find difficult to understand in the context of curriculum descriptions and how
a Professional Development intervention can impact their understanding. This study
intends to find answers to the sub-question RQ 2.3 (see Section 1.3) by considering
specific questions:

Q 1: What is the nature of the terms teachers find difficult to understand in com-
putational writings?

Q 2: What is the impact a professional development intervention can have on their
understanding of terms in computational writing?

When considering the languages used in computing classrooms, there are many different
kinds of contexts that apply. This investigation explores the proposition that it is not so
much the computational jargon itself that the teachers find difficult to understand, but
the context in which the language is used that makes things difficult for them.

6.3 Participants

A group of 41 New Zealand teachers participated in a three day, in-person Introductory
Programming Course for Professional Development (PD) in early 2020. This study was
conducted as an empirical study at the same time and with the same participants as the
Pilot Study discussed in Chapter 5.

The group varied from primary to high school teachers who are currently teaching
the New Zealand Digital Technologies curriculum, or interested in teaching Digital Tech-
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nologies in future. The details of the survey instrument is given in Section 5.2.3 and a
description of the PD workshops is given in Section 5.2.3.

6.4 Method

As an entrée to the empirical investigation, a literature survey was conducted at first
to investigate the different contexts and roles that language can have in a computing
classroom.

The PD course used as the professional development intervention of this study was
advertised as being for complete beginners, and introduced the basic concepts of program-
ming, with guided practical experience in a programming language of the participants’
choice from Scratch or Python. Both the course delivery and any material provided were
not specifically designed or targeted to address any vocabulary related issues. The main
data collected for this study was a pre- and post- opinion survey. The PD course was
considered as the PD intervention in this study, where the pre- and post- surveys were
conducted. The participants were given an identical survey before the beginning and
after the end of the professional development intervention (that focused on programming
skills) to reflect on their understanding about a section extracted from the of NZ Digital
Technology curriculum [230].

Participants were provided with a copy of Progress Outcome 5 text (shown in Fig-
ure 6.1), and were requested to highlight any words they found difficult to understand
(e.g. computer terminology, jargon words) used in them. Further, additional space was
provided for them to include any comments or concerns they have about the text, but
no specific questions were asked. The objectives of this survey were 1) to identify terms
(technical or otherwise) that teachers found difficult to understand in the curriculum,
and 2) to observe any improvement/change in their view about such difficult terms af-
ter completing the course. Participants were provided with a copy of their individual
pre-intervention response as a reference in the post-intervention exercise.

Figure 6.1: Progress Outcome 5 - CTDT from The New Zealand Curriculum [230]
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The PD course was delivered as a collections of programming exercises explaining the
basic concepts. During the course, the Instructor showed how the content covered relates
to the Progress Outcomes of the curriculum.

An empirical evaluation was conducted based on the data collected from the opin-
ion survey, to understand the teachers’ understanding of computational language, in a
pragmatic way. To evaluate how a teacher might find definitions of terms without the
benefit of a PD session, a qualitative data analysis was carried out, considering sev-
eral approaches that a teacher might use. All the words and phrases highlighted by
the teachers were checked in: 1) a simple Google search, 2) a Merriam-Webster online
dictionary [68] and 3) a Dictionary of Computer Science (Oxford Reference) [32]. The
single words were also checked in the New General Service List (NGSL) [37] and the New
Academic Word List (NAWL) [36]. Moreover, a qualitative analysis was carried out to
investigate the nature of the comments made by the teachers to understand the nature
of their difficulties, if any, and to investigate the impact of the professional development.

6.5 Language Use in Computing

Language use in computing education is multi contextual: it could be communicational
(educational/instructional), formal (programming/modelling) or technical terminology
(also referred to as jargon) [17, 70, 205]. English is a key natural language in computing;
programming languages are often based on English, and words and phrases from the
English language are often used as jargon in CT (e.g. selection, iteration, heuristics).
The application of the meanings of such words or phrases in a CT context can be in their
commonly known definition (e.g. program), a computational definition (e.g. sequence) or
metaphoric (e.g. cloud). Computer jargon also includes words that are new to the English
language, but many of these have entered common usage and are often based on existing
words (e.g. software, internet, GIF, phishing, and byte). This situation can be even more
confusing when similar words are found in different computing contexts; for example, an
HCI heuristic and a heuristic algorithm. Moreover, formal languages, including high level
programming languages, use words, phrases and metaphors in contexts that may or may
not match their natural language usage meanings (e.g. while and print). Ko [126] argues
that programming languages have socio-technical meanings due to their popularity and
evolution in the modern world. As such, from an educator’s point of view, distinguishing
the meanings and explaining them or using them to explain computing concepts to a
novice learner becomes even more challenging.

6.5.1 Computer Jargon

The term “computer jargon” is used in both computing and non-computing communi-
ties to refer to words and terms of computation, and can imply a pejorative intention.
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Wikipedia defines computer jargon as “words to do with computers and surrounding top-
ics” [81]. Many Computer Jargon listings available on the internet are either focused
around a target audience (e.g. teachers [80] or beginners [145]), a specific area of the
subject (e.g internet [38] or networking [47]), or can be very generic with a broad context
(e.g. “A dictionary of jargon” [221], “The most common jargon list” [159]). Given this
variety of target audiences, searching the internet for a technical term could be either
helpful or more confusing to a novice user.

Two phenomena were observed from studying the many lists of computer jargon avail-
able online: 1) regular words or terms are given specific meanings or definitions when
presented in computing related context (e.g. selection, code) and 2) the computational
definition/meaning has become the more common usage of some words than their reg-
ular meaning (e.g. program, bug). Therefore, when a teacher says “the wording of the
curriculum is challenging, daunting” [120], it is difficult to distinguish whether the diffi-
culty lies in their understanding of the computing context, or in the unfamiliarity of the
natural language meanings of the words. It may even be that they know the meaning
of a word, but find the context overwhelming. Although the practitioners of computing
may use computer jargon assuming that others in the computing community can under-
stand them, this may not work for novice students and teachers who do not share the
same knowledge or expertise of an experienced computer scientist. Computing education
requires subject sensitive language awareness in classes, and educators need to be able to
blend natural language and computer vocabulary in a manner that supports the learner
to understand the subject effectively [71].

6.5.2 Formal languages and Programming Languages

In addition to jargon, disciplines such as CS and Mathematics often use formal languages
that are precise. For example, in both Mathematics and Programming “(a+b)*c)” is
incorrect (due to the missing bracket); and programming languages have keywords such
as for and while that can only be used in very specific ways. In contrast to natural
languages and their ambiguities, formal languages have a fully defined set of axioms, and
all valid sentences of the language can be derived by the application of a set of rules over
these axioms. This forces formal languages to be precise and complete. Due to their low
redundancy, formal languages tend to contain sentences with every symbol contributing
directly to the meaning of that sentence [60].

Precisely defined formal languages play a vital role in computing to ensure that the
content can be accepted by a computer. The construction and interpretation of content
from a formal language standpoint (e.g. program code) provides a structural under-
standing of the concept to the learner. Diethelm and Goschler [70] argue that in CS, the
‘discipline-specific’ or ‘domain-specific’ language is achieved with formal languages that
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have been developed for special uses in particular CS specific application domains.
Programming languages, an important subset of formal languages in CS, are popu-

larly expressed as “vocabulary and a set of grammatical rules for instructing a computer
or computing device to perform specific tasks” [245] or as “a formal language, which com-
prises a set of instructions that produce various kinds of output” [82]. Programming lan-
guages’ popularity and evolution in the modern world, and the resultant socio-technical
meanings [126], could create confusion among the teaching community, especially among
those who have limited exposure to computing. It is important that teachers are aware of
the ambiguities that can be caused by the natural language they use in their classroom
that could also lead to misconceptions, as well as the need for accuracy in expressing
ideas in CS.

6.5.3 Use of Metaphors in CS

Computer jargon also uses a rich collection of metaphors (e.g. bug, cloud, queue, garbage
collection, handshake, and tree) and there is a large body of literature about the use of
metaphors in CS [42, 93, 121]. Metaphors help learners to form mental models (concep-
tual frameworks) leading to deeper understanding of emerging new knowledge in CS [42].
But poor metaphors can be misleading and students may draw false conclusions based on
them [94]. Colburn and Shute [42] argue that CS metaphors deal with both pre-existing
and emerging similarities between computational and traditional domains. They also
show that metaphors play an explanatory role for creators and users of software, and
provide context or terminology for both hardware and software creators in their creative
exercises.

Importantly, when using metaphors in a context, the target (new idea) never matches
the source (known idea) perfectly, thus the user can easily use the metaphor to infer in-
correct conclusions about the target [94]. Therefore, a novice or non-expert in computing
may find it extremely difficult to distinguish the meaning of a technical term if they trans-
fer too much of the meaning of a metaphor from its original context, and the teacher
may need to explicitly mention any limitations on the use of the metaphor.

6.5.4 Role of Language in Teaching and Learning Computational Thinking

Diethelm and Goschler [70, 71] highlight the importance of the human language used for
learning and teaching CS, particularly CT, and the need for a language to communicate
about CS that combines everyday language and discipline specific language, and sums up
“all the terms of the discipline (the ‘terminology’ in a narrow sense), but it also contains
the usage of these terms in disciplinary contexts”. However, this observation brings only
a linguistic explanation to the situation, but does not address the difficulties language
use could create in a classroom context.
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It has been reported that teachers have identified the need to encourage students to
develop, embrace and articulate a common computing vocabulary so that they are aware
of technical keywords and their correct use [204]. Soloway et al. [214] raise the concern
that if the programming language does not “cognitively fit” with the problem-solving
skills of a novice, it can become a barrier to their use of computers. They show that
transferring the meaning of words in natural languages across to the same words used as
tokens in formal languages, but with a different meaning, is challenging to novices. They
suggest that the use of natural and formal languages in educational programmes should
help students to face this challenge, since the usage and practice of language can influence
the cognitive involvement in the process of programming. However, it is noteworthy that
this observation can diverge when English is not the learners’ first language or when a
particular word or a phrase is not previously known to the learner, in which case the
educator has the privilege of explaining or introducing the meaning of the word/phrase
to match the subject being taught, thus making it easy for the meaning to “cognitively
fit” the technical situation.

Good and Howland [102] observed that learners are able to use natural language
quite accurately to describe a system requirement, but needed help in doing the same
when using programming language and in coding. They suggest that natural language
is well suited to the activities of comprehension, debugging and collaboration, but not
for program generation. Lu and Fletcher [143] suggest that early age introduction to
CT should emphasise: 1) students understanding the computational process rather than
manifesting in a particular programming language, and 2) the skills of abstracting and
representing information. They propose using a “computational-thinking language” that
incorporates computing concepts in core content areas.

Experiments carried out with teachers as the educators of CT to school students
show that professional development for teachers can address common misunderstandings
about CT, although it does not seem to completely eliminate them [57, 71]. Such mis-
understandings could cause teachers difficulties in eliciting appropriate responses from
students, as students may be of a view that they “understood”, albeit with a different
meaning [71]. Curzon et al. [57] points out that there is a knowledge and a skill gap,
especially in subject-based pedagogy, and highlights the importance of teachers having
both a deep understanding of the knowledge, and ways to help students develop the skills.
Accordingly, the teacher’s ability to explain the meanings of words and phrases specific
to computing becomes important. Empowering teachers with valid information about
the proper usage of natural language in the CT teaching process provides an opportunity
that could inspire students’ understanding and application of the CT concepts [84].

Most K-12 educators understand a subset of computation related ideas used within
the context of their classrooms [253], but it is important to ensure that teachers have a
common understanding within their local teaching communities (e.g. school, peer groups,
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etc.) about the commonly held jargon or acronyms used within them, otherwise they may
either not understand, or have a different understanding of the meanings of the jargon
used. Approaches for enabling appropriate use of language in teaching and learning CT
and CS has not been researched by many. Diethelm et al. [71] suggest that computing
jargon with very specific meanings within the computing community, and sometimes
completely different meanings outside it, need to be taught and learned as completely
new words, if the goal is to prevent learners from trying to understand them based on
their knowledge from everyday use, which can lead to unhelpful misunderstandings or
misconceptions.

6.6 Categories of Curriculum Language

As an attempt to understand the different ways natural language is used for CT education
in a classroom, which can possibly create confusion among teachers without computing
backgrounds, we have identified different categories of terminology, as presented in the
diagram in Figure 6.2, based on the context in which they would be used. The language
use in these categories could be in the form of a word (e.g. control), a phrase (e.g.
binary digit, control structure), or a metaphor (e.g. garbage collection), etc.. Their usage
and application in computational studies might be: 1) similar in meaning to everyday
language (e.g. create, binary), 2) different from the everyday meaning (e.g. bug, cloud),
3) different when applied in computational context (e.g. decompose, variable) or 4) any
combination of 1, 2 or 3, (e.g. artificial intelligence, data types, heuristics). Moreover,
the distinction between these categories can become vague, depending on the expertise
of the user and/or the depth of the context.

This research was conducted in New Zealand, where the Computational Thinking
curriculum content is expressed as a series of “progress outcomes” (POs) [230]. There are
eight POs that span primary and secondary school, and give the sequence of concepts
that students are expected to work with. They are not tied directly to ages or year
levels, although some guidance is provided, and the last three of the eight are closely tied
to the last three years of schooling where students are taking national assessments for
qualifications. Since this specifies “the curriculum”, we have focused on the terminology
used in the Progress Outcomes (especially PO5, which accumulates all previous POs
for Computational Thinking, and is the last one that is expected for all students), and
teachers’ understanding of it.

Figure 6.2 demonstrates how pedagogic terminology in material like curricula may use
terms with general meanings, as well as terms that are specific to the technical vocabulary
of CS or CT. The terms in curricula and/or CS teaching related texts which are used
in their generally known meaning are indicated in Set A. Set B indicates the terms
with computational meaning, also known as computer jargon or technical terminology.
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Figure 6.2: Different contexts in which natural language is used in CT education

Computer jargon with specific meanings when used in computer programming is indicated
in Set C. Terms that have specific purposes when they are used in program source code
are indicated in Set D.

For example, the Progress Outcome 1 of the New Zealand Digital Technologies cur-
riculum contains terms like authentic context (Set A), algorithmic thinking (Set B) and
debugging (Set C). Words like and, or, not, and this are found as keywords in program
code in Python, C++ or Java, but they are also used elsewhere in the language of the
curriculum – in fact, they may even be juxtaposed, such as the description of Boolean
logic in the UK Key Stage 3 curriculum [165] (“AND, OR and NOT”). Set D represents
the words that are used as part of the syntax and semantics of a programming language.
Program source code can contain terms that are specific to the programming language
in which the program source code is written (Set D), but is not necessarily specific to
a programming vocabulary (e.g. the data type int is from the general technical word
“integer”). However, such terms are known (at least partly) among the CT and CS
community, and are thus considered in this categorisation as a subset of Set B.

The examples given in Figure 6.2 may not apply to all contexts; for example, many
curricula will specify that “data types” should be taught without being specific about
terms such as “int” and “float”, but it is possible that a very narrow curriculum specifies
a programming language and keywords from that language. The examples in Figure 6.2
are based on a more general curriculum. Also, although the diagram is shown with
firm boundaries, there will be grey areas; for example, a term like decompose appears
in curricula and is used in a technical sense, but is used for purposes other than just
teaching programming (e.g. a computer system might be decomposed into subsystems).
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The objective of this categorisation is to identify and understand the words and
terms that are used in computing context that can unintentionally cause confusion among
teachers who are new to computing. All these words, terms or metaphors are either direct
or indirect descendants of natural language, which the teachers use to communicate in
the class. This short categorisation helps us to realise how even a rather short textual
description like Progress Outcomes could contain a large number of words and terms that
may go unnoticed by the computing community as jargon, yet can either cause confusion
or misunderstandings, possibly leading to failing to communicate its purpose to those
who are new or outside to computing context.

It is important to note (as in Figure 6.2) with different contexts for natural language
being used in CT education that intersections of these sets of terms can exist. The
diversity of the words, metaphors, phrases, etc. in different contexts can cause their
meanings to become misunderstood, confusing or ambiguous to the diverse user groups in
CS. Therefore, understanding the nature of the commonly recognised difficulties and/or
confusions caused by computer jargon becomes important for finding ways to address
this issue.

6.7 Results Discussion: Exploring the Difficult Terms and the Impact of the
Professional Development Intervention

The pre- and post- responses of the 41 participants in the study described in Section 6.2
– 6.4 are summarised in Table 6.1. The teachers had highlighted 31 distinct terms (16
single words and 15 phrases) as difficult to understand. The responses were grouped
to three groups: 1) Marked in pre-survey only (28 terms), 2) marked in both surveys
(11 terms), and 3) marked in post survey only (6 terms). The terms that most teachers
found difficult to understand at some stage were control structures (57% of teachers), HCI
heuristics (50%) and iteration (47%). The terms highlighted only in the pre-survey and
not in the post survey indicated that the teachers have resolved many of their difficulties
over the course of PD intervention (e.g. comparative and logical operators was mentioned
by 39% in pre-survey and 0% in the post-survey). Some terms continued to be mentioned
in the post survey indicated that the difficulty remained unresolved (e.g. HCI Heuristics
had 27% mentions in both surveys; this is not surprising, since it was not covered in the
PD intervention). Six terms were highlighted only in the post-survey, indicating that
the teachers realised their lack of understanding of those terms over the course of PD
intervention, or it may have been simply because they had not noticed them in the earlier
reading (e.g. 5% had highlighted control structures only in the post-survey). With the
exception of one case “Determine when to use different types of control structures”, no
terms were highlighted in the second survey that had not already been highlighted by at
least one person in the first one, indicating that their difficulty of understanding revolved
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around the same set of terms.
Comments made by the participants were recorded in three categories: 1) comments

before the start of the PD intervention, 2) comments after the end of the PD intervention
and 3) comments on individual words/phrases. An analysis of the comments is presented
in Section 6.7.2.

Table 6.1: Summary of words and terms highlighted by the teachers

Number of times mentioned
Pre-
survey

In
both

Post-
survey

W
or

ds
(C

ou
nt

=
16

)

Algorithms 4 1 -
Authentic - 1 -
Comparative 8 1 -
Contexts 1 - -
Debugging 4 - -
Decompose 5 - -
End-user 3 - -
Heuristics 6 6 -
Input 2 - -
Iteration 11 4 -
Logical 2 1 -
Operators 4 - -
Output 2 - -
Selection 6 - -
Sequence 6 - -
Variable 7 - -

P
hr

as
es

(C
ou

nt
=

15
)

Authentic contexts - 1 -
Binary digits 4 5 1
Comparative and logical operators 16 - -
Control structures 12 9 2
Data types 1 - -
Decompose into algorithms 3 - -
Different data types 3 - 2
Different types of control structures 1 - -
Determine when to use different types of control - - 2
HCI heuritics 9 11 -
Logical operators 4 4 2
Organised approach 3 - -
Selection using comparative and logical operators 1 - -
testing and debugging 3 - -
Variables of different data types 2 - 1

Count of words and phrases 28 11 6
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6.7.1 Exploring the Difficult Terms

Apart from the words authentic and contexts and the phrases authentic contexts and
organized approach, all the terms highlighted by teachers had a specific computational
context in the given description. The phrase authentic contexts appears in every PO,
and is really a pedagogical directive rather than a technical concept. A teacher may
understand what “authentic context” means in general, but because they may not have
experience as a programmer, they may not know what an authentic context is when it
is a novice student writing the program. In this sense, they know what the words mean,
but they do not know how to teach it without guidance.

Simple Google Search

Considering its popularity as a web search engine, a simple Google search was carried
out in an incognito browser with the intention of investigating the level of helpfulness
of a web search if a teacher were to try to understand a term from the CTDT PO5 this
way. The usefulness of a query result was measured using precision (the term used in
Information Retrieval for the percent of results returned that are relevant to the query);
this was done for the first page of results only, as this is where teachers are most likely
to look. The results are shown in Figure 6.3. Overall, 74% of the terms were directed to
a relevant computing or problem-solving related explanation (with a precision varying
from 18% to 100%), indicating that help related to understanding the computational
meaning of most of the terms can be obtained with a simple Google search. However, it
should be noted that these searches may direct users to pages involving further reading
of deeper technical content with even more jargon, as well as content irrelevant to the
context (where the precision is less than 100%).

The single words that were directed to a computational/ problem-solving definition
in the Google search included both very technical terms like algorithms (100% precision),
debugging (100% precision) and logical (18% precision), and more general English words
terms like iteration (100% precision), operators (80% precision) and sequence (40% pre-
cision). However, words like selection, variable and decompose, which are frequently used
in computational contexts, did not receive any relevant matches in the first page of the
Google search. The search for the word heuristic gives a Google definition as a noun that
relates to “a heuristic process or method” and provides some first page results directing to
pages describing computational/problem-solving processes and methods (20% precision),
but does not specifically relate to HCI (which is the intention in the curriculum). Nev-
ertheless, when searched as the phrase HCI heuristics, the first page results matched the
intended context with 60% precision. Such ambiguities caused by common web searches
could cause a novice to become even more confused in their understanding.

Figure 6.3 highlights three categories of terms: 1) those that are less common in gen-
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Figure 6.3: Google search first-page precision of curriculum terms

eral use (e.g. algorithms, binary digits, debugging), which have the highest precision; 2)
those common in contexts other than computing but are less frequent in general use (e.g.
sequence, end user, control structure), which have moderate precision; and 3) terms com-
monly in general use outside computation (e.g. selection, variables, decompose), which
have zero precision. This indicates how the more specific the term is to computation and
less it is used in general contexts, the easier related information can be found in a Google
search.

When the term “computing” is added at the end of the search string, almost all the
terms get computing related results in the first page (with over 75% precision in almost
all the cases). Of course, this relies on someone new to the field knowing that this would
help, and even though some of them directed to the correct and/or intended meaning
of the term, some were directed to pages with resultant content that was related yet
confusing to the given context. For example, when selection was searched with “com-
puting”, the results directed to links containing a range of explanations from the correct
meaning for the given context (i.e. fundamental application of IF-ELSE) to selection
sort, user interface selection, application of selection in algorithms, etc. When the word
authentic was searched with “computing”, first page results directed to research papers
which discuss “authentic computing”, as well as authenticity or authentication related to
computer network access. As another example, searching for variables rather than vari-
able produces better results, but this highlights how sensitive this form of information
finding is to the users’ ability to formulate a suitable query.
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Merriam-Webster Dictionary Search

To hold another lens to the language, a dictionary search was conducted to investigate the
extent to which a seemingly difficult term is well known outside computing. The inclusion
of a word in a well-known and freely available dictionary is used as an indicator of the
extent a given term has been adopted in general usage. Merriam-Webster’s dictionary
can provide multiple definitions for a search of either a single word or multiple of words.
Figure 6.4 shows how well the dictionary definitions of terms highlighted by teachers
related to computation.

Figure 6.4: Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary Definitions relatedness to computation

The longer phrases did not result in any dictionary matches (45% of the terms), but for
55% of the terms, at least one definition was found in the dictionary, with 23% providing
a relevant computing definition (e.g. algorithm, debugging, binary digits). About 10% of
the terms received a definition that is appropriate to a computational context, but was not
presented in any relation to computation (e.g. comparative, logical, selection). A novice
to the computational context may find it difficult or impossible to relate such a definition
to its computational context. The search provided a definition that is misleading to the
computational meaning for 10% of the terms (for example, none of the seven definitions
for sequence were related to computing, but had definitions such as “a hymn in irregular
meter between the gradual and Gospel in masses for special occasions” and “order of
succession”).

Most importantly, 6% of the terms (i.e. heuristics and operators) received defini-
tions that are both appropriate to a computational context, but also presented non-
computational definitions that would be misleading in a computational context. For
example, the word operator receives the definitions ‘one that operates a machine or de-
vice’ and ‘something and especially a symbol that denotes or performs a mathematical
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or logical operation’ in the Merriam-Webster dictionary online search. Such results could
cause further confusion leading to misconception among the novice.

The words authentic and contexts showed the correct natural language definitions,
and had a relevant natural language meaning in the given description, but no examples
relating to computing. Therefore, the teachers’ difficulty in understanding them can only
be interpreted as not being able to relate their meaning to the given computational con-
text due to their lack of pedagogical content knowledge in computing, as noted above.
Also, although the phrase testing and debugging received no success as a singular dictio-
nary search, when searched separately the word debugging received the computational
definition (“to eliminate errors in or malfunctions of” with a reference to computer pro-
grams), whereas the word testing had a misleading definition (“requiring maximum effort
or ability”). This is an example of a novice search attempt causing further confusion.
Moreover, testing and debugging are also distinguishable as skills rather than concepts
within the computational context, which may not be an apparent distinction to a novice.

A Dictionary of Computer Science — Oxford Reference Search

This dictionary [32] is a repository of over 6,500 entries related to CS, and is available
both online and as a professional publication “revised by a team of specialists”, so could
be expected to be a reliable reference for computer jargon. This search had 58% success
with the terms in providing a computational definition that was correct and related to the
context of the given term. However, many of the successful definitions are incomplete in
the freely available online version of this dictionary and readers must subscribe to access
the full content.

A search for the phrase testing and debugging was not successful in this dictionary,
however, when searched separately, both testing and debugging had accurate computa-
tional definitions. The phrase comparative and logical operators also received no defini-
tion when considered as a single term; the dictionary provides the correct computational
meaning for both the phrase logical operators and the word operators, although no def-
inition is available for comparative operators or the word comparative. This shows that
even a dictionary in a computational context can be complicated for a novice user in
forming a meaningful understanding of the idea, since slightly different words may be
used for the same thing (in this case, the term comparative operators is used for the
same meaning in other contexts).

Common Word Lists

The New General Service List (NGSL) [37] is a core of 2,802 high frequency vocabulary
words for students of English. Therefore, appearing in NGSL is considered as an indicator
that a word is commonly used and should be known to most teachers. About 44% of
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the single words highlighted by the teachers as difficult are NGSL listed. For example,
words like input, output, sequence, selection, and variable are listed here. However, it is
worth mentioning that the words like variable are likely to have been included in this
list due to their meaning in the context of maths, and sequence due to planning, but not
specifically due to their computational meanings. Therefore, this indicates the possibility
that the application of the word in a more specialized context is making things difficult
to understand regardless of whether or not their meaning is known.

The New Academic Word List (NAWL) [36] is a list of 963 words which frequently
appear in academic texts, but which are not contained in the NGSL. A listing in NAWL
is considered as an indicator for a term being known among the academic community.
About 19% of the words are NAWL listed. Words like algorithm, comparative, and logical
are listed in NAWL and not in NGSL, indicating that such words are used in a more
academic context than general. However, altogether 62.5% of the words are listed either
in NGSL or NAWL, indicating that what would be commonly used words in educational
contexts are seen as difficult by teachers in a computing context. Moreover, since NGSL
does not define words, they may be there because they are commonly used with an
irrelevant meaning.

6.7.2 Comments made by the Participants

Prior to the PD intervention, the participants had made comments like “I either don’t
know the word or can’t understand the meaning in the context” or “I understand the
terms and what they mean but not how to do it”, which aligns with the observation that
most of the words are in the NGSL or NAWL, indicating that they either do not know
the computational meanings of the terms, do not understand the computational context
they are applied, or do not possess the related skills. Comments like “I know the word,
but I am unsure how or what that may look like for learners” indicate their inexperience
with teaching the content (pedagogical knowledge) rather than purely an issue with their
technical knowledge.

Analysis of the post intervention comments addresses Q 2, that the PD intervention
has been successful in clarifying many of the difficulties (e.g. “I could explain these con-
cepts to someone else a lot more clearly now ”, “Makes much more sense now ”, “have a
basic understanding of all the terms I circled earlier. Able to now know a little about
each”). However, comments like “Some became clearer but as a result others became less
clearer. Love to do another course” indicates that the PD intervention has paved the
way to new learning as well as new realisations for the participants about knowing what
they don’t know!

Some comments made on individual words and phrases clearly show the novices’
confusion in understanding the computational meaning and/or the context, when their
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prior knowledge overshadows the computational context they are referring to. A comment
on the word decompose as “Know as rotting flesh?? ” and the phrase binary digits as “0 &
1? ” are good examples of such situations. The comments made on the word algorithm as
“Kinda know but not really. Process? ” or the phrase “decompose problem into algorithms”
as “Methods? ” indicates confusions that could possibly lead to misconceptions in a
classroom.

6.8 Conclusions

This study attempts to understand the nature of teachers’ understanding of the compu-
tational terms related to CT concepts by studying their responses to a related computa-
tional text (a progress outcome description from a curriculum). The findings show that:
1) the teachers find the vocabulary used in computational contexts difficult to understand
even if the meanings of the words and phrases used in them are known to them from
other contexts; 2) over 80% of the terms that they did not understand had been resolved
after a 3-day PD intervention related to CT/CS that was not targeted at vocabulary,
so proper interventions can resolve language difficulties in computational contexts; and
3) a simple internet search usually provides directions to related computational/problem
solving definitions, yet may cause further confusion in the absence of prior contextual
knowledge.

The nature of the teachers’ understanding of computational terms can be either: 1)
the computational meaning is not known; 2) the term is unclear in a computational
context; or 3) their applicability of the term in the classroom is unclear. In such sit-
uations, knowing the meaning of a term within the computational context alone may
not be sufficient, and an operational definition is needed to put them into context. For
this reason, rather than a dictionary or glossary, teachers are more likely to benefit from
a book or other substantial explanation of the ideas in computing (and therefore the
terminology) such as a glossary not of definitions but of explanations of computational
terms in the curriculum. Computer jargon for which the computational meanings are
more commonly adopted in general usage (e.g. algorithm, binary digit) raise less con-
fusion than the terms where their computational meaning is less commonly known (e.g.
selection, decompose). Inability to apply the prior known meanings of words when they
are presented in a computational context, with sometimes specific computational mean-
ing, can cause confusion and misunderstandings among teachers. Such confusion could
possibly lead to misconceptions in classroom interactions.

The following suggestions may be used to address the issues encountered in this study,
and further experiments could be conducted to determine how well they work.

1. Provide explicit guidance to teachers on how to find relevant information online
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(including focusing on sites that are more relevant to the curriculum, and giving
hints on how to craft searches that are more targeted)

2. Be explicit about mentioning common misconceptions about important words in
computing

3. Deliberately use examples of terminology, linking the general idea that they may
see in a curriculum (e.g. selection) with how they will encounter it in practice
(e.g. if statement), making this connection multiple times to reinforce the general
concept and the implementation

4. Encourage teachers to participate in a relevant community of practice (such as a
teachers’ association or online group) for support.

The claim that teachers find computer jargon difficult to understand would appear
to be more of an issue of applying the jargon in a computational context. Therefore,
appropriate support using the language in context may enable teachers to develop con-
fidence in their understanding of the terminology. If one is learning a natural language,
living in the culture can give much deeper understanding of the language, and the same
is true for computing: memorising definitions is shallow, but using the terminology in
the context of doing computing gives it depth.
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Chapter VII

Computational Thinking and Notional Machine: The Missing Link

The Notional Machine (NM) is a conceptual computer created by teachers to facilitate
learners’ understanding of hidden aspects about computers and programs at run-time.
With the evident success of unplugged activities in delivering Computational Thinking
(CT) content as well as the success that has been indicated when combining them with
teaching to program [115, 118, 194], the relationship between unplugged activities and
teaching and learning CT and programming raises the possibility of a close connection
with NMs. Given the physical nature of unplugged computing activities and their dis-
tance from the actual device, this relationship seems to lean towards developing a mental
model among beginner learners, during their attempts to understand computing con-
cepts. This chapter discusses the implications of two representational concepts that are
commonly used in computing and programming education to support learners in devel-
oping mental models and conceptualisation, namely the Notional Machine (Section 4.4.1)
and the Computational Agent in CT (Section 4.5.2), to explore how CT relates to mental
models that students are forming.

We explore how unplugged activities seem to have a close connection with NMs,
and the lens of NMs is used to give a closer look at the complementary relationship
between unplugged and programming. Reviewing unplugged activities through this lens,
the programming concepts where unplugged has been successful (or failed) for modelling,
and the reasons behind them, can be explained. The discussion in this chapter provides
a deep insight to the relationship between CT and NM in supporting learners’ mental
model development, a meaningful structure to the varying nature of the view of CT at
different learning stages and thereby, a more practical perspective on using unplugged
activities in learning to program (supporting research question RQ 1 which explores how
CT relates to the mental models that students are forming, and its sub-questions as given
in Section 1.3).

7.1 Background

In learning to program and understanding how a programming language controls a com-
puter, learners develop both insights and misconceptions whilst their mental models are
gradually refined. It is important that the learner is able to distinguish the different
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elements and roles of a computer (e.g. compiler, interpreter, memory, etc.), which novice
programmers may find difficult to comprehend. One of the potential sources of difficulty
inextricably linked to mastering computing concepts and processes, and in learning com-
puter programming, is forming accurate mental models. Some form of representation
(e.g. an abstract machine or a computational agent) to support technical or pedagogic
explanations is common in computing.

Two representational concepts that are commonly used in computing and program-
ming education to support learners in developing mental models and conceptualisation
are: 1) the Notional Machine, and 2) the Computational Agent in CT (detailed in Sec-
tions 4.4.1 and 4.5.2 in Chapter 4 respectively). On one hand, CT, a concept that reflects
the need for problem solving by designing and analysing algorithmic processes for compu-
tational systems, often refers to an “information-processing agent” or a “Computational
Agent” that performs the computation. On the other hand, Du Boulay et al.’s NM, which
was first introduced in [75] as “an abstract computer responsible for executing programs
of a particular kind” [215], is used as a pedagogical device to explain the hidden aspects
of computing. Both these concepts attempt to support the learner with a representa-
tional and interactive perspective to support their conceptualisation and mental model
development. Often in programming education, both these idealisations are facilitated
either on a physical computer (e.g. visualisation software) in a plugged-in learning envi-
ronment, or a deterministic device (e.g. a Beebot), or with the aid of fellow learners in
unplugged learning.

Learners develop understandings of how the programming language can control a
computer when they learn to program. When new knowledge or new understandings
occur, some form of a mental model is inherently formed in a learner and is mentally
interacted with, sometimes without any reference to a real machine. In the process,
both insights and misconceptions can arise as the learner’s mental model of how the
system works is gradually refined. Education regularly uses simplified models (e.g. the
Rutherford-Bohr model of the atom), analogies and representations to help the learner to
develop good mental models, and this is inevitably necessary when teaching computing
as well.

In teaching programming, the NM is not necessarily taught or introduced to learners
explicitly. Rather, it often stays as an abstract model of a computer created by the teacher
in the context of teaching. It is used as a pedagogical device that helps the learners to
understand, which represents something that learners can interact with (often mentally),
while teachers use analogies that provide scaffolding to help understanding [89]. In this
context, when introducing students to computing via programming, research attention
to NMs becomes essential, whether it is implicit or explicit in the teachers’ or learners’
thinking, especially when engaging them with the run-time dynamics of computer pro-
grams. Similarly, CT, which is a concept adopted by many school curricula around the
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world, uses the CA to perform computation, which is a role that relates to a NM. This
raises the question of the relationship between the CA and the NM that is worth a closer
investigation.

Computational problem solving involves exercising CT to transfer ideas into the de-
sign and analysis of algorithmic processes for computational systems, and/or turn them
into computer programs. These thought processes can start from early childhood, and
mental models can form with or without the presence of an actual computer or the aid of
representational tools like CAs or NMs. Ada Lovelace (building on the works of Charles
Babbage) wrote some of the first “programs” (trace tables) for the Analytical Engine
without ever seeing it built. Was she thinking computationally? What was the CA in
her CT? What was her mental model like and how did she interact with it? Did Lovelace
have a NM? Is anyone who develops a new programming language likely to have written
programs in that language before they write the compiler? And in the days of punch
cards and limited computing access, students frequently wrote programs days in advance
of them being run, although if the Lovelace story was true, Babbage and Lovelace were
decades in advance! Dijkstra advocated that the ability to prove the correctness of a
program is more straightforward than testing it as an implementation (for a reasonable
number of test cases) [72], which is an extreme example of developing a NM without
having the CA physically available! Bower and Falkner [29] found that accurate NMs
underpin successful performance in CT and suggest understanding NMs as a prerequisite
for effective teaching of computing.

Considering the notable reference to CT in school curricula, understanding how CT
relates to the mental models that students are forming can become helpful for teachers
both in teaching CT concepts and in improving CT skills in students effectively, particu-
larly in programming education. Investigating the relationship between CT concepts and
NMs can give broad insights into how they relate to and complement each other in the
teaching and learning of introductory programming. This is particularly the case at grade
school1, since the students’ programming skills are more likely to be at an early stage.
The inclusion of CT with a focus on its original definition (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3)
can hide the importance of the NM in the curriculum context, partly because the CA
is generally not well defined (particularly since there has been debate about what the
agent can be [56]), and also because the link has rarely been made explicitly. Reflecting
on how the two concepts CT and NM have been often referred to in various contexts
of learning computing as well as programming, CAs and NMs can be seen to have been
used by educators differently at different stages of learning, in changing roles and/or in
evolving contexts.

1 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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This chapter looks at the distinctions between CAs and NMs in computing, and
provides insights to how those distinctions may and may not be helpful in the teaching
and learning of introductory programming, while providing perspectives on answers to
RQ1.1 and RQ1.2.

7.2 Computational Thinking Extended

Wing brought Computational Thinking to the fore in her 2006 article [248], and later
gave a clarified the definition in [249] connecting a person’s thought processes in problem
solving with the need and possibility of the solution being carried out with the aid of
an “information processing-agent”, which was strongly implied to be the computer (also
detailed in Section 2.3). She suggests that it is a way that humans can think about solving
problems, incorporating the set of mental tools used in computer science. Referring to
this early definition, CT is explained in much simpler terms in the literature as “thinking
like a computer scientist to solve problems” by Wing, as well as others later [49, 248].
Denning and Tedre [64] define CT as the mental skills and practices used for designing
computations that get computers to do things, and “for explaining and interpreting the
world as a complex of information processes”. This raises the questions: What is this
special way a computer scientist thinks to solve a problem? How does their way of
thinking differ from others? Curzon et al. [56] survey many definitions and discussions
about CT, to find the common themes. They suggest that CT is about developing systems
that involve information processing, and it is the focus on algorithmic solutions based
on computation that differentiates it from other problem-solving approaches. Denning
and Tedre [64] point out that CT for a beginner differs from that for a professional:
the former is a simple, practical understanding of computing concepts and the latter is
critical, complex and technical.

Figure 7.1 collects some common views of CT and its relationship to the actual
physical machine (i.e. computer) [56]. The views towards the left of the spectrum indicate
a stronger lean to the physical device in explaining the concept, whereas towards the right,
the views relate less to the device but concentrate more towards mental comprehension
of computation or relating computation to more generic concepts. In views where CT is
seen as leaning extremely towards computation (extreme left of the spectrum), the CA is
necessarily a computer and therefore precision of instructions is essential. In an extreme
generic view of CT (extreme right), a human with a set of loose instructions acting based
on their judgment can also be allowed as a CA (e.g. a cook following a cookbook recipe).
However, the CT’s applicability to computation in such a generic extreme is vague and
doubtful, because computation (at present) is digital, and relies on numeric calculations
and symbol manipulation. The dotted lines indicate the positioning of different views in
this spectrum but are not firm lines in the continuum.
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Figure 7.1: Variations of CT discussion in relation to the physical computer

Many situations that involve objective steps in which humans follow a sequential flow
can be misunderstood as CT (e.g. a well organized routine daily work, tidying up a closet,
stacking books by size, etc.). However, only the portion of thought processes in rational
thinking with a goal of producing an algorithm or a computer program/computing sys-
tem should be seen as ‘Computational Thinking’. Such thought processes are often seen
as closely related to ‘problem solving’; they can be defined rather clearly when they are
expressed in relation to information processing, and can be easily implemented using a
computer if they are expressed in the form of a set of instructions to a ‘computational
agent’ for processing. As such, CA is more strongly related to computation, programming
and to the physical device. This thesis’ interest in CT leans towards the this interpreta-
tion, where the typical goal is to produce an algorithm or a computer program, rather
than the broader and generic perspective that is sometimes used.

Curzon et al. show that there is a common view to CT, as a way of thinking that
is used to develop solutions in a form that ultimately allows ‘information processing’ or
‘computational’ agents to execute those solutions [56]. Views on CT can differ on what
the CA can be, but there is a common ground that it is not simply solving a problem
to provide a solution, but solving it in a way that directs an ‘agent’ to arrive at the
solution by following instructions. This view implies that the problem solver need not
be the executor of the solution themselves, but positions them to look at the problem
scenario from an external perspective in which they can oversee how a CA (often times,
the computer) should be instructed to solve it.

As shown in Figure 7.1, a CA may or may not be tightly coupled to a computer,
depending on how they are used in a learning context (i.e. Computer CA, a semi-
deterministic device or a human). A CA enables novice programming learners to pri-
marily realise that the CA will merely be the device that does the job efficiently, and not
think for itself or on the programmer’s behalf. Denning and Tedre [64] point out that the
efficiency is a key feature of computers that makes them the obvious CA to use: “The
magic [of computers] is nothing more than a machine executing large numbers of very
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simple computations very fast”. Aho [2] points out that an important part of this process
is finding appropriate models of computation with which to formulate the problem and
derive its solutions. The capability of the CA is a key consideration when discussing
Computational Thinking!

The moderate position for a CA that essentially encompasses all the definitions,
different views and purposes of CT, as indicated in the survey done by Curzon et al. [56],
is that it is an information processing agent that can follow instructions precisely and
blindly without using its own judgement. By CA in the remaining discussions, we refer
to this definition of a CA, since our focus on CA in CT is as an element that teachers
can relate to in the representation of ideas, for pedagogical purposes.

7.3 Computational Agents: The Missing Link

Writing and reading programs requires mental representations of problem-solving strate-
gies, familiarity with common programming patterns and the problem domain, and a
model of the algorithm being implemented and the computer that executes the pro-
grams [50, 216]. The broader lens of CT is a good way to approach computer program-
ming, as it can prevent a beginner programmer from perceiving learning to program
merely as learning to write program text according to the syntactic rules of a particular
programming language. It encourages the beginner programmer to develop an overarch-
ing view of problem solving, and to develop a step-wise solution that can later result in
a computer program. Conversely, programming a computer enforces the limits of com-
putation, so not only is teaching CT a good foundation for teaching programming, but
learning to program is a key way to engage students with CT. Therefore, it is not surpris-
ing that teaching programming is a widespread methodology for teaching CT. Computer
programming relies directly on skills to develop systems involving information process-
ing, with the need to focus on algorithmic solutions, and for that reason it differentiates
itself from other problem-solving approaches, and resonates with CT [56].

When learning to program, it is crucial to distinguish between the different roles a
computer can play [75] (i.e. the machine that executes the program, the development en-
vironment that manages reading, storing and editing the program, and the programming
language itself). This can be difficult for the novice to understand, because a language
itself is implemented as a computer program. Furthermore, the computer’s nature of
strictly following instructions can be overshadowed by the expectation that it will do
what is expected rather than what it is told [177]. The need to have a “model of the com-
puter as it relates to executing programs” [28, 29] is equally important in both teaching
and learning to program. This modeling — in other words understanding a NM — is
one of the inextricably linked potential sources of difficulty when mastering computing
concepts and processes, and in learning computer programming [28, 29].
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Figure 7.2: Wider range of abstraction in NMs and a CA’s position as an aid in relating
them to mental models

CT, by definition, helps learners to realise this distinction by introducing the CA
(human or a machine) as an ‘executor’ that precisely and blindly follows instructions,
thereby diminishing any particular creative capability given to the computer itself. The
‘glass box’ nature of the CA (human or computer), that is, that the precise set of instruc-
tions is available and known, can be useful in explaining abstract concepts of computing.
This enables educators to offer clearer NMs, as well as enabling learners to form much
closer mental models. However, a NM for early teaching may be grossly simplified and
the full model hidden from the learner. This may cause some teachers to feel uneasy,
as if they are teaching something that is incorrect. Nevertheless, incompleteness should
not be confused with incorrectness [67]. A similar point is captured in Pratchett et al.’s
“Lies-to-children” [183], who state that we need to start with simpler models to avoid
overwhelming learners, and this incompleteness can appear to be incorrectness. Educa-
tion regularly uses simplified models, such as the Rutherford-Bohr model of the atom
(rather than quantum mechanics) or Newtonian physics (ignoring relativity), and this is
inevitably necessary when teaching CT as well.

Figure 7.2 provides a comparison view of a CA and NM, and how they fall within
a spectrum between the physical device and conceptualisation (mental modeling). As
discussed in the previous section, CAs are the key element in CT definitions that link
these two extremes. Various definitions of NMs on the other hand, range across a similar
spectrum as explained in Section 4.4.1. NMs as pedagogical devices attempt to convey
operational aspects of computing to the learner (and relate that to their mental model) in
a quite similar manner that a CA helps them to design and execute ‘sets of instructions’
that should solve problems using computation. They both succeed in ‘representation’;
the NM is often less obvious (as well as not discussed explicitly) in teaching; the CA is
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far more tangible and easy to use as a teaching aid/tool.
Reflecting on how Lovelace arranged her thoughts to predict the functioning of a

machine she had never seen, or how the early ‘Human Computers’2 wrote instructions for
a physical computer [210], it becomes clear that Computational Thinking happens even
when the CA is imaginary. In the two examples of possible NMs for quantum computing
and AI discussed earlier in Section 4.4.1, the CA is well-defined, a NMconceptual can
be used to learn about it, and yet the learner may never get to see the CA in action.
Consequently, a NMconceptual with a high level of abstraction may also be possible to
describe using a non-quantum computing or a non-AI CA, thereby making it mentally
comprehensible to a learner. The unifying thread here is that, in learning to program,
the roles of the CA and NM change at different stages of development (of the learner
and of the curriculum), yet are very closely related. This also rationalises their variation
in positioning themselves in a spectrum as shown in Figure 7.2.

CT involves understanding/using algorithms. A typical definition of an algorithm is
“a finite sequence of rigorous well-defined instructions, typically used to solve a class of
specific problems or to perform a computation” [6], and most definitions of an algorithms
specify a combination of ambiguous and executable steps (or instructions). To use a CA,
one should understand the sort of computation it can do, which in other words is under-
standing its NM. The criterion of a “finite sequence of rigorous well-defined instructions”
means that they are relative to the processing agent (i.e.the CA); the instructions that a
child can execute are different from the instructions a computer can execute, and these
are different from a quantum computer. Writing algorithms for a processor is writing
them for a NM. Thus, every CA necessarily implies a NM. As such, a CA and NM are
inseparably linked by definition.

Considering the range of definitions available for both CA and NM, a single and
simple definition to explain the link between the two concepts is difficult. Exploring
the continuum to understand the relationship between them, the following relationships
between them will be used.

Relationship 1: A CA in CT can be seen as a constantly developing, simplified variant
of a NM that provides an observational (external) perspective as well as operational
(internal) perspective to the learner to support them, mostly at the initial stages
of learning and problem solving, to form a robust connection between the NM and
the learner’s mental model more efficiently and effectively.

This relationship is explored in the discussions about the Kidbot unplugged activity
and its Scratch implementation in Examples 1 and 2 in Section 7.4.

2 The story ‘Hidden Figures’ by Margot Lee Shetterly explains how the women who were working as
‘Human Computers’ equipped to write programs for the new electronic computer.
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Relationship 2: A CA and NM are thematically linked and can simultaneously exist
and have different referents in the same learning context. A CA and a NM both
play similar pedagogical roles but may have different properties at different stages
of learning; a CA can substitute as a NM in the early stages of learning where an
explicit NM is not needed.

Using PythonTutor as a CA and its connections to the NMphysical will be used to
discuss this relationship in Example 2 of Sections 7.4.

Relationship 3: The terms NM and CA can sometimes be used interchangeably, and in
an extreme case they can be seen as synonymous. Nevertheless, in some situations,
the terms NM and CA have the same referent but may suggest a different context
of use.

The pedagogic role and limitations between a human CA and computer CA can be
used to understand this relationship, which is explored using flowcharts in Example
3 of Section 7.4.

We recognise the delicate nature of both the NM and CA in supporting abstraction,
through their range of definitions that coincide with one another more often. Accordingly,
the three examples we have used in Sections 7.4 can be used to understand all three views
of the relationships, and not limiting to the one they are specifically mentioned.

Revisiting the different definitions of a NM in Section 4.4.1, the general understanding
in this discussion is that a NM can be used to correctly predict the outcome of a given
program (and does not need to accurately represent what is happening with the physical
computer). A NM that leans to the far left of the continuum in Figure 7.2 encapsulates
all observable behaviour of the real machine, and supports accurately predicting the
behaviour of the real machine (NMphysical). A CA of this end is a physical computer
running a specific language (e.g. as can be seen using PythonTutor). A NM that attempts
to relate to a person’s mental modelling about computing, and not limiting itself to a
specific programming language or a physical device leans to the far right of the continuum
(NMconceptual). Any CA whose computational ability is understood by or explained to
the learner can become the CA that connects their mental model to a NM in this context,
because at this stage, both the NM and CA are abstract. A NM that is implied by both
the programming language and the paradigm used in learning resonates with the mid
region of the continuum in Figure 7.2 (NMgeneric). Use of a Kidbot unplugged activity
(thereby using a human CA, the bot) and extending to implement using Scratch (thereby
use the computer CA) to help learners build a better mental model of a NM essentially
locates the concept of a CA in this mid region. A teacher may or may not use both CAs
to convey the idea successfully, depending on the learner audience.
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In early introductory programming, it is easier to establish the NM in a learner by
trying to establish the fact that they program for a CA to execute the instructions given in
their program. Wing’s definition of CT (see Section 2.3 in page2.3) encourages the CA to
be situated in a more abstract as well as simpler position than a well-defined NM, simple
enough to be understood by the learner yet with sufficiently detailed instructions to draw
the learner’s attention to things that are crucial yet invisible in the program. However,
the behavioral limitations of the CA in CT obscures this CA’s relatedness to a NM. Had
the CT literature adopted NMs, it would have had more clarity about the ultimate goal
of CT, and added more richness and clarity to what computation is. Nevertheless, a CA
as explained by Wing’s CT definition facilitates the learning experience by positioning
itself as a learning tool that learners can relate to that makes abstract ideas concrete for
them by being more representative and reachable than a NM (Figure 7.2).

The CA provides a sense of ‘tangibleness’ to a learner’s mental model that should
comply with a NM, which is intended to be established cognitively, leading to a more
relatable conceptual relationship between the two. According to Sorva’s [215] view of
several NMs existing at different levels of abstraction in programming, a suitable CA
at different stages of learning that is capable of communicating the idea can provide a
very useful link that meaningfully connects a learner’s mental model and NM. CAs are
simplified NMs, in that they are NMs made accessible to novice learners (as appropriate
for teaching CT). Teaching programming should make use of the idea of a CA as a very
useful link to connect a learner’s mental model to the full NM.

7.4 Computational Thinking’s Effect in a Learner’s Mental Model Develop-
ment

As a discipline that often times involves intangible products and an intangible design, and
development processes that employ cognitive means in its life-cycle, studying how experts
as well as learners conceptualise ideas and develop mental models becomes an important
aspect in computing. Particularly, since CT is a key focus in computing education, it is
worthwhile to look at what models are at work when students are learning CT. Further,
computer programming is an integral part of the progression of CT over the life-cycle of
a computing learner, and therefore understanding how CT can help learners developing
good NMs could also provide useful insights into computing education.

Having discussed the close relationship between the NM and CA in CT in Section 7.3,
to elucidate the idea that a CA could be the link that helps learners to connect their
mental models to good NMs, this section explores the role of a CA and its relationship
to the NM using three examples 1) an unplugged style programming activity that uses a
human as a CA; 2) two different perspectives of a computer as a CA: using the Scratch
programming environment and a PythonTutor simulation tool; and 3) a comparison
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of two flowcharts from the perspective of a CA (human and computer). In all three
examples, the CA of interest is seen in the perspective of the CT definition and discussed
alongside a NM that the program(s) in each example intends to establish. The different
distinct definitions of NMs are used at points where such a distinction is essential. These
examples explore the relationship of the CA and NM, which often times can be seen as
complementary alternatives at different stages of CT and learning to program.

7.4.1 Example 1: An unplugged Style Programming Activity that Uses a Human as a
Computational Agent

Unplugged activities are popular with learners and teachers as a pedagogical approach
to introductory computer programming, and used appropriately, they can help improve
students’ self-efficacy without adding to the learning time [115, 158, 203]. Designed to fa-
cilitate kinaesthetic learning, unplugged style activities (e.g. CS Unplugged 3, Code.org 4)
are non-computer based and have consistently been suggested as a successful method for
teaching CT and introducing programming concepts. unplugged style learning can be
seen as a useful teaching tool that provides a representation to inform a learner’s mental
model, which can later align with a NM, that is possible to be interacted with physically.

Kidbots [124] is an unplugged programming learning activity that involves three stu-
dents: a ‘developer’, ‘tester’, and a ‘bot’ (see Figure 7.3. The developer has to write a
program using only three instructions (move forward: F, turn left: L and turn right: R)
to guide the bot from location A to B on a grid (typically objects with a story behind
them, such as getting a soft toy to a desired destination). In the classroom setting,
this grid can be drawn on the ground, and the bot physically moves from one square to
another adjacent one.

The concept that the Kidbot activity focuses on is sequence. A key element is that
the bot is not allowed to move until all the instructions are written in the program; this
simulates writing a program and then testing it, and forces the programmer to reason
about the instructions in advance. The intelligence of the student who is acting as the
bot is not considered to be an essential part of the CA they represent, much like the
understanding (or otherwise) of the human who follows instructions Searle’s Chinese
Room argument (and the subsequent debate) [43]. Once the program is written, the
tester then reads out the instructions; having a tester prevents the programmer from
making corrections on the fly while the program is executing. The bot has to follow the
instructions read out by the tester precisely and blindly to move around the grid.

Figure 7.3 shows a Kidbot layout with students playing the roles of programmer,
bot and tester, and a toy pineapple as the target. The bot at location A moves around

3 CS Unplugged: https://csunplugged.org
4 Code.org: https://code.org/
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the grid with the aim of getting to the target at location B. Figure 7.4 shows a set of
Kidbot instructions that could move the bot to reach the target. In the Kidbot unplugged
activity, the bot is a human CA that implements a kind of a NM that explains certain
behaviours of the real machine using a certain set of program constructs (i.e. F, L, R).
The CA also helps stimulating the learner’s mental model and connecting that mental
model to the behaviours of an actual computer fairly easily. The CA thereby brings a
tangible representation to a NM.

The programming language used to program the bot consists of just three simple
instructions. The bot is always initially placed on location A on the grid facing in a
particular direction, and so has a predictable initial state. The program instructions
are written based on the bot’s initial state. When the bot starts to blindly follow the
instructions in the program, the CA’s behaviour becomes visible to the learner, along
with the awareness of the nature of how an actual computer would only be executing a
program code (follow instructions) but not doing any thinking for the programmer.

Figure 7.3: A Kidbot activity with kids

Figure 7.4: A set of instructions to Kidbot
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Figure 7.5: A Kidbot layout

The Kidbot NM is very small and can be fully understood; it has a very definite be-
haviour: a starting position and just three instructions that are executed in a sequence.
The behaviour is typically taught by example: the bot (i.e. the CA) is asked to demon-
strate the language by moving forward or turning. It is very typical for the first attempt
to make the mistake of thinking that the “L” command moves the bot one square to the
left instead of turning in the same square — for example, in Figure 7.5, the instruction
to get the cat to the target might then be FFFLLL. This results in the bot spinning
on the spot with the LLL; the bot has previously demonstrated what L does, so they
are likely to have an accurate mental model of a NM (although a teacher may need to
remind them), and the mistake becomes obvious to the programmer, which enables them
to modify their own mental model.

Of course, an exact definition of the behaviours is not trivial; cases such as reaching
the edge of the grid, and defining the starting state may be implied to avoid having to give
a detailed specification. Students themselves may even be called upon to decide on what
happens in these cases, which gives them a hand in specifying the behaviour of the CA.
Nevertheless, with just a couple of sentences of instructions and some common sense,
learners can fully understand the behaviour of this CA. Developing the (Kidbot) NM
happens partly through the teacher’s specifications about the CA, and partly through
experience and having students make decisions about such details in a constructivist
fashion, which supports them to fully understand the NM.

Having no direct connection to a physical computer, the Kidbot NM largely deviates
from a NMphysical, but it also encompasses most of the attributes of one (such as states
and rules). The conceptual understanding it represents also resonates with NMconceptual.
In the computer-based context, a NM is highly conceptual and difficult to comprehend
for a learner, but this activity shows how a CA can be something a learner can relate
to (i.e. a computer or human, in this case the bot), as directed by the teacher. Such
understandings would be reflected either in the learner’s program instructions (e.g. us-
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ing turn instructions to adjust the bot’s directions) or in their discussions (e.g. verbal
instructions to the bot for its initial positioning). Either way, it encourages establishing
a good mental model in the learner about the concept that the learning activity intends
to communicate, as well as the behavior of the CA aligning well with a NM.

The system is simple enough that a teacher can diagnose misconceptions through
simple tests (e.g. various sequences that use all three instructions). For example, the
common initial misconception that “RRR” moves three squares to the right can be diag-
nosed by asking the learner where such a sequence would take the bot, without physically
moving it. Moreover, the learner can also self-assess their mental model by simply becom-
ing the bot to execute their own program, or imitating the bot’s movement themselves
while programming. The activity also provides opportunities for the students to use the
language around programming (such as testing, bugs, and debugging), as well as un-
derstanding the nature of the task (testing and modifying programs to achieve a goal),
the idea that there is more than one correct program to achieve a task, and (in an ex-
tended version) that it is possible to achieve the same outcomes with only the F and L
commands, introducing them to the notion of a complete language.

The Kidbot programming language is not Turing-complete, yet with the aid of the
limited instruction set, the CA (i.e. bot) enabling learners to encounter several basic
programming concepts, thereby facilitating them to form clearer mental models, and
develop language and attitudes that apply to programming a computer. With the aid
of the CA they form a mental model, which may or may not have misconceptions in
it depending on how well the teacher communicates the NM behind it (which is still
abstract to a great degree, yet could be represented on an actual machine).

A NM in an actual programming exercise that attempts to implement the movement
of the bot in Kidbots activity is much more complex than the simple ‘F,L,R’ instructions
the activity employs (discussed in detail in Section 7.4.2). Although the programming
language defined by the activity uses only three simple instructions, the effect of the
next instruction is highly dependant on the previous state (position) of the bot. In a
computer implementation of Kidbots, written using a particular programming language,
the states could be defined more precisely — perhaps based on Cartesian coordinates,
and mathematical definitions of the change of state (position) based on the current state
and the command given, where the current state involves the direction the bot is facing
and a location. The programming language employed may use different symbols than the
simple ‘F,L,R’. This newer version of the ‘language’ will reflect an improved version of a
NM than the initial, very simple version. For example, moving forward involves adding
one step to the previous location, and turning changes the current direction the bot is
pointing. These in turn needs to include special cases for being at the edge of the grid.
When doing the Kidbot activity however, there is no need for such detail to establish the
simple Kidbot NM programming. Since the CA is physically visible, the learners become
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aware of these simply through experience (using their common sense), improving their
mental model along with it. Moreover, the physicality of the CA helps the teacher to
visualise the learner’s mental model as well as diagnosing misconceptions more easily.

Interestingly, if the developer and bot are both wrong in the same way, then the
program is likely to work. For example, both the developer and the bot might assume
that the R command moves one square to the right instead of turning. This issue is
associated only with human bots, but still highlights the result of the programmer’s
mental model of the NM being the same as the actual NM of the CA. If a similar activity
was done using a physical device such as a Beebot (which has the same commands), the
problem of programmer’s mental model not aligning with the bot’s NM would not arise,
as the learner is forced to use the NMphysical that the physical device implements.

The bot in this discussion is a good example of a pedagogical representation of a NM
that a teacher may use without having to explicitly mention it. The physical presence
of the bot (or any CA in an unplugged style example) facilitates the teacher to provide
conceptual explanations to and detect situations that could otherwise be left only for the
mental comprehension by the learner. It shows how a CA can provide a sort of physical,
tangible sense to a pedagogic NM that a teacher intends to establish in the learner, as well
as how a learner could use it to build their own mental model. At the earliest stages of
learning computing, where the learners are mostly expected to develop CT skills rather
than learning to program, a physical CA such as a Kidbot can still provide sufficient
conceptual representation for the learner to develop a good initial mental model, with or
without the need for an explicit NM even in its simplest form. The NM is given in the
explanation of the semantics of the instruction set (i.e. what F, L and R mean), but it
is very simple, and does not need to be explicit, and can be defined by just a few quick
and obvious examples that draw on real life experience.

7.4.2 Example 2: Different Perspectives of a Computer as a Computational Agent

Computers are used as an educational tool in computing education, particularly in pro-
gramming education, in various ways. An integrated development environment (IDE)
is a key tool to allow students to write programs, but there are also applications such
as algorithm visualization tools [217] and program visualisation tools [209]. These tech-
nologies typically use automated visualisation as their main feature, and sometimes use
familiar (and therefore intuitive) graphics and animation. According to Sorva [216, 217],
visualisation software can facilitate effective learning by helping the learner with a vi-
sualization of computer memory, and not just by showing the steps of a program. The
example in this section looks at the role of a computer as a CA and its implications for
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mental model development and NMs, using: 1) Scratch 5 and 2) PythonTutor 6.
Scratch is a popular programming language in introductory programming courses,

specially for children. A simple Scratch program can work in a similar way to the
Kidbots example (reaching a target on a grid), however, it needs the programmer to
pay attention to much more detail even in its simplest form. In Scratch programming,
the CA is represented by the Sprite (the cat figure) moving in the visual area dedicated
to displaying the program output on a computer (Figure 7.5). Actually, the Sprite is a
visual representation of the computer as a CA. The programmer has to give instructions
(i.e. a program) to the Sprite for it to move around to reach the target.

Although the Scratch programming language is Turing-complete, at this stage, for the
learner this is not important, and the programming experience helps them develop mental
models quite similar to the Kidbots example in Section 7.4.1. The programmer has to
choose from many Scratch commands, to give precise instructions to the Sprite. Although
this is similar to the objective of the Kidbots activity, moving the Sprite around the
visual area needs a little more complicated thinking before programming. Figures 7.6, 7.7
and 7.8 show three Scratch programs that can achieve a similar result as the one shown in
Figure 7.5. Moving the Sprite involves changing its position using move instructions with
a number of steps, and turning instructions in an angle prescribed by the programmer.

In both the Kidbot activity and Scratch example, the direction of movements is tangi-
ble, but unlike the Kidbot example, the Scratch program requires a degree of awareness
of the scale of a Sprite’s movement (essentially measured in near-invisible pixels) on
the visual area of a less tangible visual environment. This is a good indicator for the
learner to realise the limitations of a computer, i.e. the fact that the computer only
merely follows instructions precisely and blindly, and does not think for itself or on the
programmer’s behalf.

Figure 7.6 shows the simplest set of instructions to move the Sprite that corresponds
closely to the Kidbot instructions in Figure 7.4. However, the Sprite movement is barely
visible when running this program due to the computer’s fast execution. Moreover,
because the Scratch visual environment does not return to its initial state automatically,
if the flag is clicked more than once the Sprite continues its next motions starting from
previous execution’s destination. In this case, repeated clicks on the flag in the program
in Figure 7.6 causes the Sprite to move in a square, probably outside the anticipated grid
area.

At this point, the teacher can improve or change the level of abstraction of the
previous NM by introducing the concept of ‘initial state’, as shown in Figure 7.7, with
two additional instructions added to the program, hence increasing the capacity of the

5 Scratch: https://scratch.mit.edu/
6 PythonTutor: https://pythontutor.com/
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Figure 7.6: A KidBot Scratch program: initial position not defined

CA. However, repeated clicks of the flag with this program does not show any visible
movement of the Sprite, due to the computer’s fast execution that is not noticeable to
human eye. The movement would not be visible in repeated executions, unless the Sprite
is moved to its original position manually. Despite modelling the Sprite’s movements and
programming it correctly (i.e. establishing the NM efficiently), both of these behaviors
of the Sprite would most probably be difficult for a novice programmer to understand.
This may even confuse or frustrate the learner. Nevertheless, this situation itself may
lead the programmer to soon realise the importance of the initial direction and position
of the Sprite (i.e. the state of NM) in determining the next instruction parameters. This
improved learning also helps learners to enhance their own initial mental model by adding
an ‘initial state’. Figure 7.8 shows a program with instructions for the Sprite to have a
one second ‘wait’ after each movement. This new set of instructions slows the Sprite’s
movement, making it easier to observe.

Adding ‘waits’ between instructions essentially slows the next instruction being exe-
cuted. This could be introduced for the learners to realise the actual potential/capabilities
of their CA (i.e. the computer, and its ability to execute instructions very quickly). The
teacher can take the learner beyond the obvious face of the CA (i.e. the Sprite) and thus
educate them about the hidden run-time capabilities of a computer, further improving
their mental model. The improved, more complex version of the program that helps stu-
dents to understand the NM better is given in Figure 7.8 exposes hidden ideas like the
transaction speed of a computer, an understanding that could not have been achieved
with the corresponding Kidbot unplugged activity (i.e. with a human CA).
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Figure 7.7: A KidBot Scratch program: initial position defined

To look at the computer’s role as a CA in a more sophisticated visualisation tool set-
ting, we now look at Python Tutor, a web-based program visualization tool for text based
programming, primarily Python (although other languages are offered). Using Python-
Tutor, learners can visualise stepping forwards and backwards through the execution of
their program, and view the run-time state of data structures. Python employs a well
structured formal language for its instructions and programmers are expected to recall
syntax, and unlike Scratch, which expects programmers to recognise syntax, learners are
expected to have a degree of understanding about basic formal/mathematical instruc-
tions. However, what learners may not be aware of is the way the computer behaves,
particularly how it allocates or uses its memory, when executing these instructions at
run time. PythonTutor addresses this by showing explicitly what is happening, where
Scratch primarily use sprite movement for visualisation. For example, Figure 7.9 shows
a simple variable value assignment example in PythonTutor, which addresses a common
misconception that assigning a=x means that a will be affected by future changes to x.

Through step by step execution in the PythonTutor interface, the learner gets to see
graphically how memory is allocated for each variable after each instruction. Up front,
the computer becomes a learning interface for the learner to visualise how each instruction
of their code behaves — in other words, it acts as a CA — whilst the actual computation
takes place behind the scenes (i.e. the compiler/interpreter, actual memory allocations,
etc.). PythonTutor offers a more advanced view of the CA than a Scratch Sprite, where it
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Figure 7.8: A KidBot Scratch program: 1second waits added for clearer visualization

shows some unseen aspects of the computer such as the memory locations and the current
instruction. This perfectly demonstrates the two extremes of the NM discussion — that
it should be coupled with the physical machine (NMphysical) as well as provide conceptual
understanding (NMconceptual). Despite being unaware of the actual back-end technical
detail within the computer, learners get to develop a sound ‘mental visualization’ of
their program, lead by the computer serving as the CA for their information processing.
Meanwhile, the teacher can elaborate the program logic in line with the NM, as well as
diagnose any misconceptions and/or errors in learner’s mental models.

Visual representation of CAs are very useful in establishing NMs that develop mental
models easily and fairly robustly in the early stages of learning to program. The Sprite
in Scratch and variables in PythonTutor are good examples of visible CAs in CT, but
neither completely reflects the exact properties of a real machine. PythonTutor relates
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Figure 7.9: A PythonTutor example

more closely to du Bolay et al.’s original definition [75] of a NM that is tightly coupled
to the physical device through the programming language used. They facilitate under-
standing of certain behavior of the real machine, with a focus that is independent to a
certain degree on the programming language they are operated by (e.g. the computer’s
limitations in following instructions, and its efficiency), encompassing the definition of a
NM. However, they also present a higher conceptual level by providing a metaphorical
layer above the actual machine that is hopefully easier to comprehend by the learner,
thereby serving as a NM. This shows how closely related the CA and NM can be, at
introductory programming learning stages. Nevertheless, at this stage the learner should
be both sufficiently mature in their programming learning process as well as skilled in
CT to understand the relatedness of the CA to the underlying NM, regardless of whether
the CA is completely understood and/or the NM is fully explained.

7.4.3 Example 3: A Comparison of Two Flowcharts in the Perspective of a Computa-
tional Agent

Flowcharts provide a simple graphical method of representing programming sequences
and algorithms using a standard set of symbols that show program flow, work flow or
processes [164]. They accommodate rather diverse programming language concepts in
the same framework and are independent of the implementation and organization of
physical computers [254]. Flowcharts are known to be Turing-complete [111, 137, 254],
although they can be challenging to map onto commonly used programming languages,
partly because the use of arrows corresponds mostly to the “goto” statement, which is
generally avoided in modern programming languages. In this section, we look at two
different flowchart examples to explore how the CT process is activated in a learner, the
role of a CA (human and computer) in that learning process, and how they can contribute
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to the NM discussion.
The two different flowcharts used here are: 1) a procedure to count to five (Fig-

ure 7.10) and 2) a simple emergency fire evacuation procedure (Figure 7.11, [181]). Both
flowcharts use similar symbols and have initial states, Boolean decisions, intermediate
process(es) and terminal states. We shall look at the two examples in the context of
explaining a scenario to a learner to introduce the concept of conditionals. Employing a
CA in both scenarios would be to use either a fellow learner to follow the sequence given
in the flowchart, or use a computer simulation of the process.

The concept (thereby the abstract NM) that both examples intend to convey is fairly
similar and straightforward: start with the initial state, check whether a Boolean condi-
tion is met, if not continue with the intermediate process(es), and if yes, [follow a simple
sequence before] terminate. The instructions for the Boolean decision and intermediate
process(es) in both flowcharts appear to be precise enough to be followed by a CA blindly.
However, the contrasting difference in the two flowcharts is with the presentation of in-
structions: one uses a formal language, the other a natural language. If a teacher asks
a student to act as a CA in the problem solving process, i.e. they intentionally try to
establish the NM in the learner, using either of the examples, it would be straightforward
for the student to understand and the teacher’s intentions are likely to be achieved as
well.

Figure 7.10: A flowchart example for counting to five

In the counting example (Figure 7.10), the instructions consist of mathematical op-
erators that correspond directly to that of a programming language. Thus, prior knowl-
edge in mathematics and/or a programming language supports developing a good mental
model in the learner, including the learning having a robust NM, although instructions
such as ‘x = x+1’ may confuse some learners. However, due to the use of formal expres-
sions as the instructions (i.e. the Boolean decision and other intermediate instructions),
the learner may miss out some limitations of an actual computer, regardless of the nature
of the CA employed. For example, with a human CA, it may involve a mental calculation
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by the person involved (thereby the computation is overshadowed by the prior mathe-
matical knowledge), and with a computer CA, it may involve an internal computational
process that is not necessarily visible to the learner. Also they are interacting with an
example that may not fully cover the capability of the NM. For example, Figure 7.10
shows that the comparison ‘x = 5?’ is possible, but the learner might not infer from this
that related comparisons are possible, such as ‘x > 0?’, let alone ‘x > 3 OR x = 0?’.
Therefore, the learner’s mental model may be incomplete or inaccurate, and the teacher
may need to diagnose this by asking questions.

However, converting individual instructions in this flowchart example (Figure 7.10)
into a computer program written in a programming language with similar operators
would be easy and rather straightforward (although converting the structure of the flow
chart to a conventional language is a challenge because it most naturally maps onto
“goto” instructions, which are rarely available in modern languages). In this sense, this
example is less directly connected to programming for a learner.

Figure 7.11: A flowchart example for emergency fire evacuation procedure from [181]

In contrast, distinguishing the limitations of a computer as a device can be made
more apparent by employing a human CA with the fire evacuation example (Figure 7.11),
mostly due to the way its instructions are presented. That is, despite being a Boolean
decision, instructions like “Emergency exits are visible? ” are descriptive rather than for-
mal, and therefore would be straightforward for a human CA, but would not be a typical
instruction in a programming language — computers cannot reliably follow natural lan-
guage instructions. These kind of descriptive instructions cause ill-defined NMs, and
may prevent a learner forming a sound computational mental model. Moreover, con-
verting this model into a computer program may also not be straightforward, and may
involve more cognitive load in converting it into workable program code. Nevertheless,
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this depends on whether a formal semantics is provided. One could in fact define some
simple meaning for them in a specific example using high level primitives to allow this.
However, the reality is that doing this is difficult in general.

With the fire evacuation example (Figure 7.11), a teacher may be able to explain some
unseen operations that take place within the computer more clearly by employing a CA:
with a human CA, by explaining how a computer would not be able to comprehend the
vague instructions, or with a computer CA by highlighting the need to implement addi-
tional, precise instructions. A learner on the other hand, may get to develop a broader
mental model of the unseen limitations of a computer than with the counting example,
even if they have less prior knowledge in formal language instructions — mathematical or
otherwise. Converting the fire evacuation scenario into a computer program will not be
as straightforward for a learner as with the Counter example, because the instructions
are not computationally implementable, at least not directly. A learner may struggle
relating their mental model to a NM, and may need support from a teacher in matching
their mental model with the intended NM, since the model is poorly defined and the
student is learning from examples.

The Flowchart examples highlight that the notation alone does not imply well de-
fined instructions; as with text, the language that it has used is what makes it predictable
and/or computational. For example, the Flowgorithm7 language and our counting ex-
ample (Figure 7.10) use expressions closer to mathematical expressions, whereas the
language in an example like the fire evacuation procedure (Figure 7.11) could use any
natural language instructions desired. In the latter, the instructions may include objec-
tive conditions like “are visible”, which can be related to Boolean expressions fairly easily,
as well as any subjective phrases like “is safe to use”, which accept a vague, user-relative
response rather than a Boolean response. As long as the learning objective does not
require the production of an algorithm or a computer program, even a flowchart with
ill-defined instructions can equally stimulate CT in a learner and support establishing
(and gradually refining) good mental models closer to the NM.

Both flowchart examples provide an abstract graphical modeling of a problem sce-
nario, facilitating the development of a good mental model in the learner. These models
are independent of the possible programming language to be used to implement the so-
lution, but instead present precise and step-by-step instructions to arrive at a solution,
facilitating CT in learner. The counting example has an ordinary NM described in terms
of operations of a simple computer, whereas the other has a far more abstract NM with
primitive operations. The nature of the CA employed with these different examples,
however, can be a decisive element in the evolution of the learner’s mental model, in un-
derstanding what could have been initially a quite similar concept (i.e. conditionals). In

7 Flowgorithm: http://www.flowgorithm.org/
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the counting case, the small number of formal language-based instructions used are easier
to transform to a computer program; in the evacuation chart, there is an unbounded set
of instructions that can be written if we assume the language is the whole of english,
even though the flowchart structure uses just a few constructs. In both cases, regardless
of their nature, the presence of a CA in the problem solving process helps teachers to
bridge the gap between the NM and the learner’s mental model, as well as in diagnosing
possible misconceptions or incomplete mental models.

If it is only to be used by a human CA, a flowchart can be useful in forming a
good initial understanding of concepts that can be scaffolded to more robust mental
models. Regardless of the nature of instructions (i.e. formal or natural language), they
can be useful in stimulating the learner’s CT based on their rational thinking. Modeling
tools like flowcharts help learners as well as experienced programmers to organise their
thought process. For a strong programmer or a mature learner with comprehensive
and established CT skills, the CA is essentially a computer, their mental model is very
detailed, and the NM is fully understood so that the conceptualisation is completely
reflected in either of them. A highly abstract graphical model like a flowchart could only
be a mere visualisation aid that helps to organise their rational thinking towards CT.

7.5 The CA as a Simplified Variant of a NM

The nature of a learner’s mental model is, by definition, regularly evolving (and inevitably
incorrect at times), being fine-tuned itself throughout the process of learning and thereby
improving their understanding. The NM is a scaffolding that a teacher provides for
the learner in the process of maturing their mental model to a level that sufficiently
matches the particular conceptual model intended to be established from the learning
component/experience. It is a concept that is often not considered explicitly, rather it
is implicitly expected to be established and later diagnosed by the teacher. The CA as
explained by Wing’s CT definition at the start of Chapter 2, Section 2.3 facilitates the
learning experience by positioning itself as a learning tool that learners can relate to that
makes abstract ideas concrete for them by being more representative and understandable
than a NM. The reason for its relatable nature is partly due to the way the CA is
positioned — by definition it is something that can be either human or machine as long
as it executes instructions precisely and blindly (an animate instrument), which makes it
a concept more reachable or tangible for both learners as well as teachers, in comparison
to the mechanistic yet intangible and complex behavior of an actual computer.

The PRIMM (Predict-Run-Investigate-Modify-Make) approach of teaching program-
ming [206] highlights the importance and effectiveness of novice learners’ ability to read,
predict and modify simple programs before they actually write their own. It can be
seen that in PRIMM, a novice programmer themselves becomes a CA to predict what is
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happening in a simple program code. Initially their mental model as well as their NM
related to the programming language may be quite weak. While running the program,
the computer takes over the role of the CA. During the investigate and modify phases,
the learner improves their CT, and refines their mental model. When they are capable of
making a working program code on their own, their mental model is much more refined
and they have also achieved a good NM. In that way, the PRIMM approach captures the
close relationships and transitions among CAs (both human and computer) and a NM
in the process of learning to program, as well as in learners improving their CT.

In teaching students the basic concepts of computing, a teacher should concentrate
their efforts on communicating the computing content that transforms the student’s view
of the discipline whilst making the learning of the concepts easier [162]. For teachers new
to computing in particular, a physical CA such as a Kidbot or Beebot provides a tangible
perspective of the NM that can support discussion, especially when the teacher is not
sufficiently familiar with the underlying NM of programming languages they are supposed
to be teaching, or are supposed to be using to test the learning. However, it is important
that both learners and teachers are aware of the need that the CA of their interest must
follow instructions precisely and blindly as an essential characteristic of a CA.

If a human CA is restricted to follow only computationally implementable instruc-
tions (such as comparing two values, flipping a card, or following a sequence), then an
unplugged activity (e.g. find the maximum of a set of weights) transfers comfortably to
programming, and enables learners to see the connection. Students are able to experi-
ence the computation in a physical context, yet can transfer it directly into a computer
program. That way, the CA becomes closely relatable to the NM that a program intends
to establish. However, if a human CA is allowed to act loosely, their rational behaviour
may interfere with the mechanical nature expected by a CA, and it may become more
analogical. That disqualifies a human CA from being relatable to a NM. For example, a
human CA is capable of changing the order of instructions, or interpreting ambiguous in-
structions based on their understanding of the goal, unless they are restricted. Changing
the order of the first two instructions in the program code:

a = 3
a = 4
print(a)

may help a student to develop a better mental model by recognising the change in the
outcome, without affecting the NM at all, regardless of the CA being a human or machine.
In contrast, changing the order of the first two instructions of a cookie making recipe:

add sugar
add flour
mix well
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may not affect the NM (or the outcome). In this way, the use of a human CA may bring
in the risk that existing knowledge is applied to interpret or even change the instructions
in a way that still brings about the intended outcome, whereas a machine CA will follow
instructions strictly. This is not to say that the recipe example should not be used, but
it requires some caution to avoid misconceptions.

However, regardless of the instructions being precise or not, in the absence of the strict
restriction to follow the instructions literally, a human CA can bring in prior knowledge
(e.g. a human CA might instinctively mix the two ingredients even if the instruction
‘mix well’ comes in a different order or was even removed), which may undo some of
the essential natures of the NM. Another example could be getting students to act out
a sorting algorithm. They can see where they would end up, and so might not use the
algorithm, whereas the activity may work objectively better with blind students who
cannot see their destination but essentially use the algorithm [133].

In the end, computation is a series of symbol manipulations. Only when the human
CA has a similar NM to a computer (i.e. a machine CA), does the transfer of knowledge
becomes more direct. Descriptive instructions written in natural language in a teaching
example may work when a human is employed as a CA, but will require additional effort
in transferring them to computation. In other words, such examples may be useful in
developing an initial mental model in the learners, yet may not be reliable tools for
maturing them to have a more robust and pedagogically efficient mental model of a NM
in the long run.

An unplugged activity designed with a focus to teach computational concept(s) will
inevitably use a human or a simple deterministic device as a CA that has a NM closer
to that of a computer, providing strong evidence of the CA and NM existing simulta-
neously while linked thematically. Alternating a plugged-in (programming) experience
that directly correlates with such an activity will be more effective in helping learners to
develop mental models closer to the NM that a teacher intends to convey. The presence
of a tangible CA facilitates a conceptual relationship between the learner’s mental model
and NM, that otherwise could have been only a tiresome mental exercise if done “on
paper”.

7.6 When Learning Evolves, so do the CT and NM

As pointed out by Denning and Tedre in [64], the CT of a beginner and experts are
different; a beginners’ perspective of CT evolves as the learning progresses (with more
exposure to programming in particular) and becomes complex and more technical. Their
mental models also get closer to a good NM. This implies that, in computing education,
the view of CT should vary with the stage the teachers/learners are working at.

The roles of the CA and NM are different at different levels of development (of the
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learner and of the curriculum). A panoramic perspective on the relationship between the
two concepts in computing and learning to program can encompass several stages:

1. earliest stage of CT – the CA can be physical (e.g. Kidbot), and is so simple that
a NM is not necessary since the whole language is very easily described, and may
not be completely precise;

2. very early programming stage where CT is somewhat stronger – the CA is a system
(either a computer, deterministic device or a human – such as a Sprite, a Beebot
or a Kidbot that executes programs) and the NM reflects the capabilities of that
system (i.e. what it can and can not do). At this stage the CA and the NM are
essentially the same system to the learner (they are the properties of the thing that
executes programs);

3. developing programming stage with higher level CT – the CA is a computer (still
not explained in exact detail, yet the instructions for the computer are clearer) and
NMs of different levels of abstraction that can help learning to understand the CA;

4. strong programming stage where CT is inherent – the CA is essentially a computer
and a rich and detailed NM represents the CA specifically and accurately.

Another special stage that is highly abstract and conceptual can also be explained where
a CA does not physically exist (e.g. Analytical Engine, Quantum Computer) yet the NM
defines what a CA could be.

It can be seen that learning to exercise CT begins with a CA rather than a NM that a
learner cannot relate to initially. As the learning improves and as CT scaffolds to incor-
porate programming into the learning process, the roles of the CA and NM also improve
subsequently, where at first the CA and the NM are essentially the same: properties of a
system possibly explained by a set of instructions. With more experience and awareness
about the physical computer, the learner begins to fully understand the computer as their
CA and the NM helps them to understand advanced and complex conceptualisations of
the device. A higher level of abstraction can be useful in conceptualisation of advanced
computation with the aid of highly abstract NMs, even with no known CA.

As shown in the example sections, it is evident that teaching programming should
make use of the idea of a CA as a very useful link that can effectively connect a learner’s
mental model to a robust NM. The co-existence of CA and NM change over learning
stages of the learner. Since the two concepts, CA and NM, are largely complementary
and closely coupled to each other, teachers can define abstract NMs appropriately to
communicate computing concepts to a learner’s mental model and use meaningful CAs
as a versatile link at different stages in the process.
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7.7 Conclusion: How Unplugged Computing Fits in the Picture

Physical activities are a valuable learning tool that provides a different medium for
students to experience computation, and reinforce that computational ideas can exist
independently of computers. However, there is a risk that some analogous activities
(such as following recipes or getting dressed) are sufficiently different from computation
that they may be misleading. Nevertheless, physical activities are available that impose
rules that focus on what is computationally reasonable, and these will be more effective
at scaffolding students in building their own mental models that resonate with a good
NM.

We hypothesise that Computational Agents pave a way to link computational con-
cepts (including programming) and the establishment of a robust NM in teaching and
learning computing. The nature and flexibility that allows the CA to be a human could
be useful in teaching computational concepts, especially at early programming learning
stages (e.g. grade school level). Developing a CA that becomes closer and closer to the
NM can help students to develop more accurate mental models. The relationship of a
CA to a NM helps teachers (particularly novices in computing) bridge the gap between
a conceptual model of computing such as a NM, and the mental model created by the
learner. Having a fellow student or a semi-deterministic device as a (tangible) CA enables
learners to exercise their model instead of it being hidden in the machine (computer),
giving them deeper insights into what a computer can achieve. As the NM becomes more
sophisticated, having a CA that embodies the program execution is valuable, with the
goal that students will eventually have an accurate understanding of the NM and be able
to visualise for themselves how a program behaves.

In the process of teaching and learning, a CA facilitates teachers’ consciousness of
their own mental model against the NM they are expected to teach, especially if the
teachers are computing novices. The semantics of a CA are easier for a teacher to
understand, and therefore enforce, whereas in a programming language a novice teacher
might struggle to know exactly what will happen. CT definitions have provided a degree
of flexibility over the nature of its CA (i.e. either a human or a computer), that has
potentially eliminated the need for novice teachers to be aware of NMs altogether, yet
conveying a similar learning context; if the CA is an actual computer then the NM is
very easy to recognise, if it is a human, then using appropriate unplugged activities can
enforce the human to use a well-defined set of instructions (e.g. move forward/right; or
only compare two values at a time) to establish a more abstract understanding of one
of several NMs that describes computation. If the human CA does not have restrictions
on their actions (as in free text instructions, or a natural language based flow chart of
instructions) then we do not have a simple NM, and therefore a clear mental model
would not be possible, and indeed many aspects of computation cannot be experienced
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by the student. When an abstract NM is defined without reference to an actual machine,
a CA presented with a set of precise yet less detailed instructions (i.e. using abstract
operations rather than a certain programming language) can be useful for pedagogical
explanations.

Models of computation are very simple and highly visible within the unplugged style
learning activities; they provide simple rules (such as “compare two values at a time”),
and are designed to scaffold students to understand genuine computational challenges
(such as sorting algorithms, data representation and intractable problems). The tangible
nature of the CA in unplugged activities possibly enables establishing robust mental
models in learners and helps teachers to scaffold them to accurate NMs. We believe that
moving from unplugged to “plugging in” enables teachers to establish increasingly better
mental models in learners, as well as allowing learners to mature their mental models by
avoiding/realising possible misconceptions when they build on their prior understanding,
from the physical experience to understanding the expected NM. This also gives insight
into why a combination of unplugged and programming experience can be effective, if
the NM has commonalities between the two contexts.

In the end, the concept of a NM is vague, and the exploration of relationships in this
chapter is intended to help the reader understand those relationships. But we need to
be cautious about drawing black and white conclusions about them. Simply put, CA
is a “closed box” that we know can follow instructions (without needing to know how
it works). The NM is a “box we can open” to see (a conceptual abstraction of) how
it works. Using these boxes meaningfully at different stages of learning allows learners
to give more effective/efficient instructions (write better programs) because they can
develop richer mental models and plans (especially in the case of complex instruction
sets like a programming language!)
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Chapter VIII

Unplugged Activities for Teaching Programming

With the renewed understanding of the relationship between Computational Agents
and Notional Machines in the context of Computational Thinking, this chapter discusses
the versatility of unplugged activities in learning to program, by reviewing the useful-
ness of some existing unplugged activities in teaching programming concepts, identifying
possible gaps, and designing unplugged activities that can fill those gaps in modelling
basic programming concepts. The concerns that need attention if unplugged activities
are used as part of a programming lesson are discussed in detail. The study presented
in this Chapter aggregates two contributions of this thesis: 1) findings from a thorough
search and analysis of existing Programming Unplugged activities and 2) observations
and results of a development/refinement process of a set of Programming Unplugged
activities that can be used to model basic programming concepts in particular. The find-
ings and results from this work (i.e. a refined set of Programming Unplugged activities
and related discussions) are intended to be directly applicable to teachers’ professional
development and in programming lessons. This chapter provide partial answers to why
unplugged is useful when combined with programming (RQ3), particularly RQs 3.1, 3.2,
3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 (see Section 1.3).

8.1 Overview

A key goal of teaching programming in grade schools1 is to build understanding of fun-
damental programming concepts, to enable students to apply them in different con-
texts while improving their Computational Thinking skills (see for example [13], [165]
and [230]). Using unplugged style activities to introduce the key concepts of basic pro-
gramming elements to students even before they are introduced to digital programming
environments is known to be effective for this [115]. Even the teachers with no pro-
gramming experience appreciate the students’ active engagement and reduced screen
time when doing the unplugged activities [86], and it is among the top teaching strate-
gies used by teachers to teach both programming and non-programming aspects of a
computing curriculum [203].

1 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12
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Basic programming concepts such as sequence, selection and iteration are program-
ming language independent and therefore arguably better to learn separated from spe-
cific syntax, and a learner does not need to be familiar with syntax and semantics of
a particular programming language to learn them. Unplugged activities are therefore
useful in communicating basic concepts of programming, particularly to young learners.
Unplugged learning relies on making use of existing knowledge and extending it into
deeper understandings in an engaging, kinaesthetic approach, and often makes use of
analogical references. For beginner programmers, using unplugged prior to a plugged-in
experience can help establishing strong connections to subtleties of basic programming
concepts [115]. Making use of existing knowledge to introduce newer knowledge in a
contructivist manner enables learners to understand new concepts within the boundaries
of their current understanding and then allow them to scaffold the new understanding
more easily in an unfamiliar programming language environment. This can subsequently
help learners to avoid forming potential misconceptions that could otherwise have lead
to misunderstandings or further misconceptions later in learning.

Misconceptions can occur due to both a lack of proper understanding as well as misun-
derstanding. Many programming misconceptions indicate a lack of understanding of un-
derlying concepts leading to incorrect or improper use of a programming language [216].
A carefully executed unplugged learning experience that precedes the actual program-
ming exercise may help avoiding such misconceptions. For example, while using two
numbered flip-card holders to represent variables A and B and following an instruction
to do A = B or A← B (i.e. “A becomes equal to B”), learners can physically see that it
only changes A’s value to that of B. Having seen that the action did not change the value
of B, the learner can realise that an assignment statement like A = B in a computer
program only changes A while B remains unchanged, as well as that the equation sign
has a different function from its use in mathematics. This seemingly simple realisation
can avoid several misconceptions related to variables in computer programs later on, es-
pecially when learners move to use text based programming languages. The realisation
as well as the understanding that follows can be quicker and easier than trying it out in
a program code.

Visualization and animation have been often used in illustrating elementary program-
ming and complicated algorithms by teachers during lessons [216]. When developed to
gradually scaffold simpler yet important aspects of basic programming concepts, un-
plugged style activities can help teachers in a similar way to support learners in building
mental models that can effectively convert to robust Notional Machines.
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8.2 Aims of the Study

The main aim of this study was to explore what the nature of unplugged activities
should be, if they are to be used in an introductory programming classroom effectively.
As discussed in Section 3.3.1, multiple possible interpretations of an unplugged activ-
ity may sometimes be a distraction to a beginner learner as well as a novice teacher in
a programming classroom, in their struggle to making meaningful connections between
programming concepts and the program they code. Having this concern raised by teach-
ers during the Pilot Study, the overarching research questions aimed to answer in this
study were:

1. What is the role of existing style unplugged activities in the context of the com-
puting concept they address?

We need to consider which existing unplugged activities could be used for teaching
programming, as opposed to those that are intended to teach broader CS concepts.

2. For those activities that relate to programming, can they be helpful in building a
useful NM?

3. Can new unplugged activities be developed to address programming concepts not
covered by currently known activities?

Based on the renewed understanding about the CA and NM in introductory programming
discussed in Chapter 7, the focus of the NM in answering these questions is particularly
on six basic programming concepts:variables (including types and assignment), se-
quence, selection , iteration, input and output , and how unplugged activities would
help developing mental models that can relate closely them. The rationale for this focus
is discussed in detail in Section 8.4.1. These questions intend to provide partial support
for RQ 3.1, RQ 3.2, and RQ 3.4 of the Research Questions described in Section 1.3 (and
the first question above corresponds directly to RQ 3.1).

8.3 Method

The studies discussed in this chapter are conducted as a series of expert reviews on
unplugged activities in teaching programming. They were conducted using a pragmatic
approach as its core methodology, because the overarching theme of this research centres
on how unplugged activities can be used in supporting CS and CT education, particularly
in programming. This required flexibility in how the studies were conduced, to determine
what information was needed, what data should be collected, and how.
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These studies involved review by an expert panel. When developing Programming
Unplugged activities, it is very difficult to get all the aspects correct because of the possi-
bility of participants understanding aspects in different ways than intended or expected.
Reacting and adjusting to shifting circumstances is crucial during an unplugged activity
development process, since it is the nature of unplugged activity design to try and re-
peat with adjustments until the intended outcome is obtained [167]. The entire review
exercise was conducted in five phases, and the first four phases were carried out over a
period of seven months. The fifth phase was conducted alongside a series of introduc-
tory programming workshops as a planned experiment, and is discussed separately in
Chapter 9.

Study Phases

This study was conducted in five phases.

Phase 1: Investigative survey on existing unplugged computing activities that are used in
teaching programming

The objective of the search (by the researcher alone) was to find unplugged activities
that are specifically used in teaching programming. Weekly discussions between the
researcher and the academic expert were carried out during this phase.

Initially, the term “unplugged programming” was used as the query string. Often we
observed that the term “CS Unplugged” is used interchangeably with “unplugged”.
Consequently the query string was adjusted to “unplugged programming OR CS
Unplugged in programming”. Another search string used separately was “program-
ming without computers”. It was observed that search results for this query were
more or less the same as the other search queries. The searches was conducted in
late 2020, using the Google search engine2.

It was soon discovered that, when searching for unplugged activities used in pro-
gramming lessons, two types of unplugged activities could be found: teaching and
learning material published on the internet by various authors, and material found
in literature developed for research purposes. Accordingly, the investigative search
primarily took two directions:

• search for activities that are freely available on the internet, and are developed
for educational or outreach purposes (e.g. CS Unplugged, Code.org, CS4FN-
Teaching London Computing, etc.), and

2 Google: https://www.google.com
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• search for activities that are published in literature, and used as part of re-
search experiments.

The activities of the former kind were published by their original authors and/or
are found to be popular as teaching related resources. These activities are also
frequently used in research studies and referred in teaching forum discussions (e.g.
CS Unplugged). An extensive web search was carried out to find such collections or
individual activities. These resources are often available with sufficient details to
deliver them, with some giving systematically developed teaching material (i.e. CS
Unplugged, CS4FN - Teaching London Computing). Moreover, incomplete/unclear
activities (i.e. activities with no clear start, execution and end) and/or mere anal-
ogous references (e.g. “a variable is like a box”) were not considered as unplugged
activities.

A systematic literature survey was conducted to find activities of the latter kind.
The search queries were used to search in databases including the ACM digital
library, IEEE Xplore, and Scopus. It was observed that most of the research stud-
ies have often used identical or modified versions of popular unplugged activities
that were already found in the former searching such as the CS Unplugged or
CS4FN/Teaching London Computing websites. Very few freshly created activities
could be found in literature, and often the nature of their actual execution was not
clear due to the limited descriptions available.

Phase 2: Determining the key programming concepts in introductory programming

Prior to analysing the existing unplugged activities and their relatedness to pro-
gramming, several text books about introductory computer programming, popular
online resources in the same area and several school computing curricula were
studied to identify the key elements/concepts of programming that are regularly
introduced at a beginner level. Accordingly, the six fundamental programming
elements commonly used in introductory programming identified were variables
(including types and assignment), sequence, selection , iteration, input
and output .

Phase 3: Categorise the unplugged activities under programming concept(s) they model or
can be used to model

This phase of the study initially involved weekly discussions between the researcher
and the academic expert, and were later joined by the entire group. The activities
found in phase 1 was grouped by the expert panel into categories based on the
programming concepts they can be used to model. The process involved careful
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study of each individual activity, and detailed discussions with the academic expert
about their applicability as unplugged material. The criteria for CS Unplugged
activities as described by Bell and Vahrenhold [22] and the CS Unplugged Design
Pattern by Nishida et al. [167] were the main references used for design attributes
considered for qualifying unplugged activities and in analysing their usability.

It was observed that, despite their use in programming lessons, the majority of the
existing unplugged activities used were Non-programming Unplugged activities (i.e.
activities targeting to deliver a CT concept), rather than Programming Unplugged
activities (i.e. activities targeting to deliver a specific programming concept). As
discussed in Section 3.3, since almost all the unplugged activities follow some order
of instructions, and some model computing concepts that follow a sequence, they
can be used in programming lessons, particularly to explain sequence. However,
amongst the other concepts such an activity objectively models, sequence could be
only a small part of it. Although inevitably almost every activity has a sequence
embedded in it, only a few of them concentrate on tackling ‘sequence’ as a pro-
gramming concept. Therefore, a basis for primarily filtering the existing unplugged
activities that can be useful in modelling/discussing a programming concept was
needed. Accordingly, the concerns and considerations in deciding the usability of
an unplugged activity in a programming lesson and baseline to distinguish the ac-
tivities are detailed in Section 8.4.1. The findings of this phase are discussed in
various places within this chapter (including how well they relate to programming),
and the final filtered list that we decided linked well to programming has been given
as a listed collection in Appendix C.

Phase 4: Develop new activities to model a programming concept(s) or improve existing
activities so that they model (or highlight) a programming concept(s)

This resulted in a mixture of existing, modified and new activities. After the expert
panel identified the limitations and taking their concerns and considerations into
account, a set of Programming Unplugged activities were developed that model
basic programming concept(s). The CS Unplugged Design Pattern by Nishida et
al. [167] was followed in the activity design process. When designing these new
activities, an effort was made to keep the focus of a single activity to limit to
model as few basic programming elements as possible. A key consideration behind
the design process was to develop a set of activities that model a programming
concept that can also be referred to as simple and straightforward programming
exercises. Therefore, care was taken for the algorithms behind those activities to be
as simple as possible, enabling a direct correspondence when they are converted to
programs. This will enable gradual scaffolding, when they are used in programming
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lessons individually or as series of activities. Such a set of activities3 would be also
be easily usable by novice teachers.

Phase 5: Evaluate the applicability of the new activities

The new set of Programming Unplugged activities that has been developed in Phase
4 were used in a series of introductory programming Professional Development
workshops for both in-service as well as pre-service teachers. The details of these
experiments are presented separately in Chapter 9.

As mentioned earlier, the extensive searches for the study were conducted by the re-
searcher herself. Two types of review discussions were conducted: 1) discussion between
the researcher and the academic expert during Phases 1, 2 and 3, and 2) discussions
among the entire group during Phases 3, 4 and 5. The new/refined activities were in-
troduced to the group by the researcher by executing an unplugged activity, where the
others participated actively, while objectively commenting how different types of learners
would react. Limitations were determined based on the comments made by the expert
group, considering their years of experience working with teachers, students, as well as
using CS Unplugged activities in different audiences.

Expert Review Group

The expert group consisted of the researcher herself, an academic expert who is a
computer scientist and was also the thesis supervisor, and a group of two expert pri-
mary/middle school teachers and one expert high school teacher. All the participants
were members of the Computer Science Education Research Group (CSERG) at the Uni-
versity of Canterbury. The academic expert was one of the original authors of the CS
Unplugged material, and the expert teachers were in-service teachers of Digital Technolo-
gies subject area in New Zealand who also work as research assistants in the CSERG.
The group members (except for the researcher herself) had years of experience working
with unplugged style computing education, and CS Unplugged material in particular.

8.4 Results Analysis: A Review of Programming Unplugged Activities

8.4.1 Programming Fundamentals, Notional Machines and Learners’ Mental Modelling

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, an unplugged activity can be used to model more than
a single computing concept. When used in programming lessons, it can sometimes be
better if they model as few other computing concepts as possible, in order to avoid

3 Details of these activities can be found in the working document of Programming Unplugged activities
at https://bit.ly/3NrueI5
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overwhelming the learners as well as to be able to convert the activity into a simple
yet direct programming exercise. Considering that unplugged activities should model
the concepts common to programming, but the NM’s typical focus is on a particular
programming language’s behaviour [90], the key programming concepts identification in
study phase 1 helped in gaining an insight to what the common focus should be when
using unplugged activities for teaching introductory programming.

The six fundamental programming elements in introductory programming identified
(i.e. variables (including types and assignment), sequence, selection, iteration, input
and output) include three basic control structures identified by the structured program
theorem [27] that relates to the Turing-completeness of a programming language (i.e.
sequence, selection and iteration) (also see Section 4.4.2). They are also the beginner level
programming content that is typically covered in grade school4 level. The most complex
programming constructs typically needed in a grade school content are functions and
procedures (although some curricula go a lot further, e.g. Australia [13]). This implies
that in early programming education, a NM should primarily model these concepts, as
these constructs provide the basis for almost all computer programs.

The topics most commonly covered by introductory programming books are: Vari-
ables (including types and assignment), Loops, Conditionals, Input and Output, and
Subroutines/Functions/Methods/Procedures. Considering the pedagogical purpose of a
NM (i.e. to model a computer as it relates to executing programs), these individual
programming elements in a program also can be seen as atomic NMs on their own,
that help to simplify the actual, much broader purpose of a program, and give a better
understanding.

It is essential for both the learners and (particularly novice) teachers to have a con-
ceptual understanding about the subtle connections between these constructs and ele-
ments [29, 237], in order to develop a useful mental model for their program as well as to
implement it using a programming language. For example, the programming construct
iteration is often referred to by the term ‘loops’ in most grade school curricula, often
associated with the term ‘repetition’, and also implemented through different types of
loops in a programming language. Moreover, there are several ways that a loop can be
implemented, depending on the programming language used (e.g. Scratch has a ‘repeat
until’ block and Python uses a ‘while’ loop to do the same, but they have slightly different
semantics even though they can be used for the same purpose).

The nature of a mental model is to build upon some previous knowledge, and be
scaffolded from there. For example, a teacher can use an arrow symbol to show the value
of variable B assigning to variable A as (A← B ) in their whiteboard explanation. They

4 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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later use the same symbol (and the idea that was established using it) to scaffold to
show how variables can be assigned with a result of an expression (A ← B + C). This
emphasises the importance of robust initial mental modelling to develop robust NMs later
in a programming learning process. Therefore, the following subsections discuss the use
of unplugged activities as part of a programming lesson, drawing out examples from the
activities that are already in use, discussing their usability, and suggesting improvements
for better usability as well as applicability with new or improved versions of activities.

8.4.2 Concept: Input/Output

Input/output are fundamental components of a computer program, without which a
program is meaningless. Therefore they can be identified and verbally explained by the
teacher whenever an unplugged computing activity is used in a lesson, or taught explicitly
through an activity such as the ‘Create-a-Face Activity’ by McOwen and Curzon [152].
However, in a plugged-in exercise, sometimes a beginner learner may not be clearly aware
of what particular command(s) in their program are serving the purpose in their code
(e.g. the ‘ask’ block in Scratch accepts an input into the ‘answer’ variable, print( )
in Python prints out any number of parameters in one line). A learner may use the
commands blindly before they actually realise the purpose of them or how they actually
behave in their program. This situation was observed during the programming workshops
we conducted (see Chapter 10).

8.4.3 Concept: Variables (including Types and Assignment)

While the nature of variables can vary between programming languages, for the program-
ming languages that we have used in our studies (particularly Scratch and Python), the
key ideas about a variable in computing that are often established in a learner at the
earliest stages are: 1) a variable should have a reasonable, self explanatory name and
(often) an expected, single data type, 2) it holds one value at a time, and 3) its value is re-
placed every time some change happens with no trace of the previous value. These three
key ideas cover the most important characteristics of a variable in computing, and the
correct understanding of them can avoid the most common misconceptions about vari-
ables in later stages of programming, especially with text based programming languages.
Careful use of an unplugged activity can be very useful in establishing these concepts for
a learner. However, if not carefully designed and/or executed, unplugged activities can
also cause misconceptions. It is worthwhile to look at some different available examples
to discuss how unplugged activities can possibly cause such confusion.

Table 8.1 contains a list of Programming Unplugged activities that are used to in-
troduce variables identified using the process in Section 8.3. Often in unplugged activi-
ties/examples, variables are introduced using the aid of some analogy: a physical analogy
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like an envelope, box, container, etc. (activity 1, 2, 5 and 7), a drawing of a shape (e.g.
square or oval) on a whiteboard or on paper (activity 4 and 3), or a metaphoric reference
(activity 2 and 6). Some activities (e.g. activity 1, 2, 3) focus only on communicating the
concepts of variables, where as some activities (e.g. activity 4, 5, 6) scaffold the concepts
of variables and extend it to data types and arrays.

Table 8.1: Some unplugged activities for Variables

Index No Activity Name Description Author
1 Unplugged

Variables 5
Use boxes, containers, envelopes, labels, etc. to
explain a variable and how setting and changing
a variable works.

Code-it.co.uk

2 Everyday
variables 6

Discussion of understanding variables in everyday
life. Role-play uses the relatable props, and fi-
nally create a programming project that uses the
concept.

Code-it.co.uk

3 Variables Un-
plugged activ-
ity 7

Learn about variables by keeping score of a simple
game using whiteboard and pen.

Barefoot

4 Assignment
Dry Run 8

Desk check on paper a series of short fragments of
code with value assignment to a variable.

CAS London &
CS4FN

5 Box Vari-
able 9

Act out simple programs that involve variables
and assignment, with fellow students holding
box(es) for variable(s) in a program mimed as be-
ing boxes with integrated shredders and copiers,
‘acting’ as the computer.

CAS London &
CS4FN

6 Emergency
Room exam-
ple

Explain the concepts of global and local variables
using the functioning of an Emergency Room as
a real life example. ER is explained as a ‘func-
tion’ where global variables are patients and local
variables are tools in the ER

R. A. Alamer, W.
A. Al-Doweesh,
H. S. Al-Khalifa,
and M. S. Al-
Razgan [3]

7 Envelope
Variables 10

Design/draw a robot in groups; Introduce the
variable concept using envelopes to hold vari-
ous values of labeled placeholders to describe the
robot (i.e. robot’s name, purpose, height, etc.)

Code.org

Continued on next page

5 http://code-it.co.uk/book/mq6/mq6
6 http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Variableasbox.pdf

7 https://www.barefootcomputing.org/resources/variables-unplugged-activity#:~:
text=This%20is%20an%20unplugged%20activity,computer%20program%20as%20it%20runs.

8 https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-unplugged-classroom-activities/
the-assignment-dry-run-activity/

9 https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-computing-stories/
box-variables-understanding-variables-and-assignment/

10 https://studio.code.org/s/course4/lessons/4/levels/1
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https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-unplugged-classroom-activities/the-assignment-dry-run-activity/
https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-unplugged-classroom-activities/the-assignment-dry-run-activity/
https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-computing-stories/box-variables-understanding-variables-and-assignment/
https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-computing-stories/box-variables-understanding-variables-and-assignment/
https://studio.code.org/s/course4/lessons/4/levels/1
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Table 8.1 – Continued from previous page
Index No Activity Name Description Author
8 Story Vari-

able Plan-
ner 11

Show how variables work using a story with vari-
ables embedded as parts of the story; change the
story by changing the values of the various vari-
ables.

Code-it.co.uk

What suits the best?

Physical analogies help learners to visualise some otherwise unseen behavior of a variable
inside the computer. However, as explained earlier, a physical analogy can be confusing
or misleading and cause misconceptions unless carefully put into perspective by a teacher.
For example, using envelope as an analogy for a variable (e.g. activity 1 or 7 in table 8.1)
provides a good support for the learners to understand the rationale of naming a variable.
However, because an envelope can physically hold more than one thing at a time, there
is a possibility of a learner forming the misconception that a variable can contain more
than one value.

A common example is “a variable is like a box (or any form of physical container)".
Without explicitly mentioning or showing how a value should be placed in the ‘box’,
a novice learner might assume that a ‘box’ can hold more than one value, that it can
‘make space for’ a second value while holding another, or ‘keep track of’ the previous
values. A teacher who understands this issue can enforce the single value, but the model
does not naturally enforce it, and this could confuse the learner to a degree that creates
misconceptions later in their learning like assigning different values repeatedly to the
same variable may collect multiple values in it, or that variables can hold expressions (i.e.
formula) rather than their resultant values (e.g. int a = v/2 will store the expression
‘v/2’ in the variable a), or mixing that different types of data is allowed.

Such a simple reference to physical analogies may also not be sufficient to explain how
a variable in computing is different from a variable in Mathematics, in the absence of a
relevant explanation. A novice programming learner (who has experience in Mathemat-
ics) may find it difficult or even not notice such a distinction until they use the variable
in actual program code. In such a situation, the mental model the learner forms may be
false and/or weak for supporting further scaffolding of their learning.

The value of the engaging, kinaesthetic nature of unplugged activities is highlighted
in [22] and [167]. Some activities like activity 4 and 5 use a printed copy of simple com-
puter program code, which is closer to some of the knowledge used in coding. Activities
2, 6 and 8 lack active, physical engagement of the learner, other than in the context of
participating in a discussion. Comparatively, activities 3, 5, 7 and also 8 fulfill some key

11 http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/storyvariablesplannner.pdf
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Figure 8.1: Flip-card Holders for Variables

principles of the unplugged approach (i.e. avoiding using computers and programming,
a sense of play or challenge, kinesthetic, follow constructivist approach, short and simple
explanation, and a sense of story [18]).

Better Alternatives?

After careful study of suitable physical artifact(s) that are suitable to use as alternatives,
flip-card holders (Figure 8.1) or spin wheels (Figure 8.2) numbered with values were
selected as a promising alternative for representing variables in unplugged activities.
Using flip-card holders or spin wheels ensures that the variables can hold only one value
at a time. The pre-marked values enable learners to realise the limitations of a variable
(e.g. data type, value range) that can lead to scaffolding for further learning. Using
empty whiteboards were also considered as a strong candidate, but the possibility of
having additional writable space to write more, or not erasing the previous value properly
may unnecessarily distract the learners’ focus or lead to misconceptions. Spin-wheels and
flip card holders can be easily prepared using everyday materials available in classrooms.
However, they may not provide room for increasing the value range, and the teacher may
need make an explanation or may even move to the actual plugged-in exercise at that
point.

Figure 8.2: A Spin Wheel for the Variable ‘Month’

The discussions within the expert group also revealed that beginning with an ‘arrow’
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(←) to indicate assignment, rather than an ‘=’ sign, is better in unplugged explanations
(e.g. in whiteboard explanations). The reasons for this are:

1. to distinguish the computational ‘assignment of a value to a variable’ from the
mathematical ‘is equal to a value of a variable’ and

2. to avoid the learners’ existing knowledge about using the equation symbol ‘=’
leading to misconceptions later in program coding.

Figures 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 show a set of instructions cards developed during the dis-
cussions, that can be used in an unplugged explanation of variables in a programming
classroom. The learners are given two numbered flip-card holders (Figure 8.1) for vari-
ables A and B, where they are asked to turn the flip-cards to the value according to
the instructions. Each instruction card is carefully designed with instructions to scaffold
learners’ knowledge to various aspects about variables.

An instruction set that ‘initialises’ two variables A and B with A← 0 and B ← 0 is
given in Figure 8.3 (a), and Figure 8.3 (b) continues to introduce ‘assignment’ by using
A← 3 and B ← 4. Instructions that follow a similar pattern, yet scaffold learning with
an increasing cognitive load can be helpful for the learners in many ways. For example,
with the instruction cards in Figure 8.3 followed by the instructions in Figure 8.4 learners
can see how variables would behave in different value assignments.

Figure 8.3: Activity Instruction Cards Set 1: (a) Initialising A and B, (b) Value as-
signment

Figure 8.4: Activity Instruction Cards Set 2: (a) Assigning values to A and B, (b)
Swapped instructions of card (a)
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Flipping over the flip-cards according to the instructions in Figure 8.4 (a), learners
realise that only the value of A changes and B remains unchanged after the third instruc-
tion (A ← B), leading them to realise that variables are merely acting like ‘containers’
of values and are only changed upon an instruction. This avoids the misconception that
the value assignment flushes a value of B to A and empties B. The next instruction card
(Figure 8.4 (b)) with a changed order of the previous instructions cements this under-
standing. It also scaffolds the learning to teach how variables react to instructions as well
as the importance of sequence in instructions. It was observed in the initial trials with
teachers that this is a big eye-opener moment for them, including realising the subtle
difference between variables in Mathematics vs computing.

Figure 8.5: Activity Instruction Cards Set 2: (a) Expressions using a variable’s own
value, (b) Expressions using values of other variables

Figure 8.5 contains instructions that use expressions within expressions. By physically
changing the flip-card values of A and B according to the instructions (a), the learners
can see how the instruction uses the current value of a variable in the operation, and
replaces the current value with the result ; and how the variable has no traces of the
previous value. This is an important and distinct feature of a variable that happens
within a program, and is not normally visible to a learner.

For a beginner programmer tracing a program, the value change that happens with
the instructions may not be obvious. A possible misconception of a novice is that, after
execution of instructions in Figure 8.5 (b), A is 6 and B is 7 [212]. A novice can get
confused when a program does not produce the (falsely) anticipated answer, and during
a programming exercise, they may possibly not understand the reason. However, it
is observed by the expert teachers later (during the main experiments, as discussed in
Chapter 9) that, when a learner changes the flip-cards physically, they get to experience
this differently and clearer (i.e. A ends up 6 and B ends up as 10). Something to note is
that this activity simultaneously covers the concept of sequencing alongside the variable
and assignments concepts, although the teacher may not purposely highlight it.

Unplugged experiences of this nature reinforce the learning and scaffold the under-
standing of what actually happens inside a computer. They also emphasises the unique
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manner the variables respond to the sequence of instructions. This helps learners form
mental models closer to the actual NM, without having to know a particular program-
ming language. The instructions in Figure 8.5 continue to introduce sets of carefully
selected instructions that require increasing cognitive depth regarding variables. How-
ever, it should be noted that the flip card approach may introduce a new misconception
that all the values are there in the variable and one is just being selected rather than
values being replaced.

A teacher can use a checkpoint question (such as asking “what is A + B?”) after
each instruction that can work in two ways: 1) to ensure learning by raising it after the
students turn the flip-cards according to the instructions or 2) to assess the student’s
understanding of the variable NM by raising it before they flip the cards. The exact
moments to raise the checkpoint questions depends on the class audience and is difficult
to pre-determine. However, a checkpoint question that follows each set of instructions
alone would enforce sufficient understanding. Moreover, observing the nature of the class,
the teacher can decide when to move to actual programming exercise as well as provide
more challenging exercises.

A Simple Game: Variable Dice Battle

Based on the observations made throughout the design and planning discussions, a simple
dice game that can introduce some basic concepts and properties of variables was devel-
oped, which uses numbered flip-card holders as score cards and a counter. Two players
roll dice to battle against each other in the game; whoever rolls the higher value gets a
point. Using two flip-card holders assigned for each player as ‘score cards’ to record their
scores, one (or two) others act as scorers(s) and another act as the time-keeper, with
another flip-card holder used as a ‘counter’ that keeps track of the number of dice rolls.
The flip-cards are numbered from 0 to 10. Dice are rolled 10 times and the time-keeper
turns the flip-card ‘counter’ to track the number of rolls and the scorer(s) flips the pages
of the ‘score card’ of the player with the highest dice value in each turn. After 10 rolls,
the player with the highest value in their ‘score card’ wins.

This seemingly simple game embeds a few key points about variables. Numbered flip-
cards ensure variables have one value at a time. Labeling the ‘score card’ to identify the
player corresponds to variable naming. Setting the flip-card starting values corresponds
to initialising a variable. The starting value of the ‘counter’ could be either 0 or 10; if 0,
it counts up; if 10, it counts down. Learners realising that turning pages of the ‘counter’
could be either way can help them understand the importance of initialising a variable
as well as that the initial value is determined by the purpose of the variable. It also can
be used to highlight the importance of giving meaningful names; for example, looking at
the value of the counter would be completely meaningful only if a counter that started
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Figure 8.6: Example Scratch Program for Variable Dice Battle

Figure 8.7: Scratch programming Parson’s problem for Variable Dice Battle ‘Player A’
sprite

with 10 is named as something like ‘rolls remaining’ or one started with 0 named as
‘roll number’. Choosing these names provokes a useful discussion on the literacy skills
in naming a variable. Each flip shows the learner that the value of a variable is replaced
every time some change happens, with no trace of the previous value.

Plugging-in

One concern raised in the literature about using unplugged material in learning comput-
ing was that it can draw students’ attention towards the mechanics of the operation (e.g.
winning the game or completing the task faster than others) rather than the learning
objective [79]. A quick transfer from unplugged to plugged-in during a lesson would be an
effective vary to overcome this issue. Accordingly, the next step to the learning process is
to convert the unplugged learning into a meaningful plugged-in experience: convert the
dice game into a simple program. Figure 8.6 shows a Scratch program that captures the
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scenario. A simple programming exercise to implement the game enables the learners to
establish a solid understanding of what they had experienced previously about variables.
The intangible and invisible nature of how variables will behave in their program has
already been demonstrated to a great extent with their prior unplugged experience. The
dual mode learning provides a wider cognitive coverage for the learner, to build robust
mental models and to cement the ideas. A teacher can make the programming exercise
more approachable by introducing it as a Parson’s problem12 as in Figure 8.7.

8.4.4 Concept: Sequence

With algorithms at the heart of CT and CS, it is important to establish meaningful
understanding about the order and precision of instructions when learning to program.
The concept sequence can be explained using almost any unplugged activity that pri-
marily models an algorithm. For example, there are many unplugged activities that:
1) embed patterns (e.g. knitting or origami), 2) have metaphorical references that have
orderly execution (e.g. life-cycle puzzles, everyday sequences, recipes, map reading, etc.),
or 3) include repetition (e.g. dance sequences or physical exercise routines), and these
can be used to explain sequence including exploring the idea that changing the order
in a sequence often changes the outcome. However, learners cannot directly see how
the concept is applicable in a program unless they make meaningful connections to the
computational context when an unplugged activity is executed, and so such activities
may be best suited to a preliminary experience that is later scaffolded through a more
directly connected activity that matches the programming concept directly.

Understanding the sequentiality of statements is known to be one of the main mis-
conceptions novice learners face when understanding the control flow of a computer pro-
gram [142, 216, 224]. It can be seen that this simple misconception leads to many other
misconceptions novice programmers have, as listed by various authors (e.g. [216], [224],
[106], [184]). Lowe [142] has reported that young children succeed with short sequences in
their simple programs and fail when the sequences become longer, which Lowe attributed
it to “cognitive overload”. They conclude that the learners need a strong mental model
of the domain they work, reporting that “spacial reasoning” (the reasoning by means of
physical examples and/or physical means) as a more frequent cause of failure than the
misconceptions of the NM of the programming language used. The physical nature of
unplugged activities can successfully intervene to establish understandings of a “spacial”
(physical) nature.

Table 8.2 lists some unplugged activities that has been used to teach sequence, with

12 Parson’s problems provide learners with instructions of a program in a jumbled order, where they have
to rearrange in an order that would make the program work. The puzzle-like format allows learners
to practice basic programming in an entertaining manner.
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short descriptions of how they are used. Most unplugged activities attempt to model
sequence either with repetitive patterns (e.g. activities 1, 2 and 3), by relating to real
life scenario that needs step-by-step execution (e.g. activity 4) or by ‘programming’ a
physical, non-computing ‘device’ to complete a task (e.g. activities 5 – 11).

A careful study indicated that the most noticeable drawback with these unplugged
activities that are used to model sequence is that they may fail to establish the desired
understanding of the programming context (i.e. they fail to connect the learners’ mental
model with the NM), unless they are strictly followed by the teacher purposely making
a meaningful connection to the programming context verbally or by some plugged-in
exercise. The main reason for this is that although the approaches most of these activ-
ities have adapted metaphoric references, analogies and so on to appropriately model a
sequence, their connection to real world knowledge could distract learners from relating
it to a programming context. With such activities, a novice programming learner may
fail to see any meaningful connection to programming. Further, writing a computer pro-
gram that relates to most of these unplugged activities may need a degree of advanced
programming knowledge that may not be possessed by a beginner programmer yet.

Some activities may even lead to misconceptions, even when a teacher’s support with
making connections is available. For example, making cookies following a recipe may
appear to model the concept effectively. However, if the rational actions of the learners
interfere with the need to strictly following instructions (e.g. a human can decide to
swap between adding sugar and flour) or they adapt to vague instructions (i.e. “add
salt to taste” being understood by human but not a computer), this may cause serious
misconceptions among learners, or give over confidence (e.g. “if you can follow a recipe,
then you understand algorithms”). This points to the importance of either the unplugged
activity naturally enforcing its own rules (e.g. a card can only show one side or another,
and can’t sit on its edge), or more reasonably, the teacher needs to enforce the rules
by reminding students if they overlook them (e.g. reminding students to follow the
instructions in the exact order they are written).

Discussion of Sequence Activities

The nature of the processes of learning and the resulting knowledge likely influence the
learners’ responses to misconceptions [136]. If the teacher provides careful and correct
guidance to make robust connections, most of these unplugged activities in Table 8.2
can be useful in modeling sequence, particularly the activities that attempt to ‘program’
a ‘device’ to complete a task, such as activities 5 – 11 in Table 8.2. For example,
the Kidbots13 activity (activity 8 in Table 8.2) from CS Unplugged successfully models
sequence while also allowing learners to understand other concepts like debugging and

13 Kidbots: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/kidbots/
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algorithms.
Despite their ability to successfully model the concept of sequence, the usefulness of

these activities also depends on various other attributes such as the resources needed
(e.g. activity 5 and 11 need several props), preparation and setting up time (e.g. all grid
activities need the grid layout set), simplicity of instructions (e.g. activity 8 has only 3
instructions whereas activity 5 has several) and of the props (activity 8 can be done on a
grid drawn with chalk on ground whereas activity 11 use tailor-made props). Moreover,
some activities may be more suitable for smaller groups, while others may require a larger
group involved to do them. As explained by Bell and Vahrenhold [22] and Nishida [167],
simplicity is a key element in unplugged computing, and this reason itself makes them
more useful and usable in diverse contexts of learner groups. Conclusively, despite its
successful modeling of the concept sequence, the Kidbot activity stands out from the
rest of the activities for its simplicity, easy execution, need of little resources, and being
equally suitable for small and large groups.

The Kidbots activity defines a set of simple instructions (move forward: F, turn
left: L and turn right: R), thereby establishing its own NM, which directly relates
to the nature of an actual programming language. As per the detailed discussion in
Chapter 7, Section 7.4.1, this activity builds a comprehensive experience closely relatable
to the behaviour of an actual computer during a programming execution. The activity
has three clearly defined distinct roles: ‘programmer’ who programs, ‘bot’ who follows
executes it and the ‘tester’ who tests the program written by the programmer. The rather
passive role of the ‘bot’ helps learners to understand the relationship between an actual
program and a computer while the ‘tester’ cements the idea of step-by-step execution
whilst educating about debugging.

Plugging-in

An immediate transfer from unplugged to a plugged-in exercise helps to cement these
ideas. The simplicity of the unplugged activity always contributes to quick and easy direct
transfer to a programming exercise. For example, a simple Kidbot program as shown in
Figure 7.4 in page 122 and be converted to a Scratch program similar to Figure 7.7. Not
only does the switching from unplugged to plugged-in complete a programming lesson
by moving to an actual programming environment and emphasising a more meaningful
connection of the physical activity to the learning objective of the lesson, but it also
cements the concept in a learner’s understanding. The teacher can support the learners
with a Parson’s problem challenge as given in Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8: Scratch programming Parson’s problem for Kidbots activity
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8.4.5 Concept: Selection

‘Selection’ is the computing concept that decides the changes in the execution flow of a
computer program based on a condition. The concept is quite important in programming
since it is the primary basic way to change an otherwise top to bottom execution of a
program. Selection is usually implemented through conditional statements that instruct
the computer to make decisions based on conditions with a Boolean outcome, using
constructs such as “if” or “if-else”. The key concepts that we should establish in a learner
about selection are: 1) at the most fundamental and atomic level, all conditions must
evaluate to ‘true’ or ‘false’ (binary); conditions can be combined as long as the expression
only produces one value (true/false), and 2) depending on the result of the condition, the
flow takes one path or another. Selection is sometimes achieved using other constructs
such as case statements, but the ‘if-else’ construct is the most common that beginners
are likely to encounter. Learners understanding the ‘binary nature’ of a decision and the
change to the control flow caused by such decisions in a program code at early stages
enable them to develop robust program logic and improved trouble shooting abilities
later in their learning.

The concept of selection is tightly coupled with logical thinking for the programmer
(learner) where, they should be able to understand and logically reason about the neces-
sary changes in the flow of their program, as well as what and how the alternative flows
should do. In a programming classroom, this aspect could easily be overshadowed by
having to learn different programming constructs of the programming language and its
syntax and semantics to implement a condition which includes Boolean expressions and
sub-procedures in the two paths. Using unplugged programming activities to establish
the conceptual understanding prior to actual coding could therefore be a very effective
alternative.

Table 8.3 contains some unplugged activities that can be used to model selection.
As discussed earlier, mere metaphoric reference to everyday activities may not be ef-
fective and lead to unnecessary misconceptions if they are used as unplugged activities
in a programming classroom. The real life context of an unplugged activity should not
overshadow the computing context, or otherwise the learners may either feel that the
computing relevance disconnected or completely abandoned. For example, activity 1 in
Table 8.3 which discusses the daily routines to understand selection, which may only ex-
pose learners to logical reasoning and rational choice, unless a teacher specifies how they
are applicable in a computing context. Even with correct connections to a computing
context, for an early learner, such discussions may hide the ‘binary-ness’ (the need to
reduce their condition to have a Boolean response) that a computer usually requires in
a condition check.

Most activities that were used to teach selection found in the survey seem to model
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the concept effectively, as well as adhere to the principles of unplugged computing. How-
ever, it was observed that the underlying algorithms of those activities may need some
advanced programming skills if and when they are converted to a program (i.e. used as
programming exercises). For example, the Sorting Network activity (activity 8 in Ta-
ble 8.3) can be used to explain how a condition works and the need for a Boolean style
decision and conveys that a combination of simple selection statements can have a so-
phisticated result. However, programming a Sorting Network is a challenging exercise for
a beginner programmer since it is a parallel algorithm. Therefore, the Sorting Network
activity may not be useful in a plugged-in exercise that immediately follows the activity.

Discussion of Selection Activities

Choosing an unplugged activity that suits best for the learning context of a lesson depends
on many aspects. As explained earlier, mere or rather unspecific use of activities closely
related to everyday life may risk misconceptions or not achieving the learning objective
in a programming context (e.g. activity 1 using everyday examples may overshadow the
programming context such as the need for Boolean-ness in the condition), and in this
case, more responsibility rests on the teacher to ensure that the class remain within the
intended restrictions of the activity. The complexity of instructions (e.g. activity 4,
5, 7) may cause difficulties in doing the activity in a classroom, that could cost time.
Moreover, such complex instructions may not be very useful if the activities are to be
used as programming exercises later on (e.g. activity 3 or 8 may not be suitable for a
beginner programmer). The simplicity in both instructions as well as the resources used
(e.g. activity 1 and 2) also a decisive aspect to consider when unplugged activities are
used in classrooms.

We have already observed that simple games with simple condition-rules that are eas-
ily convertible to a computer program would be a good approach to blending unplugged
into teaching selection in a programming classroom. Similar to activity 3 in Table 8.3, a
series of games with rules that gradually increase in complexity could be used in a scaf-
folding manner to effectively introduce selection. A rule in a conditional game exercising
a learner’s prediction/assumption forces them to think logically and understand how a
computer would act according with a binary decision of selection (choice). It helps them
to understand the importance of decomposing a solution into binary decisions in compu-
tational problem solving that involves a selection, as well as reinforces their debugging
skills. This could further cement the idea of the need for precision and the importance
of the order of instructions in a program, as well as getting the logic correct. None of
the activities in Table 8.3 addressed this well, so a new game was developed using the
principles in Nishida et al. [167]. Figure 8.9 shows a few game cards from a series of Con-
ditional Dice Games developed, that contain game rules with conditions of increasing
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difficulty.

Figure 8.9: Conditional Dice Games with game rules with increasing difficulty

It is important that the learner develop a correct basic mental models of how a condi-
tion works in a program for them to use the concept effectively in increasing complexity,
for example ‘if’ statements are combined, or compound conditions are used. When the
learner does not have the correct mental model with ‘If-else-if’ or with a series of ‘If-else’
blocks, they may find it hard to construct, trace and debug them when they have series
of such constructs in their code. It was observed (both during design discussions and in
the PD workshops where the games were trialled) that playing a physical game scaffolds
learners to understand “what” such a series of conditions would result in and enables
them to rethink the formation of their logic in actual program code. It also makes them
think when and where they should use different programming constructs their program-
ming language provide (e.g. ‘if’ blocks or ‘if-then-else’ blocks in Scratch). The cards are
essentially a combination of PRIMM [206] and Unplugged.

A teacher can provide scaffolding based on the the rules of an unplugged game, and
provoke the learners’ imagination with an assortment of programming exercises of a
similar nature, with rules of increasing complexity. Moreover, it was observed (both
during design discussions and in the PD workshops where the games were trialled) that
the teacher may not need to use many games, but after a few games the necessary
understanding would be already established.

‘Conditional Card Games’ instead of dice games could open a whole array of logical
thinking exercises, that can lead to the use of different programming exercises with
various conditional constructs. A deck of playing cards can provide an assortment of
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combinations with its four different suits, two different colours, array of numbering and
order, and faces & pips. The more demanding conditional rules in a single card could
push the player harder to think before making the decision, which helps in building a
strong mental model.

Figure 8.10: A Conditional Card Game with only one simple condition

Figure 8.11: A Conditional Card Game

For example, Figures 8.10 and 8.11 show Conditional Card Games using conditional
rules for scoring. A simple rule as in Figure 8.10 is not difficult to understand, since the
players can automatically disregard every other detail but the colour of the card. However
the situation changes when they move to a more challenging game as in Figure 8.11.
When playing this physical game, when a player draws a RED KING card, the immediate
reaction would be to award 2 marks to the other team. But having to apply the “If”
condition before taking the FACE into consideration forces the players to think about the
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flow of logic and realise that even if the KING is higher than a number card, the fact that
it is RED becomes the decisive factor of the game scoring. For a beginner programmer,
this may present how a computer would follow instructions blindly to respond to a
conditional clearer and much more straight-forwardly than program code. The only
major difference between a game card and program code would be the syntax, yet the
ability to physically see the detail in the playing card alongside the game card (i.e.
condition), saves the learner from the cognitive load of having to imagine the scenario
while understanding how conditions work.

The next level of scaffolding for selection would be to introduce Boolean operators
within a condition (e.g. “If the card is RED AND a FACE card” or “If a card is a
FACE card OR HEARTS”), building up to scaffolding complex logical combinations
as conditions that require incorporating more different programming constructs in a
program. After playing the physical game for some time, the teacher can also encourage
the class to come up with new rules of their own, play them and try to implement them in
program code. Moreover, with younger audiences, the game scores can be replaced with
a physical activity to create a much more playful and kinaesthetic learning experience
(e.g. Figure 8.12). Such variants can set up to a far more meaningful, relatable and
engaging learning experience to earners that connects their existing knowledge to new
knowledge, to form effective mental models as well as relating them to a robust NM of
the programming language they employ.

Figure 8.12: A Conditional Card Game with Physical Movements

The indentation in the game cards can stimulate the learner to think more of the
syntax that shows the logical formation of their logic and thereby the programming
constructs they should use in their code, further refining their mental model. In that
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way, the game cards are essentially a combination of PRIMM [206] and Unplugged,
where the learner gets to predict the outcome of their program before they actually move
into coding, and thereby moving into the rest of the phases in the model. Different
programming languages provide different constructs for selection (e.g. Scratch has ‘If’
blocks and ‘If-then-else’ blocks and no ‘If-else-if’ blocks). In that case, having indentation
in the game cards forces the learners to think about implementing the conditions within
the limitations of the programming language they use, or for younger students, the cards
could be limited to constructs that map directly to their programming language.

Plugging-in

Implementing selection could be challenging for a beginner programmer. However, the
simple conditional games similar to those shown in Figures 8.9, 8.11 or 8.12 can be directly
converted to programming exercises. Moreover, the programming exercises can expose
the learner to the use of different language constructs gradually, with the increasing
difficulty of the games. Figure 8.13 shows Scratch programs that introduce: (a) the
‘If’ block and (b) the ‘If-Else’ block respectively, with two of the dice games shown in
Figure 8.9.

Figure 8.13: A Conditional Dice Game Scratch program code (a) with ‘If’ block (b)
with ‘If-else’ block

The difficulty in transferring the activity to a programming exercise was the main
reason behind the choice of dice over playing cards in these games. It was soon discovered
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during the design discussions that, although the wide variety of information available in
a deck of cards (i.e. four suits, two colours, range of values and two types) makes them
suitable of creating challenging games, the same reason can make things quite compli-
cated for a beginner programmer when they try to convert the game into a program.
They may need knowledge of different data types other than integers (numbers) such as
strings or assigning a value to represent a string, if they are to convert the game into a
program, which is possibly beyond their level. The dice on the other hand, are simple
and far more relatable to learners, having only to deal with numbers in their program
logic.

When the plugging-in exercise is started off as an attempt to automate a relatable
problem solving experience, the learners can be expected to have less difficulty under-
standing the different constructs a programming language can employ (e.g. ‘If’ and
‘If-Else’ blocks in Scratch) and the manner they should be used in a program code when
building their rules. Having such understandings cemented at early stages of learning
helps to avoid misunderstandings due to the use of jargon (e.g. ‘selection’ in natural
language has many different meanings and its application in the sense of ‘choice’ is only
one of them). Robust basic mental models developed at early stages and them fine-tuned
with stronger scaffolding using the learners’ existing knowledge as a bridge (e.g. using
‘If’ for a single game rule at first and extending it to several ‘If-Else’ statements with
more complex rules) could prevent misconceptions from occurring in later stages of learn-
ing. It was also observed during the design discussions that exercises of this nature can
be extended from a very simple programming exercise to much more complex exercises
(e.g. introducing Boolean operators to combine several conditions) quicker than with a
plugged-in only approach.
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8.4.6 Concept: Iteration

‘Iteration’ in programming is conceptually similar to its dictionary definition, “the action
or a process of iterating or repeating” [68], since in programming it is about repeating
a sequence of instructions. The amount of repetition depends on what the program
segment intends to achieve, and the termination is determined by meeting a condition
specified (if no condition is specified or unless it is a special case like a counted repeat,
it leads to repeating infinitely). Iteration is implemented through ‘loops’ in computer
programs; different programming language have different loop structures with varying
syntax and semantics.

It was observed that the basic concept of iteration is quite easily understood by
learners, and implementing simple counted loops is also learnt easily. For example,
during Kidbot activities, participants sometimes opted to use ‘3FR’ instead of ‘FFFR’,
which implies ‘repeat F three times’. It is natural to replace a long list of Fs with such
a notation. During the programming workshops, learners were also seen starting to use
simple counted loops (repeating for a certain number of times) in their programs even
before the concept was introduced by the instructor.

However, the concept of iteration becomes challenging for beginner learners when it
involves conditions or nesting. Skills in Computational Thinking are needed to determine
how such situations should be logically formed and to what segment of instructions those
conditions should be applied. Implementing loops with conditions and/or how a condi-
tional loop behaves in program code has always been difficult for the beginner learners to
understand [53]. They also seem to be the cause leading to most of the common miscon-
ceptions about loops in programming. Of conditional loops, the concept of ‘repeat-until’
seems easier for the learners to understand [157]. However, such seemingly easy under-
standings may include misconceptions such as that exiting from the loop happens as
soon as the condition fails, while it actually completes the remaining instructions in the
sequence for that loop, then attempts to re-enter the loop, at which point the condition
fails, causing the control to exit the loop.

Another common challenge is to understand the correct interaction between loops
within loops. Instead of trying to understand what is happening in both inner and outer
loops at the same time, learners need to focus on one loop at a time and understand the
inner loop within the controlled condition of the outer loop.

Some Programming Unplugged activities that have been used to model iteration are
listed in Table 8.4. It was observed that most unplugged activities available are addressing
the grade school31 curriculum, particularly primary school. The concepts of controlled
loops can be beyond junior classes and therefore the many of the activities only focus

31 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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(e.g. activities 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 9) on simple counted repetition. Counted loops could
be used as scaffolding to later encounters with loops that use Boolean expressions to
control them. Many of these activities are purposely used to communicate the concept of
iteration (i.e. used as Programming Unplugged activities, and not as Non-programming
Unplugged activities). For example, activities 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Table 8.4 have the term
‘loop’ or ‘repetition’ in their title, and they seem to be used successfully when they are
used in programming classrooms, mostly because, for a learner, iteration in its simplest
form is easy to understand as a concept. Counted loops could be used as scaffolding to
later encounters with loops that use boolean expressions to control them.

Table 8.4: Some unplugged activities for Iteration

Index No Activity Name Description Author
1 Life-cycle

Puzzles 32
Create animal life-cycles, natural cycles, etc. us-
ing cardboard puzzles, and write simple programs
for them. In these puzzles the cycles are fitted
into a flowchart style diagram familiar to pro-
grammers.

CS4FN

2 Getting
Loopy 33

A dancing activity that use dance patterns con-
taining repeated movements. Students are asked
to identify repeated patterns and replace them
with loops.

Code.org

3 Everyday
Repetitions 34

Discuss everyday situations that contain repeti-
tion (i.e. songs, dances, PT exercises). Then role-
play them before moving into the actual program-
ming exercises.

Code-it.co.uk

4 Happy
Loops 35

Grid activity to make the “flurb” reach its fruit.
Students practice writing precise instructions and
then translate them into the symbolic instructions
provided. Repeated instructions are replaced with
loops.

Code.org

5 My Loopy
Robotic
Friends Jr. 36

‘Program’ a fellow student ‘Robot’ using a set of
“robot” programming instructions agreed by the
class. Introduce ‘loops’ by replacing the repeated
instructions with the number of times they are
repeated

Code.org

Continued on next page

32 https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/sequencing-and-looping-puzzles/
33 https://studio.code.org/s/course1/lessons/12/levels/1
34 http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/everydaycomputingconcepts.pdf
35 https://studio.code.org/s/coursea-2021/lessons/7
36 https://studio.code.org/s/coursec-2021/lessons/7
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Table 8.4 – Continued from previous page
Index No Activity Name Description Author
6 Treasure

Hunter 5
A set of unplugged coding with flowblocks for a
treasure hunt on a grid of 5x5, with incremen-
tal missions of complexity. This activity intro-
duces different programminng concepts at differ-
ent stages and at level 5 it introduces ‘loops’ with
relevant symbols.

A.Threekunprapa
and P. Yasri [233]

7 Conditionals
with Cards 37

A series of games first used to Introduce ‘if, if-
else’ using a set of simple card games. ‘Loops’
are introduced to replace repeated patterns in the
games.

Code.org

8 For Loop
Funs 38

Dice game that discusses how the ‘for’ loop works
using a starting value, stop value and intervals.
Students are provided with a special sheet to with
blanks to fill in with information needed to discuss
the loop.

Code.org

9 Knitting 39 Knitting activities that use knit and purl of differ-
ent sequences of patterns. Use symbolic notation
to indicate repeated patterns.

Code.org

10 Fitness Un-
plugged 40

Create a Fitness App using a ‘programming lan-
guage’ defined by the students. Design cards with
instructions for start, different exercises, and end
pose. Write ‘ Fitness Apps’ by arranging the cards
in different combinations, using a hula hoop to in-
dicate where to repeat a pattern and a whiteboard
to indicate the number of times to repeat, loops
within loops are introduced.

CS Unplugged

11 Letter Q 41 Convert a grammar rule into an algorithm, and
use ‘loops’ where repeated patterns are identified.

Code-it.co.uk

However, as mentioned earlier, many of these activities need advanced programming
skills if they are to be directly converted to programming exercises. When a beginner
learner moves from unplugged activity to a plugged-in activity, they may become complex
programming exercises for them to handle. For example, knitting or jewellery making
contain clear examples of repeated actions, and are very useful activities to show the
concept. However, the loops that need to capture complex patterns may involve nested or
controlled loops, which may be complicated for a beginner programmer understand and to

37 https://code.org/files/ConditionalsHoC.pdf
38 https://code.org/curriculum/course4/8/Teacher
39 http://www.cs4fn.org/regularexpressions/knitters.php
40 https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/kidbots/unit-plan/fitness-unplugged/
41 http://code-it.co.uk/spellingalgorithms
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implement. Programming languages provide a variety of constructs to implement a loop.
The counted repetition loops are easier to implement (e.g. in Scratch the ‘repeat’ block
simply implements it), and many examples in Table 8.4 are examples of count-controlled
loops. Anything beyond a simple count-controlled loop needs advanced understanding of
the concept. Programmers need a deeper understanding of how those constructs would
behave in their program for them to use them effectively.

Some existing activities lack meaningful connections to a programming context, de-
spite their success in modeling the concept. Learners may understand the concept of
iteration, but their understanding may not be very useful when they attempt to write
actual program in a computer. For example, activity 9 successfully models iteration,
and teaches the learners how a repeated sequence can be replaced with a loop, but us-
ing them as programming exercises may not be straightforward and may need advanced
programming skills if complex algorithms are involved.

What suits better?

It was observed that the Fitness Unplugged42 activity by CS Unplugged can be used
to model iteration effectively, alongside the other computing concepts it models. While
providing a conceptual understanding of how computer applications are developed, it
also helps introducing sequence. The activity uses its own simple programming language
with instructions defined by the participants during the activity (thereby its own NM) to
introduce sequence as well as iteration; the learners can write ‘program’ their own Fitness
App using this programming language. In a programming classroom, these Fitness pro-
grams can be directly converted to an actual programming code, using a programming
language familiar to learners. This is discussed further in the following section.

Teachers can use the Fitness Unplugged activity to model different varieties of counted
loops, using different ‘Fitness programs’. Teachers can scaffold the understanding how of
iteration concept works in a program by building learners’ understanding using Fitness
programs with increasing complexity. For example, Figure 8.14 shows a simple Fitness
program with a sequence of instructions: A green symbol to indicate the program start,
3 instruction cards with physical activities and an end symbol card to indicate the end of
the program. In Figure 8.15, the 3 identical instructions are replaced with one instruction
with a number indicating the number of times it should be repeated. This activity easily
shows the use and importance of iteration, while learners can playfully engage in the
physical activity given by the program. Teachers can encourage learners to design their
own Fitness programs with various actions instructions.

Figure 8.16 shows an advanced Fitness program. In this program, a hula hoop is

42 Fitness Unplugged: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/kidbots/unit-plan/
fitness-unplugged/
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used to represent an outer loop in the Fitness program, with two inner loops inside; the
number next to the hula hoop (3) indicates the number of times the things inside the
hoop should be repeated. Accordingly, a set of 10 star jumps and 5 beanbag catches
are repeated 3 times, as controlled by the number of times of the hula hoop. Scratch
programs for these examples are given in the next section.

Figure 8.14: Fitness Unplugged program with no loops

Figure 8.15: Fitness Unplugged program with a simple counted loop. The number
before the instruction indicates the number of times the action is repeated

Figure 8.16: Fitness Unplugged program with a nested loops. The hula hoop represents
an outer loop with two inner loops inside.

If Programming Unplugged activities that model iteration can also be used to model
different varieties of counted of loops distinctively, they can be more useful in a program-
ming classroom. For example, the activity 8 in Table 8.4 is an example of a Programming
Unplugged activity that is designed to model the concept of a ‘for’ loop with different
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starting, stopping and interval values. Converting such distinct activities modeling each
kind of loop to programs would be much more straightforward and thereby, can be used
as tools to make meaningful connections between a learner’s mental model and the NM.

A conditional loop can be modeled using the Fitness Unplugged programs by intro-
ducing a condition in place of the control variable in the loops. For example, the number
5 in Fitness Unplugged program in Figure 8.15 could be replaced with a condition such
as “until a whistle is blown”, which effectively communicates the conditional concept of
a loop. However, using such non-Boolean conditions may not be useful in a computer
program, if the activity is to be used as a programming exercises and it can potentially
convey the misconception that the loop is exited as soon as the whistle blows. Moreover,
since different programming languages use different kinds of constructs to implement
loops (e.g. Scratch only has ‘repeat’, ‘repeat until’ and ‘forever’ blocks to implement
loops), a Programming Unplugged activity dedicated to a certain type of a loop con-
struct may cause confusion among novice learners as well as teachers if the programming
language does not support that kind of loop structure.

Plugging it in

The Fitness Unplugged programs can be directly used as plugged-in programming exer-
cises in a programming classroom since they contain only count-controlled loops in their
published form. However, the implementation of loops depends on the programming
language used; different programming languages may use different loop constructs to im-
plement the same logic; most languages use more syntax for counting loops. Figure 8.17
shows three Scratch programs that implement the Fitness Unplugged programs in Fig-
ures 8.14, 8.15 and 8.16. The sequence of actions in the program in Figure 8.17 (a) is
replaced with a repeat block in (b). The program in Figure 8.17 (c), which uses nested
loops, implements the Fitness Unplugged program in Figure 8.16. When the unplugged
activity is followed by the plugged-in exercise, the learners are aware of how the values
of the control variables have affected the instructions sequences in the respective loops,
and therefore, they can easily understand how the different loops work in their program
code. Introducing loops on a counter helps to illustrate Denning’s point that a idea in
CT is the ability to of a CA to do a lot of computation in a short time/fast.

8.5 Using Unplugged Activities for Programming: Concerns and Consider-
ations

With a novice or beginner learner, an immediate next phase from an unplugged activity
would ideally be to reflect a sort of mental imaging of the concept that they have just
learnt, rather than trying to develop an algorithm mentally. For example, to answer
“what would be the number is after 16?” after five cards are opened in the Binary
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Figure 8.17: Fitness Unplugged program with a nested loops. The hula hoop represents
an outer loop with two inner loops inside.

Cards unplugged activity, one learner would say 32 while another would hold up the card
with 32 dots to show 32. A concern with unplugged activities would be that, at what
point should one move back and forth between unplugged and plugged in learning? The
answer may depend on many things like the stage of learners, what they are learning,
how complex the question/lesson is, availability of the next resource, etc. A teacher may
find it natural to alternate frequently between unplugged and plugged-in to scaffold new
concepts and then implement them.

To a beginner, a plugging-in exercise to immediately follow an unplugged activity
whenever possible would be more helpful in making more sense of the lesson: the physical,
hands-on unplugged activity emphasises the realisation of a concept, while the plugging-
in exercise bringing the conceptual understanding to its actual application to cement
the learning. Learning that way can prevent some of the common misconceptions from
forming. This nature of unplugged learning is rationalised by Fincher et al.’s study
on NMs in teaching computing, suggesting that unplugged activities have “often relied
on analogy to make salient and visible some aspect of the largely hidden underlying
system” [90] .
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Detailed descriptions of unplugged activities designed to model a particular program-
ming concept are rare both in the literature and on the internet. Instead, physical
analogies or metaphoric references are used and/or given as unplugged examples often.
In such situations, it is important to pay attention to avoid misconceptions (particular
to programming) from forming, as well as to explore the possibilities of using unplugged
experiences to overcome them. Well designed unplugged experiences are a promising ap-
proach in avoiding some misconceptions being formed as well as unlearning the existing
misconceptions. Furthermore, some programming constructs can almost look alike to
a novice learner (e.g. functions and objects have a lot in common, both iteration and
recursion use repetition, and repetitions and functions can avoid repeating code). These
subtle distinctions may not be apparent to a beginner learner when they see them in pro-
gram code, due to reasons like their level of understanding, unrefined mental models and
possibly overwhelming information load (i.e. syntax and semantics of the programming
language). Unplugged activities can act as the go-between in many of these situations,
by providing beginner programmers opportunities to distinguish concepts from program-
ming language constructs.

The Programming Unplugged activities43 refined and developed during this study
attempt to model programming concepts in particular, with the aim of being used to
introduce a programming concept prior to plugging-in exercises. The activities designed
use commonly available, low cost material and are easy to implement. Another concern
of using unplugged activities in a classroom is to address time constraints, because doing
an unplugged activity can be time consuming. However, it was observed during the
introductory programming workshops we conducted (discussed in Chapter 9) that these
unplugged activities can be incorporated in a programming lesson within a similar time-
frame as a plugged-in only lesson, and with similar results. Further discussion in this
regard is in Chapters 9 and 10.

8.6 Conclusions

When using unplugged activities for teaching programming, it is important that the focus
stays on the programming concept, thereby the learners would not get overwhelmed by
more general computer science concept(s) than the activities can possibly model. This is
also why many published unplugged activities do not qualify to be effective in teaching
a particular programming concept, since they communicate a general CS concept rather
than a specific programming element. While using such activities could be used to teach a
particular programming concept, the teacher may need to focus the learners’ attention on
the (possibly overshadowed) programming aspect, that could result in an excess cognitive

43 Details of these activities can be found in the working document of Programming Unplugged activities
at https://bit.ly/3NrueI5
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load on the learner.
When combining an unplugged activity in a programming lesson, the learning happens

mostly by the activities playing a representational role (by means of a CA) in a learner’s
mental model development. Intrinsically, a carefully designed unplugged activity that
makes use of learners’ existing knowledge to establish new knowledge helps a learner
to develop a mental model that is closer to the NM, by physical engagement and/or
with the aid of a computational agent (as discussed in Chapter 7, Section 7.4.1). A
teacher or an expert’s guidance and explanations are naturally necessary when a lesson
is building upon learners’ prior knowledge, in order to make necessary connections to
an underlying computing context. In the absence of such meaningful connections, an
unplugged experience could be left abandoned both conceptually and contextually.

Considering the unfamiliar and invisible nature of NMs, the physical and kinesthetic
unplugged activities can communicate such concepts to learners with a sense of tangible-
ness, and more importantly without using a particular programming language. However,
the long term effect of unplugged computing in mental model formation in a (possibly
young) learner, and the resultant effects in their NMs when they become experts could
not be observed in short term studies but should be part of a longitudinal study. Some
initial evidence of this was given by Hermans and Aivaloglou in [115].
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Chapter IX

Teaching Teachers Programming with Unplugged: Experimental
Studies

Computational Thinking concepts are now part of the New Zealand School curricu-
lum. Research has indicated that student engagement in Computer Science and pro-
gramming lessons in New Zealand schools has been consistently high when adequate
support is provided to enable teachers to successfully integrate Computer Science and
programming in their lessons [76]. A range of professional development (PD) programmes
conducted by the Computer Science Education Research Group (CSERG) of the Univer-
sity of Canterbury aims to provide the support needed for teachers, particularly those
who have no computing qualifications or background, and therefore participants of such
PD programmes were well suited for the kind of experimental studies of this research.

Accordingly, two main experimental studies were conducted alongside such PD and in-
troductory programming courses in 2021. They were conducted as the evaluation phase
(phase 5) of the review study discussed in Chapter 8, and were also used to trial the
Programming Unplugged activities that were developed. How the two studies were con-
ducted, the nature of the data collected, and how they were analysed are discussed in
this chapter. The experiments attempt to find answers to RQ 2, i.e. how unplugged
content used as a professional tool impacts teachers, and to find partial answers to RQ 3
by investigating why unplugged is useful when combined with programming. The pos-
sible implications of the results of the individual studies, and their limitations, are also
discussed, and conclusions with respect to the research questions are presented in this
chapter.

9.1 Aims of the Studies

The main aims of these two studies were: 1) to investigate how the use of unplugged con-
tent as a professional development tool impacts teachers’ confidence, expectations, and
knowledge, 2) to trial the Programming Unplugged activities developed in this project
and 3) to investigate why unplugged is useful when combined with programming.

Another aim was to investigate the impacts of alternating unplugged teaching meth-
ods with conventional plugged-in methods when providing PD for teachers (RQ 2.1).
The investigation on using unplugged activities was two-fold: 1) alternating unplugged
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activities in introductory programming, and 2) using unplugged activities to introduce
Computational Thinking (CT) concepts.

The two studies were also used to investigate the usability of the Programming Un-
plugged activities developed in this project (as discussed in Chapter 8). Accordingly,
the findings of these studies were also intend to provide partial answers to RQ 3.2 of the
research questions. Observational data from these two studies were also used as the main
data source for the Semantic Wave analysis discussed in Chapter 10.

9.2 Participants

The participants of the two studies were pre-service teachers and in-service teachers
of New Zealand. Section 9.5 of this chapter discusses an introductory programming
workshop conducted for the pre-service teachers and Section 9.6 discusses a PD workshop
in introductory programming for in-service teachers. All the participants are addressed
as the ‘learners’ in this analysis.

All the participants were requested to respond to a set of identical surveys (as dis-
cussed in Section 5.2.3, and the survey instruments are given in Appendix B) at different
stages of their workshops: Pre, post, and in one case also between sessions. These sur-
veys included three instruments to measure: 1) the participants’ teaching self-efficacy,
2) computer programming self-efficacy and 3) motivation to teach the DT component in
the NZ school curriculum.

The same expert team described in Chapter 8 (Section 8.3) participated in the op-
erations of the workshops. All the workshops were conducted by the same Instructor,
who is a Computer Scientist (and also one of the supervisors of this research project).
He tried to maintain an equal pace of delivery in all the workshops, which was nearly
successful. In all workshops, the participants were also supported by two knowledgeable
helpers (two expert primary school teachers) who kept their involvement to a minimum
unless requested by the learners. They roamed around the room, providing support on
request. Helpers kept their interference to a minimum during instructor’s presentations.

Two observers (the researcher herself and an expert high-school teacher) took detailed
notes of all the sessions. Their observations ranged from general behavior and vibe of the
classroom, to noteworthy questions, gestures, ‘Ah-ha’ moments, engagement, etc. The
observational notes were recorded with written entries every 5-7 minutes and/or with
any noteworthy observations otherwise. The observations made by the instructor were
recorded at the end of each session, as a recorded discussion between the instructor and
the researcher.
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9.3 Unplugged Materials Used

A similar set of unplugged activities were used in both the studies. The Non-programming
Unplugged activities that were used in the CT concepts introduction sessions were the
Binary Cards activity, Parity Magic Trick, Bar-code Magic Trick, QR Code Activity, and
Sorting Networks. The Programming Unplugged activities used in the introductory pro-
gramming session were Kidbots (for ‘sequence’), Variables Dice battle (for ‘variables’),
Conditional Dice Games (for ‘selection’) and Fitness Unplugged (for ‘iteration’). The
details about these activities are given in Section 5.2.1. Moreover, the Instructor dis-
cussed several jargon words that are commonly used in computing and are useful in
programming (such as sequence, selection and iteration), which are also either related to
or included in the DT curriculum.

9.4 Data Analysis Approach

Given the multiple cases of data for each participant, multi-level modelling (MLM) is
used in the quantitative data analysis of the two studies (as explained in Section 5.2.3).
A Linear Mixed Effect Model (LME) was used to analyse the data of three surveys used
in both the studies. LME is capable of estimating the imbalances of the dropouts in the
repeated measures while adjusting the correlation. Model selection included checking for
interactions among the fixed effects, and checking the necessity of including the random
intercept. The three surveys used were teaching self-efficacy (TE), programming self-
efficacy (CPE) and motivation to teach CT topics (M) (see Appendix B.) The statistical
mean of each survey were considered separately.

In the LME model, participants (P) was considered as the random effect, since the
subjects vary randomly and presumably have their own personal values. By including
the participant effect in the model, a hierarchy in the experiment was taken into account;
because there are repeated measures over time (within subjects), the model separates the
noise between participants (i.e. subjects) as a random effect. In other words, presumably
the participants’ personal values on things such as a level of understanding of an indi-
vidual survey item or the distribution of Likert vary randomly, the participants (P) are
considered as a random effect on the model.

When assigning numerical representations to Likert scale measures, the choices were
assumed as equally distanced values. The individual mean score of each participant
under each survey is used as the dependant variable(s) (i.e. Mean-Teaching Self-efficacy,
Mean-Computer Programming self-efficacy and Mean-Motivation) in individual analyses.
By calculating a mean we assume that they are on a continuous scale (i.e. the mean can
fall somewhere in between categories). However, this may not have been the perspective
of the participants. They may have not responded considering the scale to be equally
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distanced and the thresholds (for the feeling of confidence over something) between two
individual participants may vary as mentioned earlier. Therefore, by giving a numeric
value to a qualitative response, we assume that the responses are equally distanced,
and that everyone responses around the same scale. Any missing responses (caused by
participants skipping some questions without answering) were filled with the average over
the sums of the available data.

9.5 Study I: Introductory Programming Course for Pre-Service Teachers

9.5.1 Overview

The first of the two experimental studies was an introductory programming workshop
for the Bachelor of Education degree program and Postgraduate Diploma in Education
students (herein after appropriately referred to as the ‘student type’) of the Univer-
sity of Canterbury, School of Education. All the participants were pre-service teachers,
preparing to leave for their internship in schools. Although the workshop series was a
compulsory part of their academic program, participation in the workshops was volun-
tary.

Collectively 152 education students participated in the experiment, out of which 63
were Bachelor’s students and 89 were Postgraduate students. 30.1% of the Bachelor’s
students (19) and 26.9% of the Postgraduates students (24) indicated that they had
prior knowledge of some programming language. 33.3% of the Bachelor’s students (21)
and 55% of the Postgraduate students (49) had indicated to have no prior programming
knowledge A vast majority of the participants opted not to reveal their gender information
(which was given as a response option in the demographic survey).

9.5.2 Method

Each batch of students were separated into three groups, totalling to six groups. All
the groups had a couple of two hour workshop sessions each, adding up to a total of 12
2-hour workshops. The experiments were structured to cover introductory programming
content in one session, and basic CT concepts in the other, across two weeks. The session
arrangement for the six groups were as shown in Figure 9.1. Two approaches were used
to introduce programming: 1) Alternating unplugged activities with plugged-in exercises
(marked in mixed colour in Figure 9.1), and 2) Traditional plugged-in only approach
without using any unplugged material (marked in red in Figure 9.1). The CT concept
introductory sessions are marked in green in Figure 9.1.

Three different teaching approaches (hereinafter referred to as ‘treatments’) were used
to introduce the basic programming concepts, so that one group from each student type
(Bachelor and Postgraduate) were exposed to each treatment. The three treatments used
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Figure 9.1: Grouping of participants into classes and treatments; unplugged compo-
nents are shown in green, and plugged-in components in red

in this experiment were:

Treatment 1 Introduce programming concepts using alternating unplugged activities
with plugged-in exercises in week 1, and CT concepts in week 2,

Treatment 2 Introduce programming concepts using a traditional plugged-in only ap-
proach in week 1, and CT concepts in week 2,

Treatment 3 Introduce CT concepts in week 1, and programming concepts using al-
ternating unplugged activities with plugged-in exercises in week 2.

The overall structure of the class arrangement for different groups is shown in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1: The Experiment Set-up

Group Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3

Bachelors (B) Class B1 Class B2 Class B3

Postgraduate (PG) Class PG1 Class PG2 Class PG3

All the participants were requested to respond to a set of identical surveys prior to
the workshops (Pre-survey), after the first week (Post-survey 1) and after the second
week of the workshop (Post-survey 2).
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9.5.3 Limitations

These workshops were conducted as part of an ongoing academic course for Education
students at the University of Canterbury, School of Education. The experiments were
used to trial the Programming Unplugged activities, and to study the effectiveness of
alternating unplugged with plugged-in versus plugged-in only approaches. Considering
the limitations of time and availability of participants, the three different treatments used
were chosen as best combination for capturing the effectiveness of delivery as well as fair
coverage of content for all participants. Thus, it is noted that all possible combinations
of treatment formats could not be trialled. Accordingly, introducing CT concepts prior
to introducing programming concepts could be achieved with only one group, and could
not be tested with both introductory programming approaches. Further, the workshop
sessions were limited to only four hours (2 hour sessions in two weeks), and participants’
programming skills were not evaluated using any test or examination.

Several observations regarding the overall conduct of the class made at the very first
workshop session were identified to provide some critical adjustments to the remain-
ing sessions. For the same reason, the first session outcomes did not run efficiently as
hoped. These observations and the respective adjustments are detailed under general
observations.

These workshops were conducted as the last remaining compulsory sessions of the
semester. It was also observed that some other assignment due dates were fast approach-
ing for the learners, which was barrier for maintaining their full attention during the
sessions. Attendance was observed to be lower and less regular than expected in all six
groups.

9.5.4 Workshop Observations

General Observations

Some attendees openly expressed their reluctance/dislike in participating in a workshop
on programming targeting the Digital Technologies (DT) component of the NZ curricu-
lum. The majority of the participants were not very much aware of the DT curriculum
or its Progress Outcomes.

Several observations by the Instructor and observers (i.e.general behaviour, gestures
noticed and responses given by the participants) about the learning process were noted
during the first session (Class PG1: Treatment 1) that needed to be adjusted for the
remaining sessions. One main observation was defining the role of two dedicated note
takers. Another notable adjustment was to include Parson’s problems1, which made

1 Parson’s Programs provide learners with instructions of a program in a jumbled order, where they
have to rearrange in an order that would make the program work. The puzzle-like format allows
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introducing the novice learners to programming significantly easier and more effective,
while introducing them to the Scratch programming environment at the same time. For
this reason, less weight was put on the outcome of the first session.

Participants who were new to Scratch seemed to spend the majority of their time
figuring out the basics of the programming environment rather than the programming
concepts. Some participants were fascinated by the environment design tools (i.e. back-
grounds, Sprites, costumes, etc.) and seemingly distracted from the Instructor’s discus-
sion by them. Some seem to assume that such background design work was an integral
part of computer programming, and the introduction of Parson’s problems in the remain-
der of the workshops was very effective in overcoming this issue. With the use of Parson’s
problems, the instructor could focus the learners objectively towards the expected out-
come of the lesson, without them being carried away by the background effects or being
distracted by trying to figure-out the Scratch environment.

Programming concepts were introduced at a much higher pace in the plugged-in
only treatment (treatment 2) than the alternating unplugged treatments (treatments
1 and 3). The participants with no Scratch awareness had more time to experience
the interactive programming environment before moving on to deeper concepts, which
may have resulted in a faster learning process later on. Although much more content was
delivered during the alternating unplugged sessions (i.e. unplugged content, introduction
to the programming environment and plugged-in exercises) within the same time span,
the approach may have overwhelmed some of the participants.

At some points during the plugged-in only sessions (treatment 2), it was observed that
the participants were losing interest. Despite the observers noting positive engagement
and a reasonable pace, learners looked tired towards the end of the session. At times it
was difficult to judge by their expressions whether their engagement was synchronising
with the Instructor ’s discussion. Most of the plugged-in session participants needed
support from the helpers.

Compared to treatment 1 (i.e. programming concepts introduced in week 1), treat-
ment 3 (i.e. CT concepts introduced in week 1) participants seem to embrace alternating
unplugged activities more smoothly and showed no sign of being overwhelmed during the
programming sessions. Treatment 3 introduced CT concepts prior to the programming
concepts and therefore the participants were familiar with the unplugged style. The
transition to plugged-in exercises from the unplugged activity was also smoother with
the treatment 3 groups, than with the treatment 1 groups.

In both alternating unplugged treatments, most of the learners participated actively
in the activities and were engaged in constructive discussions among themselves as well
as with the Instructor. It was observed that some learners started to successfully work

learners to practice basic programming in an entertaining manner.
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with the Parson’s problems ahead of the Instructor’s guidance. However, the overall
enthusiasm among the Bachelor’s groups was less than the PG groups that participated
in similar treatments. The average age of the Bachelor’s groups was also observed be lower
than the PG group. The PG groups showed higher enthusiasm (i.e. active participation,
asking questions about both the concepts and their applicability in their own classrooms,
etc.) despite their lack of prior programming knowledge.

The time limitation and additional material delivery did not seem to synchronise well
for many of the participants who were new to the Scratch environment.

Observations on Non-programming Unplugged Activities

There were no noticeable distinctions observed between the two types of students during
the CT concepts introduction sessions (i.e. during Non-programming Unplugged activ-
ities). The initial enthusiasm was a bit low in all groups, with a few less responsive
and unengaged students at the beginning. The engagement visibly improved with time
where responses like “I get it”, “Hmm!” (sound of understanding something), “Yay!”,
“Cool!” and sounds of awe could be heard from among the class. Almost everyone was
fully engaged as the classes progressed, in every group. The level of engagement varied
slightly depending on the ongoing activity. However, overall engagement and enthusiasm
was higher during learning CT concepts than during programming sessions.

Learners asked good questions related to unplugged activities ranging from how to
use them in general computing teaching, to their use in special situations such as with
autistic students, which indicated that they have realised the objective of the activities
and their pedagogical application in a classroom context. The sorting Network activity2

was observed to be the most engaging activity. Due to the range of items sorted using the
Sorting Network (e.g. words, musical notes), it was rather easier for the participants to
initiate discussions of how computing concepts can be integrated with other curriculum
areas (broader context and deeper thinking).

The Binary Cards activity3 had similar good responses, however probably due to the
lesser opportunity for curriculum integration (possibly limited to maths mostly) fewer
learners were actively participating in the discussion. Some learners seem confused during
the activity. Their questions indicated that they were confused with the order of the bit
arrangement (least and most significant bit), the purpose of the activity, and for one
student, the binary system itself. However, simple discussions with the Instructor or
among peers seemed to solve these issues easily.

During the Parity Magic activity4, members of some groups were observed to be

2 Sorting Networks: https://classic.csunplugged.org/activities/sorting-networks/
3 Binary Numbers: https://classic.csunplugged.org/activities/binary-numbers/

4 Parity Magic: https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/error-detection-and-correction/
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participating without a clear understanding of the purpose of the activity. The Instructor
had the full attention of the class during the product code explanations, probably due
to the relatedness of the concept to real life drawing the participants’ attention. The
QR Code activity5 was engaging as a group activity and received their full attention
during the Instructor’s explanations. Discussions about the applicability of CT as well
as about the activity could be overhead among group members during the activities.
However, these discussions were only limited to general application of the error-detection
concepts, and not directed towards programming or implementation of a QR code reader.
One person asked a pointed question ‘what are we trying to achieve by showing this to
kids?’, indicating the teachers’ confusion in connecting the unplugged computing activity
context to the curriculum context.

Overall enthusiasm (observed through their active participation in the discussions,
objective questions asked, noticeable reactions made, etc.) was higher in all PG groups
than their respective Bachelor’s groups.

Observations on Programming Unplugged Activities

The Programming Unplugged activities were introduced by the Instructor in the order
he was introducing the basic programming concepts. Accordingly, the intended order
of activities were Kidbots (sequence), Variable Dice Battle (variables), Conditional Dice
Games (selections) and Fitness Unplugged (Iteration). This may seem like an ambitious
agenda, but the instructor did not rush to accommodate all the concepts in one session,
yet managed to cover most of them. However, with the time limitation of the workshops,
the Fitness Unplugged activity could not be used in any of the classes. Nevertheless, the
Instructor introduced the basic idea of the concept of ‘iteration’ to the learners during
the final review discussion. Each activity was followed by a corresponding plugged-in
exercise.

Moreover, many learners had already started using the ‘loop’ constructs (i.e. the
‘repeat’ blocks) of Scratch during the Conditional Dice Game activity’s plugged-in ex-
ercises, intuitively trying to use them to improve their programs even without a specific
introduction to either the ‘iteration’ concepts or the ‘loop’ constructs. Therefore, the
Instructor could introduce the concept of iteration towards the end of the lesson without
using the intended Programming Unplugged activity or its corresponding programming
exercise. Consequently, no proper observations could be made about using the improved
version of the Fitness Unplugged activity for iteration. Nevertheless, the learners had
advanced to a level where they could successfully understand the concept, but how they

unit-plan/parity-magic/
5 QR Code activity: Scanning a printed QR Code, and gradually changing the dots until it failed to
scan.
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would implement the concept in a program could not be objectively observed.
Observations on Kidbots - The activity and the subsequent plugged-in exercise re-

ceived full engagement throughout. A few learners (2-3) did not actively participate in
doing the activity but were observing objectively (perhaps feeling the activity was too
childish to actually participate or just prefer to observe not participate). The whole class
actively participated answering questions and having discussions both with Instructor
and among themselves. Few learners had previous experience with the activity. Some
groups asked questions from helpers mainly clarifying the execution of the activity. When
the Instructor explained the reason to have a separate ‘programmer’ and ‘tester’, and
explained the concept of ‘debugging’, some learners’ facial expressions showed new un-
derstanding/realisation.

Observations on Variable Dice Battle - Despite one or two learners’ slight disengage-
ment at the beginning of the activity, all learners seemed well engaged and successfully
completed both the activity and the corresponding Parson’s problem that followed. Sev-
eral big “Ah-ha!” moments regarding understanding a variable’s behaviour were over-
heard among learners. At one point, one learner started using the whiteboard instead
of flip-cards, which opened a small discussion on realising the possibility of alternative
props, about whether the whiteboard is a good alternative. One group started play-
ing without labelling the flip-cards, leading to a discussion on the importance of proper
labelling of variables in computer programs. In general there was visible enthusiasm
among group members with questions like “How do you do that?”, “Is this how this [vari-
able in Scratch] works?” and clarifications among themselves. A smooth transition to
programming was observed.

Observations on Conditional Dice Games - Learners approached this more like a scaf-
folding from the Variable Dice Battle activity. The transition from the Variable Dice
Battle activity to its corresponding plugged-in exercise was observed to be very smooth.
Only a few learners needed scaffolding during the plugged-in exercises (e.g. some learners
were trying to introduce a new ‘variable’ instead of ‘if-else block’). A high level of peer
discussions within and outside groups was observed. This activity was designed to step-
wise scaffold ideas, and some learners seem to miss this due to their own distractions.
Moreover, it was observed that several groups mixed up the scaffolding order of the cards,
yet with no noticeable disadvantage. The Instructor introduced the corresponding Par-
son’s problems while the groups were working on game cards (i.e. moved to plugged-in
exercise before wrapping-up the unplugged activity) but the transition was smooth, and
almost all the learners caught up with the pace. The introduction of Parson’s Problems
was observed to be very effective when connecting the Programming Unplugged activity
to plugged-in exercises. This improvement effectively helped learners’ understanding of
the environment without feeling overwhelmed or being carried away with less important
background detail while retaining their attention on the programming task. Despite most
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of the participants’ very low previous programming experience and most of them being
new to Scratch, Parson’s problems were observed to maintain continuous high attention
and engagement.

9.5.5 Results Analysis

The following parameters were used in the Linear Mixed Effect model for the survey
results analysis of this study.

• Survey types (ST): pre-survey, post-survey 1 (after first week), post-survey 2 (at
the end)

• Treatment types (TT): treatment 1, treatment 2, treatment 3 (as explained in
Section 9.5.2)

• Group types (GT): Bachelor’s and Postgraduate.

In all individual analyses, the survey type (ST), treatment type (TT) and group (GT)
(with inter-dependencies GT x TT, ST x TT, and GT x ST x TT) were considered to
have fixed effects on the model. The reasons for including the inter-dependencies into
the model are to consider the influence of the following relationships to the measured
parameter:

1. GT x TR - the influence of a particular peer group in a particular treatment,

2. ST x TR - the influence of response over the course of the two workshops in a
particular treatment, and

3. GT x ST x TR - the influence of a particular peer group over the course of the two
weeks in a particular treatment.

In each individual model, fixed effects are considered to have levels that are of primary
interest and would be used again if the experiment were repeated. Random effects have
levels that are not of primary interest, but rather are thought of as a random selection
from a much larger set of levels. Accordingly, the following model (equation 9.1) has
been derived and adapted in all three individual analyses.

Yijk = α+ βi × groupi + γj × surveyj + δk × treatmentk

+ θij × groupi × surveyj + λik × groupi × treatmentk + ηjk × surveyj × treatmentk

+ µijk × groupi × surveyj × treatmentk

(9.1)
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SPSS6 software was used for data analyses and by default, the parameter value that
comes last in the alphabet is considered to be the reference level. Accordingly, the
model has considered GT=PG, ST=Pre-survey, and TR=Treatment 3 as the references.
Table 9.2 contains a summary of the three estimated fixed effect models used in this
analysis. The intercepts of all three models are significant (p=0.00). The detailed models
are given in Appendix D.

Initial analyses were conducted to test the effect of the weekly order of the workshop
formats used within the treatments (i.e. introduce computational thinking in the first
week and programming concepts in the second week). The workshop order did not effect
any of the models (i.e. TE, CPE and M), thus the workshop order difference effect
was dropped from the subsequent analysis. It is worth mentioning that the practical
limitations faced in conducting the experiment (i.e. lack of time and access to larger
number of participants) resulted in a lack of data points for some parts of the model.
Many of the observations did not show statistical significance due to this reason.

When assigning numerical representations to Likert scale measures (i.e. values from
1 to 4, effect varying from the least to the most), the choices were assumed to be equally
distanced values. The individual mean score of each participant under each survey is used
as the dependant variable(s) (i.e. Mean-Teaching Self-efficacy, Mean-Computer Program-
ming self-efficacy and Mean-Motivation) in individual analyses. By calculating a mean,
it was assumed that they are on a continuous scale (i.e. the mean can fall somewhere in
between categories; so the model assumes that the scale is continuous). However, this
may not have been the perspective of the participants. They may have not responded
considering the scale to be equally distanced and the thresholds (for the feeling of con-
fidence over something) between two individual participants may vary. Therefore, by
giving a numeric value to a qualitative response, it was assumed that the responses are
equally distanced, and that everyone responded around a similar scale. The missing re-
sponses (i.e. questions the participants has not answered) were filled with the average
over the sums of the available data.

6 IBM SPSS software: https://www.ibm.com/analytics/spss-statistics-software
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9.5.5.1 Computational Thinking Teaching Self-Efficacy

Row one of the Table 9.2 contains a summary of the estimated fixed effect model for
Computational Thinking Teaching self-efficacy. The full estimated fixed effects table,
which gives the p-values plus estimates of the effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals
for those estimates for the CT teaching self-efficacy is given in Appendix D. The following
observations were made:

• The Mean-score of the Bachelor’s group is 0.105 scores lower than the PG group.
However, this difference is not statistically significant (p=0.624).

• Compared to the pre-survey, the mean-score for the post-survey 1 is 0.386 higher
with a significance of p=0.05 and to Post-survey 2 is 0.425, with a significance of
p=0.05. Both post surveys show a statistically significant increase compared to the
pre-survey results for teaching efficacy.

• Compared to treatment 3, the mean-score for treatment 1 is 0.185 higher with
a significance of p=0.230. There is no statistically significant difference between
treatment 3 and treatment 1. However, the mean difference between treatment 2
and treatment 3 is 0.340, with a significance p value of 0.043, which is less than 0.05,
and therefore, there is a significant difference between treatment 3 and treatment
2.

• Compared to the PG group, the Bachelor’s Group shows a 0.294 mean difference
between their pre-survey results and post survey 1 results with a p value of 0.233.
This is not a significant difference. The difference between pre-survey and post
survey 2 shows a 0.586 difference with a p=0.026 significance. This difference is
significant, with a significance of p<0.05.

• Compared to the PG group’s self-efficacy after treatment 3, the treatment 1 Bach-
elors’ group shows a slight increase in teaching self-efficacy (0.007).

• Compared to PG after treatment 3, Bachelors’ show a higher average of -0.42 with
treatment 2. However, as mentioned earlier, this is not a significant difference
(p=0.135).

• Compared to treatment 3 pre-survey, the post-survey1 responses of the both of the
other treatments show a decrease in self-efficacy (i.e. -0.14 for treatment 1 and -0.43
for treatment 2), but none of these observations are statistically significant. The
same comparative observation for post-survey2 shows and increased self-efficacy
for both treatments 1 and 2 (0.139 and 0.119 respectively) but with no statistical
significance.
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Accordingly, by including the above observations in model equation 9.1 we get:

Yijk = 2.04 + 0.386× post-survey1 + 0.425× post-survey2

+ 0.340× treatment3 + 0.586×Bachelors× post-survey2

− 0.43× post-survey1× treatment2 + 0.994×Bachelors× post-survey1× treatment2

+ 0.622×Bachelors× post-survey2× treatment2 + 0.586× post-survey2× treatment3

(9.2)

9.5.5.2 Computer Programming Self-Efficacy

Row two of the Table 9.2 contains a summary of the estimated fixed effect model for
Computational Thinking Teaching self-efficacy. The full estimated fixed effects table,
which gives the p-values plus estimates of the effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals
for those estimates for the CT teaching self-efficacy is given in Appendix D. The following
observations were made:

• The Mean-score of the Bachelor’s group is 0.535 scores lower than the PG group.
However, this difference is not statistically significant (p=0.301).

• Compared to the pre-survey, the mean-score for the post-survey 1 is 0.965 higher
with a significance of p=0.004 and Post-survey 2 is 2.309, with a significance of
p<0.05. Both post surveys show a statistically significant increase compared to the
pre-survey results for teaching efficacy.

• Compared to the treatment 3, the mean-score for treatment 1 is 0.12 higher with
a significance of p=0.745. Mean difference between treatment 2 and treatment 3
is 0.159, with a p value of 0.692. There is no statistically significant difference
between treatment 3 and treatment 1, or treatment 2 and treatment 3.

• Compared to the PG group, the Bachelor’s Group shows a -0.24 mean difference
between their pre-survey results and post survey 1 results with a p value of 0.687
and between pre-survey and post survey 2 the difference is -0.176 with a p=0.781
significance, which are both not significant.

• Compared to the PG group’s self-efficacy after each treatment, none of the treat-
ments of the Bachelor’s group show a significant difference in teaching self-efficacy
(p=0.007).

• Compared to the treatment 3 pre-survey, the post-survey1 responses of the both of
the other treatments show a decrease in self-efficacy (i.e. -0.216 for treatment 1 and
-0.611 for treatment 2). But none of these observations are statistically significant.
The same comparative observation for post-survey2 shows an increased self-efficacy
for both treatments 1 and 2 (0.056 and 0.216 respectively) but with no statistical
significance.
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Accordingly, by including the above observations in model equation 9.1 we get:

Yijk = 1.885 + 0.966× post-survey1 + 2.309× post-survey2 (9.3)

9.5.5.3 Motivation to Teach Computational Thinking

Row three of the Table 9.2 contains a summary of the estimated fixed effect model for
Computational Thinking Teaching self-efficacy. The full estimated fixed effects table,
which gives the p-values plus estimates of the effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals
for those estimates for the CT teaching self-efficacy is given in Appendix D. The following
observations were made:

• The Mean-score of the Bachelor’s group is -0.94 scores lower than the PG group.
However, this difference is not statistically significant (p=0.054).

• Compared to pre-survey, the mean-score for post-survey 1 is -0.199 higher with a
significance of p=0.7 and post-survey 2 is 0.208, with a significance of p=0.7. Both
post-surveys show no statistically significant difference compared to the pre-survey
results for teaching efficacy.

• Compared to treatment 3, the mean-score treatment 1 is -0.103 and for treatment
2 is -0.134, both with no statistical significance (p>0.05).

• Compared to the PG group, the Bachelor’s Group shows a 0.747 mean difference
between their pre-survey results and post survey 1 results with a p value of 0.232,
and between pre-survey and post survey 2 shows a difference of -0.772. None of
these observations are statistically significant (p>0.05).

• Compared to the PG group’s motivation after treatment 3, both treatments 1 and
2 of the Bachelors’ group show an increase (0.545 and 0.386 respectively) but with
no statistical significance.

• Compared to treatment 3 pre-survey, the post-survey1 responses of the both of the
other treatments show an increased motivation (i.e. 0.786 for treatment 1 and 0.223
for treatment 2). But none of these observations are statistically significant. The
same comparative observation for posts-survey2 shows and increased self-efficacy
for both treatments 1 and 2 (0.205 and 0.407 respectively) but with no statistical
significance.

Accordingly, by including the above observations in model equation 9.1 we get:

Yijk = 3.29 + 0.941×Bachelors+ 1.581× post-survey2× treatment2 (9.4)
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9.5.6 Discussion and Conclusion

The Bachelor’s group indicated lower self-efficacy in both teaching CT as well as in
programming, and they also showed lower motivation to teach DT as well. Although
not statistically significant, this observation agrees with the in-class observations of low
engagement and enthusiasm among the same group. The Postgraduate group consisted
of more mature students with prior work experience, who have joined the education
diploma with a more directed purpose of taking up teaching as a career option, which
could be the reason for these differences.

Both post-surveys showing an increase in teaching and in programming self-efficacy
(statistically significant in the former and not significant in the latter), indicate that
the workshop has positive impact on all the learners’ self-efficacy in teaching CT and
in programming. This continuous increase over the course of the workshop, although
slightly, may indicative of how workshops of this nature would positively motivate the
teachers to teach DT subjects.

Between treatments analysis indicates that the traditional approach to introducing
programming was more effective, as a treatment. However, with the absence of the un-
plugged content to introduce programming, treatment 2 carried less content compared to
the other two treatments. Both alternating unplugged approaches covered more content
than the traditional approach in a similar time-frame. Considering the nature of the par-
ticipants (i.e. lack of experience in programming and the workshops were a compulsory
part of their semester, regardless of the participation was voluntary), this could have
been influential in this statistical indication of the response, due to the possibility of
the participants’ feeling overwhelmed by the content. Further, an approach of learning
programming using plugged-in only followed by learning CT with unplugged was absent
in the model, and it restricted the optimal utilisation of the statistical model as well as
obtaining more insightful observations.

Introducing general computing concepts first and then moving to a programming ap-
proach (treatment 3) appeared to be slightly less effective than introducing programming
first. Introducing programming before introducing CT concepts seems a better approach
to increase learners’ programming self-efficacy. However, their motivation to teach digital
technologies increased when the CT concepts were introduced before the programming
concepts.

When CT concepts were introduced using unplugged in teachers’ PD courses prior
to programming, teachers felt motivated to teach the subject. However, their teaching
self-efficacy was higher (not significantly with alternating unplugged, and significantly
with plugged-in only) when they were introduced to programming concepts prior to CT
concepts. We conclude that, using unplugged content motivated teachers to teach DT
subjects, and their self-efficacy towards teaching CT increased when they are equipped
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with programming knowledge. The traditional approach increased teachers’ program-
ming self-efficacy more than alternating it with unplugged.

Introducing programming concepts in the first week (with or without unplugged con-
tent) has negatively effected the participants’ teaching self-efficacy. However, after the
second week, this has been changed to positive. Interestingly, the negative impact of
introducing programming concepts in the first week on their programming self-efficacy
recovered after they were exposed to CT content in the second week. Their motivation
towards teaching DT has continuously been increasing through the two weeks, indicat-
ing that the more content knowledge they get for the subject, the more motivated they
are to teach it. This indicates that when teachers are knowledgeable about the general
CT content, they are more self-efficacious of their own programming ability as well as
teaching CT.

The overall lower mean self-efficacy of the postgraduate students’ towards teaching
CT topics could be due to their realisation of either the importance and depth of the
CT content in the curriculum, or the level of their understanding about teaching CT in
a classroom. The significant increase indicated in post-survey2 responses shows that the
workshop has been successful in improving Bachelor’s groups the self-efficacy towards
teaching CT.

These workshops covered a large amount of content knowledge in a short period of
time. The postgraduate group showing comparatively lower efficacy towards teaching
could be due to feeling overwhelmed, especially the more mature participants. The
postgraduate group included students with experience in computing, teaching subject
areas other than DT, or professional/work experience in some other area. Comparatively,
the younger and inexperienced Bachelor’s group could perhaps be less sensitive or feeling
less concerned about their sense of responsibility for teaching.

Treatment 1 with the postgraduates was the first time the Instructor trialled the alter-
nating unplugged approach with a newly developed set of activities with a learner group.
Therefore, several observations leading to on-the-fly improvements were inevitable. Nev-
ertheless, it must be noted that a better experimental design would have piloted it first
to shake out these problems. However, as mentioned in the limitations, the experiment
was run under severe external constraints, so this was not possible.

Many of the participants were new to the Scratch programming environment. Since
unplugged activities need engagement, the initial distraction observed with this first
group put them at a disadvantage compared to the other groups, which could have been
reflected in the survey responses and effected the overall affects in the statistical model.

The Bachelor’s group consisted of more participants with prior programming experi-
ence (mostly of a programming language other than Scratch) compared to the PG group
(30.1% and 26.9% respectively). It was observed in the programming-only groups that
those with prior programming experience were helping others during the workshops, and
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also in that set up the participants’ attention was not compromised for any unplugged
activity, thereby they had more time for discussions among them. This could have been
reflected in their post-survey responses. The participants with prior programming expe-
rience among the Bachelors’ group could have either found the workshop less interesting
or have developed a sense of responsibility in teaching programming.

9.6 Study II: Introductory Programming Course for In-Service Teachers

This section reports on a second set of workshops that took advantage of the learnings
from the first ones, but were conducted for in-service teachers.

9.6.1 Overview

Two workshops for introductory programming for in-service, associate teachers were con-
ducted as a PD support session for the associate teachers of the University of Canterbury,
School of Education. The participation in the workshops was voluntary. The workshop
sessions were four hours (2-hours introductory programming session and 2-hours CT
concept session).

Thirty one (31) associate teachers participated in the workshops. Participants were
grouped into two groups, as chosen by them at their programme registration. 83.9% of
the participants (26) were female and 16.1% (5) were male. 74% (23) had prior experience
in programming and 26% (8) had no programming exposure. Group 1 consisted of 15
participants and group 2, 16 participants.

9.6.2 Method

The two groups were given two different treatments. In the introductory programming
session, alternating unplugged approach with plugged-in exercises was used with Group
1 and for Group 2, a plugged-in only approach was used with no unplugged activities. In
the second session, Non-programming Unplugged activities were used to introduce the
computational thinking CT concepts to both groups. For both groups, the introductory
programming session was followed by the CT concept session. The Instructor tried
to maintain an equal pace and delivery at each treatment type, which was a success.
Table 9.3 shows the group composition.

All the participants were requested to respond to a set of identical surveys prior to the
workshops (Pre-survey), and after the introductory programming session (Post-survey).
These in-service teachers participants were invited to a follow up telephone interview
with the researcher at the end of their school term, both to obtain their views of the
usefulness of the resources used in the workshops, as well as to obtain any feedback if
they had used any of the Programming Unplugged activities in their classes.
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Table 9.3: Associate Teachers’ Group Compositions

Group Treatment Gender Prior Programming Knowledge
Group 1 T1 - Alternating

Unplugged
Male: 2,
Female:
13

Yes: 12, No:3

Group 2 T2 - Plugged-in
Only

Male: 3,
Female:
13

Yes: 11, No:5

Moreover, as part of this study, the expert teachers of CSERG, who also actively
participated as helpers and an observer during the sessions, have been interviewed. These
expert teachers of CSERG had many years of experience using unplugged activities in
their classrooms and in teachers’ PD in the Digital Technologies curriculum. Although
they had limited chances to use the newly developed Programming Unplugged activities,
their prior experience in using unplugged provided valuable insights in this discussion.
Their opinions were recorded from two perspectives: 1) as an in-service teacher who uses
unplugged activities in their programming classrooms, and 2) as observers of the PD
workshops.

The interviews were semi-structured and were conducted in a similar way to the
interviews described in Chapter 5. Questions were open ended, where teachers were
allowed to freely express their views. However, sometimes the interviewer had to provide
further clarifications to questions and/or terms used in the questions.

9.6.3 Limitations

Soon after the workshops, the first delta variant COVID19 case was reported in New
Zealand, which led to several restrictions imposed within the country including moving
back to online-schooling. The sudden pressure on the teachers’ everyday schedule changes
adversely affected the feedback interviews of this study. Participation in the interviews
were very low, and those few teachers who responded did not have time to use many of
the resources from the workshops in their classrooms, thus could not give any feedback
on their practical experience.

9.6.4 Results

9.6.4.1 Surveys

Three LME models were used in this study to find the relationship between the dependant
variables teaching self-efficacy (TE), programming self-efficacy (CPE) and motivation of
participants (M) to teach CT topics, respectively.
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The statistical means of TE, CPE and M were analysed individually. In all individual
analyses, Treatment Type (Group) and Survey Type (ST) were considered as fixed effects
in the models. The following model equation was fitted accordingly.

Yij = α+ βi × treatmentj + γj × surveyj (9.5)

The estimated fixed effects of all three models are summarised in Table 9.4.

Table 9.4: Summary of Estimates and Standard Errors (in parentheses) of Fixed Effects
by Model - Associate Teachers

The table shows the following observations:

• The average score of Mean-TE of the treatment 1 group is 0.042 higher than the
other group. However, this difference is not statistically significant (p=0.83).

• The pre-survey score is 0.493 lower than the post survey and this observation is
statistically significant (p<0.05).

• The average score of Mean-CPE of the treatment 1 group is 0.377 scores lower than
the other group. However, this difference is not statistically significant (p=0.396).

• The pre-survey score is 2.212 lower than the post survey and this observation is
statistically significant (p<0.05).

• The average score of Mean-M of the treatment 1 group is 0.875 higher than the
other group. However, this difference is not statistically significant (p=0.018).

• The pre-survey score is 0.971 lower than the post survey and this observation is
statistically significant (p<0.05).
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Accordingly, by including the above observations in model equation 9.1, for the three
models CT teaching self-efficacy, computer programming self-efficacy, and motivation to
teach DT subjects respectively we get:

Yij = 3.028− 0.493× pre-survey (9.6)

Yij = 5.243− 2.212× pre-survey (9.7)

Yij = 4.163 + 0.875× treatment1− 0.971× pre-survey (9.8)

9.6.4.2 Interviews

Collectively, six (6) teachers were interviewed, to obtain their views and feedback of the
usefulness of the workshops and/or the resources used. Only three (3) learners (herein
after referred to as associate teachers) responded to the follow up interviews, of which two
(2) were from alternating unplugged workshops (treatment 1 or 3) and one from plugged-
in only workshop (treatment 2). One of the 3 learners, a primary school teacher, had no
prior experience in programming. The other three interviewees were expert teachers from
CSERG: one high school teacher, and two middle and primary school teachers (herein
after referred to as expert teachers). Since the expert teachers are in-service teachers
who actively involve in teaching similar to the participants, their observations in the
perspective of a teacher who would use unplugged tools was considered in this study.

The process of interviewing, and the qualitative analysis process used for the interview
transcripts and feedback form, are detailed in Section 5.2.3. A deductive approach was
used to analyse the transcripts of the interviews. The original focus of the interview ques-
tions was on feedback about the workshops, usability of the teaching approach and/or
resources of the workshop in the participants’ actual classroom setting, and any feedback
they could provide on using the unplugged activities (particularly the new Programming
Unplugged activities). However, all the interviewees had limited or no opportunity to
use the unplugged resources in their classrooms due to the COVID19 restrictions. Conse-
quently, they expressed their free views based on their prior experience and/or personal
opinion. Additionally, the expert teachers were asked to share their experience and views
about using the unplugged resources in teaching teachers. Interviews were tagged by the
researcher to assist with analysis. Interviewees’ answers to direct questions of the theme
and/or their explanations to capture any indirect connection to the theme outside the
key question were used as the criteria for tagging.

Non-programming Unplugged Activities in Teaching Computing

All six participants were asked about using unplugged activities in their classrooms.
All of them had used some Computing Unplugged activity in their Digital Technologies
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(DT) classrooms at some point. None of the associate teachers interviewed had taught
DT content during the period after the workshop, thus had no opportunity to use Pro-
gramming Unplugged activities in their classes. The expert teachers had used at most
three of the Programming Unplugged activities (i.e. Kidbots, Variable Dice Battle and
Conditional Dice Games) with students in classrooms and/or with teachers in training
sessions outside of the studies of this project.

The associate teachers expressed their views based on the unplugged activities they
used in their classes. However, their usage was limited to teaching and learning Com-
putational Thinking and not related to teaching programming, thereby the activities of
interest in the discussions are Non-programming Unplugged activities and not Program-
ming Unplugged activities. Even the expert teachers who had used the Programming
Unplugged activities a few times in their programming lessons shared similar views that
using Non-programming Unplugged activities in a general context prior to moving to
programming lessons has a positive effect on learners. However, this observation seems
to contradict the observation made in the previous study that introducing CT concepts
using unplugged prior to introducing programming concepts was less effective introduc-
ing to programming first. An important difference was the latter scenario was teachers
learning, where as expert teachers were working with young students. The following
themes were identified regarding unplugged computing activities.

Provide an authentic context for a lasting understanding: Teachers highlighted
the importance of providing a familiar context for the computing content in order to
establish a focused and long-lasting understanding in a learner. They believed that
unplugged activities making use of existing knowledge to introduce new knowledge
essentially provides a degree of authenticity for the learner:
“it make use of your knowledge, the existing knowledge, and that’s how the unplugged
activities had been. That is, passing the message better than just using the big
words and try to pretend ...” , “a young student who’s got no experience might
find it difficult to understand those things [computing context]. If you give them a
practical, hands on, sort of unplugged activity to start them off with, it gives them
a good foundation from which they can build.”, “that actually demystifies what’s
happening in their everyday world”

Provide a ‘physical’ representation to what is ‘unseen’: Teachers pointed out how
unplugged activities provide a tangible representation to computing concepts which
are otherwise intangible and thereby difficult to explain:
“Those physical representations of those, you know, intangible things, make it so
much easier for a child to understand” , “That’s a good way to see something phys-
ical, that isn’t something that you can normally see.”, “I think when you when you
use a combination of something that’s unplugged with a concept, then you get that
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connection between - well, because ... again it’s tangible - An unplugged activity
is something that you can do with your hands or ... body or whatever it is. And
it makes that concept easily understood.”, “Instead of the Beebot, to use the person
you give them instructions - that’s a tangible thing a younger student can get in
their head.”

Engaging and encourage further studying: The engaging nature of unplugged ac-
tivities was appreciated by the teachers while emphasising how that could lead to
students wanting to continue studying computing in their higher studies.
“They were all very interested. Very engaged. Yeah, even the ‘cool kids’ were proac-
tive” , “it’s more fun, it’s more interesting, it’s more engaging ... it’s something that
they can do. It’s not overwhelming”, “The whole point of this is to encourage them
and get them to want to carry on with it and the future. They talk about users with
joy, about wonderment and I want to inspire them to go "well, this is really cool"”,
“It’s more about big picture stuff. So it’s more fun, it’s more interesting, it’s more
engaging. It’s not highly detailed in some areas. It’s not difficult to understand.”

One teacher expressed how unplugged activities had been useful in identifying and
providing opportunities for the ‘logical thinkers’ in the classroom, whose skill is
difficult to identify and highlight compared to other skills like art or sports.
“I noticed that students who hadn’t yet necessarily have a place in the classroom has
a place because of unplugged. An example of that is you’d have your academic lead-
ers, your sporty leaders, your artistic children, but the logical thinkers - they didn’t
really have a home until we started doing the unplugged. And then their lights went
ON, and they’ve asked so many amazing questions. And I thought that, because of
teaching unplugged, we were actually seeing their thinking.”

Despite the fact that unplugged activities use learners’ existing knowledge and there-
fore provide familiar contexts, it is essential for the teacher to make connection to the
computing context. The teachers pointed out the importance of this in their discussions.
“You have to do some extent of hand holding obviously. You have to carry them through
the learning process, because otherwise it will be just doing some activity like playing in
the playground, ... unless you give them the right kind of, what do you call it: making
the connections, as the teacher. Otherwise unplugged activities are going to be just a play
thing.” , “You have to [show] some concept behind it. There has to be some understand-
ing, some computational thinking behind whatever the activity is. That has to sort of
‘marry up’.”, “Unplugged activities are basically just the physical version of creative tools
such as Scratch or any other programming language [interface]. So that would be that
link”.
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Combining Unplugged with Programming, and Programming Unplugged

The next theme that emerged from the interviews was the feedback and opinions about
using unplugged in teaching and learning programming in particular. Having had no
opportunity to use the Programming Unplugged activities in their own lessons, the as-
sociate teachers expressed their views about the combining and/or alternating Program-
ming Unplugged activities based on their experience during the workshops. The expert
teachers had used a few Programming Unplugged activities in their classrooms as well
as in teacher training sessions.

Using Programming Unplugged Activities in a Programming Lesson

The most common opinion among the interviewees on the best way to combine Program-
ming Unplugged activities in introductory programming lessons was to do the unplugged
activity first and then move to the plugged-in exercise.
“I think unplugged definitely does support plugging it in. And if you’re able to do the
unplugged activities before the plugged in ones.”, “ I like the idea of doing unplugged
activities first. Specifically, because I think it gives a good visual and an experience of
understanding those concepts in a textual way, so people can actually have something
to link the virtually abstract ideas”, “Plugging it coupled together is the best. Those un-
plugged things and those Parson’s problems [combined together] are really good examples
of how to get some foundation understanding started., “I think having them side by side,
yeah. Do the activity for 20 minutes, half an hour whatever. And then being able to
actually apply it plugged in. I think that, would work really well. , “Trying to do wee bit
more unplugged before you do that [plugged-in]. If the tools are new, then they need that
unplugged activity first. So they’re not learning two different things at once.”, [Do the]
Unplugged and then directly take it to plugged in or within the next couple of days, rather
than waiting a week. That would work better.”

However, one expert teacher was of the view that the order of what should follow
what is not important, as long as they are alternating. She expressed how some students
may already be knowledgeable about how to program but without effective understand-
ing about the programming concepts, and how the order of the unplugged and plugged-in
experience may not be important for such students. She pointed out that Programming
Unplugged activities can help students with such incomplete understandings or misun-
derstandings to solidify and/or clarify their understandings.
“I think they go together. And you can swap in and out of them. I don’t think it’s just
do unplugged and plugged in. You might need to come back to unplugged again. Because
something’s not quite working in your plugged in version, so you’ve got to work out what
it is. So it’s a matter of alternating and the order doesn’t matter. Like what should
come first and what not, or could come next does not matter. ... They might already
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have some prior knowledge of having had a go on different apps on their own time or
be programming in Minecraft or doing something. But not fully understanding why they
don’t know why.”

Programming lessons involve frequent use of devices as well as interfaces that draw the
learners’ attention, often more than necessary, away from understanding the concepts (for
example, drawing Sprites or designing background images). The interviewees highlighted
how Programming Unplugged activities can essentially draw the learners’ attention to
the programming concept, and not be distracted by the device and/or the programming
language or environment they use to implement it.
“When you start programming in Scratch, kids get very distracted with the sprites and
things like that, whereas with unplugged you’re definitely focusing on the concepts. And
then ... plugging it back in. So I think there’s some pairing in it.”

Feedback on Programming Unplugged activities

As mentioned earlier, only the expert teachers had few opportunities to trial the new
Programming Unplugged activities with students in their classroom. Although the Kid-
bots activity has been available and used for some period of time, they had not used it
to model a programming concept (i.e. sequence) for a plugged-in programming lesson.

Two expert teachers had used the Variable Dice Battle in their classes, which they
have observed to be very effective, including helping students to realise the role of variable
initialisation.
“The flip book for the variables, I did use that one and that went really well. ... When
we did it with the variables, they would question why we had to put the variable back to
zero at the beginning, or anything. And they’d remember to do that. I remember that
it was quite successful. And it was ... within a half hour lesson. ... I think it supports
the learning. They reinforce so that, when they come into the actual programming they
already know.”, “I think the hardest thing to teach is variables. So I think having it so
that unplugged to plugged in the approach of writing down the score and then flipping the
cards, I think that helps cement that understanding of what a variable does.”
One teacher expressed her appreciation regarding the activity, indicating how her earlier
unplugged attempts for variables had failed.
“We’ve always experimented with unplugged variables and if statements and they hadn’t
found a successful [method] like yours, or they were playing with it. ... I’ve had little
buckets with names on it and you put the number in ... It doesn’t quite replicate it very
well. But the flip cards are good.”.

These expert teachers had also used the Conditional Dice Games, where one had
positive feedback while the other had limited time to complete the activity, but had a
positive response in the time available. “I think that IF-ELSE statements was very, very
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clear and very easy to use. ... I think that IF-ELSE statements, they worked a lot better.”,
“I wanted to just trial it and see if it they get any better understanding of it, whereas in
the past I’ve just draw them straight into the Scratch if statement”.

Another expert teacher has had a similar experience when she used the same activity
with teachers during a training session.
“The teachers I’ve been working with ... we had a real breakthrough because we’ve been
doing unplugged activities. We’re probably to a point where I could possibly, well when
we get to programming ... some of the activities you created. But at that moment it was
just a real breakthrough, because they were kind of like "Oh, this isn’t what I thought it
was".”
She appreciated how the programming specific unplugged activities can scaffold the Com-
putational Thinking understandings the teachers have been training with thus far, with
a meaningful focus.
“ ... then when we had our whole staff meeting afterwards ... they’re like ‘oh this isn’t
what I thought it was!’ ... So far we’ve been focusing on computational thinking which is
developing those initial building blocks to the programming.”

Unplugged Activities Supporting Learners’ Mental Model Development

The expert teachers as well as one experienced associate teacher discussed how unplugged
activities, Programming Unplugged in particular, can support learners in developing
good mental models. This was an emerging theme from discussions, rather than from
directed questions, which is an indicator of the teacher’s realisation of connections be-
tween learners’ mental models and unplugged activities. This theme emerging with no
specific mention of mental models by the interviewer (i.e. the researcher herself) pro-
vides a strong indication that teachers are aware of learners’ mental models and about
Notional Machines (although unknowingly) and that they believe unplugged activities
can support in that regard, which also supports the discussion in Chapter 7. They also
highlighted how unplugged activities can help young learners who are at a stage where
they are still developing their abstract thinking, to understand the intangible contexts
of computing at an early stage.
“Using unplugged activities, the teacher can facilitate a student, or teacher teaching a
teacher - a novice teacher, can facilitate building these mental model”, “Especially the
students who ... are still developing their ability to think abstractly. You know they don’t
[have the ability fully developed yet].. you know, that’s something we grow into. Not
something that we naturally posess”.

They expressed their view on how such mental model development could help increas-
ing their confidence in learning programming, by providing a representation that relates
to the abstract concept.
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“They [students] don’t understand what’s going on inside the computer, you know, the
hardware - the electronics. They don’t understand those concepts like the variables be-
cause they can’t physically see them. So we have to create some kind of representation
for them to be able to build those visions.”, “The more we can have an unplugged repre-
sentation of it, the easier it is for them to be able to make some connections with their
prior knowledge. Because they can’t just see it happening inside the computer.”

Unplugged also supports learners to interpret the new learning using their own vocab-
ulary (using existing knowledge) and relate the understanding to computational jargon,
thereby supporting them to overcome barriers in using computing specific vocabulary.
“Especially with people who would consider themselves not having this natural kind of
strengths in their abilities, you know to be able to visualize those abstract concepts with-
out having something to [relate to]”, “It gives them that ability to understand the concepts,
but also be able to build on their language ... you know, the language of the computer
science discipline, in particular, in a manner of the those words being related to computer
science concepts.”.

One teacher suggested that unplugged helps teachers to “see what learners think”. In
other words, doing the activity allows the teachers to physically see how well learners
understand the concept they intend to communicate, and where learners make mistakes,
it helps teachers to diagnose the errors and/or mistakes of the learners’ mental model.
“Unplugged gets people thinking in that logical way, in a different way. ... Because of
teaching unplugged, we were actually seeing they are thinking.”
Another viewed this ability to ‘visualise the learners’ mental model’ as important for the
teacher’s own understanding about the nature of their class.
“You know how sometimes when you’re teaching and you think "I know they know it"
and you’re totally blindsided by all the ways they get the answers wrong? And [I would
like] if I can have a go, if I can figure out how ... how I went wrong, and this is why.”

Unplugged and Teachers’ TPACK

When asked how Programming Unplugged would help with teachers’ Technological Ped-
agogical Content Knowledge (TPACK), the expert teachers pointed out that it could be
a “nice stepping stone” to work for teachers who are not ready to learn programming
yet or are afraid of programming. Unplugged provides a framework for such teachers
to “actually teach some computational thinking in the safety of the unplugged realm”.
For the novice teachers, Programming Unplugged activities could be an “uplifting expe-
rience” that provides a comfortable zone to operate in teaching computer programming
while supporting their students. Having unplugged activities can show them how those
concepts go across different programming languages and that the general concepts are
not specific to any particular programming language.
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One associate teacher answering the same question pointed out that it helps them to
focus on understanding the concepts without having the device (i.e. the programming
language) interfering in the tedious learning process.
“I don’t have to focus on using two different things. I don’t have to try and do it with a
computer as well, so it’s not too many things.”. Although unplugged does not necessarily
teach them anything ‘new’, another teacher admitted that it definitely helped “refining”
their understanding.
“Rather than it being just conceptual and on the screen, it was a lot easier for me to
understand. And the way that the lecturer ran through it just going one by one, each
concept that selection, ... input/output and and linking them to an activity, I was able to
see the difference as well”.
However, there is a risk that teachers do not go beyond unplugged, and miss out on the
full experience of computing, therefore plugging-it-in is an important connection.

9.6.5 Discussion and Conclusion

The Study II participants’ self-efficacy towards teaching CT as well as programming,
and their motivation to teach DT has increased after the PD intervention. This indicates
that PD interventions in any of the formats used positively affects in-service teachers’
self-efficacy and motivation to teach computing subjects in classrooms.

The alternating unplugged group showed higher self-efficacy towards teaching CT
than the plugged-in only group. This approach also provided more material than the
plugged-in only approach, which relate well to a classroom setting. Therefore, alternat-
ing unplugged seems a more successful approach for teachers’ professional development
in introductory programming. Moreover, the majority of the participants had prior pro-
gramming experience. Therefore, the availability of more material and discussion points
could be the reason behind the difference.

Although not significant statistically, it was observed that the teachers who were
exposed to the alternating unplugged approach showed lower self-efficacy towards pro-
gramming than that of the traditional plugged-in group after the workshop. The possible
reasons for this could be that, since many of the teachers had experience in Scratch pro-
gramming, the plugged-in only approach must have seen more efficient, and been com-
paratively more meaningful for them. Moreover, the alternating unplugged approach de-
livered more material within the same time-frame and possibly could have overwhelmed
the participants. The sense of rush may also have caused frustration. Nevertheless,
the statistical insignificance may also imply that the observation is merely a random
occurrence.

The availability of more material that relates to classroom use (more useful with
younger students in the classrooms) with unplugged style activities to introduce pro-
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gramming is a motivating factor for an experienced teacher, as they understand how the
content can be used to make connections in the classroom compared to the conventional
plugged-in approach. Provided that the in-service teachers already have some context
of teaching DT, their motivation to teach is an indicator of how PD programmes of this
nature can have a positive influence. This could be the reason why the alternating ap-
proach was significantly more successful with in-service teachers than with the beginner
teachers of Study I.

Overall, the participants’ feedback and opinions showed that unplugged activities can
help teachers to provide a familiar approach to computing with their students by being
able to use student’s existing knowledge to introduce new knowledge. Moreover, they
also help teachers to provide tangible interpretations to the abstract and/or intangible
contexts of computing in their classrooms, which is an important pedagogical aspect,
especially with young students who are yet to improve their abstract thinking skills.
Unplugged computing provides a pathway to introduce deep, abstract computing con-
cepts to younger learner groups to be exposed to such abstract knowledge simply and
effectively.

While the majority of the interviewees were of the view that introducing a program-
ming concept first and then moving into plugged-in is the most effective way to combine
Programming Unplugged with plugging-it-in, there was a view that suggested that as
long as the two are alternating, the order may not really matter, because the chances
of students having prior exposure to programming are high now that it is more com-
mon in schools. Because unplugged activities effectively communicate the programming
concepts, having them alternating could help learners to either establish or refine their
understanding, depending on their prior level of understanding.

Despite the limited opportunities for using Programming Unplugged activities in their
classrooms, teachers showed a positive response towards having unplugged activities that
can be directly transferred to a programming exercise. They confirmed the decision made
in developing the activities (as discussed in Chapter 8), for example using a flip-card
holder as a prop to represent variables over other candidate props. The use of flip-cards
was observed to be an effective prop for understanding and avoiding misconceptions about
variables, which could also lead to avoiding some important misconceptions later on, at
an early stage of learning. The teachers appreciated having Programming Unplugged
activities that can model programming concepts that are also directly transferable to
programming exercises.

The unplugged alternating approach helped with both cementing a concept in the
learner better and provided additional useful material for teachers to use in their class-
rooms. We speculate that, had the participants had more awareness of the Scratch
environment, the additional material delivery within the time span would have been
more effective.
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9.7 Conclusion

The Programming Unplugged activities designed and tested during this study were the
activities developed during the study discussed in Chapter 8 and the discussion in this
chapter relates to Phase 5 of the Study Phases (See 8.3). The expert teachers’ observa-
tions indicated that Programming Unplugged activities can, particularly for the novice
teachers, reduce unease towards teaching programming as well as positively influence
their programming skills. All three aspects tested among the teachers (i.e. teaching self-
efficacy, programming self-efficacy and motivation) were increased after the workshops,
indicating that PD of this nature can support teachers in DT.

Overall, the alternating unplugged approach has increased both pre-service and in-
service teachers’ teaching self-efficacy and motivation to teach DT. However, the alter-
nating unplugged approach used has decreased the computer programming self-efficacy
of both kinds of teachers. This is possibly due to the teacher feeling overwhelmed with
the time restriction to cover the more content, where the novice majority had less time
to get used to the Scratch programming environment. Although using the programming
environment is not the same as a person’s programming skill, at this stage it could affect
the novice participants, programming self-efficacy adversely. Where there was a higher
number of participants with prior exposure to programming, this large amount of content
might have brought about new understandings of their own knowledge.

The associate teachers’ feedback indicated that they have good awareness about the
NZ DT Curriculum as well as the impact and influence of both Computational Thinking
and programming in this content. However, the observational notes indicated that this
case is not common with the pre-service teachers, where the number of participants
who had even read the Digital Technologies learning area of the curriculum prior to
the workshop was very low. The associate teachers pointed out the effectiveness of
Non-programming Unplugged activities in modeling Computational Thinking concepts
and were enthused and appreciative of having programming-specific unplugged activities
that can be directly transferred to programming exercises (i.e. Programming Unplugged
activities).

The teachers who provided their opinion pointed out an important connection in
unplugged computing activities supporting learners developing good mental models re-
garding computing concepts, and particularly programming concepts. They mentioned
that unplugged activities provide tangible interpretations to the otherwise intangible or
highly abstract concepts of computing as well as programming, which is helpful in in-
troducing these concepts to younger students. This discussion partially supports the
discussions in Chapter 7. It indicates that teachers have both identified a connection
between learners’ mental models and the Notional Machine (albeit unknowingly) as well
as recognising how unplugged activities can facilitate teachers’ pedagogy for supporting
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learners.
The teachers indicated that unplugged also supports learners to interpret new learning

using their own vocabulary (using existing knowledge) and relating that understanding
to computational jargon, thereby supporting them to overcome the barriers in using
computing-specific vocabulary. This observation also partially supports the possible
applicability of unplugged activities in crystallising the learning as discussed in Dual
Purpose Theory discussion in Chapter 4. Only weak claims can be made in both the
studies based on survey data as well as other observations, because the sample size was
small and the results were not statistically significant. The observations, findings, and
the limitations encountered throughout the studies indicate that further work may be
warranted with a larger sample size to see the actual nature of such claims, as the lack
of passing the significance test also means they could be the result of random processes.

The Programming Unplugged activities used in the experiments need refining before
they are completely ready to serve the purpose as they have so far been evaluated with
teachers rather than using with young students. They must be used in actual classrooms
and adjusted based on feedback from teachers. This is a longer process than the length
of this project. Nevertheless, the successful use of unplugged activities effectively in a
classroom depends on several parameters ranging from the level of the learners to the
way the activities are conducted/incorporated in a lesson. Further, if the Programming
Unplugged activities are not followed by plugged-in exercises and/or such links integrated
into the activity in semantic waves to cement the conceptual understanding the learner
obtains from them, the activities may become irrelevant or seen as mere playful activity.
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Chapter X

Programming with Unplugged - Understanding the Semantic Profiles

This chapter discusses the usefulness of Unplugged computing activities in introduc-
tory programming for teachers’ professional development, by studying the behavior of
the ‘semantic waves’ [150] of two different teaching strategies: alternating unplugged
activities with plugged-in programming, and plugged-in only programming. The seman-
tic waves of three Unplugged activities used to model three programming concepts are
analysed in detail, and compared to the semantic profile of a plugged-in only lesson that
teaches the same concepts. Alternating Unplugged activities with a plugged-in expe-
rience successfully covers a wider semantic range, indicating the possibility of avoiding
both learner anxiety as well as boredom, enabling teachers to find optimal teaching
strategies that suit their classrooms. The discussion in this chapter intends to provide
partial answers to research question RQ 3 described in Section 1.3, particularly RQ 3.3
which intends to investigate the features of unplugged that are useful when combined
with programming and RQ 3.6 that studies the possible impacts programming-focused
unplugged activities may have for teachers and learners.

10.1 Introduction

As explained under the educational framework of Legitimation Code Theory (Section 4.3),
a ‘Semantic Wave’ is a concept that describes a purported good learning journey of a
novice learner over their course of learning, while shifting between expert and novice
understanding, abstract and concrete context, and technical and simple meanings [178].
LCT [149, 150] describes several terms associated with the semantic wave concept:

Semantic Gravity (SG): The context dependence of knowledge (the context of mean-
ings and how much meaning depends on everyday context).

Semantic Density (SD): The degree of complexity of knowledge (the complexity of
meanings rather than their context).

Semantic Wave (SW): The movement between concrete, simpler knowledge and more
abstract, complex knowledge in a wave pattern to master a subject.
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Semantic Profile (SP): The changes in the context-dependence and complexity of the
knowledge being taught (or learnt) during a specific learning experience [59].

During a lesson where typically novice learners’ knowledge is low in SD at the begin-
ning, this journey is a cooperation between the teacher and learners where the teacher
determines the phase of the curve between SD and SG in transferring conceptual knowl-
edge using learners’ existing knowledge, to bring the learners to a higher SD level while
at times also aiming to get them to work in a lower SG context. SD and SG are different
dimensions that are superimposed in semantic profiles to give a simple intuitive picture
of this idea.

In a typical lesson, there are always multiple semantic profiles in play. For example, a
lesson plan can be analysed and will have a semantic profile. Any lesson based on it can
be observed and the profile of what is delivered could be the same or different. Moreover,
any individual learner’s experience will also follow their own unique profile, for example
depending on whether they are listening/doing activities expected or not, how far they
get, etc. The semantic profiles of individual learners may or may not be measurable or
observable.

Waite et al. [241] brought the notion of Semantic Waves into the discussion around
Unplugged computing activities in both teaching computing to school students and teach-
ers’ professional development. They explain how a good Unplugged activity based lesson
plan follows a Semantic Wave and suggest that Semantic Waves are useful in develop-
ing and reviewing lesson plans. Their argument that moving back and forth between
concrete/simpler and abstract/complex knowledge helps to increase the usefulness of an
Unplugged activity reflected the discussions of an Unplugged activity development pro-
cess discussed in Chapter 8 as well as in the study on a series of introductory programming
professional development workshops that followed (discussed in Chapter 9).

In order to understand the effectiveness of the two teaching strategies that were used
in the studies of the previous chapter to introduce programming concepts to teachers
in a professional development experience, their Semantic Profiles were studied. These
analyses were conducted based on the observations made during the activity develop-
ment process in Chapter 9 and lesson planning for the two programming introduction
strategies of the studies in that chapter. The two strategies used were: 1) alternating
Unplugged activities with plugged-in exercises and 2) conventional plugged-in exercises.
Those experiences are discussed here in the light of how changes between SG and SD
influenced them. The following sections of this chapter contain a discussion of: 1) an
analysis of the semantic profiles of the unplugged activities used and 2) a comparative
analysis of the semantic profiles of two of the teaching strategies used in the introductory
programming courses discussed in Chapter 9.
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10.2 Unplugged Computing and Semantic Waves

An unplugged activity that is used to explain a computing concept(s) can create a wide
semantic range that embed the nature of the context (for semantic gravity) and the
meanings being condensed (for semantic density), providing a good opportunity to create
semantic waves in learning. Determining the Semantic Profile of a learning experience
or a lesson can depend on several circumstances specific to that particular lesson.

The nature of the participants in an Unplugged activity can vastly vary depending
on the purpose of usage (e.g. in grade school1 classroom activity with children vs profes-
sional development for teachers). Executing the same Unplugged activity may also need
to vary according to the background of the audience (e.g. children vs adults, students
vs teachers, novices vs experts, etc.). Further, an expert teacher can be responsive to
the audience by adjusting the activity execution to match the moment, where as a non-
expert teacher may need to execute the activities adhering to pre-arranged instructions.
Learners’ motivation also affects the Unplugged activity execution, especially with the
nature of learner-initiated questions that cause variation in the discussions during the
activity. Unplugged computing needs a certain degree of flexibility and freedom in execu-
tion that may not be supported by some curricula. Thus the flexibility of the curriculum
can also play a role in activity execution; a teacher may have lesser freedom in adapting
Unplugged style material in their lessons in a formal and structure-bound curriculum
than in a flexible curriculum.

In their attempt to understand the semantic profile of an Unplugged activity in com-
puting, Waite et al. [241] discuss a teaching and learning activity that involves definition,
exercise and explanation. The semantic profile of the lesson appears to have three cor-
responding regions that includes both downward and upward shifts (also referred to as
down-shifting/unpacking and up-shifting/repacking), as shown in Figure 10.1.

How a teacher handles the definition, exercise and explanation to achieve a learning
outcome is determined by individual lesson execution, which is influenced by many at-
tributes such as the audience, resources available, teacher’s expertise, etc., and therefore
the distinctions between these regions can often be vague. It can be seen that how an
Unplugged activity is incorporated in a lesson and how it is executed in these regions
largely determines the overall shape of the semantic profile of a lesson [59].

10.2.1 The ‘Unpacking’

The ‘unpacking’ refers to the learning and knowledge exchange by attempting to ex-
plain/describe complex ideas in terms of more everyday knowledge, and using simple

1 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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Figure 10.1: Semantic profile of a learning experience (the formation of a semantic
wave), adapted from [241]

language. Maton [150] describes this as “weakening semantic density (SD↓), such as
moving from a highly condensed symbol to one that involves fewer meanings”. Many
of the meanings of knowledge involve compositional structures, taxonomic structures or
explanatory processes imbuing the terms that are used to communicate those knowledge
with a far greater range of meanings. Unpacking is diluting those meanings along the
continuum of strength.

Both teachers and learners may be involved in unpacking; in an instructivist approach
the teacher’s involvement could be higher than in a constructivist approach. It is a rather
straightforward contextual reference to the decreasing SD and increasing SG, and would
be expected to show as a down-shift in the curve. However, in the actual context,
‘unpacking’ could be only setting the context to the lesson with the expectations of
helping the learner to get ready for high SD knowledge from the lesson.

The teacher’s starting approach to a lesson (i.e. whether with an introductory defini-
tion or moving straight to an exercise) determines the starting point of a Semantic Profile
curve. In other words, the accent of the curve is actually determined by the approach
the teacher would employ to blend the complex ideas with everyday knowledge. A lesson
plan that starts with a definition, that is, the teacher explaining the conceptual knowledge
to the learner up front and relating it to more contextual knowledge gradually prior to
an exercise (e.g. teaching how to declare an integer), will have a down-shift as the start
of its Semantic Profile curve. Such an approach to a lesson would be more instructivist.

Figure 10.2 shows the shapes of possible semantic profiles for the two different lesson
starts. As explained in the Unplugged activity example in [59], providing conceptual
knowledge up front (e.g. by introducing the learning outcomes) indicates high SD, thus
the curve starts at a higher point in the continuum as in Figure 10.2 (a). Unpacking
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Figure 10.2: Starting point of a semantic profile: (a) teacher explains concept upfront,
then relate to context (b) teacher moves to doing the exercise to draw out ideas to scaffold
context to concept

later by relating to everyday knowledge/natural language explanation draws a downward
slope curve through the continuum.

In the case studies used by Curzon et al. [59], they consider setting out the learning
outcome of the lesson at the beginning of the lesson and relate how the activity would
help reasoning as the initial step of the Unplugged activity they have studied. Thus the
authors plot the start of the semantic curve at a point higher in SD and lower in SG
(Figure 10.2 (a)) following Maton [150]. They consider this ‘describing about the activity
up front, explaining how it would help realising those learning outcomes’ as changing
from decreasing semantic density and increasing semantic gravity in the continuum, thus
plotting the experience as a downshift (rather rapid, considering that this is a very short
part of the activity) in the semantic profile from a higher point to a point far lower. This
approach has caused the “U shape” of the overall semantic profile that matches the one
in Figure 10.1.

Although the learning process covered by a semantic profile involves both teacher
and learner [241], the teacher plays a much bigger role in ‘unpacking’ than in ‘repacking’,
because the learner may not start with any conceptual knowledge (therefore a low SD).
Loading with knowledge of high SD at the beginning of a lesson essentially means that the
teacher’s influence and/or contribution in the discussion is much higher (i.e. instructivist
approach) than the learner. As mentioned earlier, deciding the best strategy to start a
lesson can be subjective depending on aspects such as the nature of the audience, exper-
tise of the teacher, and structure and flexibility of the curriculum. Providing a formal
explanation of the conceptual knowledge up front and gradually relating it to contextual
knowledge would be effective for a mature audience like teachers in a professional devel-
opment programme or high-school students; they may be sufficiently knowledgeable to
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comprehend a sudden change by decreasing SD to increasing SG without feeling anxious
or lost. Less mature audiences like children or novice learners may sometimes benefit
from a more informal approach with gradual scaffolding from contextual knowledge to-
wards conceptual knowledge. The effective learning of a less mature audience may also
involve redoing the activity several times with slightly different instruction cycles and/or
regular reference to the experience in their future learning until the learners cement the
conceptual understanding.

As suggested above, the expertise of the teacher is also a significant factor in deciding
the unpacking strategy. A less expert teacher (i.e. an expert teacher with less technical
knowledge or a technical expert with less pedagogical knowledge) may find the first strat-
egy more useful for an Unplugged computing activity, as it purposely allows the teacher
to introduce the concept and relate it to the activity (possibly with clear instructions to
follow). The structure of the curriculum could also be a decisive factor in the ‘unpacking’;
more structured and formal curricula like the UK curriculum may require laying out the
learning outcomes upfront, whereas a flexible and loosely specified curriculum like the
New Zealand curriculum may not require such a formal approach.

10.2.2 The ‘Exercise’

The part of the lesson when students are engaged with the physical unplugged activity
is considered as ‘exercise’. Understandably, the lesson operates at a high SG level during
an unplugged exercise.

Unplugged computing activities are kinaesthetic, largely involve games and/or a sense
of story, and were originally designed intentionally for outreach [167]. The learners’
concrete and contextual knowledge is regularly used by the teacher to explain or to link
to a concept and to communicate the conceptual knowledge through to them. A frequent
movement between contextual and conceptual knowledge, in many forms such as a learner
asking simple questions and teacher or a knowledgeable peer answering, teacher and/or
learner explaining, using metaphors/analogies and making connections to concepts [59],
are inevitable in Unplugged computing.

Because of the extent of the interplay between SG and SD that is involved in an
Unplugged computing activity, the semantic profile during the activity may have several
micro sinusoidal or step-up shapes caused by explicit teacher design of the activity or mo-
ments such as smaller realisations, questions and answers, and understandings or “Aha!”
moments during a lesson (Figure 10.3). Such moments can be caused either as part of
a predetermined plan of the lesson, peer learning during the activity, or spontaneous,
personal realisations of a learner.

During an exercise, these micro-oscillations can indicate several perspectives from a
learner’s cognition and interventions of attention. The upward micro oscillations might be
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when the teacher intervenes to say “look, now you’re seeing an example of this concept”,
or it might be an intuition of the learner themselves who realises that they have just
observed what the teacher was talking about before. A micro downward slide might be
the learner realising “Oh, now that I understand what that means, I’m going to go and
try some more examples”. It could either be a teacher pondering a question, a learner
asking spontaneous questions, or a learner realising on their own.

Figure 10.3: Details of possible semantic profiles during an Unplugged activity: (a)
moving back and forth between context and concept knowledge (b) Using context knowl-
edge to understand concept(s)

These micro-discussions may not necessarily be detailed in a full semantic profile of
an Unplugged computing activity. Further, not every participant may actively engage in
such micro discussions, and also the “Aha!” moments may not be common to all learners.
However, during an activity, a teacher may notice such moments and make use of them for
the benefit of the entire group, thereby causing these micro-semantic waves to become
common to the individual learning experiences of most learners. Such predetermined
moments (i.e. the teacher pushing the learners by simple hints or pondering simple
questions) and peer learning moments (that involve a knowledgeable peer) during a
learning process, which are very common in an Unplugged computing activity, seem to
have connections to the concept of Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (discussed in
Section 4.1).

Maton [150] points out that both starting low or high on a semantic profile can work,
as can various shapes, as long as a curve shape is formed, which is the critical aspect.
This aligns with the micro-oscillations we observe in unplugged activity. It should be
also noted that, in learning, a topic/subject may involve several lessons in isolation, and
therefore have waves within and following waves across lessons.

Due to the nature of utilising existing knowledge to introduce computing concepts,
learning through Unplugged activities naturally and essentially includes many (promi-
nent) up-shifts in the semantic profiles. Curzon et al. [59] suggests that Unplugged style
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activities can exhibit a series of semantic waves within a larger wave, caused by those
micro moments and discussions that occur during the activity. They suggest that by
allowing the learners to do more repacking during Unplugged activities, preferably on
their own (e.g. role play, questioning in everyday language) can result in learners making
abstract, tangible questions expressed in a simpler language understood by them that
consequently relate to more complex, technical knowledge which they are yet to master
(and may not yet be equipped to express in technical language). Novice learners get
the opportunity to ask questions about what they do not understand, without requiring
the technical mastery to form the question. The answers can generate semantic waves
by linking them with complex, technical knowledge, creating a series of small semantic
waves.

10.2.3 The ‘Repacking’

In [241] and [59], the authors analyse the semantic profiles of several Unplugged style
activities related to computing, where the semantic wave is seen as “broadly a U shape”.
Waite et al. [241] observe a “staged return” coming out of the U shape, indicating a
series of smaller step-like up-shiftings locally along a globally upward shift. Maton [150]
describes ‘repacking’ as moving back into the pedagogic discourse of the subject through
re-wrapping explicated meanings and examples into terms or ideas. He shows that it is
“more than a summary of the preceding passage of ‘unpacking’ ” and is “moving expressed
knowledge up the semantic scale”.

The ‘staged return’ as observed by Waite et. al [241] indicates the participants
(teacher and learners alike) making connections between the Unplugged experiences such
as metaphors, physical activities and analogies (i.e. commonsense with high semantic
gravity) and contextual knowledge, by scaffolding the existing knowledge into newer
knowledge, pushing them towards deeper conceptual understanding.

“Repacking” refers to moving up the curve; it can exist either where there was an ‘un-
packing’ earlier in the lesson (e.g. teacher mentioning/introducing the expected concep-
tual knowledge of the lesson upfront) or when learners construct the technical knowledge
themselves from the parts of a real world activity (e.g. on a dice game learners realising
that a loop needs a ‘test’ and a ‘body’ leading to a repacking for students to "invent their
own loop construct"); if not, the SD knowledge may not be available for the learners to
‘repack’ by making connections. During ‘repacking’, the learner involvement may be
higher (unless in a very instructivist style lesson), because that is the region where the
learner connects their SG knowledge with the high SD knowledge learnt to cement and
move themselves towards the high SD level.

The ‘repacking’ experience of an Unplugged activity also depends on the nature of
the audience. A novice audience with limited technical knowledge may find it difficult
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to make straightforward connections that link the concrete knowledge they gain from an
Unplugged activity to the conceptual understanding the activity intends to communicate.
Such audiences may benefit more from a “staged return” with the teacher providing most
of the necessary scaffolding (i.e. a step-wise gradual incline in the “repacking region”),
than straightforward explanations (i.e. steep inclines in the “repacking region”). Mature
audiences with a pre-existing technical awareness (perhaps as part of their everyday
knowledge) may not require such directed support, but can afford more straightforward
linking between abstract and technical contexts, which could trace steeper inclines in
semantic profiles in the “repacking region” than that of a younger or novice audience.

The teachers’ feedback after our workshops confirmed that teacher direction to link
concrete learning into a technical context is essential during an Unplugged activity with
children. Regular reference back to a corresponding Unplugged activity experience their
students had earlier is very common among teachers who have used Unplugged com-
puting activities with children. The observations made during professional development
workshops for teachers where novice participants made queries such as “Why are we doing
this?” or “How am I going to use this with my students?” indicates a need for certain
degree of specific support even among adult learners despite their maturity and higher
contextual knowledge. Therefore, “staged repacking” that can create a series of micro
semantic steps as shown in Figure 10.3 (b) is highly beneficial for novice audiences dur-
ing an Unplugged computing activity. These questions mainly came later, and related to
general concerns about why the curriculum was necessary, although some could poten-
tially have been generated because some activities started with the profile as in Figure
1.2, and this can risk not having concepts to repack.

10.2.4 A ‘Packing’?

When carefully analysing how an ‘unpacking’ could occur during an unplugged computing
lesson, particularly at the beginning, with a steep downward shift in the Semantic Profile
as explained by Waite et al. in [241] (Figure 10.2 (a)), it can be seen that it is only
based on the authors’ observation of a particular lesson where the teacher was explaining
the learning outcome before the Unplugged exercise, which might not be true for all
situations. Even relating to their observation, a question arises as to who that downward
slope is for, if the learner does not hold high SD knowledge. If that slope represents
a situation such as the teacher saying “today we’re going to talk about algorithms and
we’re going to derive all the notation for various classes of sorting algorithms” at the
beginning of the lesson, then that may still not mean anything to the learner, even if the
teacher finds something from learners’ everyday knowledge to connect it to (which could
possibly form the downward slope). Moreover, a ‘repacking’ can only meaningfully exist
in a lesson if there was an ‘unpacking’ of that nature earlier in the lesson or if the learner
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realising a connection on their own (such as with metaphors). Otherwise the relevant
conceptual knowledge of high SD is not available for the learners to connect their SG to.

In an Unplugged lesson where the teacher moves directly to the exercise, purposely
avoiding the introduction of any high SD knowledge, and draws out ideas from the
learners and use them to gradually scaffold contextual knowledge to more conceptual
knowledge (in a constructivist manner), the Semantic Profile starts at a very low point
in the continuum (high SG) as shown in Figure 10.2 (b). Consequently, during an Un-
plugged computing activity executed with a constructivist approach, where the abstract
knowledge is presented gradually, the actual transition from ‘unpacking’ to ‘repacking’
may not be very obvious. Since there has not been any notable ‘unpacking’, there is no
downshift of the curve anywhere at the beginning, and with no conceptual knowledge
present, by definition ‘repacking’ does not exist. The learning happens as a gradual shift
from SG towards SD, thus the shape of the curve could be as shown in Figure 10.2 (b),
and for clarity, this particular shape we define as ‘packing’.

This approach of the teacher’s drawing out of ideas from learners to gradually scaffold
to higher SD that we define as ‘packing’, is blending concrete knowledge with conceptual
knowledge simultaneously, and conceptual knowledge is presented by the teacher at the
point of learning rather than prior. In the absence of upfront explanations, the Semantic
Profile would have followed a step-wise incline starting from the bottom of the continuum
and climbing upward. Curzon et al. [59] have experienced a similar situation by accident,
but it is an approach that a teacher could purposefully use, that potentially has benefits
for the learner. Curzon et al. use the term ‘packing’, in particular when it was needed to
discuss the ‘accident’ where there was no ‘unpacking’, but they generally use ‘packing’ to
discuss the movement in general as in curving the semantic profile (both ‘unpacking’ and
‘repacking’). They also refers to this as “staged return”, i.e. if the curve begins at a higher
SG level, and thus at a lower point in the continuum. However, unlike “staged unpacking”,
where conceptual knowledge has already been provided for the learner to connect to, here
both the conceptual knowledge and concrete knowledge exist simultaneously. In this
approach of an up escalator, the overall shape of the Semantic Wave may not look like
anything close to a sinusoidal shape, but it traverses across (probably the full) breadth
of the continuum.

This strategy of starting the unplugged activity with no connection to conceptual
knowledge and gradually drawing out ideas from learners may need a reasonable blend
of both technical expertise and pedagogic knowledge and on-the-spot decision making
by the teacher while executing the Unplugged activity. Otherwise, the learners may find
making connections difficult and feel lost if there are long technical explanations at the
beginning. However, it potentially allows the effective use of learners’ existing knowledge,
which could be very useful in building their confidence and cementing their conceptual
knowledge.
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10.3 Zone of Proximal Development and Semantic Profiles of Unplugged
Computing Activities

During an Unplugged computing activity, the teacher essentially attempts to communi-
cate a technical concept to a learner, using the learner’s existing knowledge such as a
physical activity or device, metaphor or analogy. The technical concept that is commu-
nicated is likely to be less known knowledge to the learner as well as high in semantic
density. The Unplugged activity itself is designed based on knowledge already familiar to
the learner, therefore high in semantic gravity. Therefore, (frequent) traversing between
low and high semantic density while maintaining a higher degree of semantic gravity
over time is inevitable during an Unplugged activity, and that creates a semantic wave
(Figure 10.3), as well as situating the learning process well within the Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD) (detailed in Section 4.1). This phenomenon can also relate to the
non-linearity of the learners’ trajectory as well as its fluctuation between the two axes
during the space of learning within the ZPD in Figure 4.1.

A “staged return” in a Semantic Profile of an Unplugged activity as discussed in [59],
which involves the teacher asking meaningful questions that help learners to develop an-
swers based on specific yet simple contexts, draws the learners from a high SG region
(where they started at with their concrete knowledge) towards a now high SD region
(with the scaffolding provided by the teacher for conceptual knowledge) in the SG/SD
continuum. This process also matches Hedegaard’s interpretation of ZPD [113]. There-
fore, the ‘packing’ (as i n staged return) or ‘unpacking’ and ‘repacking’ (as in a wave)
of a well planned and executed Unplugged computing activity’s Semantic Profile, espe-
cially a “staged return”, essentially situates the learner in the ZPD region as shown in
Figures 10.3 (b) and Figure 4.1. Assuming that a person’s level of competence cannot
decrease over time, heuristically the ZPD curve can also possibly be seen as a differen-
tiation (rate of change) of a semantic profile of an Unplugged computing activity, that
essentially shifts the learner back and forth between their level of SG and SD at a point of
time of learning, while the teacher (or more knowledgeable other) pushes them towards
a higher SD level over the course of the learning activity.

A connection between different slopes in a Semantic Wave to ZPD that we propose
is shown in Figure 10.4. The more semantic range a learning activity covers, preferably
with the aid of a more knowledgeable other, the further it moves up curve and situates
a learner firmly within the ZPD, and mixing Unplugged learning into a lesson helps
improve the semantic range of a lesson. Nevertheless, it should be noted that covering
a larger semantic range too fast may push the learner into anxiety and too slow, into
boredom, and there will be other links between what is happening in a lesson and these
two curves.

A learner’s Semantic Profile remaining horizontal indicates stable knowledge (techni-
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Figure 10.4: A connection between the ZPD and different slopes in a Semantic Wave

cal or abstract). The teachers’ unpacking of the technical learning/language is essential
in a lesson at some point, in order to make the required knowledge lasting and for the
learning to be stable [149]. However, unpacking and then repacking of technical learn-
ing (e.g. an instructivist approach of teaching programming in a coding first strategy)
may leave learners feeling abandoned [116] if the Semantic Wave is too steep (anxiety in
ZPD). Similarly, without the support of a teacher or of scaffolding resources in making
connections to the technical concepts (i.e. ‘packing’ or ‘repacking’), a learner can be lost
during an unplugged computing activity where they would merely enjoy the experience
without seeing the reason or making meaningful connections (i.e. they are flatlining
low). This shallow Semantic Wave corresponds to ZPD in the boredom range. Inability
to make connections could also create anxiety in an enthusiastic learner. Thus, a well
performed ‘packing’ or an optimal balance between ‘unpacking’ and ‘repacking’ during
an Unplugged computing lesson, if achieved, would place the learners’ trajectory com-
fortably within the ZPD, without bringing them toward the anxiety zone or boredom
zone.
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10.4 Programming Unplugged and Semantic Waves

In this section, three Unplugged activities that were used to introduce three key basic
programming concepts (sequence, variables and selection) are analysed to understand
their semantic profiles. They were used in the experimental studies discussed in Chap-
ter 9. Each Unplugged activity was immediately followed by a plugged-in coding exercise
where the learners used the Scratch programming language to directly implement their
Unplugged experience in a computer program.

Although the participants in the workshops were teachers (pre-service and in-service),
that were mostly novice or beginner programmers, and are identified as the ‘learners’ in
the analysis. All the workshops were conducted by the same instructor, who is both
a Computer Scientist and a teaching expert. In all workshops, the learners were also
supported by two to three knowledgeable helpers. Two observers took detailed notes of
all the sessions.

The three activities used were Kidbots, Variable Dice Game, and Conditional Dice
Battles respectively. Learners were requested to keep their computer screens closed dur-
ing the Unplugged activities, so learning during the activities was totally Unplugged with
zero device interruption. The first activity, Kidbots, has been developed and used pop-
ularly in promoting Computational Thinking. In this session the instructor focused on
using this activity to introduce a programming concept (i.e. sequence). The concepts in-
troduced in the other two activities were also directly related to programming. Although
Unplugged computing activities similar to the other two activities (i.e. Variable Dice
Game and Conditional Dice Battles) are available elsewhere, these new activities were
created after carefully considering the limitations of the previously proposed activities
(as detailed in Chapter 8).

10.4.1 Method

A similar method explained by Waite et al. in [241] is followed to analyse the individual
activities and the lesson plans to create the semantic profiles; semantic profiles were
created heuristically by examining the activities step-by-step, based on the lesson plan
and observational notes taken during the sessions. Although the method followed in the
analysis is the same as Waite et al.’s, the experiment context of the data gathered in
this project on which the method is applied to is different from their learning exercise.
Moreover, the analysis in this study is based on combining both lesson plan and a lesson
observation. Therefore, it can be seen as a hybrid of the two rather, than applying the
method to only a lesson plan.

We found no similar experiments in the literature that had analysed a semantic profile
of a programming lesson of any context. Waite et al.’s method that analyses an unplugged
computing lesson seemed sufficiently elaborate and efficiently covered the key aspects of
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a semantic profile of a lesson programming lesson as well. Nevertheless, a slight deviation
was made to capture the alternating unplugged with plugged-in, as well as plugged-in
only context. The analysis of the observational notes were additionally helpful in this
regard.

The following three key questions from Waite et al. [241] were then asked to further
explain the learning.

Q1: Does the shape of the profile plotted follow a rough wave shape (either ‘u’–
or ‘n’–shaped), avoiding ‘flatline’ and ‘down escalator’ profiles, in order to support
learners to move between concrete, simpler knowledge and more abstract, complex
knowledge?

Q2: How far up and down does the semantic profile move?

Q3: Who is doing the packing and/or unpacking that moves knowledge up and down
the profile: the teacher or the learner (or both)?

The instructor followed a constructivist approach during the entire session and often
used simple language carefully in explanations. Even when the technical content was in-
troduced, he avoided the use of deep technical explanations or use of jargon. Therefore,
all the activities were kept in a fairly lower range in the SD/SG continuum (i.e. high SG)
at the beginning, and the instructor deliberately scaffolded and pushed the learners to-
wards a higher SD range of the semantic profile during the activity. The overall objective
of all activities was to mostly relate to a semantic profile similar to Figure 10.2 (b); an
overall up-shifting with micro steps at places where the instructor purposely introduced
or made connections to a technical context. Overall, the phase of the activities were
observed as reasonably suited for all the participants to ‘pack’ their own understanding
on the spot, when the instructor introduced a new technical content for ‘packing’.

For each follow-up plugged-in exercise, some basic Scratch code was provided for
the learners as a Parson’s problem2 (Figures 10.8, 10.9 and 10.10). Learners had to
develop their basic program using the Parson’s problem provided and improve it to
obtain the complete program that captures the objective of the respective Unplugged
activity. Learners were asked not to use their computer (or any other device) during
the Unplugged activity sessions, and were allowed to use them only during plugged-in
exercise sessions, which was toward the end of each Unplugged activity.

Example individual activities are analysed in detail and discussed below. Note that
the Semantic Profiles illustrated and discussed are abstractions (they are not based on
specific measurements). The intention is to explore the concept of Semantic Profiles in
general through idealised examples.

2 Parson’s problems provide learners with instructions of a program in a jumbled order, where they
have to rearrange in an order that would make the program work.
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10.4.2 Activity 1: Kidbots

The Lesson Plan and Execution

Kidbots is an Unplugged computing activity that focuses on the programming concept
‘sequencing’. The activity involves three volunteers from the class: a ‘programmer’,
‘tester’, and a ‘bot’. The instructor first explained the objective of the activity, i.e.
reaching a target object placed on a grid by following three basic instructions: move
forward: F, turn left: L and turn right: R. As explained earlier, in this collaborative
activity, the developer writes a program using the instructions to guide the bot from
location A to B on a grid, and the tester then reads out the instructions to the bot,
who blindly follows them to reach the target, while the rest of the class participate as
spectators. No initial computing knowledge is required to do the activity.

This activity also introduces the concepts of ‘algorithms’ and ‘debugging’ in a basic
context. Also the concept that there are multiple correct programs for a given require-
ment, and the concept of a ‘complete’ language, i.e. that only F+R can be used to get
anywhere on the grid, but a limiting to R+L is not complete are covered. The instructor
introduced the relevant concepts as well as the related computational terms in a scaf-
folded manner as the activity progressed. He took a constructivist approach to ‘unpack’
the technical concepts to suit the audience as the activity unfolded; the moments of
introducing the concepts were pre-planned yet were not necessarily pre-set, but rather
determined by the expert judgment of the instructor.

After considering the pre-workshop lesson planning and analysing the observational
notes during activity execution, the following three Stages that seemed to be influential
in the shape of the overall semantic profile were identified:

Stage 1: Introduction
S1.1: Set out the grid and target and explain the objective of the Kidbot on the grid.
S1.2: Select three players and explain their roles.
S1.3: Explain the three instructions (F,L,R), have the bot demonstrate them and

relate it to programming languages.
Stage 2: Doing the activity
S2.1: Volunteers wrote and tested the first program.
S2.2: The instructor drew out ideas - the order within the sequence matters; in-

structions are unambiguous; there are infinite solutions available; introduce debugging;
restricted instruction set (e.g. only F and L is complete; only L and R in insufficient).

S2.3: Repeat the activity, bringing in new volunteers.
Stage 3: Wrapping up
S3.1: The instructor drew out ideas - concepts of programming languages; Turing-

completeness.
S3.2: The instructor summarised, followed by a plugged-in exercise; related it to the
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curriculum; discussed considerations when teaching (i.e. the usefulness, applicability and
other concerns when using the activity in a classroom context).

The Semantic Profile

The semantic profile of the Kidbot activity is shown in Figure 10.5. No reference to any
computing context (including programming) was made at Stage 1 (S1), except that one of
the students was referred to as a programmer. With the instructor’s extensive experience
in conducting the activity, the overall pacing and introducing technical concepts and/or
terms were adjusted on-the-go to suit the audience. The notes of the two observers also
indicated that the activity execution was smooth and meaningful for the learners, and
therefore no notable alterations were needed during the repeated workshops.

Figure 10.5: Semantic profile of the Kidbot activity

Q1: Is it a wave?
The over-all Kidbot semantic profile follows a step-wise incline, and not a wave struc-

ture; it does not have an overall ‘∩’ or ‘∪’ shape. However, the observational notes
confirmed that it has micro-waves made locally. It also covers a large semantic range.
As mentioned earlier, the curves are drawn in a heuristic and broad-brush manner, thus
no quantitative values or absolute values can be inferred from it. The instructor did not
introduce any computing context up front, therefore the overall semantic profile has been
plotted starting from high semantic gravity region.

During Stages 1 and 3, the instructor took the lead in linking the real world knowledge
into technical knowledge. However, he purposely avoided introducing any concept be-
forehand and linking them back to the real experience, but rather did this in the opposite
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order. Therefore, the semantic profile in S1 does not contain any prominent ‘downshifts’.
Moreover, the instructor’s linking and summarizing were intentionally paced to be grad-
ual, therefore the wave-like profile in the S2 region do not indicate ‘steep inclines’ that
cover a large semantic range. The technical context exposed during the introduction was
kept to a very minimum: few jargon words were used and the activity was carried out
more like a playful game.

Since the participants were adult learners who are also teachers themselves, the na-
ture of the questions from the audience were directed towards the technical concept
knowledge expected to be taught, and were concerning how the real world context can
be related during teaching in a classroom, which resulted in discussions causing both
‘unpacking’ by the instructor as well as ‘repacking’ by learners. The peer support and
peer discussions also contributed to learners making connections and linking knowledge
during the activity. Accordingly, the semantic wave during Stage 2 was more sinusoidal
than step-like.

By Stage 3, the instructor directly linked the activity’s context into deeper technical
concepts such as ‘debugging’ and ‘programming languages’. Considering the nature of
the group (i.e. majority novice to programming) and the main objective of the activity
(i.e. introduce the concept ‘sequence’), such additional conceptual knowledge could be
considerably high in semantic density. Moreover, the plugged-in exercise at the end of
the activity, which necessarily implemented the sequence of actions carried out during
the Unplugged session, was a direct packing of simple knowledge into a technical con-
text. However, it was observed that, towards the end of the activity, such knowledge
transfer was possible, and was smooth and not overwhelming for the participants despite
a substantial increase in SD. This leap is indicated by the steep up-shift in the semantic
profile. The plugged-in experience at the end helped the learners to cement their under-
standing despite the fact that the technical knowledge was fully exposed at a very late
stage. The semantic profile flattening at the highest SD region indicates the learners’
concrete understanding of the intended learning objective. Thus, Stage 3 in Figure 10.5
includes sharper inclines in the semantic profile, indicating the instructor’s packing to-
wards higher semantic densities. However, even the over-all flattening curve towards the
end of the lesson also involves learners acquiring new knowledge (particularly related to
the programming language at this point), thus the flat line hides a small wave itself. This
is not a very strong wave, as it only uses concrete examples to unpack the concepts just
understood and continue to do so. At this point students are doing it themselves not the
teacher doing it.

Q2: How high and low do you go? The activity itself was simple, easily understand-
able with no computational knowledge required, and could be explained and executed
using simple, everyday language (with the exception of occasional words such as ‘pro-
grammer’ and ‘bot’, which do not need to be understood because their role is defined
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during the activity). The profile thus starts off very low in the continuum. By the end of
the activity, several computing concepts that directly relate to the activity were success-
fully communicated and learners were doing hands-on programming, bringing the curve
to the highest semantic density level during the session and stabilising. Therefore, the
overall shape is a continuous incline, rather than a ‘∩’ or and ‘∪’ shape. The semantic
range of a lesson is subjective, and depends on the details of the particular lesson, so the
curve here is based on a particular delivery, and might be different for other teachers and
students.

Q3: Who is unpacking?
Both ‘unpacking’ and ‘repacking’ were largely driven by the instructor rather than

the learners. However, a considerable amount of peer discussion and learners asking
for explanations or support from helpers was observed as expected in a constructivist
approach. This raised valuable questions and answers for the learners. At times the
instructor used important questions raised by the participants for explanations to the
entire class.

Lesson Reflections

The traversing between SG and SD regions in the semantic profile during the Kidbot
activity is also similar to progressing through a conventional explanation of a ZPD (see
Section 4.1, Figure 4.1). It is observed that this is largely due to the way the activity
was executed, and the expertise of the instructor, which helped orient the participants
to share knowledge from the MKO efficiently. The pacing of the necessary scaffolding
during the activity was determined largely by the instructor’s expert judgement, which
resulted in a gradual inclining semantic profile. This way of scaffolding by linking the
physical activity with computing concepts, in a manner that causes a overall incline from
high SG towards high SD in the overall semantic profile, while having micro-oscillations
locally, increased the conceptual knowledge of the learners without making them feel
bored or abandoned.

A less expert instructor or a more formal execution setting may need a certain degree
of ‘unpacking’ up-front and a more instructions-based approach to executing the activity,
in which case the semantic profile would have looked more ‘∪’ shaped, with a downshift
at the beginning. Moreover, the expertise of the instructor and the availability of knowl-
edgeable peers in the learner audience could also result in the much steeper slope in the
‘repacking’ region (Stage 3). The Kidbot activity was executed in a gradual, well-paced
‘upward inclining’ semantic profile that seems suitable to an audience consisting of novice
and limited-knowledgeable learners. However, effectively executing the activity in such
a manner requires a level of expertise of the instructor in order to provide scaffolding
optimally during the activity.
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10.4.3 Activity 2: Variable Dice Game

The Lesson Plan and Execution

The “Variable Dice Game” is the second activity used in the workshop, with the objective
of introducing and establish a firm understanding of the concept of ‘variables’ and key
basic concepts related to variables in a computer program such as value storage and
reuse, initialization and assignment.

This activity is a group activity that involves two players, two ‘scorers’ and a ‘counter’.
Three sets of similar looking sets of flip cards marked incrementally from 0 to 10 are given
to each group, and are used as scores and a counter respectively as shown in Figure 8.1
on page 8.1. The two ‘players’ each roll a die to battle against each other; whoever rolls
the higher value gets a point, and neither scores if the values are equal. The scorers keep
track of scores, using the two sets of flip cards assigned to each player respectively, and
the counter keeps track of the number of remaining rolls. The dice are rolled 10 times;
whoever has the highest score when the countdown flip card reaches 0 is the winner.

The game was played repeatedly, while the instructor gradually linked the activity to
computing concepts. These links were based on both initiatives taken by the instructor as
well as questions and concerns raised by the learners. The instructor took a constructivist
approach to introduce and link the experience during the activity to the programming
context. His expertise as well as the nature of the learners largely determined the pace
of the activity and the micro discussions that caused packing during the activity. For
example, initially the three flip cards were identical, and the learners soon realised the
value of assigning a meaningful name to a variable such as using the name “counts
remaining” instead of “counter” for the count variable. The observational notes indicated
three stages influencing the shape of the semantic profile as:

Stage 1: Introduction and First Round S1.1: The instructor provided a very basic
introduction about why storing values is necessary in a computer program and introduced
the word ‘variables’ to the audience.

S1.2: The instructor explained the rules of the game; selected three players and
explained their roles, and related them to computing.

S1.3: The learners played one cycle of the game (with no linking to any technical
context).

Stage 2: Repeated Play
S2.1: Repeated the activity preferably swapping the people in the roles.
S2.2: Learners question/discuss - they realised the importance of naming the vari-

ables; having different initial values (for scores and turns remaining); changing the values
in the variables

S2.3: The instructor drew out ideas - explained the importance of naming the vari-
ables; discussed initialisation and value assignments in a program; linked several key
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concepts of variables with the nature of the flip cards to make meaningful understand-
ings (e.g. how the flip card retains its values until the person change it, and link the
idea into a programming context, how they can only store one value at a time, and don’t
store their “history”).

Stage 3: Wrapping up
S3.1: Instructor summarised, and learners moved to plugged-in exercise with variables

- summarised the key concepts discussed during Stage 2 and linked them to programming
context.

The Semantic Profile

The semantic profile of the Variable Dice Game activity as shown in Figure 10.6 has a
slightly ‘∪’ shaped overall structure. In all Unplugged activities used during the work-
shop, the instructor purposely tried to avoid ‘unpacking’ technical content as much as
possible. However, the very basic reference to the technical context of variables at the
beginning has been considered when drawing the semantic wave, and is indicated by the
slight downward shift at the beginning of the curve (S1, Figure 10.6). Towards the end
of the activity, the learners were more familiar with the objective of the game as well
as the purpose of the activity. As a result, the instructor discussed the use of variables
in a computer program in a much deeper technical context, which brought the learners
to a higher semantic density region within a short period of time. This observation is
indicated by the steep upward shift at the beginning of S3 in Figure 10.6.

Figure 10.6: Semantic profile of the Variable Dice Game activity

Q1: Is it a wave? As explained in the previous activity, the over-all flattening curve
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towards the end of the lesson also involves learners acquiring new knowledge during the
plugged-in exercise, thus the flat line is a micro-sinusoidal wave itself. Moreover, the
semantic behaviour of the plugged-in exercise that followed is not reflected explicitly in
the profile shown. Had it been incorporated, it would likely have as rich a profile as the
unplugged part of the activity, but we have not analysed this.

The semantic profile does follow a wave shape that is a ‘∪’ shape overall, but starting
with low SD because the conceptual knowledge (e.g. variables) was not introduced im-
mediately. It can be seen that the semantic profile during ‘doing the activity’ (Stage 2)
follows a step-like ‘staged return’, rather than a sinusoidal wave as in the Kidbot activity
(Figure 10.5). Although the activity (the game itself) has no technical context, technical
concepts were gradually introduced by the instructor during repeated plays, gradually
relating the game to a deeper technical context. Learners noticing knowledge directly
related to technical context (e.g. the need to name the flip card holders with unambigu-
ous name such as ‘player 1’, ‘player 2’ and ‘turns remaining’) was observed even during
the first cycle of the game. The instructor intentionally took advantage of such existing
knowledge to link them to a technical context. Several “Aha!” moments, and responses
like “I get it!” and “Now, I undertand” were heard among the learners during repeated
plays. Therefore, the whole ‘doing the activity’ region of the semantic profile is a clear
‘staged return’ to a much higher semantic density. The plugged-in exercise at the end
was a direct linking of the physical situation into its technical application, and therefore
the repacking could be considered as rapid, indicated by the steep upward shift in the
semantic profile. However, as discussed in the previous activity, this rapid repacking
did not overwhelm the learners. Conversely, learners seemed to meaningfully apply and
use the variables in their program, which indicated that the learners had cemented the
concept within a very short period of time, steadying the semantic wave at the highest
semantic density region of the session. Doing this involves applying the conceptual un-
derstanding in a (now) technical context so presumably some new kind of wave is going
on if the plugged part was actually mapped.

Q2: How high and low do you go?
The activity started off with minimal technical knowledge, thus at a reasonably lower

region in the continuum. However, every repeated play linked the learners to a higher level
of technical understanding, which gradually increased the semantic density. Therefore,
no noticeable ‘flat lines’ were seen either with respect to simpler knowledge or abstract
knowledge. Further, despite not having flat lines, upward shifts were also observed to
be gradual and not steep. At the wrapping up stage, the instructor could repack several
key concepts related to variables in programming, while helping the learners to avoid
common misconceptions (e.g. that variables in programming are similar to variables in
mathematics). During the plugged-in exercise, the semantic density of the lesson was at
its highest. Therefore, this activity successfully traversed from low SD to high SD and
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high SG to low SG, indicating the good use of simple knowledge to explain technical
knowledge.

Q3: Who is unpacking?

Due to the nature of the learners and the novelty of the concept among them, the
‘unpacking’ and ‘repacking’ were largely instructor-driven. However, the “Aha!” moments
and simple realisations by the learners during play (often with no support from either
the instructor, helpers or peers) were used by the instructor in scaffolding and linking
the actions to technical context, as expected in the constructivist approach. This kept
the learners engaged, despite their maturity and the simplicity of the game.

Lesson Reflections

If the instructor had chosen to explain the game rules and let the learners play the first
round only, without a basic introduction as in S1.1, the semantic profile would have
followed an up-shifting only. This could have caused the audience to wonder why they
are playing the game, as well as making them less prepared for or feeling lost in repacking
to the technical context of variables in a program. Moreover, the introduction at S1.1
made the adult learners in the class enthused and engaged in this simple game more
naturally, otherwise it would have been seen as nothing more than playing a very simple
dice game. Having a basic understanding at the beginning (i.e. following a ‘∪’ shape
in the overall semantic profile with a less accented downshifting) seemed more suitable
with these kind of activities.

It was observed that some of the learners (who were also novices to programming)
were feeling lost during Stage 1, either not understanding the rules of the game, having
difficulty to understand the basic idea of a ‘variable’, or both. Despite the instructor
trying to keep the technical context at the possible lowest, this behavior could be related
to the learners’ ‘anxiety’ as explained in the ZPD, where they feel ‘what is unknown’
is too difficult to comprehend compared with ‘what is known’. Somewhat similar be-
haviours were also observed during Stage 3, where some learners appeared uninterested
or distracted from the instructor’s summarising. Although the nature of the activity
required ‘repacking’ by the instructor rather than the learner, it was observed that, for
some learners who are either novice or generally uninterested, this was probably due to
boredom. However, it was observed during the plugged-in session that the majority of
the learners immediately started using variables in their programs meaningfully, with
minimal support by the instructor or helpers. Nevertheless, a simple variation would be
to ask the learners to summarise what they knew about variables before the instructor
did. They would then be doing the (re-)packing.
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10.4.4 Activity 3: Conditional Dice Battles

The Lesson Plan and Execution

“Conditional Dice Battles” are a set of carefully selected dice games that are designed to
introduce the concept of ‘selection’. They are designed to start with a very simple game
and increase in complexity in each successive game. Each game directly corresponds to
a key idea related to how conditionals (i.e. ‘if’, ‘if-else’, ‘if-else-if’ and nested ‘if-else’
statements) work in a computer program. However, they can be played individually
as well. In the case that the games are played in a random order rather than the
expected order of increasing complexity, the instructor’s involvement in linking the simple
knowledge to abstract knowledge may be highly necessary.

The games are played between two teams. One person from the group rolls the dice
to battle against another from the other team. Points are earned according to the game
rules given in the respective game cards. For example, a simple rule was “if the die
value is greater than 3 award your team 1 point”. Two people play ‘scorer’ and ‘counter’
respectively; the scorer use two sets of flip cards for ‘scores’ assigned for each team,
incrementing from 0; the counter uses one set of flip cards for the ‘counter’, counting
decrementally starting from 10. The dice are rolled 10 times. When the ‘counter’ flip
card reaches 0, the highest scoring team wins the game. Game rules are presented in
‘Game Cards’, which are numbered according to the increasing complexity of the games.
The instructor has the choice to deliver all the game cards at once or deliver one after the
other, considering the nature of the audience, time constraints and/or lesson objectives.

During the workshop, all the game cards were distributed to the teams as sets, and the
instructor directed a team to pick one card (i.e. one game) and play one game at a time.
This activity immediately followed the “Variable Dice Battle” activity, and the learners
seem to embrace the activity as an extension to their previous exercise and accepted the
reason for playing an Unplugged game to learn a technical concept rather easily. As a
result, the instructor could unpack the introductory technical knowledge smoothly and
easily. The activity execution steps were as follows.

Stage 1: Introduction
S1.1: The instructor provided a very basic introduction to the concept of ‘selection’

and set out the the basic instructions for the games (i.e. teaming up, use of flip cards,
playing the games by the rules given in the game cards, etc.).

S1.2: The instructor explained how conditions in real world relates to programming
using the ‘if-else’ challenges with examples such as comparing temperature values to give
weather information or control a heater.

Stage 2: Playing the games
S2.1: Teams were requested to play the games according to the rules given in the

card of their choice.
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S2.2: Learners question/discuss the rules - From this they realise how to deal with
increasingly complex Boolean conditions in the rules (as well as gaining further experience
with variables).

S2.3: The instructor drew out ideas - discussed the concept of nested if statements
and how they work.

Stage 3: Plugging-it-in and Wrapping up
S3.1: Plugging-it-in - Learners attempted to code a simple Scratch program to match

one of the games of their choice.
S3.2: The instructor summarised the key concepts discussed during Stage 2 and linked

them to a programming context.

The Semantic Profile

The semantic profile of the Conditional Dice Games activity also followed a slightly
‘∪’ shaped wave as shown in Figure 10.7. Whenever an Unplugged computing activity
was used throughout the workshop, the instructor intentionally started the activities
introducing as little technical knowledge as possible. Therefore, the beginning of the
curve is closer to the high SG region than the high SD region in the continuum. However,
towards the end of the activity, the learning objectives of the activity were observed to
be achieved, bringing the end of the semantic profile to the expected high SD region.
For this reason, the overall ‘∪’ shape has a shorter downshift at the beginning (i.e. low
technical knowledge in ‘unpacking’) than the upward shift (i.e. linking to higher level of
technical knowledge in ‘repacking’) towards the end.

It must be noted that the low flattening curve at the S1.2 region of the curve includes
some unpacking of the game (and so the concepts in the concrete game context) to
understand the game. This would have caused micro-oscillations with respect to the
knowledge of the game, and is not reflected in the curve. Further, the lesson was extended
to the plugged-in exercise, which also included learning the Scratch environment. Thus
the end of the semantic profile is indicated as higher than the start point given that
terms/concepts were explained at the start.

Q1: Is it a wave?
The semantic profile clearly followed a wave. The downward shift at the beginning

of the curve indicated the simple unpacking the instructor did as an introduction. How-
ever, he took a constructivist approach, which at this stage was largely discussing the
concept in everyday language and not connecting it strongly to computational language.
Although the games were presented with an orderly increment in complexity (in the
game cards), because the game cards were distributed as a set rather than one after the
other (in the intended scaffolding order), the teams used games of their own choice rather
than the order they are numbered in the set (e.g. some chose to play the game that was
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Figure 10.7: Semantic profile of the Conditional Dice Games activity

intended to introduce ‘if-then-else’ before the game intended for simple ‘if’ statement).
This caused discussions with the instructor as well as among the peers that went back
and forth in in SG/SD continuum, instead of a step-wise scaffolding from high SG region
towards high SD region. Therefore, the semantic profile during stage 2, where the learn-
ers were actually doing the activity, shows a sinusoidal shape rather than a step-wise
escalation.

The plugging-it-in exercise at the end of the activity helped the learners to directly link
the abstract knowledge obtained during the activity into technical knowledge, causing a
steep upward shift in the semantic profile. This contextual difference in a single lesson
could be reflected in various ways in a semantic profile since a new context could introduce
a downward profile, but based on the observations in this case, we have chosen an upward
profile based on increased SD and moving away from SG. It was observed that the steep
incline did not affect the learners by causing confusion or feeling lost, due to the nature
of the activity (i.e. a collection of simple games of a similar nature) and their close
correspondence to the structure of conditionals in a programming language. This was
well received by the audience. The instructor’s wrapping up summary steadies the curve
as it brought the class to a conclusion connecting the technical concept intended to be
established by the activity.

Q2: How high and low do you go?

After the initial simple introduction that included only a little technical knowledge,
the games in the activity were based on real life knowledge. Therefore, the curve started
somewhat higher in the continuum, yet remained fairly low towards the high seman-
tic gravity region during Stage 1 and 2. However, during Stage 2, the learners were
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traversing between simpler knowledge and technical knowledge while scaffolding their
knowledge to higher technical contexts while playing the different games. Accordingly,
the sinusoidal wave also includes an up-shift during Stage 2. The plugging-it-in exer-
cise that followed gave an in-depth technical knowledge to learners, and therefore during
Stage 3 the semantic profile reached the highest region of SD during the activity.

This activity was built on a foundation of the previous game, and therefore did not
need to go as low in the sense of it now being a known context (hence students seeing it
as a continuation). These games are perfectly understandable as the games are based on
students’ everyday experience. Going to a low level has been noted in that context here.
Using very everyday language, despite using words like ‘ELSE’ and the structure in the
game, prevent a really low position. As it was enacted rather than explained, the curve
is positioned lower in the continuum as a concrete experience but not abstract discussion
of such a game.

Q3: Who is unpacking?
The initial introduction and the simple ‘unpacking’ was done by the instructor. Since

the participants consisted largely of novice or beginner programmers, the learners’ di-
rect contribution to unpacking was limited. However, it was observed that the learners
actively involved in meaningful discussions among themselves, and knowledgeable peers
leading the others during the play. This largely helped the plugging-it-in (S3.1) and
instructor’s repacking (S3.2) to go smoothly, without overloading the weaker learners.

Lesson Reflections

Considering the nature of the concept to be introduced (i.e. a concept more relating
to a programming context than general computing) and the composition of the audi-
ence (novice to beginner programmers), a basic unpacking of technical context at the
beginning seems more appropriate than directly moving to doing the activity and grad-
ually scaffolding later. Had the game cards been distributed in order of their increasing
complexity with the instructor scaffolding at each stage, the shape of the curve would
have been a step-wise incline rather than the sinusoidal wave as shown in Stage 2 of
Figure 10.7. Even so, an initial basic level unpacking seems effective for this kind of
activity.

The concept of ‘selection’ (if-else statements) was new technical knowledge to many of
the participants. However, it was observed that the learning did not seem to overwhelm
most of the participants, despite having several games played during the activity and the
games (and therefore, the concepts) being chosen at random rather than the originally
expected scaffolding order. Several “Ah ha!” moments as well as attempts at micro
discussions to cement the understandings were observed among the learners. This activity
was the third Unplugged activity during the workshop and was preceded by the Variable
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Dice Battle. Therefore, the learners were already familiar with playing games of this
nature for learning purposes. The observations (and thus, the shape of the semantic
profile), especially during Stage 2, could be different if the activity was used on its own.

10.5 Programming Without Unplugged

This section discusses the semantic profile of a programming lesson that did not use any
Unplugged computing activity and followed the conventional, directly-into-programming
strategy. The method followed was similar to that explained in Section 10.4.1, attempt-
ing to answer the same questions. The audience of interest was of a similar nature (i.e.
adult learners consisting of pre-service or in-service teachers; all novice or beginner pro-
grammers) and the same expert instructor conducted the class. He followed a similar
constructivist approach to conduct the lessons by drawing out ideas from the learners
before introducing and/or connecting conceptual and technical ideas to them. However,
the simple, everyday knowledge used was largely limited to the use of everyday language
in explanations in making connections with computational concepts. The introduction of
the three programming concepts: sequence, variables and selection, is analysed to iden-
tify the semantic profile(s). The total duration of one session was the same (two hours)
as an alternating Unplugged session, and observations of two sessions were recorded. The
pace that a new concept was introduced, as well as the time spent on introducing each
concept was also observed as being closely similar to the Unplugged workshops.

The plugged-in only programming exercises were based on the same set of Scratch
programming Parson Problems as the alternating Unplugged workshops, with additional
problems introduced to reinforce the concepts. The learners were introduced to the
Scratch programming environment at the beginning of the session, before opening the
Parson’s problems related to the three concepts. Figures 10.8, 10.9 and 10.10 show
the initial view of the Parson’s problems for the three concepts sequence, variable and
selection respectively.

Each concept was introduced starting with a simple introduction by the instructor
that mostly unpacked the connection between the everyday terms and the computational
language. The instructor then provided a simple introductory Parson’s problem that
initially contained only a basic set of Scratch commands that would lead to creating a
program to generate an output similar to the exercises in the corresponding Unplugged
sessions discussed in Sections 10.4.2, 10.4.3 and 10.4.4. Accordingly, learners created
programs for the three concepts; for ‘sequence’: moving the Sprite to a certain target; for
‘variables’: implement a game similar to “Variable Dice Game”; for ‘selection’: implement
game(s) similar to “Conditional Dice Battles”. The instructor provided the necessary
scaffolding for the learners to achieve the expected learning outcomes by completing
each of the programming exercises. The following Stages were identified during every
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Figure 10.8: Scratch programming Parson’s problem for ‘sequence’

exercise.

Figure 10.9: Scratch programming Parson’s problem for ‘variables’ - ‘Player A’ sprite
of Variables Dice Game: (a) Problem (b) Solution

Stage 1: Introduction
S1.1: The instructor provided a very basic introduction to the concept, mostly un-

packing the connection between the everyday terms in use and the computational lan-
guage.
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Figure 10.10: Scratch programming Parson’s problem for ‘selection’

S1.2: He introduced the objective of the Parson’s problem and basic instructions
provided.

Stage 2: Coding exercise
S2.1: Learners started coding by achieving the initial objective set out in the Parson’s

problem.
S2.2: The instructor provided instructions to improve the learners’ code the next

level.
S2.3: Learners improved their code to incorporate the new instructions.
Stage 3: Wrapping up
S3.1: The instructor summarised the key concepts discussed during Stage 2.

The Semantic Profile

The semantic profile of the plugged-in only programming lesson is given in Figure 10.11.
The profile curve stayed at the higher semantic density region of the continuum with very
little movement towards high semantic gravity. Although the instructor’s explanations
and unpacking generated wave-like variations during the lessons, the variations are not
highly accentuated, as the connection to everyday knowledge during the learning process
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was limited and the learning revolved mostly around technical and conceptual knowledge.
Q1: Is it a wave?
The instructor purposely attempted to relate the technical and conceptual program-

ming knowledge discussed in the class to everyday examples and experiences, and tried
to keep his explanations simple so as not to load the learner in a manner that the concep-
tual instruction makes them feel overwhelmed or uncomfortable to learn it. His attempt
was successful, mostly due to his expertise in the subject and experience in working with
similar groups. For this reason, slight wave-like variation is included in the semantic
profile. However, the semantic profile was a less-accented, flatter curve compared to the
semantic waves discussed in Sections 10.4.2, 10.4.3 and 10.4.4.

Figure 10.11: Semantic profile of introductory programming without Unplugged ex-
amples

Q2: How high and low do you go?
Overall, the curve remained at a higher semantic density region. Moreover, it lacked

steep upward or downward shifts. There was limited use of everyday knowledge in the
discussions, and thereby less high semantic gravity region reach in the profile. And as
explained in Q1 above, the curve stayed at the higher SD region and was rather flat
(cover small semantic range).

Q3: Who is unpacking and repacking?
The instructor was responsible for the majority of unpacking. However, because the

exercises were programming, it was observed that knowledgeable peers (i.e. the partic-
ipants who were familiar with programming in Scratch) actively engaged in discussions
and helping novices with their coding. References to everyday knowledge were limited
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and therefore, the need for repacking that linked knowledge of high semantic gravity to
high semantic density with the support of an instructor was limited.

Lesson Reflections

Despite the constructivist approach used throughout the lessons, knowledge delivered
during the plugged-in only programming session revolved mostly around technical knowl-
edge and conceptual knowledge. The instructor and the helpers supported the learners
in familiarising themselves with programming in Scratch prior to any conceptual knowl-
edge being introduced. The semantic profiles of the programming experience therefore
remained at the higher SD region in fairly flat curves. However, the instructor intro-
duced key ideas to the class gradually through challenges to improve the initial Parson’s
problem. Therefore, the semantic profile contained slight yet step-wise up-shifts during
Stage 2.

10.6 Discussion

A comparison of the shapes of the overall semantic profiles of the two strategies are given
in Figure 10.12. S1, S2 and S3 are the ‘introduction’ stage, ‘doing the exercise’ stage
and ‘wrapping up’ stage respectively, for all three concepts. In the alternating Unplugged
strategy, S2 indicates learners doing the Unplugged activity, and the actual programming
exercises were introduced afterwards at S3, whereas in the plugged-in only strategy, S2 is
coding exercises that extend to S3. Accordingly, the alternating Unplugged groups spent
relatively less time in actual programming than the plugged-in only groups. However,
as mentioned earlier, in the alternating unplugged lesson the semantic behavior of the
programming exercise at the end (S3 region) has not been reflected explicitly.

Only the strategy of introducing the programming concepts was different (i.e. al-
ternating Unplugged activities with plugged-in exercises vs plugged-in only strategy).
Other elements of the lessons were kept very similar, if not the same; the same three
programming concepts were introduced; the programming exercises used (i.e. Scratch
programming Parson’s problems) were the same for both groups; a similar constructivist
pedagogic approach was used by the same instructor in both groups; and the nature of the
learner audience was similar. Therefore, the two overall semantic profiles in Figure 10.12
can be considered as reflective of the two strategies used. The semantic profiles during
Unplugged computing activities and their follow-up programming exercises are indicated
by blue (lower) curve in Figure 10.12 and the plugged-in only exercises are indicated by
the red (higher) curve.

In all three unplugged activities and the plugged-in exercises following, the original
intention of the instructor was to initially use the learners’ existing knowledge and grad-
ually push the learners towards deeper technical/conceptual knowledge. Such a strategy
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Figure 10.12: Semantic profiles of introductory programming with and without Un-
plugged examples

also relates closely to the concepts of ZPD. Preferably, such a strategy would have re-
sulted in a semantic profile that starts at a high SG region and works towards a high
SD region of the continuum, thereby creating an up-shift in the semantic profile at the
starting point of every S1. However, this was accomplished only in the Kidbot activity,
in which no reference to any technical context was used at the beginning of the activity
(other that the use of words like ‘bot’, which were used to label students, rather than
being defined in a technical sense). In the other two activities, a simple yet basic intro-
duction to the technical concepts was given up-front by introducing some technical terms
and/or linking them to general knowledge. Moreover, after the first activity, the learners
were more familiar with computing and programming. These basic differences during the
introduction stages of the second and third activities affected the overall shape of their
individual semantic waves.

However, overall, the alternating Unplugged groups started off with much higher se-
mantic gravity than plugged-in only groups. All have been shown as ending with the
same SD, since learners essentially achieved understanding of the same programming con-
cepts in both cases, and this matches the observations by Hermans and Aivaloglou [115].
Nevertheless, this observation was not evaluated with any kind of a programming as-
sessment such as a test, and the semantic profiles are drawn heuristically based on the
observational notes of the ‘general feel’ of the two classes. Therefore, it must be noted
that in Figure 10.12, although the semantic profiles of the two classes have been drawn as
ending at a matched SD level, in reality it may have had gaps between the two profiles.

During all three Unplugged activities the learning during S2 was mostly micro dis-
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cussions both between instructor and learners, and among learners. Often the instructor
linked the Unplugged experiences to technical knowledge. Whether the shape of the
curve during those stages was sinusoidal or a step-wise incline, learners’ knowledge was
moving from simple knowledge to a deeper conceptual and technical knowledge. All
three subsections of the semantic profile of the alternating Unplugged strategy (i.e. the
blue line) are the shape of a wave that cover a large semantic range in the continuum.
Noticeably, none have steep downward movement. The semantic profiles, particularly
during S2, could be seen as a close, direct interpretation of concepts from the ZPD,
where the simple/concrete knowledge known to learners was used to introduce new ab-
stract/conceptual knowledge (by a more knowledgeable other). Therefore, alternating
Unplugged to introduce programming concepts seem to: 1) cover a much larger semantic
range reflecting cumulative knowledge building and 2) help situating the learner well
within the ZPD.

During the alternating Unplugged sessions, the instructor introduced the program-
ming exercises only towards the end of each activity, along with the necessary scaffolding
to repack the Unplugged knowledge into a programming context. Learners spent com-
paratively less time using the Scratch programming environment to do actual coding for
each of the exercises compared to the plugged-in only groups. The steep upward shift in
S3 of all three alternating Unplugged semantic waves (blue curves) indicates the learners
moving from an Unplugged activity to a Scratch programming exercise. Although much
less time was spent at the high semantic density region, it was observed that learners
did not find difficulty in cementing the conceptual knowledge or embracing the technical
knowledge, despite being exposed to actual programming at a much later stage. More-
over, several audible exclamations of understanding something such as “Aha!” could
be overheard among the participants. Therefore, this strategy seems to be an easier
yet productive strategy to introduce programming to novice and beginner programmers,
compared with pushing them through a frustration zone, and could possibly prevent
them from feeling disengaged or anxious. However, due to the fact that the connection
between the Unplugged experience and the technical knowledge is not obvious to the
learner themselves, an instructor’s involvement in scaffolding ideas and relating the Un-
plugged experience to technical context is essential in Unplugged computing activities. In
the absence of such meaningful instruction, an Unplugged activity can leave the learners
in a low-flattening semantic profile, stagnating them in a boredom zone, only improving
their competency in doing the Unplugged activity and not progressing through the ZPD.

The semantic profile of the plugged-in only strategy (indicated by the red curve in
Figure 10.12) was comparatively flatter than that of the other strategy. This indicates a
smaller coverage in semantic range. Moreover, due to the low use of everyday knowledge
of high semantic gravity during the plugged-in only lessons, the curve remained in the
high semantic density region. Given the limited everyday knowledge used, the higher
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flattening semantic profile is also an indicator of learners falling out of the ZPD, pushing
them towards a zone of a higher level of challenge and content difficulty (anxiety zone).
However, the learners spent more time doing hands-on programming, thus had compara-
tively more time to master the tool as well as developing conceptual understanding using
actual programming.

At the end of both kinds of introductory programming sessions, based on observa-
tions such as conclusive remarks made by learners, questions asked at the end of the class,
etc., the learners were observed to have achieved a fairly similar level of understanding
of the use of the three basic concepts in a Scratch program. However, the alternating
Unplugged strategy lessons covered a much larger amount of material compared to the
plugged-in only lessons within a similar period of time. A pre and post survey (that was
used to measure the participants’ level of self-efficacy towards teaching Computational
Thinking as well as computer programming, though not testing their technical ability
just self assessment of believed efficacy) indicated that both of the groups had improved
their self-efficacy, but there was no notable difference in the level of achievement between
the two groups. Both the semantic profiles flattening at a similar SD level is indica-
tive of this observation. However, the alternating Unplugged group was able to spend a
much larger time traversing a longer semantic range (i.e. stayed within the ZPD) and
arrived at the same semantic density level later, yet cemented their understanding within
a much shorter period of time. Moreover, some participants from the plugged-in only
group mentioned that although the workshop was useful for their own personal program-
ming knowledge, it was less useful in adapting the material into their own teaching in a
classroom. Considering that the participants were teachers, this meant that they found
it less useful from a professional development perspective and that they saw more benefit
for young learners from teaching unplugged.

The authentic context of a learning objective in a programming classroom can vary
vastly depending on many parameters such as grade, level of knowledge, purpose of the
lesson, etc. A teacher can determine the strategy they may use to introduce a program-
ming concept by considering the semantic range they intend to cover during a lesson
and taking into account that alternating Unplugged can cover a larger semantic range
than plugged-in. Given that an Unplugged activity works directly on a learner’s existing
knowledge (i.e. high semantic gravity and low semantic density), it is at the commonsense
extreme in a commonsense-uncommon sense continuum, whereas a plugged-in exercise
that requires a degree of technical knowledge (i.e. high semantic density and and low
semantic gravity) places at the opposite extreme. The larger semantic range in an al-
ternating Unplugged strategy therefore could justify why the Unplugged activities are
known to be more engaging and equally productive in teaching programming than the
conventional plugged-in only approach [115].

The plugged-in approach on the other hand, can be useful in introducing technical
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and conceptual knowledge very quickly (high-flattening semantic profile), and is thereby
capable of generating new knowledge in a shorter period of time if the learners have
a suitable mindset. A teacher may also have the flexibility to determine the semantic
range of a lesson depending on the motivation of the audience to learn programming.
For example, an intrinsically motivated audience may be ready to accept a content of
high SD compared to an extrinsically motivated audience. If the learners are intrinsically
motivated, they may be curious about computing and that makes it easier to work with
them compared to extrinsically motivated learners, who may be equally ready to work
yet with no such inherent enthusiasm. Despite their motivation to attend the class, an
extrinsically motivated audience may not be as ready for high SD content, and therefore
starting from high SG rather than high SD for such an audience may be helpful in course
delivery as well as effective learner engagement and better understanding. However, its
worth making a note of the fact that they may also still find it difficult/impossible if they
have no appropriate conceptual underpinning to build on however motivated they are.

A plugged-in strategy may be more productive for an intrinsically motivated group,
considering the ability to cover a larger conceptual/technical knowledge faster than the
alternating Unplugged strategy, whereas the latter strategy may be far more productive in
providing scaffolding to lesser or mixed motivated groups. While Unplugged lessons could
be useful for a more engaging classroom, provoking Computational Thinking (mostly
in the early stages of programming learning) and helping curriculum integration, the
plugged-in only programming lessons could be useful to identify specific talent, creating
computational output and providing much more focused technical knowledge. This latter
observation also suggests that plugged-in only might be less effective at reaching those
who do not see themselves as talented at programming.

10.7 Conclusion

Computer programming is a highly technical subject with abstract concepts and specific
terminology. Computing concepts tend to be invisible, intangible and largely new and
unknown to beginner learners. When learning to program, learners face difficulties in
understanding concepts and technologies and relating the use of everyday language to
computer terminology. Relating technical and conceptual knowledge to learners’ exist-
ing knowledge becomes a valuable as well as effective teaching strategy when introducing
programming concepts to novice and beginner programmers. Analysing the semantic pro-
files of different teaching strategies used in an introductory programming course provides
an insight into the usefulness of using learners’ everyday knowledge in establishing new,
conceptual understandings. The use of Unplugged computing activities is an effective
way to incorporate learners’ existing knowledge to introduce new computing conceptual
knowledge. Two strategies for teaching an introductory programming course were ex-
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plored and analysed to study their semantic profiles to understand the effectiveness of
each strategy. The strategies were used in a series of teachers’ professional development
workshops, where we speculated that the nature of the learners and their background
(e.g. adults/children, novice/expert, students/teachers, etc.) as well as the nature of the
teacher (e.g. expertise in computing, experience in teaching, etc.) become determining
factors to the shape of the semantic profile of a lesson.

Unplugged activities provide sufficient semantic gravity (using everyday knowledge
and unpacked density) that teachers are enabled to find effective pedagogical strategies for
effective lesson planning in their classrooms, especially with younger or novice students.
For non-expert teachers, this helps deepen their own understanding, building confidence
in teaching computational or programming content in classrooms. The analysis of the
semantic profiles show that traversing in the high SD/low SD level and high SG/low SD
continuum can be closely related to the concept of a learners’ movement in the ZPD
during learning. A relatively flatter semantic profile could be an indicator of either
anxiety (if remains too long at a higher semantic density region), or boredom (if it
remains too long at a higher semantic gravity region). Lessons with flat semantic profiles
similar to the plugged-in only strategy could make novice and beginner learners anxious
and lost. The alternating Unplugged strategy successfully covers a wider semantic range
than the plugged-in only strategy. It provides a possible explanation for the effectiveness
of Unplugged computing, as it indicates the possibility of avoiding both learner anxiety
as well as boredom, or at least long periods in these states.

Even though the plugged-in only approach was successful for professional development
for a teacher, it may not provide the best model for teachers to use in their classroom,
particularly with younger students. Alternating Unplugged would have given them a
model of how to teach programming to their students. Research has indicated that
children learn programming better with incorporating Unplugged activities [115], and
this analysis provides some insight into why this is the case. Therefore, alternating
Unplugged in introducing programming to teachers not only is an effective strategy to
teach programming to them but it also exposes them to a better and effective model that
they can use with the learners in their classrooms.

This semantic wave study provides some descriptive reasoning for the success of us-
ing Unplugged activities in programming education, while giving a detailed insight to
what and how they can be incorporated in a programming lesson effectively. The simple,
explanatory nature of a semantic profile (i.e. the movement of SG and SD) provides a
graphical understanding to the different teaching approaches (while taking into consider-
ation the parameters like the level and/or nature of the audience, instructor’s expertise,
etc.), that could provide insights to teachers/instructors, advisors and researchers how
to approach/organise their Unplugged programming lessons/research, according to the
nature of their audience.
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In an alternating Unplugged strategy, where the semantic profile traverse across the
SD/SG continuum, the indications of returning cycles between a learners’ System 1 and
System 2 cognition as explained by the DPT also rationalises this difference. From a
DPT perspective, using Programming Unplugged activities adds a few things in a lesson:

• It makes programming accessible to younger and/or novice groups of learners, who
are either not well equipped with or could not yet cope with rule based systems, in
which the traditional plugged-in only approach might not be successful. It provides
a format accessible to the younger/novice groups. However, the data most studies
have about this alternating approach is much too short term to capture the true
effect of Unplugged computing experience of learners. Introducing programming to
young and novice students in a form that they can handle with System 1 cognition
may result in much better outcomes over time, which would require a longitudinal
study and cannot be captured in a short period of time.

• Unplugged computing helps learners in crystallizing the knowledge. Moreover,
as explained, it does this is by bringing learner’s SG and SD into the ZPD very
effectively. During Programming Unplugged activities, a teacher probably takes
knowledge of high SD (System 2 type knowledge) for learners currently outside of
the ZPD and brings them into the zone by giving them more points of reference
from the knowledge of high SG (System 1 type knowledge) from what is already
known and already in crystallized intelligence and associative memory.

Semantic profiles are a useful lens through which to view a learning activity, and
mapping a semantic profile raises useful questions. At what semantic level (or in what
context, technical or practical) does an activity begin? Does its progression draw on
learners’ authentic practical knowledge / experience in order to support its goals at the
technical / abstract level? Is the intended profile adequately reflected in the structure
of the task, and its instructions and resources? Are there steep transitions that need
to be carefully managed? Is the activity as a whole situated within the target learners’
ZPD? Using semantic profiles to explicitly explore and answer such questions may help
teachers to design and deliver effective learning experiences. While the focus here is on
the Unplugged framework, other kinds of activity offer similarly rich opportunities to
span a wide semantic range, combining practical and abstract elements. These include
tangible computing and robotics, and any kind of task that is based on personal contexts,
real-world case studies or examples, problem-based learning, or similar approaches.
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Chapter XI

Conclusions

The widely used unplugged approach in computing education can evidently be used
for teaching and learning programming, despite the paradox that it does not use a device
or any programming language. Understanding the nature and application of unplugged
activities in Computational Thinking and introductory programming could be helpful to
address the challenges faced by teachers teaching computing in the classroom (especially
since most are novices to computing). It could also be useful for developing resources
that help improve their knowledge and self-efficacy for teaching these topics. This thesis
has aimed to address these possibilities by analysing the use of unplugged computing
in depth, and specifically its applicability in teaching and learning programming, and
teachers’ professional development.

This was done by first studying the relationship between Computational Thinking,
the concepts of Notional Machines in programming, and unplugged computing; second,
by investigating how unplugged impacts on teachers’ professional development; and fi-
nally, studying why they are useful when combined with programming. To do this we
carried out a thorough theoretical analyses of educational theories and other literature,
and experimental studies with New Zealand teachers on using unplugged as a tool to
teach programming. The experiments included creating unplugged activities that specif-
ically model programming concepts, trialling them in introductory programming lessons
as part of teachers’ professional development, and studying teachers’ self-efficacy towards
teaching Computational Thinking and programming after using them. The findings of
this research have contributed a rationale for the success of unplugged computing in
teaching and learning Computational Thinking and programming topics, have produced
a set of programming specific unplugged activities that can be directly converted to
plugged-in programming exercises, and propose an effective approach to combine un-
plugged activities with teaching and learning programming.

11.1 Research Outcomes

The goal of this research was to understand the success of unplugged computing in com-
puting education by looking at it through the lens of some important educational theories,
and with experimental studies using unplugged activities in introductory programming,
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investigate their usage in teachers’ professional development. This thesis has made sig-
nificant progress towards achieving these goals. This section integrates our answers to
the research questions this thesis aimed to address.

RQ 1: How does CT relate to the mental models that students are forming?
The Computational Agent (CA) in CT provides a way to establish links between com-
putational and programming concepts, and robust Notional Machines (NM). The nature
and flexibility of its definition that allows the CA to be a human as well as machine
could be useful to students in forming accurate mental models, as it allows learners to
have tangible interpretations to some intangible aspects of computing, especially at early
programming learning stages, and this is very much in line with what an unplugged ap-
proach does. The more the CA becomes closer to the NM, the more helpful it is for the
students to create accurate mental models.

A CA facilitates teachers’ consciousness of their own mental model against the NM
they are expected to teach, especially if the teachers are computing novices. The CA’s
flexible nature potentially eliminates the need for novice teachers to be aware of NMs
altogether, while supporting a similar learning context. When an abstract NM is defined
without reference to an actual machine, a CA presented with a set of precise yet less
detailed instructions can be useful for pedagogical explanations.

RQ 1.1: How can models for student learning inform our understanding of learning
CT?

In the theoretical analysis we showed a transition from CA to NM as a
continuum, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 7. This context allowed us to
interpret our understanding in terms of a basic cognitive psychology learning
theory, the Dual Process Theory, which matches this transition from a System
1 type learning (associations arising from long-term memory) to gradually
shifting the balance until at the end (which may be as late as the time of
undergraduate level studies) when it becomes System 2 type learning process
(that involves conscious reasoning with explicit rules in working memory).

RQ 1.2: How does the view of CT vary with the stage that teachers/learners are work-
ing at?

Several stages were identified that the relationship between the CA and NM
encompasses in computing and learning to program, and is discussed in Sec-
tion 7.6, Chapter 7. We argued how learning to exercise CT begins with a
CA but with no relatable NM initially, and as the learning proceeds and as
CT is scaffolded to incorporate programming into the learning process, the
roles of the CA and NM also converge subsequently.
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RQ 2: How does the use of unplugged as a PD tool impact teachers’ confidence, expecta-
tions, and knowledge?
Based on the results of the main experimental studies, the alternating unplugged ap-
proach (where unplugged activities are used to introduce programming concept) increased
both pre-service and in-service teachers’ teaching self-efficacy and motivation to teach
Digital Technologies. However, in our experiments, their self-efficacy towards program-
ming decreased, indicating the possibility that the amount of material when alternating
unplugged activities in a programming lesson may overwhelm learners. Through inter-
views, teachers pointed out that the unplugged activities can provide tangible interpre-
tations of the otherwise intangible or highly abstract concepts of computing, indicating
that they are aware of a connection between learners’ mental models with the Notional
Machine (albeit unknowingly) and recognised unplugged activities as a useful pedagogi-
cal tool for that. They also pointed out that tangible unplugged activities could give the
teacher more insight into students’ mental models.

RQ 2.1: What are the impacts of alternating or combining unplugged teaching methods
with conventional “plugged-in” (computer based) methods when providing PD
for teachers?

The use of unplugged computing activities is an effective way to incorporate
learners’ existing knowledge to introduce new computing conceptual knowl-
edge. Several impacts of alternating unplugged activities were identified dur-
ing the experimental studies and discussed in Chapter 9. Chapter 10 looks
at the two approaches through the lens of Semantic Waves and provides a
rationale for the success of alternating unplugged in programming lessons,
based on the observations during experimental studies.

RQ 2.2: What are teachers’ expectations for students who experience unplugged in a
CT curriculum?

The qualitative data analysis findings of the Pilot Study and the two exper-
imental studies (in Chapters 5 and 9) indicate that teachers appreciate, use
and have positive expectations about unplugged content as a useful tool in
a CT curriculum. They expect unplugged activities to model programming
concepts in a more focused manner than unplugged activities that model
more general computing concepts, because with the unplugged activities that
do not focus on programming specifically they found it difficult to make
meaningful connections to programming by themselves. Accordingly, a set
of unplugged activities that focus on modeling common basic programming
concepts were created. Chapter 8 covers a detailed discussion on Program-
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ming Unplugged activity development, that covers a range of concerns and
considerations in this regard.

RQ 2.3: What is the nature of teachers’ understanding of computational terms (jar-
gon) related to CT concepts, and how can a relevant professional development
intervention help to resolve issues related to them?

The Pilot Study findings indicated that the teachers find the vocabulary used
in computational contexts difficult to understand, even if the meanings of the
words and phrases used in them are known to them from other contexts. An
appropriate intervention that can essentially relate the technical language
to more familiar contexts can resolve language difficulties in computational
contexts. A detail discussion in this regard is given in Chapter 6.

RQ 3: Why is unplugged useful when combined with programming?
Using Semantic Profiles from Legitimation Code Theory, we were able to explain the
success of unplugged activities when combined with programming. We showed that,
heuristically, the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) can be seen as a differentiation
(rate of change) of a semantic profile of an unplugged computing activity, essentially
shifting learners back and forth between existing and new knowledge at an appropriate
rate, while learning a programming concept. Our theoretical explorations could connect
unplugged computing with a basic cognitive psychology learning theory (Dual Process
Theory) which fitted with the Semantic Wave explanations. This opened insights to how
learners retain knowledge better when they connect it to other things that they already
know or when they can elaborate new knowledge with personal experience and other
pre-existing knowledge. Unplugged computing enables this, building strong connections
from a learners’ existing knowledge to the new knowledge, and supporting a process of
crystallising their learning.

RQ 3.1: What is the role of unplugged style activities in the context of the computing
concepts they address?

A careful analysis showed that unplugged computing activities are versatile
in modeling computing concepts from two perspectives: the general comput-
ing context and a programming context. We identified these as two separate
roles, which we named as Non-programming Unplugged activities and Pro-
gramming Unplugged activities respectively (discussed in Chapter 3). A
novice teacher may not be able to see all the connections an unplugged com-
puting activity can have to programming and may feel at a loss to support
their learners to make such connections. Yet, making such connections avail-
able can possibly be overwhelming for them as well. Therefore, regardless
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of the computing concept they model, maintaining simplicity and allowing
time for engagement is a key consideration in unplugged activities. The con-
text of developing useful Programming Unplugged activities are discussed in
Chapter 8.

RQ 3.2: Is there a need for a separate, programming focused set of unplugged activities
that connects the concepts through “plugging it in”?

A theme that emerged from the interviews with teachers in the Pilot Study
was that they had difficulties in connecting unplugged activities to program-
ming. A set of programming-focused unplugged activities that can be di-
rectly converted to programming exercises was needed to address this issue,
since general computing concepts (such as data representation or sorting al-
gorithms) to overshadow the unplugged activities’ ability to communicate
basic programming concepts. Chapter 8 covers the development process of
such focused unplugged activities, with detailed discussions about the con-
cerns and considerations, and resulted in new activities that addressed the
need for programming-focused material). Chapter 9 discusses the evalua-
tion of the applicability of such programming focused activities alongside
non-programming ones in the context of teachers’ professional development
in introductory programming, and the findings confirming that combining
unplugged with plugged-in is more useful in teaching programming.

RQ 3.3: What are the features of unplugged that are useful when combined with pro-
gramming?

Observation based, heuristically drawn Semantic Profiles showed that for-
mal and traditional plugged-in teaching in programming do not use a large
semantic range. When an unplugged activity is used (or also a metaphor,
an analogy or any similar reference to the learner’s concrete knowledge), a
wider semantic range is introduced, which could potentially pull topics from
far away into the learners’ Zone of Proximal Development. This is discussed
in Chapter 10.

RQ 3.4: Does unplugged help teachers build a useful Notional Machine?

Experimental findings indicated that the teachers have seen unplugged ac-
tivities as providing tangible interpretations to the otherwise intangible or
abstract concepts of computing. Even without any specific knowledge about
the Notional Machine and having it not being even slightly mentioned in
the professional development programmes, teachers seem to have realised a
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need for a connection to a machine-like conceptual presence when learning
to program, and that unplugged activities provide learners with a tangible
connection to that conceptual model. Having unplugged activities incorpo-
rated in lessens may have triggered these realisations. The findings of the
theoretical study indicated how a CA in CT, particularly a human/physical
CA, can provide a very physical interpretation to (at least some parts of)
a NM. These discussions (in Chapter 7, 9 and 10) combined show how un-
plugged computing can potentially be helpful for teachers to build a useful
NM.

RQ 3.5: How can a more programming-focused set of unplugged activities help teachers
build useful Notional Machines?

The representational and abstract nature of such Programming Unplugged
activities indicate that comprehensions are needed by the learners that relate
to their everyday knowledge, in order to understand the computing concepts.
As discussed in Chapter 7, the correspondence of CA in CT and NM made
through unplugged activities, and its connection to learners’ mental model
development, provides a good proxy to support a teacher’s self-efficacy in
communicating a robust NM to a learner.

RQ 3.6: What impacts do programming-focused unplugged activities have for teachers
and learners?

Programming-focused unplugged activities allow learners to cover a larger se-
mantic range and teachers to use more teaching and learning material during
programming lessons. We have analysed theoretically and proved experimen-
tally (in Chapters 4, 7, 9 and 10) how alternating unplugged activities with
programming concepts, or trying to connect programming concepts with un-
plugged activities wherever possible, can evidently be successful in teaching
both Computational Thinking and programming concepts. Both qualitative
and quantitative analysis of the experimental studies show that introducing
the programming concepts using an unplugged activity first and then moving
to plugged-in exercises was an effective order to combine unplugged in pro-
gramming lessons. However, some views from experienced teachers indicate
that, as long as the lesson combines unplugged with plugged-in exercises,
this order may not matter greatly.
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11.2 Potential Directions for Future Research

Unplugged activities can make lessons more enjoyable and fun, which feed students mo-
tivation and engagement. Although that might not necessarily be reflected in a measure
of knowledge, it might well be reflected in a measure of future engagement with the field.
People who learnt computing with unplugged approaches and enjoyed it may be more
likely to carry on with future studies in the field than those who had a very traditional
experience that they did not enjoy. However, this is a long term argument that cannot
be tested in short-term snapshot studies. A longitudinal study is needed to measure the
long-term effects of unplugged approaches in early computing education.

This thesis has explored the connection between alternating unplugged activities in
learning to program and cognitive learning theories (rather theoretically) that could
potentially explain their success and popularity among the grade school1 community.
Experimental research aiming to further explore these links could be useful in under-
standing the relationship between socio-cultural experiences, everyday knowledge, and
Computational Thinking and programming aptitude. During our discussions, one expert
teacher highlighted how unplugged activities provided opportunities to young ‘logical
thinkers’ in her classroom, who otherwise would not have had proper recognition. Such
studies may be useful in identifying and nurturing students who are particularly good
at computing, from a young age. Unplugged computing could also be useful in com-
municating programming concepts to more ‘non-rational thinkers’ and special groups in
classes, so that they may increase their enthusiasm and feel less uncomfortable towards
learning computing topics.

The Programming Unplugged activities we have created and used, that can be directly
converted to programming exercises, propose an evidently successful approach to com-
bining unplugged activities with programming lessons. These activities take unplugged
computing a step further by focusing on modeling and delivering programming concepts.
They have shown success in a teachers’ professional development context. However, due
to the limitations experienced by COVID19 during the course of this study, the findings
could not be supported with strong quantitative evidence. Therefore, further experi-
ments with larger sample sizes are needed in support of these findings. Moreover, their
applicability in a classroom context with younger learner audiences also needs to be
studied.

With school curricula focusing on moving students from being users of digital devices
to creators of computing technologies and digital outcomes, the importance of teaching
Computational Thinking in grade schools is growing. Many tools and technologies (with
and without the use of digital devices) are available to support teaching and learning

1 By grade school we refer to the elementary, middle and high school levels, also known as K-12, or
primary and secondary school.
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CT, and therefore, evaluating how effective these pedagogical tools and technologies are
has also become important. Considering how the intense involvement of the computer
in a much broader spectrum of purposes overshadows the different usages of the device
in pedagogical purposes in computing, synergising the many pedagogic methods rather
than focusing on one method or the other would be more effective. Computing educa-
tion research should focus on experimenting to find ideal blends of different pedagogic
approaches that can effectively communicate the CT concepts, and equipping teachers
with relevant content and pedagogy, so that they can embrace teaching CT with more
self-efficacy.
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Ethics Approval Documents

• Approval letter for the Pilot Study

• Amendment approval for the Experimental Study with pre-service teachers

• Amendment approval for the Experimental Study with associate teachers
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Appendix B

Survey Instruments and Sample Interview Questions

B.1 Survey Items - Teaching Self-Efficacy in Teaching Computational Think-
ing

Table B.1: Teaching Self-Efficacy Survey
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B.2 Survey Items - Computer Programming Self-Efficacy

Table B.2: Computer Programming Self-Efficacy Survey
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B.3 Survey Items - Motivation Towards Teaching Computational Thinking
Topics

Table B.3: Motivation Survey

B.4 Sample Interview Questions of the Pilot Study

Table B.4: Sample Interview Questions of the Pilot Study
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B.5 Sample Interview Questions of the Experimental Study II

Table B.5: Sample Interview Questions of the Experimental Study II
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Unplugged Activities Related to Programming Found in the Survey

The activities listed in this appendix cover the main published activities that were consid-
ered for teaching programming. It isn’t an exhaustive list of general unplugged activities,
and some of the activities listed here appear in a variety of forms in resources. New un-
plugged activities are appearing (e.g. code.org often has new activities), and some are
lost as projects finish (e.g. CS Inside had some good activities, but the project ran from
2005-2009, and the activities no longer seem to be available). The list appears on the
next page.
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List of Unplugged Activities Related to Programming 
(The websites include in the table were accessed during the during the period from January 2020 to October 2020) 

  
  

  Activity Author Source 

1 
Treasure Hunter 1, 2, 3, 4 and 
5 

Arinchaya 
Threekunprapa  
and Pratchayapong 
Yasri 

Arinchaya Threekunprapa and Pratchayapong Yasri. “Unplugged coding using 
flowblocks for promoting computational thinking and programming among 
secondary 
school students”. English. In: International journal of instruction 13.3 (2020), 
pp. 207– 
222 

2 Dance Move Algorithms  Barefoot Computing https://www.barefootcomputing.org/resources/dance-move-algorithms  

3 Algorithmic Doodle Art 
cs4fn authors:  
Paul Curzon,  
Peter McOwan,  
Gabriella Kazai,  
Jonathan Black,  
Chrystie Myketiak, 
Jo Brodie, and Nicola 
Plant. 
 
Most of these activities 
are authored by Paul 
Curzon, and The 
Invisible Palming 
Activity is co-authored 
by Paul Curzon with 
Peter McOwan.  
 
Original (earlier) 
version of Create a Face 
Activity was developed 
with Quintin Cutts of 
University of Glasgow 
team, as part of the CS 
Inside project. 

https://abitofcs4fn.org/art/algorithmic-doodle-art/  

4 Origami https://abitofcs4fn.org/art/computer-science-and-craft/origami-algorithms/  

5 Lifecycle Puzzles https://abitofcs4fn.org/sequencing-and-looping-puzzles/  

6 Assignment Dry Run 
https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-unplugged-
classroom-activities/the-assignment-dry-run-activity/  

7 Box Variables 
https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-computing-
stories/box-variables-understanding-variables-and-assignment/  

8 Intelligent Paper http://www.cs4fn.org/teachers/activities/intelligentpaper/intelligentpaper.pdf  

9 Knitting http://www.cs4fn.org/regularexpressions/knitters.php  

10 Rock-Paper-Scissors http://www.cs4fn.org/ai/robotalwayswins.php 

11 Tour Guide https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/the-tour-guide-activity/  

12 The Knight’s Tour 
https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-unplugged-
classroom-activities/the-knights-tour-activity/  

13 
The Intelligent Piece of Paper 
Activity 

http://www.cs4fn.org/teachers/activities/intelligentpaper/intelligentpaper.pdf  

14 The Invisible Palming Activity 
https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-unplugged-
classroom-activities/the-invisible-palming-activity/  

15 Imp Computer 
https://teachinglondoncomputing.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/activity-
impcomputer.pdf  

16 Create-a-face Activity 
https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-unplugged-
classroom-activities/the-create-a-face-activity/  

17 The Swap Puzzle Activity 
https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/resources/inspiring-unplugged-
classroom-activities/the-swap-puzzle-activity/  

18 Sorting Unplugged https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/11-sorting-unplugged/  

19 Unplugged Variables 

Code-it.co.uk  

http://code-it.co.uk/book/mq6/mq6  

20 Everyday Variables http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Variableasbox.pdf  

21 Everyday selection 
http://code-it.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2019/04/everydaycomputingconcepts.pdf  

22 Ful or Fully http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/fulorfully.pdf  

23 Adjective to Adverbs http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/adjectivestoadverbs.pdf  

24 I before E except after C http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/ibeforee.pdf  

25 Sentence Checker Algorithm http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/sentencecheckerv2.pdf  

26 Everyday Sequences 
http://code-it.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2019/04/everydaycomputingconcepts.pdf  

27 Human Crane http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/humancraneplan.pdf  

28 
Everyday repetitions 

http://code-it.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2019/04/everydaycomputingconcepts.pdf  

29 Letter Q http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/letterq.pdf  

30 
Spelling Algorithms and 
Grammar Algorithms 

http://code-it.co.uk/spellingalgorithms  

31 Exchange Sort Investigation http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/exchangesortplan.pdf  

32 Singular to Plural http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/singulartoplural.pdf  

33 Human Crane http://code-it.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/humancraneplan.pdf  

34 Jam Sandwich Algorithm http://code-it.co.uk/unplugged/jamsandwich  

35 Envelope variables 

Code.org 

https://studio.code.org/s/course4/lessons/4/levels/1  

36 Functional Suncatchers https://code.org/curriculum/course3/4/Teacher  

37 Conditionals with cards https://code.org/files/ConditionalsHoC.pdf  



38 Move it, Move it https://curriculum.code.org/csf-20/courseb/2/  

39 Happy Maps  https://curriculum.code.org/csf-20/coursea/3/  

40 My Robotic Friends Jr https://curriculum.code.org/csf-20/coursec/3/  

41 Graph Paper Programming https://code.org/curriculum/course2/1/Teacher  

42 Getting Loopy https://studio.code.org/s/course1/lessons/12/levels/1  

43 Happy Loops https://studio.code.org/s/coursea-2021/lessons/7  

44 My Loopy Robotic Friends Jr. https://studio.code.org/s/coursec-2021/lessons/7  

45 The Big Event Jr. https://curriculum.code.org/csf-20/coursea/11/  

46 The Big Event https://curriculum.code.org/csf-20/coursec/14/  

47 
Everyday procedures 

http://code-it.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2019/04/everydaycomputingconcepts.pdf  

48 Song Writing https://code.org/curriculum/course3/9/Teacher  

49 Song Writing with Parameters https://code.org/curriculum/course4/13/Teacher  

50 Rock-Paper-Scissors https://code.org/files/PGUTSRockPaperScissors.pdf 

51 Crowdsourcing https://code.org/curriculum/course3/19/Teacher  

52 Relay Programming https://code.org/curriculum/course2/9/Teacher  

53 Tangrams https://studio.code.org/s/course4/lessons/1/levels/1  

54 Plant a seed https://code.org/curriculum/course1/6/Teacher.pdf  

55 Paper Airplanes https://code.org/curriculum/course2/2/Teacher  

56 For Loop Fun https://studio.code.org/s/coursef-2021/lessons/13  

57 Sorting Network 

CSUnplugged.org 

https://classic.csunplugged.org/activities/sorting-networks/  

58 Fitness unplugged https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/kidbots/unit-plan/fitness-unplugged/  

59 Lightest and Heaviest https://classic.csunplugged.org/activities/sorting-algorithms/ 

60 KidBots https://www.csunplugged.org/en/topics/kidbots/  

61 Rock-Paper-Scissors   https://www.101computing.net/rock-paper-scissors/  

62 Crabs & Turtles - The Race 

Katerina Tsarava,  
Korbinian Moeller, and  
Manuel Ninaus 

Katerina Tsarava, Korbinian Moeller, and Manuel Ninaus. “Training 
Computational Thinking through board games: The case of Crabs & Turtles”. 
In: International Journal of Serious Games 5.2 (June 2018), pp. 25–44. doi: 
10.17083/ijsg. 
v5i2.248. url: https://journal.seriousgamessociety.org/index.php/IJSG/article/ 
view/248. 

63 Patterns 

64 
Crabs & Turtles - The Treasure 
Hunt 

65 Describing with variables micro:bit https://microbit.org/teach/lessons/getting-active-describing-variables/  

66 Emergency Room example R. A. Alamer,  
W. A. Al-Doweesh,  
H. S. Al-Khalifa, and M. 
S. Al-Razgan 

R. A. Alamer et al. “Programming Unplugged: Bridging CS Unplugged 
ActivitiesGap for Learning Key Programming Concepts”. In: 2015 Fifth 
International Conference on e-Learning (econf). 2015, pp. 97–103. doi: 
10.1109/ECONF.2015.27. 

67 Minecraft Man 

68 Carpet 

Yucnary-Daitiana  
Torres-Torres,  
Marcos Román-
González, and  
Juan-Carlos Pérez-
González. 

Yucnary-Daitiana Torres-Torres, Marcos Román-González, and Juan-Carlos 
Pérez-González. 2019. Implementation of Unplugged Teaching Activities to 
Foster Computational Thinking Skills in Primary School from a Gender 
Perspective. In Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on 
Technological Ecosystems for Enhancing Multiculturality (TEEM'19). 
Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 209–215. 
DOI:https://doi-org.ezproxy.canterbury.ac.nz/10.1145/3362789.3362813 

 

The book “Computing without Computers” by Paul Curzon of Queen Mary University of London available at 

https://teachinglondoncomputing.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/booklet-cwc-feb2014.pdf is a write up of introduction to 

programming, data structures and algorithms for complete novices that avoids programming notation, instead focusing on helping 

learners understand the concepts. It explains computing in terms of everyday things, strange links, and thought-provoking 

metaphors in the cs4fn ‘Computer Science for Fun’ style. 



Appendix D

Appendix D

Detailed Linear Mixed Effect Models

• Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study I) – Teaching Self-Efficacy

• Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study I)– Computer Programming Self-Efficacy

• Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study I)– Motivation to Teach Computational Thinking

• Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study II) – Teaching Self-Efficacy

• Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study II)– Computer Programming Self-Efficacy

• Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study II)– Motivation to Teach Computational Think-
ing
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Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study I) – Teaching Self-Efficacy 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Intercept 2.041497 0.109 207.810 18.763 0.000 1.827000 2.255994 

[Group=B] -0.10549 0.215 244.208 -0.490 0.624 -0.529106 0.318132 

[Group=PG] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Post1] 0.386117 0.136 136.944 2.830 0.005 0.116335 0.655900 

[SurveyType=Post2] 0.424501 0.149 146.561 2.848 0.005 0.129944 0.719058 

[SurveyType=Pre] 0b 0.000           

[Treatment=1] 0.185223 0.154 216.503 1.204 0.230 -0.118110 0.488555 

[Treatment=2] 0.340524 0.168 209.816 2.032 0.043 0.010211 0.670837 

[Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] 0.293619 0.245 150.352 1.197 0.233 -0.191048 0.778287 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] 0.585857 0.260 153.043 2.251 0.026 0.071585 1.100130 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [Treatment=1] 0.007126 0.283 240.002 0.025 0.980 -0.549471 0.563724 

[Group=B] * [Treatment=2] -0.42018 0.280 232.895 -1.498 0.135 -0.972545 0.132312 

[Group=B] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=1] -0.14055 0.190 145.672 -0.738 0.462 -0.516845 0.235814 

[SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=2] -0.43101 0.206 139.229 -2.087 0.039 -0.839229 -0.022781 

[SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=1] 0.138500 0.209 151.557 0.663 0.508 -0.273933 0.550932 

[SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=2] 0.118817 0.217 140.688 0.549 0.584 -0.309387 0.547022 

[SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=1] 0.396605 0.259 202.961 1.534 0.127 -0.113331 0.906541 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=2] 0.993964 0.234 157.065 4.239 0.000 0.530847 1.457081 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=3] 0.293619 0.245 150.352 1.197 0.233 -0.191048 0.778287 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=1] 0.359115 0.247 209.293 1.456 0.147 -0.127118 0.845348 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=2] 0.622120 0.269 148.579 2.312 0.022 0.090439 1.153802 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=3] 0.585857 0.260 153.043 2.251 0.026 0.071585 1.10013 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0           

a. Dependent Variable: Mean_TE.  b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

  

  



Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study I) – Computer Programming Self-Efficacy 

Parameter Estimate 
Std. 

Error 
df t Sig. 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Intercept 1.885826 0.261 215.870 7.239 0.000 1.372366 2.399286 

[Group=B] 0.535287 0.516 247.356 1.037 0.301 -0.481392 1.551966 

[Group=PG] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Post1] 0.965871 0.331 147.394 2.916 0.004 0.311265 1.620476 

[SurveyType=Post2] 2.308865 0.362 157.179 6.385 0.000 1.594580 3.023151 

[SurveyType=Pre] 0b 0.000           

[Treatment=1] 0.120020 0.369 223.624 0.326 0.745 -0.606499 0.846538 

[Treatment=2] 0.159058 0.401 217.670 0.396 0.692 -0.631741 0.949857 

[Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] -0.240158 0.595 160.727 -0.404 0.687 -1.415209 0.934892 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] -0.176177 0.631 163.557 -0.279 0.781 -1.422790 1.070436 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [Treatment=1] -0.129842 0.678 243.726 -0.192 0.848 -1.465183 1.205500 

[Group=B] * [Treatment=2] 0.151633 0.672 237.829 0.226 0.822 -1.172986 1.476253 

[Group=B] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=1] -0.056627 0.462 156.086 -0.123 0.903 -0.969272 0.856018 

[SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=2] -0.216078 0.501 149.657 -0.431 0.667 -1.206463 0.774306 

[SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=1] -0.821689 0.506 162.153 -1.623 0.107 -1.821520 0.178142 

[SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=2] -0.611829 0.526 151.213 -1.164 0.246 -1.650586 0.426927 

[SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=1] 0.8178531 0.625 210.578 1.308 0.192 -0.414919 2.0506255 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=2] 0.4398216 0.569 167.322 0.774 0.440 -0.682545 1.5621884 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=3] -0.240158 0.595 160.727 -0.404 0.687 -1.415209 0.9348923 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=1] 0.7165231 0.596 216.159 1.202 0.231 -0.458553 1.8915995 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=2] 0.6542047 0.653 159.33 1.002 0.318 -0.634926 1.9433353 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=3] -0.176177 0.631 163.557 -0.279 0.781 -1.422790 1.0704365 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

a. Dependent Variable: Mean_CPE. b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 

  



Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study I) – Motivation to Teach Computational Thinking 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Intercept 4.231347 0.423 258.650 10.006 0.000 3.398619 5.064074 

[Group=B] -0.940574 0.486 257.147 -1.936 0.054 -1.897347 0.016199 

[Group=PG] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Post1] -0.199010 0.516 190.551 -0.386 0.700 -1.216259 0.818239 

[SurveyType=Post2] 0.208159 0.540 193.076 0.386 0.700 -0.855966 1.272284 

[SurveyType=Pre] 0b 0.000           

[Treatment=1] -0.103845 0.537 257.477 -0.194 0.847 -1.160624 0.952934 

[Treatment=2] -0.134629 0.508 256.928 -0.265 0.791 -1.134062 0.864804 

[Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] 0.747792 0.624 183.982 1.198 0.232 -0.483242 1.978825 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] -0.772093 0.660 190.120 -1.170 0.243 -2.073582 0.529396 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [Treatment=1] 0.545376 0.636 255.762 0.858 0.392 -0.706121 1.796874 

[Group=B] * [Treatment=2] 0.386655 0.627 254.201 0.616 0.538 -0.848992 1.622302 

[Group=B] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=1] 0.786150 0.743 218.829 1.058 0.291 -0.678708 2.251007 

[SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=2] 0.223897 0.678 196.389 0.330 0.742 -1.113121 1.560916 

[SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=1] 0.205041 0.718 219.214 0.285 0.776 -1.210551 1.620633 

[SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=2] 0.402784 0.771 197.070 0.522 0.602 -1.117565 1.923134 

[SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=1] -1.288427 0.888 207.041 -1.450 0.148 -3.039639 0.462784 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=2] -0.400842 0.861 187.034 -0.466 0.642 -2.099081 1.297396 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=1] 1.008060 0.892 209.025 1.130 0.260 -0.751169 2.767288 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=2] 1.178512 0.950 189.704 1.240 0.216 -0.695684 3.052708 

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=B] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post1] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Post2] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=1] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=2] 0b 0.000           

[Group=PG] * [SurveyType=Pre] * [Treatment=3] 0b 0.000           

a. Dependent Variable: Mean_M. b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.  

 

 

 

 



Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study II) – Teaching Self-Efficacy 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Intercept 3.028024 0.139464 32.582 21.712 0.000 2.744144 3.311905 

[Group=1] 0.042083 0.194560 29 0.216 0.830 -0.355836 0.440002 

[Group=2] 0b 0           

[SurveyType=1] -0.493548 0.067352 30 -7.328 0.000 -0.631099 -0.355998 

[SurveyType=2] 0b 0           

a. Dependent Variable: TE.                                                  b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
 

 

 

        

Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study II) – Computer Programming Self-Efficacy 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Intercept 5.243952 0.320150 34.914 16.380 0.000 4.593955 5.893949 

[Group=1] -0.377500 0.438261 29 -0.861 0.396 -1.273845 0.518845 

[Group=2] 0b 0           

[SurveyType=1] -2.212903 0.195528 30 -11.318 0.000 -2.612224 -1.813583 

[SurveyType=2] 0b 0           

a. Dependent Variable: CPE.                                                  b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 

 

 

         

Estimates of Fixed Effects (Study II) – Motivation to Teach Computational Thinking 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Intercept 4.163609 0.568061 806.915 7.330 0.000 3.048557 5.278661 

[Group=1] 0.875208 0.347887 29 2.516 0.018 0.163699 1.586718 

[Group=2] 0b 0           

[SurveyType=1] -0.970968 0.268296 30.000 -3.619 0.001 -1.518901 -0.423035 

[SurveyType=2] 0b 0           

a. Dependent Variable: M.                                                    b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
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